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This dissertation reports three pilot psychokinesis (PK) experiments and
two imagery-based "training" PK experiments. The two imagery experiments
attempted to increase PK scores (as measured by a computer test called
"Synthia") of Ss through the practice of three visual-imagery
strategies. In Synthia a trial is initiated by pressing the space-bar
upon which the computer selects randomly one number. If this number
corresponds to a target number randomly generated by the computer the
trial is counted as a hit. A blue star appears on the computer screen
and a beep sounds each time a hit is made in a feedback version of
Synthia. In a nonfeedback version no such feedback is provided. The
three strategies were process-oriented imagery (PO), goal-oriented
imagery (GO), and end-oriented imagery (EO). In PO, Ss visualized energy
building up inside their bodies and then sent it into the computer
screen. In GO, Ss imagined the feedback (the beep and the star) provided
for hits on the computer test. In EO, Ss visualized the final number of
hits they wanted to achieve in each run on Synthia, and as shown on a
display at the end of a 40-trial run. The three pilot studies were by
and large conducted to test and refine the experimentation environment
and the computer test. In the first imagery training study 24 selected
Ss participated. Ss were divided into three groups of 8 Ss each. Each
group practised one of the three imagery strategies on Synthia on six
sessions. In the second imagery training study 52 selected Ss
participated. Ss were divided into four groups of 13 Ss each. Three
groups each practised one of the three imagery strategies on Synthia on
four sessions. The fourth group was a control group which also did four
sessions. Altogether 76 Ss participated in the two imagery experiments
contributing to 352 "training" sessions. In both experiments the three
imagery strategies resulted in neither significant PK scoring nor in an
increase in PK scores over a period of time as had been predicted. The
conclusion is drawn that PO, GO and EO do not work as a "training"
method in a multi-session experimental set-up with a computer test such
as the one employed. As predicted, Ss using PO spent significantly
longer time on the PK task when they obtained feedback on their
performance than in the absence of such feedback. Also as predicted, Ss
using GO spent significantly longer time on the PK task in the presence
of feedback than in the absence of feedback. This time effect was
interpreted in terms of different degree of concentration. Three
post-hoc findings were of interest: (1) In the latter imagery study, the
control group increased marginally significantly (p=.051, 2-T) in total
PK scores across sessions whereas the three imagery groups decreased
nonsignificantly. Whilst acknowledging that this observation could be
due to chance given the number of analyses conducted, a possible
psi-based explanation discussed is that the experimenter psi-missed
precognitively in deciding when to initiate the computer test. (2) In
the second imagery experiment, the 27 "sheep" (those who believe in the
existence of psi) showed a nonsignificant incline in PK scores between
first and second half of the experiment, whereas the 12 "goats" (those
who do not believe in the existence of psi) declined significantly
(p=.009, 2-T). The difference between incline with sheep and decline
with goats was significant (p=.007, 2-T). (3) Finally, an examination of
170 pilot / screening sessions indicated that the more Ss reported
having had a PK experience the higher their PK scores tended to be on
the computer test (an outcome of meta-analysis yielded z = 3.03, p=.001,
1-T). Three possible lines of research are suggested as a direct
continuation of present experimentation.
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1.1 THE OBJECTIVE OF THE DISSERTATION
The title of this dissertation, "Psychokinetic attempts on a random
event based microcomputer test using imagery strategies", consists of
two main components:
A. "Psychokinetic attempts using imagery strategies". This refers
to the main objective, the empirical goal, of the thesis which is to try
to see if psychokinesis is trainable with human subjects through the
practice of three visual-imagery strategies. Typically, psychokinesis
(abbreviated as PK) has been referred to as the "influence of mind on
external objects or processes without the mediation of known physical
energies or forces" (Dale & White, 1977, p.931).
B. "A random event based microcomputer test". This refers to the
method of measuring PK. Considerable time and effort was spent on
developing and testing a microcomputer test / game called "Synthia" that
could serve as a measure of psychokinesis.
Other secondary theoretical and empirical issues interacted with
the main purpose. These include investigations into for example, models
of psychokinesis that can apply to the data and into the possibility of
predicting psychokinesis performance through scalar instruments.
1.2 GENERAL ISSUES IN PARAPSYCHOLOGY
The term "psychical research" was used in Britain as equivalent to
what the Germans called "Parapsychologie" and the French "la
metapsychique" in the nineteenth century. In 1927 William McDougall came
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to Duke University as Chairman of a newly formed psychology department.
Shortly thereafter J.B. Rhine arrived to study psychical research under
the guidance of McDougall. Rhine adopted the term "parapsychology" from
the German to represent the experimental and quantitative subdivision of
psychical research (Mauskopf & McVaugh, 1980, p. 117). Today it has come
to replace the older expression, embracing the scientific study of all
aspects of psi phenomena (see below) in the U.S. and on the continent,
although the British still seem to use the two words interchangeably.
Definitions of Concepts. The term "psi" is a theoretically neutral
term to identify an organism's alleged extrasensorimotor interaction
with the environment (Thouless, 1942, p.5). Parapsychologists tend to
talk about psi ability and psi phenomena, and so on. Thus, psi includes
both "extrasensory perception" (abbreviated as "ESP") and
"psychokinesis" (abbreviated as "PK"). The Paraosvchological Association
(1988, pp.353-354, see also Morris, 1982; Palmer, 1982) defines ESP and
PK in the following way:
When an event is classified as a psi phenomenon, it is claimed
that all known channels for the apparent interaction have been
eliminated. Thus it is clear that labeling an event as a psi
phenomenon does not constitute an explanation for that event,
but only indicates an event for which a scientific explanation
needs to be sought. Phenomena occurring under these conditions
are said to have occurred under psi-task conditions. [The
Parapsychological Association's emphasis.] Labels such as
"extrasensory perception" (ESP) and "psychokinesis" (PK) refer
to the apparent direction of information or influence. ESP
refers to situations in which, under psi-task conditions, an
organism behaves as if it has information about the physical
environment (as in "clairvoyance"), another organism's mental
processes (as in "telepathy"), or a future event (as in
"precognition"). PK refers to situations in which, under
psi-task conditions, an organism's physical environment
changes in a way that appears to be related to the organism's
mental or physiological processes.
There are however alternatives to the above conceptualization which
I shall not pursue here that attempt to place the psi phenomenon into
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meaningful frameworks. Morris has elaborated the psi terminology into a
conceptual scheme as presented in a basic communication model (Morris,
1975; 1979). Stanford, questioning the relevance of communication
models, has reinterpreted psi events as "dispositional" in character
rather than being analogous to known sensori-motor skills (Stanford,
1978; see also philosophical justification for this model in Edge,
1978) .
Defining the Field. The content of parapsychology can be considered
to be the study of interactions between organisms and their external
environment (including other organisms), which occur under conditions
when it is claimed that participation of the known sensorimotor systems
has been ruled out. This hypothetical type of interaction between
organisms and environment has been referred to as being
"extrasensorimotor", i.e. it is not dependent on the senses and muscles,
or other physical means (see e.g. Dale & White, 1977). Parapsychology is
a branch of psychology, as it studies the behavior of organisms,
although it interacts with other fields such as social anthropology,
biology, physics, and so on.
The methodology that is practised in parapsychology is scientific;
i.e. its practitioners put forward hypotheses from which predictions are
deduced that can be objectively tested and replicated under identical
conditions (e.g. Pratt, 1978, p.85). Although answers are sought through
controlled and quantified observation in this thesis, I am aware of an
alternative methodological approach towards the understanding of the
behavior and experience of human subjects which has been referred to as
phenomenology (Koch, 1964, p.34 ff; MacLeod, 1964). See Wann (1964) for
discussion of these two approaches in psychology.
A Few Notes on Criticism. Psi phenomena have been the subject of
scientific examination for over 100 years. The so-called "psi
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hypothesis", which states that the existing evidence is sufficient for
us to take seriously the idea that a hitherto unrecognized means of
interaction / communication with the environment is available to us and
that it is amenable to scientific investigation, is still doubted in the
scientific community. Criticism on the broad spectrum of research in
parapsychology can be found in Crumbaugh (1976) and Ransom (1976) . A
bibliography of the skeptical literature has been provided by Hovelmann,
Truzzi and Hoebens (1985). Methodological criticism of parapsychology
has been given by Akers (1984) . Summary of the critical writings of the
major critics can be found in Child (1987). (See also on the most recent
debate, for parapsychology Rao & Palmer, 1987; against parapsychology
Alcock, 1987; and open peer commentary on these two papers in Behavioral
& Brain Sciences. 1987.)
Inside the field itself, no set of explanations put forth is
adequate to explain the range of reported experiences and controlled
laboratory studies that have gone on record. However, there is no need
to abandon certain areas of research because the questions asked are
"out of the ordinary" and do not at present yield any definite answers.
On comparing the state of affairs in parapsychology to that of physics
past and present, Arthur Koestler (1972) wrote:
When, in the seventeenth century, experimenting with
electricity became fashionable, previously undreamt-of
phenomena were discovered, and scientists vied in proposing
hypotheses to account for them - postulating effluvia, liquid
fires, currents, fields, without turning a hair. Magnetism and
gravity had a similar history: when Kepler suggested that the
tides are due to attractive forces emanating from the moon,
Galileo shrugged the idea off as an "occult fancy" because it
involved action-at-a-distance and thus contradicted the "laws
of nature"... (p. 79)
... parapsychological research has become more rigorous,
statistical and computerized, while theoretical physics has
become more and more "occult", cheerfully breaking practically
every previously sacrosanct "law of nature". Thus to some
extent the accusation could even be reversed: parapsychology
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has laid itself open to the charge of scientific pedantry,
quantum physics to the charge of leaning towards such
"supernatural" concepts as negative mass and time flowing
backwards. (p.11)
1.3 A BRIEF HISTORY OF PK LABORATORY RESEARCH
In this thesis I chose to focus on PK research because I was more
interested in questions related to PK than ESP. A brief history of PK
laboratory research is given below.
The first attempt to institutionalize the scientific study of
psychic phenomena dates from the establishment of the Society for
Psychical Research (SPR) in London in 1882. It was about 50 years later
that statistically evaluated studies of PK started (for recent overviews
on history of, and findings in, PK research see, Isaacs, 1982; Palmer &
Rush, 1986; Randall, 1982; Rush, 1977; 1982; 1986; Schmeidler, 1977;
1982; 1984; 1987; Stanford, 1977b). The early investigations into
psychokinesis consisted of research on physical mediums such as D.D.
Home (Crookes, 1972; Dunraven, 1924; Zorab, 1970), Eusapia Palladino
(Feilding, Baggally & Carrington, 1909), and Indridi Indridason
(Gissurarson & Haraldsson, 1989; Hannesson, 1924). A levitation of a
table in the presence of a medium was considered to be a possible PK
event when/if the hypothesis of deception could be ruled out with
reasonable confidence.
Investigating the claims of a gambler, J.B. Rhine at Duke University
initiated in 1934 formal research into the hypothesis that movement of
objects (such as dice) can be influenced by volition without any
physical mediation. The results were not published until 9 years later
when Rhine felt that the cumulative results from the numerous
repetitions of the PK experiments offered a "moderately strong case" for
the existence of PK (Rhine & Rhine, 1943, p.21). The use of
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dice-throwing as a test for PK was devised independently by Carroll Nash
in 1940 (Nash, 1944).
In typical dice-throwing experiments that were to follow a well
made die (or two or more dice) was repeatedly thrown and after bouncing
many times came to rest. Over a long series of throws it should land
(given the appropriate controls for bias via "normal" means) with an
approximately equal number of each of its six faces in the uppermost
position. The subject in a PK experiment of this sort was usually asked
to "will", "wish" or "cause" a specific preassigned face of the die to
turn up. This enabled a statistical estimate to be made as to how likely
the result achieved was, supposing that the probability for a given fall
was one in six. The dice-throwing experimental design was gradually made
more rigorous as the PK experiments continued.
A retrospective analysis of the early PK results showed that PK
scoring tended over time to follow a typical decline pattern. In the
first experiment among those subjects, who did three runs in a sequence
(each run consisting of twelve throws of pairs of dice) - the average
score for the first, second and last runs showed a steady decline (Rhine
& Rhine, 1943). If the record sheet for a particular session was divided
into two equal chronological halves, the distribution of hits from
dice-throws within each run was also found to decline (Reeves & Rhine,
1943). The term "decline effect" nowadays indicates the tendency for
positive scoring in psi tests to decrease within either a run or
specific unit of experimentation longer than run or decline in time.
During the 50s and 60s, the so-called placement method took over by
and large from the die-face method as a major experimental design. Two
researchers, W.E. Cox (1951; 1954) and Haakon Forwald (1952a; 1952b;
Rhine, 1951) introduced the placement design. (It is unclear whether
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Forwald introduced it independently or was replicating Cox's work.) This
particular method consisted of, for instance, letting one or more dice
(or other objects) roll down a sloped panel after being initiated
mechanically. At the end of their roll, the dice would land on a table
on either the left or the right hand side of the sloped panel. The
subject's task was to try to influence the dice to move and come to rest
on either the left or the right side of the table, whichever was the
designated target side. The target sides of the placement table were
alternated, so that any bias inherent in the apparatus would cancel out.
Statistical methods could then be used to evaluate the results.
After examining more than 200 publications dealing with PK, Girden
(1962) offered a detailed criticism on the statistical PK research on
dice and placement. He criticized the earlier PK tests for being poorly
designed and badly executed. He pointed out for example that (ibid.,
pp.358-360,382); adequate control tests were lacking, equal numbers of
trials were not obtained with the several target faces of the dice, the
use of a hand shaken container in a majority of the reports was not
completely fool proof, motor driven dice machines possibly turned out
repetitions that were not properly random, and that little or no effort
was made to insure accuracy in recording the obtained scores.
Beloff and Evans (1961) were the first researchers in
parapsychology to utilize the decay of a radioactive atom (the most
random process known to physics to the best of my knowledge) as a PK
target. They set up a radiation counter adjacent to a piece of uranium
compound and asked their subjects to try to alter the count rate. They
did not find any evidence of PK. One year after his publication of
precognition results with a similar machine, Helmut Schmidt in 1970
published the results of some PK experiments he conducted with an
electronic apparatus made up of a binary random number generator
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(abbreviated as "RNG") connected to a display panel which he designed
and built (Schmidt, 1970a; 1970b). (RNGs are discussed in more detail in
section 3.3.) Schmidt's original RNG equipment made use of electrons
emitted by the decay of the radioactive nuclei from strontium-90 to
trigger a Geiger counter. "The momentary position of a binary high
frequency counter at the time of the electron registration" determined
whether a "+1" or a "-1" was generated (Schmidt, 1970a, p. 177). The
essential aspect of the display panel was a circle of nine lamps which
lit one step at a time for each trial in the clockwise (+1) direction or
the counterclockwise (-1) direction, depending on which of the two
numbers the PNG produced for that trial. The subject's task was to
choose either the clockwise or counterclockwise motion and try by using
PK to make the light proceed in that direction. Schmidt acknowledged
that, although he discussed his experimentation in terms of PK, in
principle, the results could also be ascribed to precognition on the
part of the experimenter or the subject.
In order to improve efficiency, Schmidt designed a high-speed RNG
that could produce faster sequences of random numbers (Schmidt, 1973).
Instead of radioactive decay the random element in the new RNG was
electronic noise, which was used to select a target whenever the
generated noise exceeded a certain threshold amplitude. Nowadays RNGs
most often make use of electronic noise instead of Strontium-90 and much
of the contemporary PK research is conducted with numbers produced by
RNGs as targets. (The project reported in this thesis makes use of a RNG
computer test.) Since the publication of Schmidt's RNG work, he has
continued to run successful RNG PK experiments. More importantly, a
number of other researchers have successfully used the same devices or
similar ones to replicate psi results (e.g. Nelson et al., 1986; Radin
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et al., 1986; and summary of results in Jahn & Dunne, 1987, pp.144-148).
Today many parapsychologists make a distinction between macro- and
micro-psychokinesis (e.g. Palmer & Rush, 1986). According to this
classification, which may sometimes be ambiguous, macro-PK describes
phenomena such as purported metal-bending and such large scale phenomena
as alleged gross movements of objects typical of claimed poltergeist
manifestations (also referred to as Recurrent Spontaneous Psychokinesis,
"RSPK"). Macro-PK phenomena can be observed directly. Micro-PK describes
the small scale phenomena, such as a specific face of a die turning up
more often than one would expect by chance. Measurement of some sort is
needed to know whether a micro-PK phenomenon has taken place. This
thesis concentrates on micro-PK research. One can argue that the
experimental approach to the micro-PK category can be divided into two
crude categories according to how the results are arrived at: a) The
method of detecting psychokinesis by statistically significant deviation
from mean chance expectation (MGE) . b) The method of detecting
psychokinesis by other quantitative measurements such as changes in
intensity or pulse frequency of a light source, or temperature, or
growth of enzymes.
As with ESP, the physical processes responsible for PK remain
obscure. The distinction between the subcategories of psi is often
arbitrary (Nash, 1975; Rhine, 1974). For instance, it is difficult to
distinguish between precognition and PK when it comes to anomalous bias
in RNGs. It is unclear whether PK makes a contribution of energy to the
systems apparently affected, and most modern theories do not hypothesize
PK as being a form of energy. Some researchers have constructed theories
that reduce all statistical psi results to PK, called the observational
theories (Schmidt, 1975a; 1975b; 1978; Walker, 1975; overviews in
Houtkooper, 1983; Millar, 1978). Others have reinterpreted the available
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experimental RNG data pool in terms of an informational model called
Intuitive Data Sorting (May et al., 1985). These two ideas, which are
amongst the most prominent ones today, are discussed in more details in
chapter 3.
1.4 THE RATIONALE BEHIND THE DISSERTATION
The Choice of a Training Study
The problem of obtaining on demand, and maintaining satisfactory
control over psi has not yet been solved in parapsychology. The solution
of many basic research problems in parapsychology (such as building and
testing theories) depends on the researchers having reliable
high-scoring individuals to act as experimental subjects. Not enough of
these turn up in experiments and those who do are liable to lose their
ability to score highly after a period of time (Thouless, 1963, p.71).
As stated by John Beloff (1967, p.120), "Progress is possible in science
only when the relevant phenomena are available for research".
Since the amount of psi shown in experiments is usually very small
(despite often being statistically significant), many parapsychologists
think it is of major importance to find means to enhance PK scoring in
experiments. Gardner Murphy (1969, p.3) wrote for instance that the
problem of cultivating "good psychic subjects" was really the beginning
and the center of all psychical research. For him the cultivation of the
"paranormal gift" seemed not unlike the cultivation of almost any other
kind of gift whether playing the piano or learning to wiggle one's ears
(ibid., p. 10).
The state of affairs in parapsychology seems to call for a reliable
procedure to produce statistically measurable psi. This is important in
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order to bring psi phenomena to such a level that they become available
to scrutiny. However, we may be facing a vicious circle here. In order
to be able to establish a psi training procedure, one can argue, we need
to know more about how psi can be controlled. This view is reflected in
the following quotation from R. H. Thouless (1963, p.71):
It has seemed to me for many years that one of the most urgent
unsolved problems of parapsychology is the question of how we
may obtain such control of its phenomena that we can train
subjects to succeed in paranormal tasks.
One way around this dilemma is to think of the two views as going
hand in hand. When there is a suggestion that research on a topic has
reached a promising level - we try to take the research one step further
and use the available data in some form of a training procedure. For the
sake of argument, let us suppose that a certain mental procedure such as
visualizing successful outcome on a psi task results in extrachance
scores. This encourages the hope that we may look into this direction
for one solution of the problem of psi control, and thus replicability.
Whether this is, or is not the case must be discovered by research. We
may want to investigate whether use of this mental procedure results in
higher and higher psi scores with continuous practice. Whether subjects
were successful because they practised the mental procedure, or whether
this technique merely served to trigger off some latent natural
abilities, or simply boosted their motivation, confidence, etc., are
other questions which would have to be answered by yet further research.
The Choice of Visual-Imagery Strategies
The topic of Imagery has started to play a larger research role in
various academic disciplines. In sport psychology reviews of mental
practice (such as visualization) suggest that mental practice may have
positive influence in the acquisition or the performance of a skill
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(Feltz & Landers, 1983; Suinn, 1983; 1984). In an albeit unorthodox line
of research within medical science, there seems to be growing interest
in relating "attitude" variables and imagery to the outcome of cancer
(e.g. Achterberg & Lawlis, 1979; Achterberg et al., 1977; Simonton,
1972; for a general discussion on clinical uses of mental imagery see
Sheikh & Jordan, 1983) . For example, in an imagery of disease test known
as Image-CA (Achterberg & Lawlis, 1984), cancer patients are given an
interview in which they are asked to imagine, draw and discuss pictures
of their tumors, their white blood cells, and their current medical
treatment. The interview protocol is scored on 14 dimensions, e.g.
frequency of positive images, symbolism, vividness. The total score on
the Image-CA has been found to predict the status/outcome of cancer with
93% accuracy for those in total remission, and with 100% accuracy for
those who had died or had rapid deterioration (Achterberg & Lawlis,
1979) .
Looking to parapsychology, experiential reports of purportedly
gifted ESP subjects (see especially, Kelly et al., 1975; White, 1964),
as well as material from spontaneous case collections (e.g. Rhine, 1953;
1954) suggest the importance of the role of visual imagery in the
manifestation of ESP. On such material George and Krippner (1984, p.80)
commented:
Qualitative material gathered by parapsychologists suggests
that the enhancement of mental imagery is an obvious candidate
for a relevant commonality among allegedly psi-conducive
practices.
Experimental work also suggests the possibility (although not
unambiguously) that ESP performance can be enhanced through the practice
of visual-imagery strategies (see reviews in George, 1981; George &
Krippner, 1984).
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Many popular books on "positive thinking" and "psychic development"
have claimed that visualization and imagery is important in bringing
about desired outcomes (e.g. Koran, 1972; Peale, 1952, Sherman, 1972;
1978). Morris (1980a) did a review on "psychic self-development" methods
as presented in the popular literature. He noted that these methods
frequently stressed the importance of visualization and imagery in
developing psychic ability. He wrote (ibid., p.10):
... members of the research community would do well to
consider the techniques offered and to explore them more
systematically under controlled conditions.
There are reasons to think that imagery may play a role in the
generation of psychokinesis. Oh reviewing the literature (see following
chapter) on what can in a broad sense be called research into "mental
training" and psychokinesis - those strategies involving visual-imagery
of some sort seem to be promising. The reason for choosing psychokinesis
training via visual-imagery strategies was not only based on reviewing
the literature, but the author had also the opportunity to do such
research under the supervision of Robert Morris, who has been actively
involved in the area of psychokinesis conducive visual-imagery practice.
Finally I want to quote Evan Harris Walker on the study of imagery in
parapsychology (Walker, 1984b, p.11):
The detailed study of imagery is possibly the most important
experimental tack being taken to solve the problem of
repeatability in parapsychology.
1.5 ISSUES EXPLORED IN THE THESIS
The research reported in this thesis could probably be called
process-oriented as distinguished from proof-oriented. The emphasis is
not on trying to prove PK to be true or false. The aim of
process-oriented research is to learn more about the processes that may
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be involved when/if numbers produced by a RNG show an anomalous bias
from the expected distribution and when this bias is associated with
mentation of volitional activity. John Palmer wrote on process-oriented
research (Palmer, 1986, p.185):
However, even though there may be process psi researchers who
personally consider psi to be an established fact, such a
belief is by no means a prerequisite for doing process
research. It is only necessary that the existence of psi be
accepted as a working hypothesis. Indeed, looking at the
matter from a broader perspective, one can easily conceive of
process research designed to demonstrate that the process
underlying 'psi' is a normal physical one.
The issues that are explored in the thesis, and the methods used in
the following experiments, tie into research in other fields of
psychology such as sport psychology, the study of imagery in cognitive
psychology and psychological testing.
The main body of chapter 2 presents a review of the literature on
what can in a broad sense be called "mental training" and PK. Specific
emphasis is put on describing studies that have explored visual-imagery
of some sort in an attempt to enhance PK scoring. The last part of
chapter 2 includes a discussion of imagery research as it is practised
in cognitive psychology. The first part of chapter 3 gives a summary on
the so-called RNG microcomputer games that are presently in use. This is
followed by a description of the author's construction of a computer
test/game called "Synthia" that was used throughout the research project
to measure possible PK effects. Finally two models are outlined that
have been developed by Schmidt (1982) and May et al. (1985) to account
for anomaly in RNGs, and are current in the field. Chapter 4 presents
the exploratory phase of the thesis. It consists of three pilot studies
that were conducted to scout for ideas, develop hypotheses, and to
examine the experimental environment and the equipment (mainly the RNG
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conputer test and questionnaires). Chapter 5 describes the first of two
large experiments reported in the thesis. It was a preliminary study
into the training of PK through three visual-imagery strategies. Chapter
6 reports the second large experiment that was conducted to attempt to
improve PK performance with human subjects via the visual-imagery
strategies. Finally, chapter 7 sums up the main findings and contains a
discussion of the overall results.
The working assumption behind this Ph.D. project is the
"psi-hypothesis" (which states that psi exists) and that RNGs have
apparently been biased via psi, whether that in turn is due to
precognition or PK. To make life easier, in the rest of this
dissertation I shall use the term PK to denote whatever psi effect may
be involved because the subjects were asked to engage in volitional
activity to try to influence the RNG. I am aware however that the
alternative explanation (i.e. precognition) may be applied.
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CHAPTER TWD
REVIEW CN "TRAINING" PK
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter starts by providing general definitions of training
and learning. Then it reports a summary of research exploring possible
ESP facilitating conditions. This is followed by an extensive survey of
the existing experimental work on potential PK facilitating conditions,
of which I was aware when starting my research. Experiments that
explored visual-imagery strategies are described in detail. Reports that
came to my attention after the start of the experimentation, and which
are relevant to the purpose of my project, are reported in the
discussion sections following each experiment. The final part of this
chapter deals with miscellaneous issues concerning feedback and imagery.
2.2 DEFINING TRAINING AND LEARNING
For present purposes, psi ability can be construed as the ability
to interact (or exchange information) with one's environment without
apparent access to presently understood channels (or means of
information transfer) (e.g. Morris, 1980a, p.9). This thesis explores
whether the psi ability can be trained. The importance of training psi
is to attempt to bring this ability to such a level that it becomes
available for research.
Training. The term "training" in this thesis denotes, generally,
the process of bringing an organism's performance, such as making some
specific response (s) or engaging in some complex skilled activity, to an
agreed end state of proficiency by a specific instructional program or
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structured manner of practice. The above definition is adopted from
Reber (1987, p.782) with some revision (e.g. from Schneiders, 1956,
pp.420-421) in order to make it more specific. The psychology of
training has been referred to by Wolfle (1951, p.1267) as "the applied
psychology of learning." By virtue of it being an applied field, the
purpose of training can be said to be to attain consistent levels of
high performance.
Learning. According to Reber (1987, p.396) the definition and
manner of use of the term learning has caused relatively little
controversy amongst psychologists. "Learning" is used with relatively
few encumbrances by developmental, educational and cognitive
psychologists, and so on. The tendency seems to be to allow the socially
accepted meaning to prevail.
In learning theory in psychology the process of the initial
conditioning of operant behavior has been called learning (Ferster et
al., 1975, p.315). Since this definition is quite narrow, for present
purpose I will adopt a working definition of learning from Hovland
(1951, p.613), who stated:
Learning will be defined as the change in performance
associated with practice and not explicable on the basis of
fatigue, of artifacts of measurement, or of receptor and
effector changes.
To the best of my knowledge, this view still holds by and large although
the reference is fairly old.
Many psychologists make a distinction between performance and
learning (Spence, 1951). Performance has reference to the observable and
measurable response, which is an empirical concept. Learning refers to a
hypothetical factor which is assumed (i) to be the product of the past
interactions of the individual with his environment and (ii) to be one
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of the conditions that determines his performance at any moment.
2.3 PSI TRAINING - A GENERAL BACKGROUND
Popular Training Systems
Folk traditions. Historically, the thread of psi training runs
through hundreds of traditions, such as priesthood, mystical
fraternities and spiritual lineages, each with its own cults, variations
and interpretations. In various religions psychic abilities have been
thought to be within the capacities of shamans (e.g. Giesler, 1984;
1985), and other possession trance mediums (e.g. Dobbin, 1986;
Gissurarson, 1989) . Training as a shaman, for instance, in the
Afro-Brazilian ecstatic religion or "cult", Umbanda, involves many years
of an intensified study of doctrine and ritual, mediumistic training and
sacerdotal instruction.
Popular literature. In the popular literature as well as in the
scientific literature training of psi has mostly dealt with ESP. Many
popular training systems are in use that claim to facilitate or train
ESP (for an overview see e.g. Mishlove, 1983). That ESP training can
take many forms is suggested by numerous autobiographical and popular
accounts published by various authors (e.g. Scott, 1938; Yogananda,
1949). In his evaluation of the different popular psi training systems,
Mishlove (1983, p.136; 1988, p.179) stated that there had not been any
unequivocal scientific demonstrations of the efficacy of any such
popular programs, although circumstantial evidence supporting some
claims did exist.
Morris (1977; 1980a; 1980b) conducted a survey in 1975 and 1976,
collecting 74 "popular" books, representing 57 authors, which claimed to
instruct how to develop psychic ability. This survey was referred to as
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the "Airport Project" as the data was derived from the type of books
commonly found for sale in bus stops or airport news-stands. The data,
collected by students from two of his introductory parapsychology
classes, revealed certain consistencies in the type of advice given.
This advice generally stressed the need to be mentally and physically
healthy at the start, confident, mature, with an initially positive,
receptive attitude towards psi and an acceptance of the consequences of
acquiring psychic ability.
General suggestions for PK. The popular literature on training PK
often emphasizes that in order to, for instance, obtain an object which
the heart desires, one has to strengthen one's belief or faith in
obtaining the object, exercise imagery and visualization of the object,
and feel confident and relaxed about getting it (e.g. Clark, 1978;
Koran, 1964; Rampa, 1965). Several of the books in Morris' (1977) survey
suggested that the target (or any other goal) for PK should be
meaningful in one way or another and that it should be visualized
repeatedly, while going through some kind of mental and physical
relaxation procedure to clear out irrelevant thoughts. In general, the
practitioners were urged to maintain confidence despite any failure, and
to practise routinely. Skills in relaxation, concentration and
visualization were supposed to be necessary and had to be acquired if
one did not already possess them. The books rarely gave any specific
guidelines on how to evaluate one's psychic development objectively.
Summary of Training of ESP
The experiments cited below were not necessarily aimed at
contributing to the "training" literature of ESP. Many of them explored
methods that might potentially facilitate the operation of PK on a
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single occasion. Strictly speaking, a training study would involve
repeated sessions and emphasize a process with actual training goals in
mind. But since the cited studies examine what can be seen as methods
that may prove themselves to be possible training tools in the future,
they should receive our attention. It is important to note that this is
true of most of the PK studies as well reported in section 2.4.
A large body of controlled studies is available on possibly
ESP-conducive methods in the experimental environment. The methods
reported in these studies can be put under six main headings: 1)
hypnosis, 2) yoga and meditation, 3) relaxation, 4) sensory deprivation,
5) feedback and 6) imagery. I selected these particular methods, because
I thought that if they could be shown experimentally to be ESP-conducive
they could be used without too much difficulty in or as a specific
instructional program aimed at bringing subjects' PK performance to a
high and consistent scoring level. (The selection of PK categories in
section 2.4 is based on the same rationale.) Following is a short
historical description of each category with a brief statement of
evaluation as reported by an authority on the subject.
Hypnosis. Claims relating hypnotic suggestion to unusual psychic
abilities have been recorded ever since the early days of Mesmer in the
18th century. The early issues of the Proceedings and Journal of the
Society for Psychical Research contain a number of reports of successful
clairvoyant and telepathic experiments with subjects who had been
hypnotically prepared (e.g. Gurney, 1888; Richet, 1889). An extensive
survey of these early studies has been provided by Dingwall (1967;
1968).
One of the most comprehensive procedures for the training of ESP
ability under hypnosis reported in the experimental literature has been
carried out by Milan Ryzl (1962; 1966; Ryzl & Ryzlova, 1962; see also
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summary of studies on the best known graduate of Ryzl's program, Pavel
Stepanek, in Pratt, 1973). The Ryzl technique appeared to involve two
essential stages (Beloff & Mandleberg, 1966, p.230): (i) Repeated
hypnotic sessions during which the subject became practised at
experiencing vivid visual hallucinations to order, (ii) Further hypnotic
sessions during which the subject was encouraged to try to ascertain by
means of ESP selected target objects which should then give rise to
"veridical" hallucinations. Several investigators have attempted to
replicate the Ryzl technique but without success (Beloff & Mandleberg,
1966; Fourie, 1977; Haddox, 1967; also on ESP hypnosis training see
Stephenson, 1965). Honorton and Krippner (1969) pointed out that in some
ways the methods used in these studies differed from Ryzl's original
technique.
Honorton and Krippner (1969) surveyed the contemporary experimental
studies published in the English language that attempted to facilitate
ESP performance through hypnotic suggestion (see also Van de Castle,
1969). Their conclusion was as follows (Honorton & Krippner, 1969,
p.244) :
...it seems clear that hypnosis does affect psi performance.
Nine of the twelve studies involving direct comparison of ESP
performance in hypnosis and the waking state yielded
significant treatment differences.
Yoga and meditation. As with hypnosis which has a history in
Western culture, yoga, originating from Hinduism in India, and
meditation have often been regarded as techniques for facilitating ESP.
The idea that psychic abilities manifest as a by-product of meditation
can be traced back to the early writings on yoga (Eliade, 1954/1971). It
is possible to differentiate between the term "meditation" and yoga. The
term "meditation" seems to be a broad label covering different mental
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relaxation and concentration exercises for quieting the flow of thoughts
by contemplating a given sound, image, thought or even nothing at all.
Yoga refers more to a certain "lifestyle" (with its special philosophy,
relationship with a guru, special diets, moral discipline, postures and
breathing techniques, etc.), and it includes various meditation
exercises. It has been regarded by many practitioners as a method
leading to the mystical union of the self with the Supreme Being.
Research attempts to validate psi claims made for yoga have been
minimal but apparently successful so far (e.g. Dukhan & Rao, 1973;
Motoyama, 1969; Schmeidler, 1970). Reviews on the possible link between
yoga / meditation and ESP performance have been provided by Honorton
(1977b) and Mishlove (1988) . In his review Honorton put both meditation
and yoga in ESP and PK studies under the heading of "meditation". The
combined results for all of the studies involving psi tasks during or
following "meditation" were highly significantly above chance (Honorton,
1977b, p.442).
Sensory deprivation. In surveying the relevant research conducted
up to that time, Honorton (1974a; 1974b) proposed that ESP may be
facilitated by the reduction of external and internal stimulation, or
"noise", and a concomitant redistribution of attention inwardly on
internally mediated mental processes. To test this hypothesis Honorton
and Harper (1974) utilized a method of sensory habituation called the
"ganzfeld". (The ganzfeld method was first introduced by Witkin, see
e.g., Bertini, Lewis & Witkin, 1964).
This method has become one of the most prominent purportedly
psi-conducive situations to be studied in parapsychology and many
ganzfeld studies have yielded statistically significant results
(Sargent, 1980; Schouten, 1981; Stanford, 1984). The procedure involves
attempting to produce a relatively homogeneous sensory input to a
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percipient, who (in a typical procedure used in psi testing) is fitted
with headphones through which white noise is played. The percipient's
eyes are covered by goggles (usually made from halved ping-pong balls)
onto which red light is directed to provide an unstructured visual
field. Typically there is an agent who attempts to "send" the content of
a target picture, and a percipient who generates imagery which is to
provide details of the target picture in a free-response format (e.g.,
Delanoy, 1986; Haraldsson & Gissurarson, 1985; Houtkooper, Gissurarson &
Haraldsson, 1989).
Results of an extensive systematic evaluation of ESP results in the
ganzfeld have been much debated (e.g. Honorton, 1985; Hyman, 1985).
However, a mutual agreement between Hyman (a critic) and Honorton (a
proponent) of the technique's success was that "there is an overall
significant effect in this data base that cannot reasonably be explained
by selective reporting or multiple analysis" (Hyman & Honorton, 1986,
p.351) .
Relaxation. The first experimental suggestion of the possible role
of relaxation in extrachance ESP performance came from Schmeidler
(1952). Taking up the thread about twenty years later, Braud and Braud
(1973) reported a series of exploratory experiments in which they
attempted to assess the effects of a modified Jacobson's progressive
relaxation technique on ESP. Since then a growing body of evidence is
available suggesting that relaxation techniques may indeed facilitate
positive ESP scoring (for overviews see Honorton, 1977b; Mishlove 1988).
The strength of contemporary relaxation studies are the underlying
models which apparently have been developing hand in hand with the
relevant research area. According to Braud (1978c, p.5; see also Braud &
Braud, 1977, p.10) these models are by and large an elaboration and
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extension of Honorton's original "noise reduction" model. Braud and
Braud (1974) suggested a so-called "relaxation syndrome", a cluster of
characteristics or "symptoms" of what can be referred to as the
"relaxation state" (such as lowered frequency and increased amplitude of
EEG activity). The presence of the relaxation syndrome was hypothesized
to be psi-conducive since the findings of their research showed that
subjects without any prior history of "psychic" experiences in everyday
life demonstrated reliable psi abilities while in a state of physical
and mental relaxation (Braud & Braud, 1974). Braud (1975) formally
proposed a "psi-conducive syndrome" consisting of seven major
characteristics, such as physical relaxation and reduced physiological
arousal or activation. Subsequently, Braud and Braud (1977; see also
Braud, 1978c) have introduced a so-called "noise reduction model of
psi-optimization," which includes suggestions for specifying, measuring
and reducing various "noise" sources.
Feedback. Feedback was first introduced as an ESP training method
by Tart in 1966 (Tart, 1966; 1975a; 1975b; 1977). Tart thought that the
failure of contemporary card guessing tests to show consistent ESP might
be due to not providing trial by trial feedback. Subjects were never
able to distinguish between correct and incorrect responses, as the
reward could not be clearly associated with the correct responses by the
subjects. The desired behavior was not learned or, if already present,
was extinguished. Tart suggested that the manner in which feedback was
given in ESP card-guessing tests in fact led to extinction rather than
learning. He pointed out that learning could only be accomplished by
subjects who had a fairly high level of ESP scoring to begin with,
otherwise, there would not be any psi-mediated responses to reinforce
and no possibility of learning.
The feedback training method used by Tart was based upon operant
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conditioning and involves a different approach to the training of ESP as
opposed to the other categories so far discussed (as pointed out by
Delanoy, 1986). Instead of utilizing psi-conducive states of
consciousness to develop skills which may be related to psi ability, it
utilizes immediate feedback (that is provided after each trial) to
recognize cues or states associated with correct ESP information about
the target. Reviews of studies that have been conducted to test the
efficacy of Tart's training model have for example been provided by
Palmer (1978; 1982) and Tart et al. (1979). Given the reported tendency
for psi scoring to decline, Palmer (1978, p.187) concluded that feedback
did indeed have a tendency to stabilize ESP scoring and perhaps to
enhance it in some cases.
Imagery. One area of methods that are aimed at enhancing ESP
scoring is that of visual imagery. Although this is reported here as a
separate category of potential ESP training procedures, visualization
and imagery tie into the other groups as well. Fourie (1977, p.60) for
example noted that Ryzl's hypnosis technique actually consisted of two
separate procedures, one of which he called "practice in vivid mental
imagery," wherein the hypnotized subject tried to form an image of the
target object. Furthermore, the importance of visual imagery in the
manifestation of ESP has been, more or less, hinted at throughout the
history of parapsychology (e.g. Kelly et al, 1975; Sinclair, 1930/1962;
White, 1964).
Typically studies exploring the role of what we can broadly put
under the heading of the "imagery method" for the facilitation of ESP
involve imagery practices (e.g. George, 1982; Morris & Bailey, 1979;
Morris, 1980b) and/or the manipulation of the imagery instructions to
subjects (e.g. Honorton et al., 1974; Kreiman, 1980). An overview on
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imagery studies has been provided by George (1981) and George and
Krippner (1984). George and Krippner (1984, p.80) commented on the
imagery research:
...to determine what type of imagery training will be most
suitable for magnifying psi effects, research data need to be
less ambiguous than they are at present. For example, the
experiential reports of purportedly gifted ESP subjects as
well as the material from spontaneous cases suggest the
importance of imagery vividness to the manifestation of psi.
Yet, the parapsychological experiments attempting to measure
individual differences in imagery or to manipulate imagery
through instructions have yielded inconsistent results. Again,
one would assume that practice in evoking imagery would
improve ESP scoring, yet the experimental work in this area is
quite inconsistent.
Comments. There are, of course, other methods on record that do not
easily fit into one or the other of above groups. One such is the
"waiting technique" that emphasizes the role of visual imagery and
involves training in relaxation and concentration (Beloff & Mandleberg,
1967; White, 1964). The waiting technique could also relate to
meditation. It should be noted that each method does not necessarily
demand only one faculty, relaxation procedure or hypnosis, and so forth.
In fact, one could argue that the faculties called upon in each method
are not arbitrary, and/or that most methods explicitly or implicitly
call for one or more of the others, for instance the ganzfeld procedure
and meditation involve relaxation to some degree.
2.4 "TRAINING" METHODS IN PSYCHOKINESIS RESEARCH
I have put the following studies of potential PK facilitating
conditions into six main categories, five of which are described in this
section: 1) hypnosis, 2) yoga, 3) meditation, 4) relaxation and, 5)
operant conditioning. Visual imagery, which is the last group of methods
for the enhancement of PK, is reported in a following section.
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Hypnosis
Rhine reported an exploratory study carried out in 1936 examining
the effects of hypnosis on PK performance in a dice-throwing situation
(Rhine, 1946). Five subjects participated, aiming to influence the fall
of 96 dice at a time. The session began with a pre-hypnotic control
series, during which each subject completed 20 throws of the 96 dice
(contributing overall to 480 runs). The subjects were then hypnotized.
While being in that state they were given instructions that they would
be able to influence the dice by their concentrated effort, and that
they would have great confidence in their ability to make the dice •
behave as they willed. Following administration of these suggestions,
the subjects were dehypnotized. Then they carried out the same PK task
as before posthypnotically (finishing 492 trials in all).
Although their PK scores were well above chance (the report does
not say whether this deviation was significant) before the hypnosis
treatment (mean PK scores = 4.19, M3E=4), the scores dropped below
chance following the hypnotic suggestions for improved performance (mean
PK scores = 3.99, MEE=4). This drop was contrary to the effect intended
by the hypnotic suggestion. Rhine noticed, however, that an incidental
break in the hypnotic state with two of the subjects (interruption for
one subject and a cigarette break for the other) brought about a
reversion to high scoring. After the break their subsequent performance
(mean PK scores of 4.35 and 4.36) proved to be higher than in the
pre-hypnosis baseline session (mean PK scores = 4.19 and 3.92,
respectively). (It is not clear in the report whether the difference was
significant.) Two subjects (not the ones who had the incidental break)
were rehypnotized and given suggestions that they would take part in
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further tests but this time they would feel free and easy about the
tests, be relaxed and would throw the dice in the spirit of a game which
they would enjoy. Both scored above chance and significantly higher than
on the first posthypnotic occasion (both obtaining mean PK scores of
4.29) .
Honorton and Krippner (1969) commented on this study: Firstly, the
decline in scoring following the hypnosis session could have been an
order effect, rather than treatment effect. Secondly, since no formal
assessment was made of the depth of the hypnosis it is not possible to
assess the effectiveness of this study as a test of the effect of
hypnosis on PK performance.
Breederveld and Jacobs (1979) carried out a study to test the
hypothesis that hypnosis combined with suggestions of high scoring would
lead to better results in PK experimentation compared to no hypnotic
induction. The "PK test" was a public German lottogame, in which six
winning numbers were chosen on a weekly basis from numbers between 1 to
49. The selection of winning numbers was broadcast by TV. Five
experimental series were carried out (each apparently with about 10
sessions). Prior to the first experiment six numbers were chosen as the
target. (It is unclear from the report whether those numbers remained
the same throughout all experiments). One subject observed the results
of the lottogame usually on TV, either under hypnotic induction or in a
normal waking state. When hypnotized the subject was told that he would
observe the selection of the winning lotto numbers and that these
numbers would be the preselected target numbers. After observation of
the lotto numbers (on TV) the subject was dehypnotized back to his
normal state of awareness. Whether the subject was assigned to the
hypnosis or the waking condition could not be planned beforehand. It
depended upon circumstances, hypnosis usually being carried out when the
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subject was at home with not too many people around.
The overall results showed an Impressive difference between the
number of hits for the hypnosis condition and that of the nonhypnotic
condition (p=.002) in favor of the hypnotic condition. However, post-hoc
examination of the data showed that the psi-missing that occurred in
waking condition contributed more to the success of the experiment than
the psi-hitting in the hypnosis condition. Thus, we can conclude,
psi-hitting in the hypnosis condition appears not to have been produced
by the hypnosis condition.
Comments. It is premature to judge the effectiveness of hypnosis in
the production of PK from only two studies on record, one of which was a
pilot study and the other had only a single subject. It would seem that
further research is needed in this area.
Yoga Training
Winnett and Honorton (1977) reported a PK experiment with ten
recent initiates of Ajapa yoga. They describe Ajapa as follows (ibid.,
p.97) :
Ajapa is a yoga breathing technique, practiced throughout the
day without imposed conditions of time and place. It is based
on the belief that natural breathing is an expression of
universal forces of attraction and repulsion which are
balanced by a slight alteration of the breath. Ajapa
meditation combines this alteration in breathing with
concentration on a mantra.
The testing apparatus, called PSIFI, was a feedback device with a
noise-driven binary PNG, in which the PK task is a standard
"coin-flipping" type of test (p=l/2). The PSIFI can present both
physiological biofeedback (EEG and EM3) and psi feedback (see details in
May, 1976). The psi feedback can be a "signal" (various types of
auditory sounds) for each hit. Alternatively an average can be computed
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for each trial and the nine previous ones and a "signal" created if the
average number of these hits is "outside the preset range" (ibid.,
p.21). It is unclear in the report what "outside the preset range"
refers to. Besides a manual choice the PSIFI has an optional
auto-alternating mode of operation which automatically reverses the
target definition between heads (high-aim) and tails (low-aim) every
other trial. Thus any bias in the generator will cancel out.
The session was divided into three phases. The ten subjects were
each tested before, during and after periods of meditation. In each
phase a subject was given ten experimental runs (100 trials per run) .
During the pre- and postmeditation tests, subjects were given the
auditory feedback. However, unknown to the subjects, the feedback
contingency was reversed between the fifth and sixth runs, such that the
feedback was associated with hits (high-aim) for half of the runs and
misses (low-aim) for half of the runs. During the meditation phase, only
nonfeedback PK data were collected.
The pre-meditation runs were significant for the low-aim condition
(p=.005, 2-T), but scores were at chance level during the high-aim
condition period. The difference in PK scores between the high- and
low-aim conditions was significant (p<.005, 2-T) . Both the meditation
and post-meditation runs resulted in nonsignificant scoring. Actually,
the subjects did obtain more "hits" following meditation but this higher
scoring was obtained when they were aiming for low scores or "misses".
Thus Winnett and Honorton concluded that the Ajapa practitioners showed
a significant decrement in PK performance following meditation for the
low-aim contingency (p=.0053, 2-T). It is probably arguable whether the
change from high-aim to low-aim goal (or vice versa) of the PK task
changes the nature of the PK task (the report does not say why this
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arrangement was done). It looks to me as if the reversed conditions are
essentially two conflicting tasks.
Green and Green (1977) reported a session with an Indian adept
named Swami Rama who claimed to be able to produce movement of an object
from one place to another. The Greens set up an experiment in their
laboratory. Swami Rama prepared himself by meditation, practising
breathing exercises and repeating a mantra. The target object was two
knitting needles glued together forming a "X". A small hole was drilled
through the place where the needles intersected. The assembly was set on
a vertical axle, a steel pin that extended from a plastic box. The
plastic box was glued to a 360° protractor so that "before" and "after"
readings could be taken of the position of the needle assembly. On the
appointed day in the presence of scientists Swami Rama sat in lotus
position five feet from the knitting needle. Prior to the session a
special face mask had been made which Swami Rama put on. The face mask
was to make sure that Swami Rama did not blow air on the needle. Two
times Swami Rama gave "the word of command" upon which on both occasions
the needle reportedly rotated toward him through about ten degrees of
arc.
Comments. As with the hypnosis PK experiments, it is premature to
judge the effectiveness of yoga training in the production of PK from
only two studies. It would seem that the area is still open for
exploration.
Meditation
Matas and Pantas (1972) hypothesized that the increased ability to
concentrate acquired through the practice of meditation might be related
to the production of PK phenomena. They compared PK performance in two
groups of 25 subjects each, one of which consisted of individuals who
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had pursued sortie form of meditation for at least six months. The other
group consisted of subjects, all of whom reported that they had not
pursued any form of meditation (the control group). The testing device
was a Schmidt electronic RNG machine that generated binary random
numbers, either "+1" or "-1". The meditation group was given 15 minutes
of meditation prior to the beginning of the PK test but otherwise the
testing procedure was identical for both groups. Whenever a +1 was
generated a globe lamp turned on (a hit), and whenever a -1 was
generated it turned off (a miss). The results supported their
hypothesis. The meditation group was successful in the PK task and
deviated significantly from chance (p<.02, 2-T) . The control group
showed psi-missing that deviated insignificantly from chance
expectation. The meditators scored significantly higher than the control
subjects (p=.003).
Schmidt and Pantas (1972a) reported two series of experiments using
an electronic RNG machine. The machine had a panel with four lamps, four
corresponding pushbuttons, and two display counters. Whenever a button
was pressed the RNG provided the random lighting of one of the four
lamps. If the button press corresponded to the lamp to be lit the trial
was a hit, otherwise a miss.
Only the second experimental series (see also Schmidt & Pantas
1972b) is of concern here because it involved Zen meditation. It was
done with a single subject, Pantas, who had found in self-tests that he
scored exceptionally high when he was in a very relaxed but alert state,
and that he could induce such a state with the help of Zen meditation.
Before each test session in the second series, Pantas practiced Zen
meditation for about 20 minutes in front of the test machine. Then,
while attempting to remain in a relaxed, alert state, he made 25 trials
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on the machine (at an average rate of one trial per minute) . He
completed a total of 20 sessions and finished 500 PK trials on the whole
in the PK oriented condition of the machine- The PK results proved to be
positively significant (p<-005, 1-T) with 25 hits above chance.
Commenting on this study Stanford (1977b, p.343) however writes that
Panta's results cannot unambiguously be attributed to the meditation as
there was no control group or series conducted at the same rate.
Scbmeidler (1973a; 1973b) tested three subjects, one of whom had
"had considerable experience with meditation" (1973b, p.64). The target
apparatus was a thermistor that was placed at some distance from the
subject. Instructions were to make this target hotter or colder in a
predetermined counterbalanced sequence. The meditator showed a
significant difference in accordance with instructions (psi-hitting) in
his first half-session (pc.OOl) and a significant difference counter to
instruction (psi-missing) in his second half-session (p<.001).
In this study the "psychic" Ingo Swann was involved as one of the
three subjects. Although Swann was not the meditator his results are
worth mentioning briefly since he used a novel way to influence the
target. Swann was repeatedly successful at the PK task. Out of ten
half-sessions seven showed significant differences in accordance with
instructions. (The overall results are not provided in the report.)
Swann had previously been involved in an unconventional form of mind
training associated with Scientology. He felt he was able at will to
dissociate his consciousness from his body (Stanford, 1977b, p.344;
Swann, 1975). Swann reported that he used PK by "exteriorizing" (or
going "out of the body") to mentally inspect or "probe" the target
(Schmeidler, 1973a, pp.331,335).
Braud and Hartgrove (1976) reported a study in which ten long term
practitioners of transcendental meditation (TM) were matched with ten
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nonmeditators (control group) who were selected from individuals
attending introductory lectures on TM. They assumed that the control
subjects had personality and interest characteristics similar to those
of the meditators. Each group was given free-response clairvoyance tests
and a PK test which involved influencing a Schmidt PNG without feedback.
For the PK task the PNG produced sequences of binary random numbers, +1
or -1, at a rate of 50 numbers per second for twenty 20-second run
periods, separated by 40-second rest periods. Half of the subjects
attempted to influence the PNG so that more +ls were generated. Half
attempted to increase the frequency of -Is. Subjects were instructed
that they could influence the PNG by intending for the desired outcome
to occur and by confidently imagining a successful outcome.
The PK trials occurred during a twenty minute period of meditation
(or a 20 minute rest period for nonmeditators) . A 5 minute period
followed during which the subject "gradually terminated" his meditation
or rest. The meditators scored significantly better than nonmeditators
on the clairvoyance task (p = .024, 1-T), although neither group
attained ESP scores differing significantly from MCE. The two groups did
not differ in PK scores. Combining the two groups yielded significant PK
missing overall (p = .034, 2-T). When assessed independently, neither
the PK scores of the meditators nor that of the nonmeditators differed
significantly from chance.
Honorton and May (1976, see also Honorton, 1977b, p.442) performed
a study with ten subjects designed to assess volitional control on the
PSIFI. All runs were performed in the automatic mode such that the
target ("heads" or "tails") was alternated every other trial. Subjects
received both auditory and visual feedback. All subjects were
experienced at some form of internal state exploration. Altogether there
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were six meditators. Each subject completed five high-aim runs, trying
to achieve scores above the chance level of 50% and five low-aim runs,
trying to achieve scores below 50%.
The mean run score for subjects in the high-aim condition was
51.92% (p=.009, 1-T). The mean run score for subjects in the low-aim
condition was 49.22%, which was a nonsignificant deviation from chance.
The difference between the high- and low-aim conditions was significant
(p=.035, 1-T) . Five of the ten subjects obtained individually
significant (p<.05) differences in the expected direction (p=.00006) .
Four of the five individually successful subjects were meditators
(Honorton, 1977b, p.442) . The probability that four of the six
meditators would obtain independently significant results at the .05
level was itself highly significant (p=.00009) . Honorton and May noted a
significant decline effect even though subjects received both auditory
and visual feedback. They concluded that the results demonstrated that
subjects can exert volitional control of dynamic PK effects.
Honorton (1977a) reported a PK pilot study with a single
practitioner of TM. The PK task was the PSIFI binary RNG previously
described in the auto-alternating mode of operation which automatically
reversed the target definition every other trial. Trial-by-trial
feedback (an auditory tone) was provided through headphones. In the
first half of the experimental runs of a pre-meditation phase a feedback
signal was associated with hits (high-aim) and with misses for the
second half of the runs (low-aim). The subject was blind as to the
feedback contingencies all the time. (The report does not describe what
the assigned task was for the subject.)
In the pre-meditation phase, neither the five high-aim nor the five
low-aim runs differed significantly from M3E. PK trials during a
25-minute meditation period without PK feedback were also
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nonsignificant. Post-meditation PK score were significantly above MCE
during the high-aim feedback contingency period (p=.024, 2-T). During
the low-aim contingency period, the subject's scores were
nonsignificantly below chance expectation. The difference in PK scoring
between high- and low-aim was significant (p=.0054, 2-T). Honorton
concluded that PK can be guided by directional feedback, and that a
nearly significant PK effect obtained during meditation without feedback
suggested that feedback may not be a necessary condition for PK.
Comments. Four studies out of six produced a significant PK effect
related to meditation. However, two of those four studies were conducted
with a single subject and no control condition (Honorton, 1977a; Schmidt
& Pantas, 1972b), and the PK effect of meditators was observed post-hoc
in one study (Honorton & May, 1976). That leaves us with only one study
predicting and producing a significant PK effect related to meditation
compared to a control condition (Matas & Pantas, 1972). In conclusion,
while acknowledging the trend suggested by the four studies that yielded
positive significant scoring apparently related to meditation, the
finding of the Matas and Pantas (1972) study will have to be replicated
before any judgement is passed on the effectiveness of meditation in the
production of PK.
Relaxation
Honorton and Barksdale (1972, see also Honorton, 1972) published
results from three exploratory PK experiments. In the first one they
tested six subjects who attempted to exert a group PK influence on the
frequency of red vs. green light flashes produced by a Schmidt binary
RNG. The first experiment consisted of eighty 16-trial runs under waking
suggestions in two conditions; muscle tension and muscle relaxation.
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Each of the two lamps served as target for an equal number of runs in
each condition. Within the two conditions half of the runs were carried
out under instructions for active concentration ("willing", exerting
conscious effort toward the target light) and the other half of the runs
for passive concentration (no conscious effort directed toward
controlling the target light). Overall results (1280 trials) were
statistically significant (p<.04, 2-T), as was the difference between
muscle tension and relaxation conditions (p<.02, 2-T). Runs following
muscle tension suggestions were independently significantly above chance
(p<.005, 2-T). Subjects obtained stronger effects following passive
concentration instructions than following active concentration
instructions (Honorton and Barksdale do not say whether the difference
was significant). The only interaction effects that were significant
were passive concentration-muscle tension runs, yielding a positive
deviation from MCE (p<.002).
In the second experiment a replication was attempted with ten
subjects working individually but no significant results were obtained.
The muscle tension runs were slightly but nonsignificantly higher than
the relaxation runs.
In the third study active and passive concentration instructions
were omitted. It was predicted that the muscle tension condition would
yield significantly higher PK scores than the relaxation condition.
Honorton served as the only subject. He not only scored highly
significantly above chance on the muscle tension runs (p<.00005), but
the relaxation runs were significantly below chance (p<.0005). The
difference between the two conditions was significant (p«.0005) . They
suggested that further explorations of the effects of muscle tension vs.
relaxation on PK performance should include electromyographic (EM3)
monitoring (Honorton & Barksdale, 1972, p.213). To the best of my
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knowledge, this has not yet been done.
Braud, Smith, Andrew and Willis (1976) reported three studies
involving a PK task on an electromechanical PNG. The device had a series
of eight lights that started by flashing rapidly but came to halt
randomly resulting in one of the eight lights remaining on. The task was
to try to make the one remaining light to stop on either the right or
left side of the display panel, whichever was the target side.
In the first experiment (see also Andrew, 1975), ten subjects
listened through a tape recording to nonanalytical, "noninterpretive"
sounds including music, natural environmental sounds and electronically
synthesized sounds suggesting depth and imagery ("Mode 1") while
simultaneously attempting to influence the RNG. Ten other subjects
("Mode 2") engaged in analytical, verbal, logical and mathematical
tasks. Both groups began the experiment by listening to a 10 minute
version of a progressive muscular relaxation tape. Mode 1 was intended
to stimulate right hemisphere brain functioning and Mxie 2 intended to
stimulate left hemisphere functioning. As expected, subjects in Mode 1
showed significant psi-hitting (p=.02), whereas the other subjects
demonstrated significant psi-missing results while engaging in Mode 2
tasks (p=.011). The difference between groups was significant (p<.002,
2-T) .
In the second experiment, twenty subjects were assigned to each
group. In Mode 1 subjects listened to a tape recording of music and
natural sounds. In Mode 2 subjects were engaged by means of a tape
recording in counting the letters in words, solving maths problems and
so on. Before listening to the 23 minute long Mode 1 or Mode 2 tapes,
during which they attempted to influence the RNG, the subjects listened
to a brief tape of recorded instructions for progressive muscular
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relaxation. There was significant PK hitting in Mode 1 (p=.025, 1-T),
chance performance in Mode 2 and a significant difference between the
two conditions (p<.05, 1-T).
In a third experiment, both groups scored at chance levels,
although subjects engaged in Mode 1 activity did slightly better (and
showed nonsignificant PK hitting) than subjects engaged in MOde 2
activity. The overall difference between the two groups was significant
(pc.Ol).
Braud and Braud (1978; see also Braud & Braud, 1979) conducted two
experiments to explore PK effects under conditions of limited feedback.
In the first experiment they had ten subjects doing the task of
influencing a Schmidt binary RNG both when obtaining and when not
obtaining immediate feedback of the results. The RNG was attached to a
display consisting of 12 small lamps in a circular "clock-face" array
where one of the lights would randomly turn on either clockwise or
counterclockwise next to the previous light being lit. During feedback
trials, subjects were instructed to intend and "wish" for the lights to
"move" always in a clockwise direction and to imagine them moving
appropriately, attend strongly to them when they did, and to ignore
incorrect moves. During nonfeedback trials (the display darkened),
subjects were instructed to imagine the light moving from bulb to bulb
always in a clockwise direction. Subjects scored significantly above
chance in the nonfeedback trials (pc.05, 2-T) but at chance in the
feedback trials.
In the second experiment, entirely in the absence of immediate
feedback, twenty subjects attempted to maintain an attitude of "passive
volition" toward the PK task. An instructional tape was played for a
total of 57 minutes to the subjects which included; musical
introduction, progressive muscular relaxation exercises (with alternate
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tension omitted), autogenic phrases, suggestions for mental stillness
and quietude, "effortless intention" instructions etc. Significant above
chance scoring was again obtained (p<.05, 1-T). Braud and Braud reasoned
that under certain conditions immediate trial-by-trial feedback does not
appear essential to the occurrence of experimental PK (ibid., p.141).
The absence of feedback may for example prevent subjects from becoming
discouraged upon seeing unsuccessful results.
Palmer and Kramer (1984) did a complicated experiment where 48
subjects were assigned to one of three conditions, with 16 subjects in
each. Each subject completed one session with three 2,500-trial sets.
The PK task was an electronic noise RNG which on each trial sent eight
binary digits to an Apple II computer. The "least significant digit"
constituted the PK target (ibid., p.7). (The "least significant digit"
probably refers to the last digit on the far right here in a string of
l's and O's.) By chance, this digit should be 0 and 1 approximately
equal percentage of the time. There was no immediate feedback. Palmer
and Kramer made use of three induction tapes, one of which had 8 minutes
of 4-Hz drum beats that was intended to promote effortless focusing of
attention on the target, another of which contained suggestions for
progressive relaxation (this tape was in two parts, A and B, that lasted
approximately 15 and 10 minutes respectively), and a third tape which
included the playing of lively music.
In condition 1 subjects started by listening to drums (set 1),
followed by more drums (set 2), and finally to the relaxation A tape
(set 3). According to the report, sets 1 and 2 in this condition did not
differ from each other. In condition 2 subjects started by listening to
relaxation tape A (set 1), followed by music (set 2), and then to the
drum tape (set 3). In condition 3 subjects listened to relaxation A (set
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1), followed by relaxation B (set 2), and then to the drum tape (set 3) .
Onset of the drumming was sudden for the 16 subjects in condition 3 to
test for a startle effect, but gradual for conditions 1 and 2. The
subjects were instructed to attempt to effortlessly merge their
consciousness with the computer while focusing their attention on the
target number. All subjects attempted to influence the RNG during the
silence following the relaxation tape and also during the drumming. In
addition, to test for a release-of-effort effect (see below), PK data
was collected immediately after set 1 without the subjects' knowledge
and following a signal to stop concentrating on the PNG.
The results showed that the "absolute CR scores" of the sets were
significantly higher in the experimental series than in baseline tests
made by one of the experimenters (that were significantly below chance)
(ibid., p.l). The PK scores that were collected during set 2 (without
the subjects' knowledge) were significantly above chance in the
experimental series, thus confirming their release-of-effort hypothesis.
The predicted startle effect was not found and the drum beat did not
seem to facilitate PK scoring.
In addition to the studies that have investigated the effect of
relaxation on PK performance, some studies have examined the
relationship between the alleged PK phenomenon and anxiety, disruption
of attention and a striving attitude (Broughton & Perlstrom, 1985a;
1985b; Debes & Morris, 1982; Stanford & Kottoor, 1986). Although they
are not described here, they may be regarded as indirect research into
the role of relaxation, since anxiety implies tension, low anxiety
implies relaxation and disruption of attention and striving implies the
opposite state to that of relaxation. The three cited studies suggest
that high anxiety, disruption of attention, and striving may lead to
lower PK scoring than states that imply relaxation. Furthermore, some
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research has suggested that PK scoring might be enhanced immediately
after subjects cease attempting to consciously exert PK influence - as
contrasted with any PK effect shown during the period of intention or
effort. This effect has been termed release-of-effort mentioned above
(e.g. Stanford & Fox, 1975). A related effect is the so-called linger
effect, i.e. the possibility that a target area may become "sensitized,"
or retain some sort of effect which may have been previously imposed on
it (e.g. Watkins, Watkins & Wells, 1973; Wells & Watkins, 1975, p.143).
Comments. The studies reported here prove difficult to interpret
because they involved/covered so many other variables than relaxation.
The experiments reviewed with the exception of the Honorton and
Barksdale (1972) study, seem to suggest that some sort of a "relaxed"
approach towards a PK task is more likely to yield extrachance PK score,
than an approach that can be regarded as the opposite state to that of
relaxation.
Cperant Conditioning
So far the relationship between PK and mental training described in
this review has been concerned with altered states of consciousness. The
studies described below have attempted to "reinforce" (in the learning
theory sense) the generation of PK such that it would tend to occur more
often.
Camstra (1973) in two main experiments tried to condition the PK
faculty by having subjects rewarded every time a certain number was
generated by a RNG. During one session the subject had to listen to pop
music, disturbed by loud white noise. A RNG was placed in front of the
subject. Each time the number 99 was generated from the range 1 to 99,
which occurred by chance approximately once in 20 seconds, the subject
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was "rewarded" by removing the noise for 10 seconds. Conditioning was
presumed to take place if there was an increase in frequency of the
generation of the number 99. In the first experiment the subject did 60
trials in three phases with 20 trials in each. Conditioning was measured
as the difference between success rates on the first and last phase
periods. As predicted, subjects who were asked to concentrate on their
task were "not conditionable", whereas subjects who were not asked to
concentrate produced a significant increase in the generation of the
target number (ibid., p.26). (It is not stated in the report why this
was predicted or what "not conditionable" refers to.) Subjects who were
told that the test was a telepathy task were significantly "better
conditioned" than subjects who were told the true identity of the task,
it being a PK test. (It is unclear whether this was predicted.)
In a second study, a disturbing video program was introduced as an
additional aversive stimulus that could be removed if the target number
was generated. A control group was included in this study. The results
from the second study did not show any significant influences of any of
the factors studied. One can point out that maybe the state induced by
the aversive stimulus was not psi-conducive, if such a state exists.
Broughton, Millar and Johnson (1981) applied aversive conditioning
procedures from behavior modification techniques in two studies to try
to condition PK scoring. The experiment employed an ABA design common in
behavior modification research. Each subject performed 8 sessions of 24
runs per session (each with 50 binary trials) per condition. The device
was a binary PNG computerized test, called "The Head of Jut". It mimics
the test of strength found in carnivals and amusement parks and consists
of a number of lights in a column (topped with a bell), which are
illuminated successively from the bottom for PK hits (see details in
Broughton, 1979). There was a predefined point (lamp no. 22) on The Head
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of Jut scale below which any run score was considered an unacceptable
response. According to Broughton (1979) lamp no. 25 represented MGE. In
both A conditions scores falling below the criterion had no aversive
consequences but in the B condition every below criterion run score was
punished by a strong (as strong as the subject could stand), unpleasant
electric shock administered automatically by a computer to the back of
the wrist through wrist-band electrodes. In other words, psi-missing was
being punished.
Four subjects participated in the pilot study, but no evidence of
significant above chance scoring was found in the data of the three
conditions. Three subjects participated in the confirmatory study, in
which no evidence of any PK conditioning was found. They considered the
study as failing to alter scoring patterns in a PK task through
punishment.
Tart (1966) in discussing his feedback training method suggested
that immediate trial-by-trial feedback of psi-hitting can be seen as a
reward (reinforcer). Thus, he argues, providing such feedback can
increase correct psi responses as long as the subject has psi ability to
begin with that can be reinforced. Most of the work on PK has involved
essentially immediate feedback regarding success. However, little
attention has explicitly been directed at training PK through immediate
feedback. A few studies previously reported, were to some degree
designed to examine the effect of feedback. The Honorton (1977a) study
suggested that feedback was not a necessary condition for PK; Winnett
and Honorton (1977), and Honorton and May (1976) reported a significant
decline in PK score involving immediate feedback; The Braud and Braud
(1978) study suggested that immediate trial-by-trial feedback did not
appear essential to the occurrence of PK, and that under certain
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conditions, the absence of feedback may actually facilitate PK
performance.
Stanford (1977b, p.360) points to one study done by Thouless that
utilized immediate feedback as a "training method" for PK. Instead of
using the tossing of dice which was popular at Duke University at the
time, Thouless' (1945) method was to spin ten coins on their axes and to
observe whether they fell heads or tails uppermost. Thouless was the
only subject and he did 10 sessions over a period of two months, giving
4000 spins in all. The results he obtained were overall nonsignificant
but in the expected direction (above chance). He noticed that a
considerable positive deviation from chance expectation occurred in the
first four sets of results (over 300 to 1 against chance), and also that
his score showed a decline across sessions (dropping down to value 4 to
1 at the end).
Kelly and Kanthamani (1972) carried out three kinds of preliminary
tests with a gifted subject, Bill Delmore. One of these tests was a
Schmidt four-button RNG machine, where the subject's task is to predict
which of four lights the PNG will select next by pushing a corresponding
button. An alternative explanation is that by means of PK the subject
forces the machine to select that light. The light serves as immediate
feedback and indicates to the subject whether each trial was successful
or not. When the trials were not being recorded automatically on paper
tape, Delmore's performance was above chance; 900 trials yielding a CR
-10
of over 10 (p«10 ) . Connecting the tape produced a drastic, immediate
decline in Delmore's scoring rate and caused him great irritation.
Thereafter, he resolved to defeat the machine, and over a period of
eight days he progressively raised his scoring to almost his regular
rate. This well documented recovery in score seems to suggest a
"learning" effect. Although not mentioned in the report, this learning
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effect, could have been due to Delmore learning to ignore the tape. It is
not clear in the report how connecting the tape changed the usual
conditions.
Braud (1978b) reported a PK design involving "allobiofeedback." The
agent's task was to attempt to either increase or decrease the amount of
GSR (Galvanic Skin Response) being monitored in ten target subjects (one
at a time). Allobiofeedback provided instantaneous and continuous
feedback to the agent as he watched an analog recording (polygraph
tracing) of the target subject's GSR activity. In a pilot study, Braud
acted as the agent himself. The target subjects were participating in
another clairvoyance task and were not informed of the attempted PK
influence upon their GSR. The agent at various randomly assigned times,
attempted through PK either to activate (increase) or relax (decrease)
the amplitude of the target subject's GSR. In the pilot study, the
results indicated that the mean GSR amplitude was higher during the
"increase" periods of the experiment than during the "decrease" periods
(p<.02, 2-T) .
In a confirmatory experiment a new set of ten target subjects
participated. They were informed that a PK influence of their GSR
activity would be attempted but no details were provided about when or
exactly how this attempt would be made. Again Braud acted as the only
agent. The results showed greater GSR activity during the activating
(increase) periods than during the relaxing (decrease) periods, the
difference between these periods being significant (pc.Ol, 1-T). Of the
total GSR activity 57.50% occurred during increase periods. Braud
concluded that the most direct interpretation of this finding was that
the agent exerted a systematic PK influence upon the ongoing
physiological activity of the target subjects, as indexed by GSR (ibid.,
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p.131).
Braud (1978a) categorized his earlier PK experiments in terms of
the feedback they provided. Some gave immediate, trial-by-trial feedback
to both subject and experimenter, some only to the experimenter but not
to the subjects, and others only gross, average results to the
experimenter. All three types yielded significant PK data. His
conclusion was that immediate trial-by-trial feedback was not a
necessary condition for the occurrence of PK.
There are, of course, other studies on record. For example, Davis
and Bierman (1979), and Weiner and Bierman (1979) compared feedback to
different observers. Neither experiment gave clear evidence of psi for
any condition. Varvoglis and McCarthy (1982) compared the influence on a
RNG or an EEG when subjects were provided with feedback and false
feedback from the other instrument. The favorable conditions for PK were
either the receiving of PK feedback or "orientation" toward PK (ibid.,
p.55). It is not clear in the report what "orientation" toward PK refers
to. Morris and Garcia-Noriega (1982) studied PK performance with
variations in feedback characteristics. A display providing simple
feedback proved to be more PK conducive than a complex one. More will be
said about the Morris and Garcia-Noriega study in chapter 3.
Tart (1983a) suggested that although his original presentation of
the feedback training method focused on ESP, almost all aspects of it
could apply directly to the possibility of improving PK ability through
immediate feedback training. If initially PK talented subjects who were
motivated to learn were given immediate, trial-by-trial feedback on
their efforts, decline should be eliminated and improved performance
should occur. Tart reviewed the PK literature (33 studies on mechanical
systems such as dice and 35 studies on electronic RNGs) to see if his
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learning theory had been adequately tested. His conclusion was as
follows (ibid., p.99):
In conclusion, the provision of immediate feedback of results
to motivated percipients or agents in ESP or PK tasks may lead
to improved levels of performance on theoretical grounds. The
rarity of talented agents in PK experimentation to date has
not allowed adequate test of this possibility.
Comments. (1) "Negative reinforcement" studies: One of the two
studies that used negative reinforcement failed to find any evidence of
PK (Broughton, 1981). Although Camstra (1973) claimed some support for
"conditioning" PK in his first series of two, the lack of details in the
report makes it difficult to establish what the preplanned hypotheses
were and their rationale. This in turn makes it difficult to evaluate
how, if at all, his findings relate to negative reinforcement. Camstra's
second series failed to find any evidence of PK. Hence not much
evidence, if any, support the notion that PK performance may be enhanced
via "negative reinforcement." (2) Research involving immediate feedback:
For Ss not preselected on the basis of their initial high scoring,
feedback does not appear to be a necessary condition for above chance PK
scoring to occur (Braud, 1978a; Braud & Braud, 1978; Honorton, 1977a).
Declines in PK scores involving immediate feedback have also been common
(e.g. Honorton & May, 1976; Thouless, 1945; Winnett & Honorton, 1977).
Having said this, it would seem that further research is needed to
investigate whether PK performance of preselected "PK talented" people
can be enhanced or stabilized by immediate feedback as Tart (1983a) has
suggested (and as seems to have been the case with Delmore, reported by
Kelly & Kanthamani, 1972).
Various Approaches
Batcheldor reported possible success in eliciting physical
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phenomena in a so-called sitter group (Batcheldor, 1966; 1979; 1984a;
1984b; see also Brookes-Smith, 1973; Brookes-Smith & Hunt, 1970; Isaacs,
1983b; 1984; McClenon, 1983; Palmer, 1983; also relevant is Richards,
1982). Batcheldor hypothesized that PK ability was not a rare gift of
certain individuals, but an unusual human behavior that could be
elicited in ordinary people under favorable conditions. Those conditions
were by and large a relaxed and trusting group atmosphere; expectancy of
success; excitement without fear; and especially the absence of
"ownership resistance" (the fear of being personally the source of a PK
event) and "witness inhibition" (the initial reaction of shock or fear
if one directly witnesses a PK event) . A few months before his
unexpected death, Batcheldor (personal communication, 1987) explained
the psychological resistance toward PK to me as follows:
Really, the two main factors which in ordinary circumstances
block PK are resistance and doubt [Batcheldor's emphasis], the
former being based on fear (and divisible into witness and
ownership types) and the latter on sheer inability to believe.
Sometimes I refer to the former as 'emotional resistance' and
to the latter as 'cognitive/perceptual resistance'.
Batcheldor relied upon a seance type of experiment. He reasoned
that darkness minimizes witness resistance, and participation in a group
allows each sitter to attribute any disturbing phenomena to the others.
Confidence and plausibility were enhanced by approaching the alleged
physical phenomena gradually. In the early sittings with a group, simple
rocking and tilting of the table were called for, which could be
attributed by members of the group to automatisms. Then greater tilting,
sliding or hopping of the table were expected. If these went well,
levitations of the table often followed as the group's acceptance and
belief mounted. Notwithstanding the question of the validity of his
observations, Batcheldor's interpretation that almost anyone can develop
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PK abilities can be questioned. One can argue that the procedure is
simply a traditional device for discovering "psychically" gifted
subjects instead of being a training method.
Isaacs has devoted several years to programs designed to train
measurable PK abilities (Isaacs, 1983a; see also on subjective aspects
of his training program, Isaacs, 1986a; 1986b, 1986c). Isaacs (1983a)
reported some apparent success in "training" psychokinetic metal-bending
(PKMB) as measured by a special PKMB instrument or sensor that recorded
piezoelectric effects. The instrument consisted of three "channels", two
of which were used to detect possible sources of artifact (such as
"airborne sound" or mechanically transmitted vibration), while the third
was designed to detect PKMB effects. The sensor's output was amplified
such that it provided a continuous auditory tone as immediate feedback,
which increased in pitch with increases in the voltage output of the
PKMB channel. (It is not clear in the report how the third "channel",
the one designed to detect PKMB, differed from the other two channels.)
In a pilot study, twelve sessions were held of 45 minutes duration
at the home of each subject. A session consisted of six trials with the
subject near the instrument, a rest period, then six trials with the
subject two meters away from the apparatus. One of the five subjects who
participated showed a striking incline in performance and three of the
other four showed an increase in output, although inconsistently
maintained. All subjects were encouraged to develop their own PK
facilitating strategies. Although it is not clear in the report, it
appears that the subject's task was to produce marked twists of activity
in the sensor that met certain preset criteria.
After seeing a film of a PK demonstration by the Soviet "gifted" PK
subject, Nina Kulagina, Felicia Parise in the U.S. started to practise
in order to do likewise (Honorton, 1974c; Keil et al., 1976). After two
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to three months of persistent practice, she reportedly was able to
produce her first unmistakable movement of an object (a plastic bottle) .
Gradually thereafter she was able to produce sliding movements of small
objects more and more frequently and with a variety of objects, even
while being filmed. According to Parise, earlier attempts to create
favorable conditions by practising progressive relaxation and other
meditative techniques did not succeed. She reported that for her, only
concentrated effort when she was really working hard at the task,
finally met with success. Later she apparently managed to deflect a
magnetic compass needle, a phenomenon observed under carefully
controlled conditions (Watkins & Watkins, 1974). This case ended when
Parise decided that the demands on her time and energy were becondng
excessive.
Morris (personal communication, 1989) knew Parise personally. He
reported on Parise's first occurrence of a movement to me as follows:
Before the first movement occurred, Parise had estimated that continuous
unsuccessful attempts to influence small objects had occupied about
10-12 hours of effort on the whole. Towards the end of an unsuccessful
session one evening, Parise got a telephone call from a hospital with a
message to return to the hospital where a relative of hers was seriously
ill. She put on a coat and as she went past the table where a small
plastic bottle stood that she had been attempting to move she said in
frustration "abracadabra", upon which the bottle made a sudden movement.
This first instance is interesting as it looks like a classic example of
a release-of-effort effect. Parise's prolonged tension when attempting
to move the plastic bottle was suddenly replaced with total redirection
of effort.
Nelson et al. (1986; see also Jahn & Dunne, 1987) published results
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from their Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) program.
Amongst other issues, the report summarized six years of experimental
data acquired on three forms of random physical systems. The subjects
were instructed to attempt to influence a random distribution either
above chance (high-aim) or below chance (low-aim) or generate a baseline
(control series). To guide them in that task, each experiment provided
some form of feedback, usually a visual display that tracked the degree
of shift from the theoretical expected distribution.
The random sources were of three kinds: a) An electronic noise
source RNG that was operated by 33 subjects. A grand total of 522,450
trials were reported with this device, b) A deterministic pseudo-random
number generator that was operated by 10 subjects. A grand total of
145,000 trials were reported with this device, c) Finally, a "Random
Mechanical Cascade" (RM3) operated by 22 subjects. In the RM3, thousands
of small polystyrene balls tumbled through spaced arrays of nylon pegs
so as to distribute themselves in the chutes at the bottom in an
approximately binomial distribution across the chutes. Here the
subject's task was to try and skew the distribution either to the right
or to the left. A total of 1024 trials were conducted with this device.
The overall results showed above chance scores when subjects aimed
for a high score (RNG p=.004; pseudo-RNG p=.078; RM3 p=.164), below
chance scores when subjects aimed for a low score (RNG p=.007;
-4
pseudo-RNG p=.005; RM2 p=3xl0 ), and, when subjects were instructed to
get a baseline score (the control series), the scores were almost
precisely identical with the theoretical mean. Total deviation from
-4
chance was thus highly significant for all three devices (RNG p=2xl0 ;
pseudo-RNG p=.003; RM0 p=3xl0 ) . The compound data base for all formal
-11
trials showed a highly significant deviation from chance of p=2xl0
What is important about these data is the consistent anomalous bias
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in the output of the three random systems. Subjects were allowed to use
whatever strategy suited them in attempting to influence these random
systems. The strategies employed varied a great deal and involved
self-imposed preliminary meditation exercises, visualization techniques,
competitive strategies, and many of the subjects frequently engaged in
various forms of exhortation, coaxing, pleading or threats (Jahn &
Dunne, 1987, pp.141-142). Jahn and Dunne noted that there was little
pattern of correlation of such strategies with achievement. However, in
the diversity of strategies, it appeared that the most effective
subjects seemed to associate successful performance with the attainment
of some sense of "resonance" with the device. On this "resonance" Jahn
and Dunne (1987, p.142) commented:
This ["resonance"] has been variously described in such terms
as "... a state of immersion in the process which leads to a
loss of awareness of myself and the immediate surroundings,
similar to the experience of being absorbed in a game, book,
theatrical performance, or some creative occupation.
I don't feel any direct control over the device, more
like a marginal influence when I'm in resonance with the
machine. It's like being in a canoe; when it goes where I
want, I flow with it. When it doesn't, I try to break the flow
and give it a chance to get back in resonance with me.
Comments. Some of the various approaches reported in this
subsection seem to stress the importance of psychological variables in
the generation of PK. That high "interest" in combination with
continuous "practice" may be important in enhancing the PK function is
suggested by the case of Parise (and also by the case of Delmore,
reported in Kelly & Kanthamani, 1972) . Jahn and Dunne's (1987) most
successful Ss reported some sense of "resonance" with the PK apparatus.
As I see it, the strength of the Batcheldor approach is the underlying
hypothesis on the psychology involved in a PK event, vis., that PK may
be blocked by resistance and doubt.
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2.5 VISUAL-IMAGERY STRATEGIES IN TRAINING PK
Let us now turn to yet another approach towards the possible
training of PK, which is visualization. This section deals with the main
focus of the experiments that are reported in chapters 5 and 6. First I
report research in which dissimilar strategies are compared. This is
followed by studies that have looked at visual imagery strategies only.
The possible importance of the role of imagery in the generation of
statistical PK has been noticed by some researchers in parapsychology.
Forwald's (1969) experience, for instance, showed him that a person with
the ability to produce strong mental images of physical events might
well succeed in obtaining PK results without relying on the mental
capacities of "will" and "desire". On these images he wrote (ibid.,
p.71):
This would mean that the mental image is projected to the
physical world outside the subject and produces there a real,
meaningful effect. A mental picture which the author has
successfully used on many occasions in the actual placement
experiments is an imagined wall at the foot of the incline
where the cubes roll out on the horizontal plane. The wall is
imagined as forming an angle with the moving direction of the
cubes so that, when hitting the imagined wall, the cubes would
be deflected to the target side in their movement.
Equally effective is the forming of a mental picture of the
cubes moving in the target direction. The images must be
formed in the mind in advance of the release, which must then
be made immediately, when the mental picture is clear and
distinct.
Forwald also described how in dice-throwing, with attempts to get a
specified one of the six sides uppermost, the mental procedure had
generally been to form an image of the cubes resting with the target
side uppermost.
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Comparison of Dissimilar Strategies
Stanford (1969) gave each of twenty subjects a total of 36 trials
in a PK test using a single die. The apparatus used was an enclosed
vertical shaft which the die was allowed to fall down. At the top of the
shaft, the die was mechanically released on each trial. Each subject
alternated between two methods for influencing the die. Six trials were
done with one method, then six trials with the other, and so on.
Eighteen trials were conducted under visualization instructions. The
subjects were told to visualize the die as it fell down the shaft and to
see it in their "mind's eye" as coming to a stop with the appropriate
die face turning up. The other 18 trials were done under instructions
for an "associative activation of the unconscious". Prior to the throw
of the die the subject gave free associations for a period of two
minutes to the target die face. The subject then attended to other
matters than the PK task during the actual throw of the die, such as
reading a book. (It could perhaps be argued that this method was some
sort of a release-of-effort strategy).
Both strategies yielded results at chance, each producing 61 hits,
where 60 in each condition was expected by chance. A free association
test, intended to measure subject's "predication tendency" (ibid.,
p.345), was administered immediately after all the PK trials had been
completed. (It is not clear in the report what "predication tendency"
stands for.) The measure of this tendency was, as hypothesized,
positively and significantly correlated with the difference score for
the two experimental conditions (p<.02, 2-T). Predication scores
correlated positively with the "visualization" scores (+.33). In other
words, the more a subject tended to give predication associations, the
more his PK results were apt "to favor the visualization method" (ibid.,
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p.338). The correlation of predication with "associative activation" was
negative (-.43), and the difference between these two correlations was
statistically significant using a t-test (p<.03, 2-T).
Stanford argued that predication scores can be regarded as a
measure of the subject's tendency to use concrete sensory imagery in
thought or to organize his thinking around sensory imagery. He concluded
that the results suggested that knowing a subject's predication score
allowed to some extent prediction of both the direction and degree of
his scoring preference for these two experimental conditions (ibid.,
p.348) .
Steilberg (1975) investigated the effect of two different
techniques of attempting to influence four falling dice. He used a
dice-casting device that consisted of a chute, into the upper end of
which was inserted a funnel with a hole at the bottom. When the dice
were thrown into the funnel they started their way down the chute at
almost the same point. (It is not clear to me if this was an adequate
randomizer.) Each subject was tested under two psychologically different
conditions. In the first condition ("conscious concentration"), the
subject sat straight in front of the apparatus watching the dice. He was
to attempt to influence the dice by consciously focusing his willpower
and by inducing a tension in the muscles of his whole body, as if to
force the dice to come to a stop with the chosen die-faces on top. In
the second technique (visualization), the subject sat relaxed in his
chair with his back to the apparatus. He was to visualize vividly in his
"mind's eye", in a state of relaxation and while staring at a
featureless brown wall, the dice with the desired target die-face
upward. The subject could either have his eyes open or closed in the
visualization condition. After the image was stabilized, he gave a
signal to the experimenter and the test was started.
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Ten subjects participated and every subject carried out three
series for conscious concentration and three for visualization. The ten
subjects made a total of 34,560 trials. Significant evidence of psi
missing was obtained in the conscious concentration condition (p<.04,
2-T), using the CR test. The visualization technique produced
nonsignificantly positive results. The difference in scoring rate
between the two conditions was significant at the .05 level using the
Wilcoxon test. Steilberg (1975, p.17) concluded that the negative
deviation obtained in the conscious concentration condition and the
differential scoring between the conditions indicated that the various
effects were unlikely to be due to chance alone. In this experiment the
conscious concentration resulted in PK scores below chance. A similar
effect has been observed for example by Debes and Morris (1982), who
found negative PK scoring being related to a "striving for success"
strategy.
Stanford (1981) did a replication of his earlier research with 32
subjects on "associative activation of the unconscious" and
visualization. A number was displayed on an illuminated digital counter
(the number being randomly chosen by a PNG), which the subject was
instructed to influence. All subjects were to attempt to obtain through
their PK a digit 0 through 9 as produced by the RNG. Each subject used
both methods, association and visualization, the order being
counterbalanced. The visualization method involved visualizing the
desired goal event clearly and with confidence as occurring at the end
of the test run, that is, seeing the target digit as the outcome. The
visualization was to be done while the RNG was running (approximately 1
minute for each trial). The free-association method involved subjects
associating to a given target, and then picking up a magazine and
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reading aloud while the RNG was running to distract their conscious
minds from the PK task. All subjects checked the outcome of the RNG and
thus got feedback at the end of the trial. After the PK task the
subjects did a word-association test measuring imagery-based thinking.
The results demonstrated significant psi-missing for the
association condition (p=.041, 2-T), but slightly above chance results
for the visualization condition (nonsignificant). The difference between
the two conditions was significant (p=.035, 2-T). The word-association
measure of visual imagery failed to correlate significantly with the
difference in the number of hits for the association and the
visualization methods.
In Stanford's (1969) visualization strategy, the subjects were to
see in their "mind's eye" both the falling-down and the turning-up of
the dice in accordance with the target for that particular trial. In
Steilberg's and Stanford's (1981) visualization strategy the subjects
were only to "see" the desired end result. It looks to me as if the
visualization strategy employed by Stanford (1969) was some sort of
process-oriented imagery in which subjects visualized a process (the
rolling of the dice) leading to the desired outcome. The imagery
strategy used by Steilberg (1975) and Stanford (1981), in contrast,
could be viewed as goal-oriented imagery, where only the final outcome
was visualized.
Debes and Morris (1982) tested 32 subjects on a RNG computer game
called "Horizon". Horizon is essentially a computer screen version of
the Rhinean PK technique of dice throwing for positions (the placement
method) . Pyramid-shaped lines from the top center of the computer screen
simulated a sort of reclining panel with a solid center line dividing
the screen pyramid panel into right and left portions. A trail of
randomly behaving dots (representing 192 left vs. right binary RNG
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decisions) descended down the screen instead of rolling dice. The
subject's task was to attempt to deflect the trail as far as possible to
either the left or the right side of the pyramid panel, depending on
which side was the assigned target. Half of the subjects had described
themselves in a pre-session questionnaire as high in competitiveness,
half as low. Half of each group were encouraged to use PK by adopting
relaxed and noncompetitive strategies (nonstriving instructions). The
other half of the group were asked to adopt active, and competitive
strategies (striving instructions). The latter group was also asked to
engage in active imagery, such as imagining themselves at the top of the
screen, bowling a ball toward the target side or having put a wall in
the center that prevented the target line of dots from crossing to the
nontarget side. An ANOVA showed that scores were significantly higher
for subjects instructed to relax than for those instructed to strive and
engage in an active imagery. Scores after instructions to relax were
significantly above chance (p<.002), whereas scores after instructions
to strive for success and imagine success were significantly below
chance (pc.Ol).
Debes and Morris were essentially comparing volitional strategies,
including imagery. Their study is reported in length in this section
instead of with the relaxation studies. The reason for doing so, is that
its finding (vis., that visualizing a process that leads to success
accompanied with striving seems to result in scoring below chance)
suggests possible unfavorable or limiting conditions for visualization
as a PK conducive method.
Comparison of Imagery Strategies
Morris, Nanko and Phillips (1979; 1982) published two studies in
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which they explored the effectiveness of two PK visual imagery
strategies that were derived from the survey of popular writings on how
to develop psychic skills (Morris, 1977, see section 2.3). The apparatus
used consisted of a visual display controlled by a PNG (see details in
Placer et al., 1977). The display consisted of a ring of 16 red lights.
The PNG was employed to advance the illuminated light one step clockwise
or counterclockwise, thus producing a "random walk" back and forth
around the circle. A binary decision by the RNG decided the direction of
the illumination. The subject's task was to try to influence the
illuminated light such that it "moved" or "walked" either clockwise or
counterclockwise, depending which direction was the target. One of the
two strategies was termed "process oriented" imagery (or "PK 98") and
involved visualizing a process that gradually led up to the desired
final outcome. The subject was asked to visualize "energy" building up
inside his body, then flowing out to the testing instrument and
assisting in the PK task. The other type of strategy was termed "goal
oriented" imagery (or "PK 99") and involved visualizing only the final
outcome or the desired goal. The subject was asked to point a finger at
the light he wished to become illuminated in the PK task and to
visualize vividly the light being lit.
In the pilot study 16 subjects were asked to bias the behavior of
the red lights using each imagery strategy half the time (8 runs of 16
trials each were listed for each strategy). Half of the subjects used PK
98 first and the other half used PK 99 first. The order of target
directions (clockwise and counterclockwise) for each of the 16 runs was
counterbalanced. Two or three minutes' time was given between
experimental runs in order for the subjects to build up the mental
imagery. After eight runs the subject was allowed 5 minutes to relax and
prepare mentally for the next imagery strategy. In the pilot study there
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was significant positive overall evidence for PK (p<.02, 2-T). Almost
all of the positive scoring occurred with the goal-oriented imagery,
which produced 52.9% hits (where the chance expectation was 50%) and
was independently significant (p<.01, 2-T). Goal-oriented scores did not
differ significantly from process-oriented scores.
In the confirmatory study with two sessions 20 new subjects
participated. Ten of the subjects indicated that they had previously
been involved in one or more mental development courses, such as TM,
est, or yoga (the MD group) but the other ten subjects had experienced
no such previous involvement (the NMD group). The procedure for the
first session was the same as for the pilot study, the subjects using
each imagery strategy half the time. For the first session an analysis
of variance revealed that imagery strategy was a significant factor
(p<.05); the goal-oriented imagery produced scoring of 51.8% above
chance, while the process-oriented method obtained below chance scoring
of 48.4%. Prior training proved not to be a significant factor. However,
there was a significant interaction between imagery strategy and prior
training (p<.02). MD subjects showed little difference in imagery
scores. NMD subjects showed a strong difference in favor of the
goal-oriented imagery with psi missing for process-oriented imagery.
Subjects were allowed to select their preferred imagery strategy to
use exclusively for all 16 runs in the second session that took place
two weeks later. The subjects were also given instructions for two
simple concentration exercises which were to be practised daily until
the second session. Eleven subjects chose the process-oriented imagery.
Their hit rate was 49.3%, the results being at chance. Eight chose
goal-oriented imagery and their hit rate was 52.6%, which is
significantly above chance (p<.01, 2-T). One subject used a mixture of
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both strategies and was excluded from the analysis. The difference
between these two groups was statistically significant on a t-test
(p<.02, 2-T) and appeared to be independent of prior training.
In summary, higher scoring for the goal-oriented strategy was
found, regardless of whether the observer was assigned to that strategy
or had chosen it (as evidenced in the follow-up session) . The total hit
rate throughout both studies showed that the goal-oriented imagery had
got a hit rate of 52.4%, which deviated significantly from MEE (pc.OOOl,
2-T), using a z-test. Morris et al. concluded that the goal-oriented
imagery strategy appeared to be more effective than the process-oriented
strategy, at least for those with no prior exposure to mental
development training. They wrote:
the results of Session 1 [in the confirmatory study]
confirmed the mild success of the goal-oriented imagery
procedure and indicated that the lack of success with
process-oriented imagery may have been in part due to a
negative response toward it by those who had not received
prior exposure to mental development procedures. (Morris et
al., 1982, p.11)
By examining the popular literature directly, we have been led
toward at least one imagery strategy that appears conducive to
positive results, and possibly to a second. (Morris, et al.,
1979, p.150)
The present study should serve primarily to indicate a
promising line of research that hopefully will become useful
in working with participants in PK training procedures.
(Morris et al., 1982, p.13)
Levi (1979), apparently unaware of the Morris et al. study at the
time (ibid., p.277), did an experiment that explored how the presence
and absence of visual feedback interacted with three conditions:
process-oriented imagery, goal-oriented imagery and a control group.
Fifty-one unselected undergraduates participated, 17 in each of the
three conditions. Each subject completed 24 trials on a Schmidt RNG
employing radioactive decay as the random source. The chance mean of the
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final Geiger counter outcome was 16. A hit was defined as any number
greater than 16. The subjects were given a simple description and
schematic diagram of how the RNG worked. The subject's task was to try
to get a number higher than 16. The feedback factor was manipulated by
turning the RNG either toward (12 trials) or away (12 trials) from the
subject. To control for a possible order effect, about half of the
subjects in each imagery group received the feedback condition first and
half the nonfeedback condition first.
The control group listened to a tape containing information about
chance and chance events while conducting their trials to prevent them
from spontaneously imagining the desired outcomes. The goal-oriented
imagery was a visualization of the desired outcomes. Subjects could do
this in any such mental way that they thought might help them to form a
clear mental image of a number higher than 16. They could for instance
imagine a basketball scoreboard with high scores on it. In the
process-oriented imagery subjects were allowed to use any mental device
to picture the machine's inner workings leading to a number higher than
16.
Factorial analysis of variance yielded a highly significant
interaction between imagery strategy and feedback (pc.OOl). In the
presence of visual feedback the goal-oriented imagery strategy lead to
higher PK scoring than without feedback (the mean scores being 18.79 vs.
13.90, respectively, the difference being significant at p=.0008).
Subjects in the process-oriented group showed the reverse pattern. The
outcome of the process-oriented strategy was higher in the absence of
visual feedback than in the presence of feedback (the mean scores being
17.43 vs. 14.75 respectively, the difference being nearly significant at
p=.056). In other words, when the subjects could not see the display,
process-oriented imagery did better than goal-oriented, and vice versa.
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Subjects in the control group were not affected by the feedback. Further
post-hoc cortparison showed that within both the feedback and nonfeedback
conditions, the goal-oriented group differed significantly from the
process-oriented group (both p values apparently being <.03) . The
goal-oriented group was the only group that deviated significantly from
chance in both feedback (psi-hitting) and nonfeedback versions
(psi-missing).
Morris and Reilly (1980) reported a replication attempt of the
goal-oriented imagery strategy with 24 college age students. The
apparatus was the same one employed in the Morris et al. (1979) study,
except that the display was a single light-emitting diode (TED) that
blinked on and off during the course of a run in accordance with the
decisions of the noise diode-based RNG. Each time the subject pressed a
button, the LED would turn off and on with decisions made at the rate of
approximately 50 times a second for a total of 4,096 trials in the run.
A run would last about eight seconds, during which time the LED would
appear to glow with fluctuating brightness. There were eight runs per
session.
For half of the runs, the subjects were asked to visualize the
light glowing brightly (glow), but for the other half the subjects were
asked to put their thumb (in reality) over the light and experience
darkness (dim) . The order of target conditions, "dim" vs. "glow" was
counterbalanced. The probability of a hit was also varied. The
experimenter who alone dealt with the subjects was unaware of whether
the target was to make the light "dim" or "glow". The results of the
study were nonsignificantly above chance. The report does not give any
PK score means or p -values. They concluded that the new procedure for
enhancing the results using the goal-oriented imagery strategy failed to
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meet their expectations and did not generate any new information.
Nanko (1981) reported a study in which ten of the subjects from the
Morris et al. (1979) study participated. The criterion for selection was
based on whether the individual had "above" chance scoring on a prior PK
task, felt comfortable in generating goal-oriented imagery, and had the
time and willingness to participate in another experiment. Nanko
employed the same PK apparatus as was used in the Morris et al. (1979)
study. In the experimental session each subject was seated in front of
the PK apparatus with the circle display of 16 lights. As was the case
with their prior participation, the task was to bias the lights for each
run of 256 trials in either the clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW)
direction depending upon the instructions given to them in a concealed
envelope. Each subject did 10 experimental runs. Within the 10 runs each
subject was required to influence the lights in the CW direction for
half of the runs and CCW for half of the runs. This order was
counterbalanced.
The subject was asked to relax through deep-breathing exercises and
to practise his goal-oriented imagery until he felt comfortable with it
and was able to generate a vivid image at will. The subject was reminded
to take a few minutes to build up imagery between runs. Again, the
number of reported hits was significantly higher than chance expectation
(p<.002, 1-T). There was a total of 10,488 hits out of 20,480 possible
trials. The RNG produced decisions in accordance with the subject's
target instructions (hits) 51% of the time. This further suggests that
the goal-oriented imagery strategy does not just produce first-session
effects.
Ccmments
Eight studies were reviewed in this section. With the exception of
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two studies (Debes & Morris, 1982; Stanford, 1969), six explored the
role of goal-oriented imagery in the production of PK. All six studies
yielded PK scores in the expected direction for goal-oriented imagery.
The PK scores were significantly above chance in three of the six
studies when immediate feedback of performance was provided (Levi, 1979;
Morris et al., 1979; Nanko, 1981). It appears that goal-oriented imagery
may be important in the generation of extrachance PK scoring.
The pattern suggested so far in studies exploring the possible role
of visual-imagery strategies in the generation of PK can be summarized
as follows: (1) Goal-oriented imagery may provide above chance results.
(2) Striving associated with visualization does not seem to result in PK
scores above chance (Debes & Morris, 1982). (3) Goal-oriented imagery
may be associated with higher positive PK scoring than process-oriented
imagery under feedback conditions (Levi, 1979; indirect suggestion from
Morris et al., 1979, who only employed immediate feedback condition).
(4) In the absence of feedback, process-oriented imagery may do better
than goal-oriented (Levi, 1979). (5) Goal-oriented imagery does not seem
to produce first-session effects (Morris et al., 1979; Nanko, 1981).
Stanford (1969; 1981) employed a free-association test to measure
the subject's tendency to organize his thinking around sensory imagery.
Steilberg (1975, p.15) also used this test, but it did not yield
significant differences between scoring patterns of the subjects. Beside
the results of those experiments, I have not come across any study that
has attempted to correlate PK score with psychometric imagery scale
scores, such as the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (WIQ),
the Betts QMI Vividness of Imagery Scale, or the Gordon Test of Visual
Imagery Control.
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2.6 MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES CONCERNING IMAGERY AND FEEDEACK
Ccnments on Feedback in the Literature of Psi Training
The feedback training experiments reviewed in section 2.3 have
suggested that immediate trial-by-trial feedback of correct guessing may
act in the same way as a reinforcer postulated in operant conditioning.
Beloff (1967) has pointed out that the decline effects observed in a
typical case of a high-scoring subject are rather different from
extinction in operant conditioning; the former is long-term and usually
irreversible, while the latter is short-term and readily reversible.
O'Brien (1976) on reviewing Tart's monograph on feedback training
pointed out that learning is a concept that does not avail itself to
direct observation; the subjects' high scoring in Tart's experiments
could be due to many factors, learning being among the least
parsimonious. Stanford (1977a) in reviewing the same monograph wondered
what sort of response it was, exactly, that was being reinforced in
immediate feedback procedure. However, no one has raised the additional
issue that there is probably a distinction between feedback and a
reinforcer (Gissurarson, 1988).
Operant conditioning. Although the historical credit for opening up
the experimental study of reward and punishment belongs to Thorndike
(1911), modem behavioral psychology (operant conditioning is a
technique used within behavioral psychology) owes much of its current
status to B.F. Skinner (e.g., 1938; 1953). The conceptual system of
operant conditioning developed as an explanation of behavior of
organisms within natural science.
"Reward" is the general commonsense concept for the technical term
"reinforcer" or "reinforcing stimulus". When an organism exhibits
behavior that is followed by food (for other examples, a drop of water,
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a change in temperature, a sexual partner, or an escape from harm, and
so on) the behavior is said to be reinforced by that consequence if the
behavior tends to recur on similar appropriate occasions, and the food
is called a reinforcer. When a reinforcing stimulus (e.g. a stimulus
known to be a reinforcer) follows a performance, reinforcement is said
to have occurred. The process in which reinforcement of a previously
reinforced operant performance (referring to all those performances
which can be increased in frequency by reinforcement) is discontinued is
called extinction. The usual and most prominent effect of extinction is
to decrease the frequency of a performance. Broadly speaking,
contingencies of reinforcement came to replace expressions referring to
motivation as an explanation of behavior in operant conditioning since
such internal attributes arguably produce explanations that are by their
nature untestable.
Reinforcer. A reinforcer, or a reinforcing stimulus, is usually
considered to be the event which increases the frequency of the
performance it follows. Whether stimuli are effective as reinforcers,
however, is an empirical question. One way of testing the effectiveness
of a stimulus as a reinforcer is to see whether the frequency of the
performance it follows decreases in extinction. Another way is to change
its frequency to see if that brings about changes in the frequency of
the operant response it follows. Traditionally, operant responses are
emitted when an organism must adapt to environmental conditions. If
behavior produces food and the behavior therefore tends to recur on
similar occasions, some features of the external environment then
control the behavior as a result of the organism's experience in the
environment. Food reinforcement can be spoken of as a cause of the
behavior (Ferster et al., 1975, p.19). It is a cause in the sense that
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it is a critical, necessary condition for maintaining the frequency of
the conditioned performance. Roughly speaking, yesterday's reinforcement
causes today's response. Past information stored in the organism's
repertoire contributes to the likelihood that a similar response will be
repeated.
Feedback. Feedback refers to information as to the consequences of
a particular action. Although it is easier to learn to wiggle one's ears
by looking in a mirror for visual feedback, it does not necessarily mean
that one is reinforcing the wiggling with the feedback. One is only
making behavior, which is not normally followed by a reinforcing
stimulus more conspicuous. Reinforcing stimuli may, however, have
feedback properties (and perhaps they always do). Feedback is, by and
large, "information", as Skinner (1976, p.62) notes:
A missile reaches its target when its course is appropriately
controlled, in part by information coming from the target
during its flight. Such a device is sometimes said to "have
purpose built into it," but the feedback used in guidance (the
heart of cybernetics) is not reinforcement, and the missile
has no purpose in the present sense.
Tart seems to use the two terms, feedback and a reinforcer,
interchangeably. My point is that they are often not truly
interchangeable. He writes, for instance (Tart, 1975b, p.109):
When you are right by chance alone a certain proportion of the
time [in the card guessing experiments], the situation is more
complicated, for you are rewarded for irrelevant guessing
rather than for using ESP. If a subject has no ESP ability to
begin with, giving immediate feedback should have no effect.
If he has a little ESP, immediate feedback should stabilize
performance and slow extinction, but the confusion / noise
generated by chance reinforcement may eventually bring about
extinction.
Conceptual difference between a reinforcer and feedback. It does
not follow that if a person receives feedback on wiggling his ears by
looking into a mirror that he is more likely to wiggle his ears more
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frequently. According to operant conditioning as I understand it, he may
continue to practise his ear wiggling and try to use the feedback to
make it better, but only if there is something in the environment that
reinforces him to continue to do so and reinforces him to utilize the
feedback to direct him (and also if the nerves and muscles connected to
his ear are functioning properly) . Assuming that such is the case, more
correct ear wiggling may (or may not) result as feedback makes the ear
wiggling more conspicuous.
It does not follow that if a subject only receives immediate
feedback on his performance on an ESP test that he will necessarily more
frequently give correct responses. It may be that he is directed, to
some extent, via feedback to internal psi-mediated cues that seemed to
precede a hit (as Tart is saying), but only if there is something in the
environment that reinforces him to continue to try to do so and
reinforces him to utilize the feedback to direct himself. Assuming that
such is the case, more correct ESP guesses may perhaps result if
feedback makes it easier to recognize internal cues that precede a hit.
Also, if and only if, there exist such internal cues.
Further arguments for the distinction. "What little reward there is
(feeling gratified at scoring above chance) tends to be associated with
the entire run rather than with the individual responses," writes Tart
(1966, p.49). He contrasts this situation with the learning situation of
the pigeon, where a grain of corn is produced immediately after each
correct response: "As the pigeon is hungry, food is rewarding" (Tart,
1966, p.47). But, what would we expect if feedback of correct ESP hits
was a reinforcer? Firstly, as is known in many animal experiments with
food reinforcement, it is important to stop giving the animal food for a
period of time so that the experimenter may use food as an effective
stimulus. If immediate feedback of a correct guess in card guessing
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experiments was, in fact, a reinforcer, then the experimenter could
actually stop giving the "feedback" for some period of time in order to
increase its effectiveness - in this case stop giving information about
correct or incorrect guesses.
Secondly, in operant conditioning, one would often expect a pigeon
or a human subject to continue a particular operant performance, even
though the reinforcer was provided at the rate of 1:25 (that is, one
effective stimulus for twenty five responses) as was the rate in the
card guessing experiments. This situation is known as a fixed-ratio (FR)
schedule of reinforcement (see for instance, Ferster, Culbertson &
Boren, 1975) . In the FR type of reinforcement a fixed number of
performances (counted from the preceding reinforcement) are required for
reinforcement.
Feedback as an independent variable. Causal connection is implied
in reinforcement. But what are the effects of feedback? We may possibly
get an increase in correct ear wiggling over time with practise in front
of a mirror to provide feedback. It does not, however, indicate that
continuous trial-by-trial information of successful wiggling is causing
or making the person wiggle his ears correctly. When initial
conditioning of operant behavior (i.e., "pairing" between a response and
its consequence) has occurred, the connection between a response and a
reinforcing stimulus can be described as follows (e.g. Hilgard, 1951): A
pigeon presses a lever as if in order to obtain food. But it is not easy
to see that a human emits a correct ESP guess in order to get
information about it being correct.
Operant behavior is considered as a dependent variable because it
is influenced by .the schedule of reinforcement. The schedule is an
independent variable because it may be altered to produce a change in
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rate of performance. It is possible to argue that a relevant test to
examine if feedback of hits in ESP training experimentation was a
reinforcer could thus involve changes in frequency of providing feedback
to see if that brings about changes in frequency of correct ESP guesses.
Subjects could for example be put on a variable-ratio schedule, where a
certain number of performances are required on the average for the
occurrence of a reinforcer. Variable-ratio schedules generally generate
very high rates of pecking with pigeons.
When can feedback be a reinforcer? Let us look at a simple example
where ear wiggling could possibly have consequences that make it more
likely to recur: When Ed wiggles his ears, we laugh. In this case, the
attention (feedback and a reinforcer) that we give Ed when he wiggles
his ears makes it more likely that he will wiggle his ears more
frequently under similar circumstances.
Let us suppose that a subject tries out a particular "mental"
strategy while doing an ESP test, gets a hit and is told about it (or
does not get a hit but is told that he did). It may well be the case
that the subject uses this strategy again on the next trial. If the
frequency of the production of this strategy varies (and we could
measure it somehow) as an independent variable with how often we tell
the subject that he got a hit, I think we can say that the information,
that a guess is a hit, is a reinforcer.
Comments. In conclusion, concepts borrowed from learning theory
have been used widely in psychology, but not always accurately. In this
subsection I have tried to point out that it is possible to distinguish
between feedback and a reinforcer. Providing subjects with feedback
about their performance is not necessarily the same as reinforcing them.
One of the conclusions that may be drawn from Tart's reasoning and
experimentation is that he tested the effect of immediate feedback on
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ESP performance, but he may never have tested the effect of
reinforcement. Trying to find an answer to why some people volunteer to
participate in parapsychology experiments, try to do their best and keep
on attending on many occasions, would perhaps, bring us closer to
identifying a reinforcer that might affect their behavior.
The confusion of feedback with a reinforcer can also be found in
other fields. We can point to B.F. Skinner's model of programmed
learning as a clear-cut instance in the history of education of the
translation of learning principles for use in the classroom. Programmed
learning refers to a system of self-instruction based on operant
conditioning where tasks to be mastered are broken down into small
steps. The subject is given feedback about his mastery of each step as
he goes along. Here, immediate feedback was considered to be a
reinforcer in the same way that Tart and others (e.g. Neuringer, 1986)
often use the concept. However, Skinner seems to have made the same
mistake as Tart in attempting to apply the principles of animal learning
to human learning. One can argue that the followers of programmed
learning made a false analogy; a word may not have the semantic
specificity of reference and effect on persons that a food pellet has on
laboratory animals (Fitzgerald, 1970; Rothkopf, 1970).
Imagery Research in Psychology
In this subsection "imagery" is discussed as dealt with in
cognitive psychology. Two studies are described from the field of
imagery on mental rotation and mental scanning, respectively. There are
three reasons for doing so: firstly, to show how imagery is explored in
other fields than parapsychology, secondly, to give a background for
discussion concerning the definition of imagery, and thirdly, to provide
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a rationale for the method of using time taken to perform a particular
task to make inference about cognitive processes.
One essential feature of imagery is that images are events in
consciousness (Marks, 1983, p.96). The general tendency is to think of
images as being literally faint pictures in the head. Most researchers
in cognitive psychology agree that this "picture in the head"
interpretation is inadequate.
Brief account on mental rotation research. Generally, rotating a
two dimensional object "mentally" or in the "mind's eye" has been termed
mental rotation. Research on mental rotation has been considered to have
played a large role in stirring renewed interest in mental imagery after
the behaviorists started to loosen their grip on psychology (Anderson,
1980, p.65).
People are often able to determine that two different
two-dimensional pictures portray objects of the same three-dimensional
shape even though the objects are depicted in very different
orientations. Shepard and Metzler (1971) designed an experiment to
measure the time that subjects require to determine such identity of
shape as a function of the angular difference in the portrayed
orientations of the two three-dimensional objects.
They presented eight subjects with 1600 pairs of two-dimensional
representations (drawings) of three-dimensional objects. The angular
difference was produced either by a "rigid" rotation of one of two
identical drawings in its own picture plane or by a more complex,
"nonrigid" transformation, of one of the pictures, that corresponded to
a (rigid) rotation of the three-dimensional object in depth (ibid.,
p.701) . In a randomly determined order, in half of the pairs the objects
could be rotated into congruence with each other, and in the other half,
the two objects differed by a reflection as well as a rotation, and
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could not be rotated into congruence. The subjects' task was to
determine if the objects were identical except for orientation. For each
pair the subject was asked to pull a right-hand lever as soon as he
determined that the two drawings portrayed objects that were congruent
with respect to three-dimensional shape and to pull a left-hand lever as
soon as he determined that the two drawings depicted objects of
different three-dimensional shapes. Each trial began with a warning tone
which was followed half a second later by the presentation of a stimulus
pair and the simultaneous onset of a timer. The lever-pulling response
stopped the timer.
The results showed the reaction time required to recognize that two
perspective drawings portrayed the same three-dimensional shape: (i) to
increase linearly with the angular difference in portrayed orientation
and (ii) to be no longer for a rotation in depth than for a rotation
merely in the picture plane. The data seemed to support the notion
reported by all the subjects (ibid., pp.701-702): (a) That, to make the
required comparison they first had to imagine one object as rotated into
the same orientation as the other and that they could carry out this
"mental rotation" at a certain limiting rate, (b) Since subjects
perceived the two-dimensional pictures as objects in three-dimensional
space, they could imagine the rotation around whichever axis was
required with equal ease.
Kosslyn, Ball and Reiser (1978) asked eleven subjects to engage in
"mental travel," in which they memorized the map of a fictitious island.
The island had seven landmarks: sand, a rock, a well, a hut, a lake, a
tree, and a thatch of grass. The distance between any two of the seven
locations was different. Their question was whether images preserve
"metric information". Subjects overlearned the map until they could draw
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it with great accuracy. They were presented aurally with a landmark and
were told to imagine the entire map and then focus on the named
location. After five seconds a second landmark was named, and the
subjects were told to mentally scan the map until the second landmark
had been brought into view. The scanning was to be accomplished by
imagining a little black speck zipping in the shortest straight line
from the first landmark to the second. When the subjects had mentally
focused on the second object they signaled by pressing a button. A clock
was stopped when the button was pushed and response times were recorded.
Kosslyn et al. looked at the mean reaction time needed to scan
between two points as a function of the distance between the points. The
results showed that when subjects engaged in a mental scan from one
point on the map to another the reaction time increased linearly as the
distance between the points increased. The line of best fit indicated
that this sort of image scanning was accomplished at a rate of about 20
centimeters per second. They interpreted this finding as supporting the
claim that images are quasi-pictorial entities that can be processed
(ibid., p.53). The present data seemed to suggest that one of the
defining properties of such visual mental images was that metric
distances are "embodied" in the same way as in a percept of a picture.
Results from the above studies and others alike have indicated that
when subjects transform a mental object spatially, processing time
increases continuously with the amount of the spatial transformation
(Anderson, 1980, p.76). Processing time, for instance, increases
continuously with angular disparity in the rotation studies or with
distance in scanning studies. (See also on mental rotation e.g., Cooper
& Shepard, 1973; Shepard & Feng, 1972; on comparison and size of mental
objects such as animals e.g., Kosslyn, 1975; 1978; on mental travel or
image scanning e.g., Kosslyn, 1973.) Although nobody questions the
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authenticity of the imagery findings, their interpretation has created
considerable disagreement within the various camps of cognitive
psychology. The meaning of results on image scanning (that subjects are
moving the focus of their mind's eye across an image that is assumed to
have spatial properties) has been doubted, for example, because a high
linear correlation has been found between scanning distance and
predicted scanning times (e.g. Mitchell & Richman, 1980) . This suggests
that before most subjects begin to scan an image, they apparently
already have a good idea of how long it should take to travel particular
distances. This implies that the time difference in the Kosslyn et al.
(1978) study may have been a demand characteristic of the experiment,
i.e. subjects could have deduced the experimental hypothesis and
followed suit by responding appropriately (Mitchell & Richman, 1980,
p.59) .
Broadly speaking, the point made in the mental imagery experiments
which is relevant for our purposes (see section 3.4) is that whatever
the actual mental processes were, they appeared to be an analog of
corresponding physical processes when/as measured by processing
(reaction) time. (One process is said to be an analog of another when it
mimics or simulates the structure of the other process.)
Towards a working definition of imagery. Richardson (1983) argues
that there are two different approaches towards defining imagery. On the
one hand is the "behavioral" approach, which uses imagery as an
explanatory construct, that is, an independent variable. Performance
data on visual spatial tasks have apparently been presented as if the
act of mentally rotating an object or of mentally scanning an object
involved, required or implied the presence of visual images in awareness
(Kosslyn et al., 1979; Shepard, 1978, pp.125,135). On the other hand is
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the "experiential" approach that deals with imagery as events to be
explained, that is, a dependent variable. Reports of experienced images
imply that the awareness of quasi-perceptual events is involved in some
way or at some time. Furthermore, Richardson (1979, p.563) argues that
visual imagery of a quasi-perceptual nature is not necessary to (or
required for) the performance of the spatial tasks discussed above.
Therefore, when using the term "mental imagery" we have to distinguish
between two fundamentally different conceptual usages; mental imagery as
referring to a class of inferred cognitive constructs and processes
(such as spatial ability); or as referring to a class of more or less
perceptlike experiences (as reported by subjects). According to
Richardson (1983, p.13) nothing yet known about these two usages "can
justify the assumption that their conceptual and operational meanings
overlap in any way." (It appears to me that these two usages are not
contradictory or mutually exclusive.)
Be that as it may, for the remainder of this thesis I will be using
the terms "mental image," "imagery," or "imaging" etc, as defined below
by Richardson because it is closer to the word "imagery" as used in
parapsychological studies. He gave a working definition that was
intended to cover all types of perceptlike experienced imagery
(Richardson, 1969, pp.2-3; 1983, p.15):
Mantal imagery refers to (1) all those quasi-sensory or
quasi-perceptual experiences of which (2) we are self
consciously aware and which (3) exist for us in the absence of
those stimulus conditions that are known to produce their
genuine sensory or perceptual counterparts.
By "quasi-sensory or quasi-perceptual experiences" is meant any
concrete re-presentation of sensory, perceptual, affective or other
experiential states (e.g. hunger or fatigue). Four (arbitrary) types or
classes of imagery have been identified by researches as
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quasi-perceptual experiences (Richardson, 1969, pp.127-128; also
relevant is Holt, 1972). Each class has been supported with both
theoretical and empirical considerations.
(1) After imagery: This refers to the effect of prolonged and/or
intense stimulation (noted in at least four sensory modalities) that has
sensorylike consequences when the stimulation ceases (e.g., Brown, 1965,
Richardson, 1969) . After being exposed to a lightning flash, we continue
to have a visual sensation of light in the darkness that follows.
(2) Eidetic imagery: This has been defined as a visual image that
persists after stimulation and is relatively accurate in detail (Haber &
Haber, 1964, p.131). It is colored positively (in contrast to an after
image, which is usually negative), and can be scanned with ease without
any apparent lessening of its intensity or clarity.
(3) Thought imagery: Richardson (1969, p.43) described this type of
imagery as "the common and relatively familiar imagery of everyday life.
It may accompany the recall of events from the past, the ongoing thought
processes of the present or the anticipatory actions and events of the
future. Though it may occur as a spontaneous accompaniment to much
everyday thought of this kind it is far more amenable to voluntary
control than all other forms of imagery."
(4) Imagination imagery: This refers to the more intense image
experiences, the content of which may be unexpected and apparently
unconnected with any identifiable memories from one's personal past
(i.e. novel images). The images may have the appearance of being
physically present (i.e., substantiality), and may be very detailed in
texture and vividly colored. This type of imagery includes hypnogogic
images (e.g. Barber, 1969; Barber & Wilson, 1979; Hilgard, 1970) and
drug related hallucinations (e.g. Masters & Houston, 1966).
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A Possible Explanation of the Interaction of Feedback with Imagery
Levi (1979) proposed a hypothesis of the interaction of feedback
with imagery, which he called "cognitive effort". Before describing the
cognitive effort hypothesis, we should briefly look at previous ideas to
which cognitive effort purportedly relates, and which were referred to
in the paper by Levi (1979) where it was presented.
Concepts derived from cognitive psychology. The view of the mind as
a system for processing information (or a person as a processor of
information) has been referred to as the information processing approach
(see e.g., Lindsay & Norman, 1977; Underwood, 1978a). Attention has been
considered as one of the central features of information processing
theory (Underwood, 1978b, p.235). One characteristic of attention
appears to be its selectivity, and the fact that it does not have the
capacity to perform two "demanding" tasks simultaneously (Lindsay &
Norman, 1977, pp.285-286). Information processing models assume that the
processor and its components have a limited amount of so-called
processing capacity available at any one time (Underwood, 1978a, p.10),
and attention is conceived of as being a very limited mental resource
(Anderson, 1980, p.26) .
Kahneman (1973) proposed a capacity theory (referring to a theory
of how one pays attention to objects and actions) that accounts for the
selective aspects of attention. He postulated a general limit on man's
capacity to perform mental activity. This limited capacity can be
allocated amongst the competing demands upon it from concurrent
activities (ibid., p. 10) . Different mental activities impose different
demands on the limited capacity. By and large, allocation is made
primarily to the processing of mental activities that are relevant to
the individual at that time. According to the model, an activity can
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fail, either because there is altogether not enough capacity to meet its
demands or because the allocation policy channels make available
capacity to other activities.
One of the major correlates of capacity allocation is thought to be
the individual's level of arousal (ibid., pp.17-24). Thus as level of
arousal and allocation of processing capacity concomitantly increase to
an optimal level, task performance improves. Under this model it is also
possible for allocation of processing capacity to a particular mental
activity to be excessive (ibid., pp.37-42) . High level of arousal
produces excessive allocation of capacity to an activity. The result is
that processing becomes far too selective and relevant informational
cues are ignored. In turn, this causes performance to deteriorate. In
other words, attention narrows under high arousal.
Ideas derived from parapsychology. Irwin (1978; also relevant is
Irwin, 1979) examined the application of the phenomena of attention and
the associated construct of processing capacity (as discussed by
Kahneman, 1973) to the nature of psi effects. To start with, he
distinguishes processing capacity utilized in the information processing
system from the energy responsible for the work done on PK displaced
objects. Irwin argues that since high PK scores can be attained in tasks
of quite high complexity, it suggests that the processes underlying PK
itself require very little capacity for their execution, i.e., the
capacity demands of PK are small. As an intention to succeed is often
important for high PK scoring, allocation of some processing capacity is
nevertheless required. He suggests that if this analysis is valid, then
the association between level of arousal and capacity allocation would
lead to the prediction that successful PK performance would usually be
attained at low arousal levels. Furthermore, conditions associated with
excessive allocation of capacity (such as in too much striving) would
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generally retard PK performance. This is, however, not consistent with
the finding of Debes and Morris (1982) in that they found psi missing
associated with "striving" for success, and psi-missing represents
nevertheless psi. (Irwin did not say very much about PK psi-missing.)
Braud and Braud (1978a) suggested that under certain conditions the
absence of feedback may facilitate PK performance. Feedback might
sometimes be discouraging to subjects. The discouragement would result
from a conflict between the intention that an event should happen and
the perception of the event not happening. This could be minimized by
eliminating feedback and hence knowledge of the event not happening.
"Imaginary feedback" (as in the nonfeedback conditions of their
experiments), in which subjects imagine a reality congruent with their
intention, would seem psychologically optimal for success. Actually,
several of their subjects commented that the visual feedback seemed to
interfere with obtaining a PK effect and that PK seemed easier when the
intended outcome was simply "imagined".
Morris (1980b) noticed in his imagery research that participants
had some difficulty in handling negative as well as positive feedback.
Subjects can react adversely to negative feedback (feedback for
psi-missing) by losing confidence, but subjects also seem able to react
negatively to positive feedback (feedback for psi-hitting). (We should
note that this observation was based primarily on free response ESP
work.) Sometimes the negative reaction simply seemed to involve
confusion or development of inappropriate hypotheses to account for past
success. On many occasions subjects seemed to change as a direct result
of becoming aware of past success. Some became more self-conscious or
stressed and were unable to return to the more relaxed, casual states of
mind that had accompanied earlier successes. Others seemed to start
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questioning whether they really wanted to "become psychic" after all.
Stanford (1980) proposed that ESP performance is likely to be
facilitated when the cognitive mode is "unconstrained". This mode /
state of cognitive function, which he suggested encourages spontaneity,
is approximated when the subject shifts away from rational, contextual
and sequential constraints.
Cognitive effort. Levi (1979) proposed an interpretation of how
feedback could have affected the three groups in his experiment (the
control group and the process-oriented and goal-oriented imagery
groups). Central to his idea is the concept of cognitive effort (Levi,
1979, p.283) :
Cognitive effort is presumed to increase with the allocation
of information processing capacity (Irwin, 1978; Kahneman,
1973). The allocation of this capacity, in turn, is based on
the information-processing demands of the situation.
Informational inputs that increase allocation can be either
environmental or self-generated in origin. Sometimes
environmental and internally generated stimuli interfere with
each other or "compete" for processing capacity.
In the goal-oriented (GO) group, subjects were instructed to
imagine the desired outcome (a number higher than 16). For this group,
seeing numbers on the digital display may have facilitated visualization
of numbers since the form of the feedback was congruent with the
imagery. There was little "competition" or interference between
environmental and internally generated stimuli. In the absence of
feedback, it may have been more difficult to visualize numbers. Thus,
Levi argues, in the GO group, cognitive effort required of the subjects
was greater in the nonfeedback condition than in the feedback condition.
For the process-oriented (PO) grouip, seeing the numbers on the
digital display may have interfered with visualization as the form of
the feedback was not congruent with the imagery. In contrast, the
absence of feedback may have enabled subjects to visualize the internal
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workings of the machine more clearly. Thus, he argues, in the PO group
the cognitive effort required of subjects was likely to be greater in
the feedback condition than in the nonfeedback condition.
According to Levi, since subjects in the control group were
primarily engaged in listening rather than visualizing, feedback (or
absence of it) had little effect on the cognitive effort required.
Levi postulated that when the cognitive effort required is high,
scoring tends to be low. When the cognitive effort required is low,
scoring tends to be high. Absence of any interaction between PK scoring
and feedback conditions in the control group is consistent with this
interpretation. In both the GO and PO imagery groups, the feedback and
nonfeedback conditions required different degrees of cognitive effort.
The significant interaction between PK scoring and feedback conditions
(GO scoring above chance in the feedback condition, and below chance in
the nonfeedback condition, and the reverse for PO) may have been
contingent upon a difference between the two experimental conditions in
their requirement of cognitive effort.
Comments on cognitive effort. To sum up, cognitive effort can be
described as follows: High cognitive effort refers to interference or
"competition" of some sort between imagery (internally generated
stimuli) and feedback (environmental stimuli). This results in PK scores
below chance. Low cognitive effort refers to less interference between
feedback and imagery. This results in PK scores above chance.
On commenting on the cognitive effort idea, George and Krippner
(1984, pp.73-74) pointed out that it is not clear that invoking the
construct of cognitive effort helps to explain parsimoniously the
apparent facilitation of psi-missing in the nonfeedback condition for
the GO group since there is no reason to assume that the absence of
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feedback, should increase the cognitive effort required in the GO
strategy. Furthermore, no explanation is offered as to why the two
levels of feedback should both produce significant deviations from MCE
with the GO strategy, but in opposite directions. Although cognitive
effort is presumed to increase with the allocation of information
processing capacity as discussed by Kahneman (1973) and Irwin (1978),
the report is insufficiently detailed for me to see how Kahneman's and
Irwin's ideas relate to cognitive effort as described and discussed by
Levi.
2.7 SUFMARY
The main body of this chapter included an overview of studies that
have explored potential PK facilitating conditions. Special emphasis was
put into describing experiments that have essentially investigated
visual-imagery strategies. Stanford in 1969 initiated research into
visual-imagery strategies as a potential method of triggering the
alleged PK function. So far these studies have been promising. All six
studies that explored goal-oriented imagery found PK scores above MCE
(but not necessarily significant) related to goal-oriented imagery.
Three of these six studies produced significant PK effects in relation
to the goal-oriented imagery. Before turning to the experiments that
were conducted for this thesis on the use of visual-imagery strategies
as a possible method of "training" PK, two additional issues will be
addressed: The making of a micro-computer test that was supposed to
measure PK will be described in next chapter, and three short
exploratory experiments will be reported in chapter four.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE CCMPUTER TEST "SYNTHIA.''
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with issues related to the measurement of PK by
means of RNG computer tests and describes a specific one, called
"Synthia" that was used in the present studies. The chapter starts by
introducing to the reader the wide range of RNG computer games that have
been used in an attempt to measure PK. Next comes a review of studies
that have used pseudo-RNGs to generate PK targets. Then it describes the
making of "Synthia". This is followed by a description of the
pseudo-random number generator (referred to as a pseudo-RNG) that was
used in the "Synthia" program. Finally two models are described that
have been proposed to explain experimental PK findings.
3.2 RNG MICROCOMPUTER GAMES
Advantages of RNG Computer Tests/Games
Computer tests are considered to have some advantages over other
tools in measuring PK (Broughton 1982a; 1982b). Firstly, computerizing a
test automates some parts of the experiment, such as freeing the
experimenter of data recording duties - the data collection being
automatically stored. It sometimes obviates the need for a double blind
set-up since the computer design may serve as a substitute data handler
for the other experimenter. A psi computer test can therefore make a
whole experiment easier to conduct and the experimenter can be freed
while it is running. Secondly, computers have the advantage of not
making humian mistakes and are less prone to biases, recording errors or
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fraud on the participant's behalf. Thirdly, if one is already using a
computer, additional programs can be incorporated to do the statistical
work. Having the random number generator as the element of randomizing
the target can rule out nonrandomness in the target sequence with
reasonable confidence. Simultaneous control conditions can be used to
accomplish checks on the computer and the randomness.
In general terms, a test can be considered as any procedure used to
measure a factor or assess some ability (Reber, 1987, p.765), whereas a
game can be considered very loosely as a form of play or a contest with
rules. Implicit in this loose definition of a game is that the player(s)
aims at achieving a certain outcome/goal. Typically, a PK computer game
is a PK test that has been incorporated in a computer game. According to
this definition, a PK computer game does not necessarily have to use a
RNG (to randomize targets), although, to the best of my knowledge, all
PK computer games have employed RNGs. We should, also note that the game
element of a PK computer game does not necessarily have to be
incorporated through high-resolution graphics and sound effects. The
game element may simply be induced via certain instructions. The main
argument for using a PK computer game to measure PK is that it might
elicit fun, excitement and interest, and in that way perhaps promote an
environment which may produce greater evidence of psi (for discussion of
the use of computer games, see Honorton, 1980).
Overview of RNG Corputer Games in PK Research
The following overview looks at the existing RNG PK computer test
that have strong game-like aspects and which have been described in the
English parapsychology literature. No attempt has been made to describe
the experiments in which the PK computer games were used or the results
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of those experiments. However, a brief, general evaluation of the
effectiveness of the PK computer games in producing extrachance PK
results is offered at the end of this section. The review is intended
essentially as an introduction into the variety of available types of PK
microcomputer games. Some descriptions are sketchy since the original
reports have not provided enough details.
Game-like experimental PK testing environments can be traced back
to 1945 when MsMahan tested subjects in a social atmosphere of a
party-like gaiety, called "PK parties" (McMahan, 1945; 1946; 1947). In a
typical PK party session about four to seven subjects, mostly children
and adolescents, attempted to influence (individually while the rest
watched) the fall of two-sided discs. Prizes for good scores (candy,
toys and movie tickets), together with refreshments at the end of the
session helped to preserve the party-like atmosphere.
Broughton (1979, p.338) has traced predecessors of modern
high-technology computer games for measuring PK to experiments done by
Steen (1957), Ratte (1960) and Ratte and Greene (1960). Steen for
instance, incorporated a PK test into a simulated baseball game played
with dice. Ratte and Greene used a basketball style game with dice.
Ratte (1960) used a dice game called PK Basketball. In PK Basketball
three dice were used, two (the basket dice) numbered in the usual way,
and a third (the foul die) having six different color faces. The subject
tried to throw specified target faces on the numbered dice and to avoid
throwing a specified colored face on the third. Ratte's general results
favored the gaming technique over a noncompetitive situation but the
differences were insignificant.
The first reports of experiments using PK computer games appeared
around 1978 from exploratory experiments conducted by Weiner (1978) and
Beloff, Broughton and Wilson (1978; cited in Broughton, 1979, p.338).
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Beloff et al. (1978) did an informal experiment using a computer game,
in which a PK test had been embedded. Only a few games were conducted.
No description of the game is on record.
Horse racing. Weiner (1978) used a computer game simulating a horse
race, where the computer assigned "bets" of low risk, $5, and high risk,
$25. The game was based on 4 columns of numbers ("horses"), that counted
upward from zero and were displayed on the conputer terminal. A random
number generator (p=l/2) determined whether or not the numbers in the
various columns proceeded to the next higher numbers so that at the end
of a 50 trial "race" the four columns showed different counts. Subjects
chose one of the "horses" and tried to influence it to finish the race
with the highest count.
Motor skills. Weiner (1979) used a conputer game where participants
used their motor skills to manipulate a dial in order to keep a bar
centered on the conputer screen. The difficulty of the task increased in
steps until the bar became so unstable that it moved off the screen.
Motor skill was measured by a score proportional to the amount of time
the bar stayed on the screen. A PK test was incorporated into this game
by an RNG interface, such that PK hits would help the participant to
keep the bar under control by preventing the task from becoming more
difficult (p=l/2).
The Head of Jut. Previously I briefly mentioned the computerized PK
test called The Head of Jut (Broughton et al., 1981). It was first
introduced by Broughton in 1979, and involved a device, on which was
mounted a column of 32 small red lamps (Broughton, 1979) . Alongside the
column of lights was a slot for a strip of paper which bore labels for
different points on the scale. Lamp number 25 was labeled "Average" and
this represented the MOE for a run. Other labels ranged from "Terrible"
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at 17 and "Outstanding" above the 32nd light. On top of the device over
the column was a bell which rang with a single "ding" whenever the score
exceeded 32. The participant initiated a run by pressing a button
mounted in the base. The lights would begin lighting from the bottom
upwards, very rapidly at first but with decreasing speed, as it came to
a stop, and then fell back. The device was controlled by a computer. The
subject's task was to try to make the lights on the column to go as high
as possible through their PK.
Psi-Trek. Honorton (1980) did some preliminary experiments with a
computer video game called Psi-Trek. In Psi-Trek the subject is seated
in front of the cathode-ray tube (CRT) terminal and instructed to use
psi ability to locate enemy "Klingon" spaceships. "These are random
numbers hidden in one of four quadrants. If the subject succeeds, he
prevents a Klingon invasion of his territory. Each game consists of 48
independent trials, with a constant hit probability of one fourth, and
each hit triggers one of 28 animated graphic displays, selected randomly
to sustain novelty" (ibid., p.5). Every third hit eliminates one of the
invading Klingons. Certain randomly selected misses, which are
identified by a red alert display, allow the Klingons to fire upon the
player's spaceship. Successive Klingon hits inflict increasing damage to
the player's spaceship, culminating in its destruction if the overall
scoring rate is at or below chance. Statistically significant above
chance scoring is rewarded by a special display which consists of
congratulatory messages and variety of sound effects.
Although it is not clear in the report, it appears that for each
trial a random number (with four possible values) is chosen by a PNG. A
hit is registered if this number matches another random number (with one
of the same four possible values) which indicates one of the four
quadrants on the CRT. There are two ESP and four PK versions of
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Psi-Trek. The PK versions involve three different ways of initiating a
trial. In Soma-Trek the player triggers the selection of a random number
by manually depressing the return key. In EM3-Trek the selection of a
random number is triggered whenever the player's frontalis muscle
tension level falls below a pre-set threshold. In Relax-Trek a random
number is sampled at a randomly determined time and the player's role is
purely observational. Graph-Trek is internally identical to Relax-Trek
except for the feedback for each hit and miss, which is different.
Horizon. Also earlier described is the software program, Horizon
(Debes & Morris, 1982; also employed by Talbert & Debes, 1982), which is
a computer screen version of the Rhinean PK technique of dice throwing
for positions referred to as the placement method/test of PK (e.g. Rhine
& Pratt, 1957, pp.153-155). Horizon displays to the subject a jagged
vertical line of 192 dots extending from top to bottom of a display
screen. At the start of a run, the subject sees only one dot at the top
of the screen. Successive dots are displayed one dot at a time until all
192 are visible. Each dot is displayed one step to the left or right of
the dot just above it, as determined by a RNG. By chance alone, the
end-point of the trail of dots would land equally often on both sides of
the center line. The subject's task is to attempt to deflect the trail
of dots as far as possible to either the left or the right side of the
pyramid panel, depending on which side is the assigned target.
Thermometer-stvle display. Honorton et al. (1983) conducted a
microcomputer based RNG study comparing immediate versus delayed
feedback on noise-diode "RNG hit rates." The feedback source was
displayed to participants via a thermometer-style computer graphics
display showing a bar rising and falling in relation to the "current
feedback source byte value" (ibid., p.158). (The delayed feedback was
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limited to an end-of-trial statistical summary.) "Centered horizontal
lines on either side of the bar demarcated target/nontarget areas of the
display. Arrows on either side of the bar displayed the vertical target
location" (ibid., p. 158) . Bar color provided feedback on cumulative
performance within the trial; a white bar was associated with scoring
above chance, a red bar with below chance, while a yellow bar showed
scoring at chance. A special "Jackpot" display was activated at the end
of the trial if a preset scoring threshold was met.
Psi Ball. Schechter, Barker and Varvoglis (1983; also employed by
Schechter, Barker & Varvoglis, 1984) combined a computer controlled
video game, Psi Ball, with a noise-diode PNG. The player moved a lever
to keep a "ball" on the TV screen away from the screen's "walls" for as
long as possible. About five times each second, a ten-event PNG trial
was taken. If there were fewer than five hits in the trial, the game's
difficulty was increased by making the ball slightly more sensitive to
small lever movements (and thus probably harder to control). The
difficulty did not change if five or more of the PNG events were hits.
According to the report, it seems to have been optional whether the PNG
hits affected the game's difficulty level. In Psi Ball there was no
direct PK feedback as individual changes in difficulty were too small to
be detected.
Volition. Schechter, Honorton, Barker and Varvoglis (1984) reported
an experiment they conducted on the relationship between RNG scores on
two computer controlled RNG games (Volition and Psi Ball), and some of
the participants' psychological characteristics. In the game Volition,
the participants received immediate trial-by-trial feedback which
included both auditory as well as visual components for directional
performance. In Volition the RNG feedback display was presented as an
on-line graph of the cumulative deviation from chance (thus providing
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the player with a clear picture of cumulative performance relative to
chance). The computer-graphics display in Volition showed "zones of
significance, the developing cumulative deviation line, and a variety of
audio/visual rewards for individually strong trial scores" (ibid.,
p.32). The player's task was to produce high or low RNG values (above or
below chance) according to whether "high aim" or "low aim" was displayed
and selected at the start of the game. Each game consisted of 100 trials
with 100 FNG events each.
P-Oink. Broughton and Perlstrom (1985a; 1985b)' modified an existing
commercially available APPLE II microcomputer game called Oink (Beagle
Bros., Inc.). The game consisted of a number of "turns" of five rolls of
a pair of dice displayed on the conputer screen. The player's goal was
to obtain as high a number as possible. If a double was obtained, that
score was not counted and all points accumulated up to that point in the
turn were erased. Major modifications were made to the original program
such that it became the PK test, P-Oink. The main modifications were to
use a hardware RNG as the source of random numbers 1-6 and to remove the
subject's control of an option of terminating his turn. The latter
feature was replaced by a fixed "turn" of five rolls of the pair of
dice. Participants were able to play against the "conputer" and the game
terminated when the player or the computer exceeded 200 points.
Psi Invaders. Gissurarson (1986) used a RNG-PK
microcomputer-controlled video game called Psi Invaders, to elicit PK
performance from 15 subjects tested in the U.S. and 15 subjects tested
in Iceland. The RNG-based APPLE conputer game, Psi Invaders, is a
software package included in "PsiLab", which is a conputer
hardware/software system for psi researchers with APPLE series
computers. It was produced and developed by the Psychophysical Research
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Laboratories in Princeton, New Jersey (for details see PsiLab - A
Manual. 1985; Berger & Honorton 1985) . PsiLab comes with a hardware PNG,
and floppy diskettes that contain the Psi Invaders program, tests to
verify randomness of the PNG and statistical tests to analyze data
files. The package also includes the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.
Psi Invaders is an adaptation of the popular arcade game Space
Invaders. The purpose of the game for the participant is to shoot down
invaders from space with a laser gun, while trying to avoid being hit by
them. Players press a button on a game paddle to fire their laser. Laser
firing is contingent upon the output of the RNG. With each press of the
game paddle, the RNG is sampled one "run". Each run consists of 100.
binary trials (where p=.5). For each trial a bit from the RNG is
compared to a target bit which alternates between 0 and 1 (thus avoiding
bias in the RNG) . If the RNG sample bit and the target bit are the same,
the trial is counted as a hit. Run scores of 51 hits or greater are
required for the laser to fire. Run scores of 50 or less result in a
"misfire".
Algernon. One can also mention the BASIC program Algernon, a
computer oracle which may provide "meaningful information" and answers
to important personal queries if psi is manifested (Braud & Schroeter,
1983). Stored in Algernon's memory are 512 statements judged to be
meaningful. Albeit brief, those commentaries are on the problems and
significance of life collected from philosophical, literary, and popular
sources, and others invented by the authors. Braud and Schroeter
reasoned that the subject might clairvoyantly scan the computer memory
for the most appropriate answer, and then psychokinetically influence
the answer selection process to increase the likelihood of obtaining
that answer. The higher the subject's rating of whether Algernon's
answer was meaningful the greater the score.
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Comments. Eleven PNG PK computer games were described in this
section. Most of them make use of high-resolution graphics and sound
effects, with the exception of Horizon and Algernon. Some of the games
require the player/subject to use his motor skills, and sometimes the
player is matched against another player or particular score. In a
review of the PK computer games that have been illustrated here (with
the exception of Psi-Trek), Gissurarson (1986) did not find any support
for the notion that purportedly exciting PK computer games promote an
environment which produces greater evidence for PK than other methods of
measuring PK.
3.3 THE USE OF PSEUDO-FNGs IN PK RESEARCH
RNGs in General
In parapsychology, experimental research on micro-PK depends on
having a device that produces targets as randomly as possible according
to statistical tests, since subjects' performance (attempted influence
upon these targets) is compared to what would be expected by chance. One
such device is the random number generator (RNG) . A "true" RNG produces
numbers on the basis of a physical source of randomness (e.g.
radioactive decay and electronic noise diodes). It is often referred to
as a "live RNG" or simply a "RNG". A live RNG produces sequences of
numbers, where each successive number provides no new clue as to the
value of the next number and cannot be inferred from knowledge of
earlier numbers. The numbers are independent of each other and they are
considered in principle to be unpredictable.
"Pseudo-RNG" (or "PRNG") is a term that has been used when random
numbers are generated on the basis of an algorithm. This algorithm can
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be electronic circuits or a program. The sequences of numbers produced
by such an algorithm can be said to exhibit or simulate the properties
of a sequence produced by a true RNG. For instance, one can use the same
statistical tests to evaluate the randomness of both live and
pseudo-RNGs. Pseudo-FNGs do not, however, produce true random sequences
in the sense that all successive numbers beyond the first one are
completely determined by the algorithm regardless of the method of
generation. One number is in one way or another correlated to the
generation of the next or previous number. The first number of a
sequence is called the seed. If one knows the algorithm and the seed,
then in principle all subsequent numbers are known. In a pseudo-RNG the
pseudo-random sequence repeats itself after a certain number of trials.
Radin (1985) has pointed out that the origin of the random number should
not be confused with whether the numbers are pre-existing. For instance,
Schmeidler and Borchardt (1981) compared psi performance with true
random and what they called pseudo-random targets. Their pseudo-random
targets were produced by selecting numbers from a table of random
numbers whose origin was truly random. Because the origin of the
pseudo-random sequence was random, Radin regarded both sequences used by
Schmeidler and Borchardt as truly random.
A pseudo-RNG was used in the first version of the PK computer
test/game "Synthia", which was constructed in order to measure the
alleged PK function in the present project (see the following section).
The main reason was that there was no live RNG available in the
psychology department or in the University of Edinburgh to the best of
our knowledge at the time when the experimentation was scheduled to
start. We also felt that a pseudo-RNG would be good enough (see below)
for the preliminary research.
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Overview of Pseudo-RNG PK Studies
In the following studies the subjects attempted to exert mental
influence upon a target generated by a pseudo-RNG, that is, they
"wished" for or "willed" a successful outcome of the pseudo-RNG. This is
the main argument for labelling them as PK (rather than ESP) studies in
the present discussion. By demonstrating that pseudo-randomly generated
targets have been used successfully in PK research, a rationale is
provided for using a pseudo-RNG in "Synthia" to generate the PK targets.
Lowry (1981) conducted two studies in which he served as the only
subject. He programmed a microcomputer in BASIC to generate trial series
of random digits between 1 and 4 inclusive, following a keyboard entry
of a randomly preselected target digit. (The report does not say how
this preselection was done.) A hit was recorded and displayed on the
computer screen whenever a randomly generated digit matched the target
digit. The subject was to will and wish for a successful comparison. His
first series had 20 sessions of 20 trials each, each trial composed of
40 digits, for a total of 16000 randomly generated digits. The results
showed an extreme decline effect within trials between the first 20
digits of each trial and the second 20 (p«.00006, 2-T) . The first half
of digits (within trials) showed significant psi hitting (p=.0006, 2-T)
and significant psi missing for the second half (p«.0006, 2-T) . In a
second series, with additional 20 sessions of 20 trials each (with only
20 digits per trial this time), Lowry replicated the significant psi
hitting (p<.00006, 2-T).
As a check on randomness, the programs used in the two experiments
were automatically run through twice the number of trials in each
experiment, but no significant deviations from MEE were observed. The
report does not mention if each digit was expected 1/4 of the time in
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the control runs, as was the case in the experimental series.
Apparently, once the target number was set for a trial, the digit
generation was automatic (and as determined by the pseudo-RNG) within
the trial. The initial seed for the digit sequence was selected "from
relatively pure random seed numbers" (ibid., p.210).
Schmidt (1981) reported two experiments that made use of a
pseudo-RNG program that generated random numbers in the range 1,2...16,
and which had a cycle length of half a million digits. In a test run the
random numbers (between 1 and 16) served to generate two types of random
time intervals: The run started with an ON-interval (light rotating
clockwise, one step for each generated number in a lamp circle) which
lasted until a "3" had been obtained. Then followed an OFF-interval (the
light stopped) which continued until a "12" was detected. The subsequent
ON-interval lasted again until the next "3" and so forth. Each run
consisted of 16 ON-OFF pairs, and the PK task was to extend the duration
of the ON-intervals and to shorten the OFF-intervals. The target was
thus to depress 3's and to increase 12's. The report does not mention if
Schmidt did control checks on the abundance of 3's and 12's in the
absence of attempted influence.
In a pilot experiment, Schmidt served as the only subject and did
ten sessions of five runs each. Before the sessions began, the seed
numbers for all runs to be conducted were generated (with radioactive
decays as source of randomness) and stored on a memory chip in the test
machine. A pre-recorded true-random process thus generated an entry
point for the pseudo-random sequence which in turn determined the
trials. He scored significantly above chance (z=2.12, p=.02, 1-T). (More
will be said about pre-recorded targets later in this section.)
In the main experiment four selected (S) and 11 unselected (U)
subjects attempted to use PK on a pseudo-random sequence of
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"pre-recorded" targets as was done in the pilot experiment. A total of
100 test runs was done with the U group, and 50 test runs with the S
group. Prior to the test sessions, two blocks of 100 (for U) and 50 (for
S) random seed numbers were generated and recorded in different sections
of a memory chip. Both groups scored significantly above chance: the S
group obtaining z = 3.42 (p=.0005, 1-T), and the U group obtaining z =
2.19 (p=.05, 2-T) . Schmidt had pre-inspected half the seed numbers, and
on these the S group got z = 2.68 (p=.005, 1-T), and the U got z = 1.45
(n.s.). Schmidt concluded that the results indicated that PK effects can
be obtained even in cases where the seed numbers which determine the
outcome of the test runs are pre-inspected by the experimenter.
Radin (1982a) reported four experiments in which two selected
subjects attempted to influence computer-generated pseudo-random number
sequences through PK. His algorithm was written in the "C" computer
language. Experiment I consisted of two identical series. The subject's
task was to influence a moving marker either to land on or to avoid
landing on a target square (in a 3x3 matrix display) on the screen. In
each series, the subject did 200 mans under either hit or avoid
conditions. In a visible condition of the test, the subject started each
trial with a keypress, whereupon the computer read the system clock and
generated a seed number by setting it equal to the current time in
increments of 1/60 second. With each keypress, the marker jumped to an
adjacent square until it hit the target. A new seed was thus generated
for each random decision (i.e. each trial). Although it is not stated in
the report, the pseudo-random number(s) probably determined what square
was jumped to.
In experiment II, the terminal displayed a line with five randomly
mixed letters (Hs and Ts). When the subject hit a key the letter H or T
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would appear below the target letter in the line above. If a match
occurred, the trial was counted as a hit. One run consisted of 100
trials, where each trial was initiated by a single keypress. Overall 100
runs were completed. Experiment III was set up similarly to experiment
II, except that it had 10 practice trials at the beginning of each run
and the run length was reduced to 50 trials. 100 runs were completed. In
experiment IV each keypress simply displayed the current computer clock
value modulo two. The resulting binary digits were displayed 10 to a
line, with 50 trials per run. The first task was to produce more Is than
0s. This version ran for one week; then the task was reversed and the
subject tried for one week to produce 0s. It is not clear in the
description of experiments 11-TV whether each keypress initiated one
"fresh" seed according to the computer clock and one resulting random
number.
A randomization test comparing theoretical and empirical
distributions indicated that under control conditions the pseudo-RNG was
unbiased. Five of 18 independent tests for deviation from chance within
the four experiments were statistically significant at the .05 level
(2-T), resulting in an exact binomial probability of p<.005.
Radin (1982b) reported six experiments in which a "microprocessor
based PK test machine" used gamma radiation to produce two types of
random events: (i) It was used to produce "direct" events that were
generated whenever a Geiger tube detected gamma particles, (ii) The
gamma radiation was also used to produce a truly random seed number for
"seed" events, that were a string of pseudo-random numbers determined by
that first seed and a mathematical algorithm. Feedback was provided by
clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) illumination of 16 lamps
arranged in a circle. "As each random event was detected, the
illumination pattern was reversed" (ibid., p.141). (Although it is not
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clear in the report, Radin is probably referring here to a target random
number in as string of random numbers, but not every random number in
the string.) The first event caused a CW motion, the second a CCW motion
and so on, until one run of 16 CW-CCW pairs had occurred. According to
the report, the PK task was "to produce more CW steps than CCW steps" or
vice versa (Ibid., pp. 141,142) . Hits were defined as CW or CCW steps
according to the target direction.
The first three experiments were conducted with the true RNG. Radin
acted as the only subject in experiments 4, 5 and 6, which were
conducted with the pseudo-RNG sequence. In experiment 4, Radin performed
50 runs in the seed mode. The task was to produce as many CW steps as
possible. Results were nonsignificant. However, the subject knew that
after a seed was generated the rest of the run would be predetermined
and reported having felt unconfident as he thought that the task was
extremely difficult. In experiment 5, the subject performed 200 runs in
the seed mode, only this time whether the task was to produce more CW or
CCW steps was randomly determined (the report does not mention how) for
each run after the seed number had been generated. Results of the
experimental conditions were very significantly above chance (pc.0005).
In experiment 6, the subject performed 50 runs in the seed mode. The
target assignment was randomly determined as in experiment 5, but was
not revealed until after the run was complete. Results of the
experimental condition were significantly below chance (p<.05, 2-T).
Control series of random numbers for experiments 4, 5 and 6 were
nonsignificant. The report did not provide any procedural information on
the control random series.
Shafer (1983) tested 20 preselected subjects to see if extrachance
scoring would be obtained with randomly generated and/or pseudo-randomly
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generated targets. The PK test was a Schmidt machine with a circular
display of 16 lamps: Initially the topmost lamp is illuminated and once
a run is started, the lamps are illuminated one at a time successively
clockwise around the circle. After a randomly determined interval, the
clockwise "movement" of the illuminated lamp is halted and it remains
fixed in position for a second randomly determined interval. After that
the apparent movement resumes, again for a randomly determined time. A
run is terminated automatically after 16 move/stop pairs of random
intervals. (This is probably the same display which Schmidt, 1981, used.
What determined the starting and stopping of the lights in Schmidt's
apparatus was the selection of the numbers 12 and 3.) There were two
sources of randomness. The first was based on radioactive decay. The
second was based on a pseudo-RNG, in which the length of each interval
was determined according to a sequence of pseudo-random numbers. The
first seed was chosen by the live PNG source at the beginning of a run.
The subject's task was to try to keep the light moving clockwise as
long as possible, and to shorten the duration of stopped intervals. A
total of 400 runs were conducted, 200 with the live RNG and 200 with the
pseudo-RNG. For the live RNG mode, the total score for target direction
intervals was 44,585 (it is unclear in the report what sort of units
these are), for nontarget intervals, 46,735, suggesting a marginally
significant psi missing effect (p=.07, 2-T). For the pseudo-RNG mode,
the target interval total score was 50,756, and for nontarget intervals,
51,041, a nonsignificant difference in the missing direction. Control
tests before, during and after the experiment yielded nonsignificant
differences between target and nontarget intervals. No further
information is provided in the report on the control test results.
Shafer concluded that some evidence was obtained in the experiment for
apparent PK missing in both the random and pseudo-random target
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generation modes.
Braud (1980) hypothesized that labile systems, such as live RNGs,
are more susceptible to psychic influence than inert systems, such as
pseudo-RNGs (the fewer true seeds in the pseudo-RNG the more inert it
becomes). By "lability" he meant "characterized by a ready capability
for change", the ease with which a system can change from one state to
another. By the opposite term "inertia" he meant the tendency of a
system to resist change and to continue in its present condition. Braud
and Schroeter (1983) conducted an experiment with Algernon the computer
oracle (described earlier in this chapter) . The subject typed a
meaningful question on the keyboard, then waited for an answer to be
displayed on the screen. 512 statements or commentaries on the problems
and significance of life were stored in Algernon's memory. Sixteen
subjects rated 16 answers from Algernon to 16 questions they had
according to the degree of relevance, meaningfulness, and
appropriateness of the answer. The authors reasoned that if suitable
answers had been obtained through psi, consistently high ratings would
be expected. They hypothesized that more "labile" processes would be
more susceptible to PK influence than more "inert" (more deterministic)
processes.
The greatest degree of lability was obtained through the use of a
radioactivity based RNG. The next greatest was obtained through a
pseudo-RNG seeded 16 times (once for each question) by key presses which
varied randomly in time. The next degree was provided by the same
algorithm seeded only once by a key press early in the session. The
least labile condition provided no degree of freedom for selecting one's
own answers; answers for these subjects were retrieved from a "disk
record of the answers obtained by a predetermined previous subject"
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(ibid., p. 164) . The results showed that the order of the mean
meaningfulness ratings of the four conditions was almost as predicted
(live RNG > pseudo-RNG with 16 seeds > answers determined by order of
subjects > pseudo-RNG with one seed) . However, the group differences did
not reach significance, and they concluded that the lability prediction
was not confirmed.
Katz (1983) reported an experiment in which he served as the only
subject. An electroencephalogram (EEG) recorded evoked potentials of the
subject during his PK efforts in a single session with 600 trials. The
targets were generated by a true RNG and a pseudo-RNG. Target generation
and display were controlled by a computer. The subject only received
feedback on whether each trial was a "hit" or a "miss" (typed out on the
display terminal), and no information was given about whether the
targets were generated by the true RNG or the pseudo-RNG. Targets for
each trial were generated "internally" (no display) and placed in the
computer's memory (ibid., p.219).
True RNG values were transformed to one of four numbers (1-4).
Pseudo-RNG output could be one of eight values (1-8). If the pseudo-RNG
value was <=4, it was compared with the result derived from the true
RNG. If the two values matched, a "true hit" had occurred, and if the
two values did not agree, a "true miss" had occurred. If the pseudo-RNG
result was 5-8, then a pseudo trial had been generated. The trial was a
"pseudo hit" if a 6 had occurred, otherwise it was considered a "pseudo
miss". The report does not say when or how often new seeds were selected
for the pseudo-RNG: "The intrusion of psi in selecting seed numbers of
pseudo-RNGs was prevented by minimizing such selections" (ibid., p.218) .
Apparently, no psi scores were significant, but "there was a trend
toward a difference between evoked potentials with" true hits and with
pseudo-hits (Schmeidler, 1987, p.15).
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Jacobs (1985) investigated whether PK can be measured using a
target process that is deterministic in nature (pseudo-RNG) but that
proceeds from a random initial state. He also examined whether such a
process yielded PK test results comparable in magnitude to those using a
truly random process generator (live RNG). Two experiments were
conducted, in which Jacobs served as the only subject. The PK display
was a circle of 16 grey dots. One of the dots lit up white, and then
turned grey and an adjacent dot lit up, either in the clockwise or
counterclockwise direction, in a random walk. The lit dot thus seems to
jump in either direction on the screen. The PK task was to make the dot
rotate as far as possible in the target direction. A hit was defined as
a light jump in the target direction, and a miss was defined as a jump
in the nontarget direction.
"An experimental run consists of 16 periods during which the lit
dot rotates clockwise and 16 periods of anti-clockwise motion" (ibid.,
p.20). (Jacobs is probably referring here to the assigned target
direction.) Within a run, the 16 periods in each of the directions were
split into 8 periods in which the light jumps were controlled by a true
RNG and another 8 periods in which the jumps were controlled by a
pseudo-RNG. The pseudo-RNG was seeded only once per session. There were
100 runs in each experiment, each with 10 sessions and on the average 10
runs per session. The findings for both experiments pooled together
showed a significant PK effect for the live RNG condition (z=1.98,
p=.02) and a nonsignificant PK effect for the pseudo-RNG condition
(z=1.04). The "variance of hits-misses" (I presume this means deviation
regardless of sign) in the live RNG control series was significantly
larger than expected, thus, according to Jacobs, casting doubt on the
randomness of the live RNG. The results of true and pseudo-RNG
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conditions did not differ significantly. Jacobs reported a
nonsignificant decline in PK scores for both RNGs.
Previously mentioned was the report of Jahn and Dunne (1987; see
also Nelson et al., 1986) which describes the Princeton Engineering
Anomalies Research program. Their particular pseudo-RNG used an array of
31 microelectronic shift registers (Jahn & Dunne, 1987, p.120). It
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produced a sequence of 2x10 bits (at a set clock frequency) that did
not repeat itself for about sixty hours of continuous operation. This
source was switched into the standard RNG apparatus to replace the noise
diode, leaving all attendant processing and display equipment identical.
The "time of incursion initiated by the operator" designated the seed
for the pseudo-RNG.
The results using this pseudo-RNG were described as "strikingly"
similar to those achieved with the true RNG. Ten subjects completed 29
experimental series (a grand total of 145,000 trials), obtaining
probabilities beyond chance; when aiming for high numbers, pen 078; when
aiming for low numbers, p=.005; and the total on pseudo-RNG trials
(combined conditions) yielded p=.003. Five of the pseudo-RNG series were
statistically significant in the high-aim condition, five in the low-aim
condition and six in combined conditions (compared to one or two
expected by chance). Five of the subjects achieved significance in their
total data bases. Jahn and Dunne (1987, p. 121) concluded that the
pattern of results exceeded chance expectation, indicating that the
basic phenomenon was not necessarily tied to true RNGs.
From the two reports cited above it is not clear how often a new
seed was selected during a session. Either trials could be initiated,
one at a time manually or only the first trial initiated and the
remainder followed automatically. The number of trials per "single
effort" in the automatic mode varied between 50, 100, and 1000.
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Pre-Recorded Targets
This subsection is intended to: (i) introduce to the reader
unfamiliar with parapsychology the complexities of the alleged PK
function, (ii) prepare the ground for a description of two models in
parapsychology by demonstrating what sort of issues they have to
address, (iii) show that PK effects have not just been reported on true
and pseudo-RNGs but upon a pre-recorded random sequence with either a
true or pseudo-RNG as its initial source.
One feature of pseudo-BNG studies is that once the initial seed of
a pseudo-RNG has been determined, all the later events are fixed. The
subjects continue to exert a PK effort as these determined events
unfold, yet, this effort seems to be wasted if we assume that PK works
in real time. Some parapsychologists have suggested that PK may also
involve a retroactive effort, i.e., an effort exerted backwards in time,
contributing to the process of the initial seed selection. Such backward
causation (referred to as "retroactive PK") will be discussed in more
detail in this subsection.
In addition to the pseudo-RNG PK studies, there have been
experiments which examine the possibility of retroactive PK more
directly. Those involve attempts to influence pre-recorded targets. (A
pseudo-random sequence is similar to a pre-recorded random sequence in
that both are determined.) To the best of my knowledge, Bierman and
Houtkooper (1975) first published a study which involved retroactive PK.
I chose however to describe a study in three experimental series
conducted by Schmidt (1976), because it illustrates the main features of
such research more clearly than the Bierman and Houtkooper study. In
Schmidt's study the random events to be affected were generated and
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recorded in the absence of both the subject and experimenter. The
subject became involved later when the pre-recorded events were played
back to him.
Experiment I: This experiment was in three parts, the first two
testing conventional aspects of PK. In the first two parts, 20 and 30
subjects participated, respectively. For each test run, subjects were
asked to put on headphones and listen for clicks. The clicks were
controlled by a RNG and occurred at random intervals. The RNG produced
numbers ranging from 1 to 64, at the rate of 10 per second. Whenever the
number 64 was encountered, a click was produced and this was counted as
a hit. Schmidt presumed that subjects would like to hear the clicks. He
expected, therefore, that subjects' eager and expectant concentration on
the next click would activate a PK mechanism such that more clicks than
expected by chance would result. In each part an increase in click rates
above MGE was obtained (p=.001, 1-T) . In the third part the clicks were
first recorded on a magnetic tape and later half of them played back to
the 30 subjects that participated. Those subjects were thus the first
observers of the random sequence. The other half of the pre-recorded
sequences was used as control data. The experimenter was unaware of
which runs would serve as test or control. In the third part an increase
in click rates above NCE was again obtained (p=.001, 1-T), and the
control pre-recorded sequences were at chance.
Experiment II: In this experiment 20 subjects participated. Loud
clicks were randomly channeled to the right or left ear while the
subject tried to enforce an increased click rate at the right ear (hit
probability = 1/2). Half of these events were concurrently generated
while the other half came from a replay of an earlier recording. The
pre-recorded targets were generated and recorded at the high speed of
300 per second, whereas the replay of the same data in the test sessions
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occurred at the low speed of 10 per second. This arrangement was made to
test the prediction that the outcome of the experiment would not depend
on the method of target preparation (i.e., the target generation).
Furthermore, each recording was used for four sessions so that subjects
(without knowing) spent four times as much effort on each pre-recorded
event than they did on each momentarily generated event. Schmidt
hypothesized that N repeated attempts at the same target should add
linearly leading to an N-fold increase in the average deviation from the
chance level.
The scoring rates on the pre-recorded and concurrently generated
targets were 52.9% and 50.8%, respectively (p=.0005 and .05, 1-T). The
difference between the pre-recorded and concurrently generated targets
was significant at the .025 level. According to Schmidt, this confirmed
the existence of a PK effect on pre-recorded targets and suggested that
repeated replay of the same targets might lead to higher scoring rates.
Scoring rate was not affected by the high speed generation and recording
of the pre-recorded targets.
Experiment III: This experiment was in two parts and 10 and 28
subjects participated, respectively. The task was the same as in
experiment II, but the binary events came from an "easy" RNG with a hit
probability of 7/8 and a "difficult" RNG with a hit probability of 1/8.
The results were not significant enough according to Schmidt, to permit
a detailed comparison between the direct PK effect and the PK effect on
the pre-recorded sequences. Nevertheless, the results showed that
subjects scored significantly above chance on pre-recorded targets in
both parts (.01 and .05 respectively).
Several other experimenters have attempted to replicate the
retroactive-PK experiments, with mixed results (e.g. Bierman &
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Houtkooper, 1981; Broughton et al., 1978; Houtkooper, 1977a; Morrison &
Davis, 1979; Schmidt, 1979; Schmidt, Morris & Rudolph, 1984; 1986;
Schouten, 1977; Terry & Schmidt, 1978). The various findings of the
retroactive PK studies will not be pursued here.
Comments on the Pseudo-RNG PK Studies
The literature on research making use of pseudo-RNGs is growing in
parapsychology (e.g., Jahn & Dunne, 1987; Nelson et al., 1986; Puthoff,
1985; Radin, 1982a; 1982b; Radin & Bosworth, 1985; Schmidt, 1981;
Schmidt et al., 1984; 1986; Shafer, 1983; Tart, 1983b; see on the
practical use of pseudo-RNGs in parapsychology, Radin, 1985).
Investigators in parapsychology have repeatedly failed to find a
significant difference between scores with random and pseudo-random
targets (Scbmeidler, 1987, p.37). Psi experiments employing pseudo-RNGs
have shown significant effects similar to those obtained with true RNGs
(e.g. Nelson et al., 1986; Radin, 1982a; Radin & Bosworth, 1985;
Schmidt, 1981) . This suggests that there may be a similar mechanism
responsible for the observed effects.
Roughly speaking, of the nine pseudo-RNG PK studies reviewed in
this section (Jahn & Dunne, 1987, and Nelson et al., 1986, counted as
one database), five reported significant PK effects on pseudo-random
number sequences. In the above pseudo-RNG studies it is assumed that any
observed bias in random sequences can be a result of one of two
functions: (i) PK affecting the computer system clock or a live RNG,
which is used to generate "fresh" / "pure" seed numbers that initiate
the pseudo-RNG (Jacobs, 1985; Schmidt, 1981; see also theoretical
arguments on this point in Vassy, 1985 and Walker, 1984a, p.321). (ii)
Precognition of favorable moments for selecting these seed numbers
(Radin, 1982a). At our current level of understanding, however, the
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"real" cause of the bias is unknown. Our present understanding of psi
phenomena is so meager, that theoretical and practical effects of
pseudo-RNGs in PK experimentation is still widely open for exploration.
3.4 THE COMPUTER TEST "SYNTHIA"
In order to measure subjects' psychokinetic abilities I constructed
a computer game/test called "Synthia" (see program in appendix A) . After
an attempt to program in ProPascal I turned to IEM BASIC as the graphics
facilities were more accessible in BASIC. The computer test was written
in BASIC (version A3.21) . I based the test upon a game made by
Haraldsson and Broughton that was written in Applesoft Basic for Apple
lie. Their test has been used to measure ESP (e.g. Haraldsson et al.,
1987; Haraldsson & Gissurarson, 1987).
An IBM PC/XT (16-bit architecture machine with 80286
microprocessor) was used. It had one 5 1/4 inch high capacity diskette
drive (storing approximately 1.2 MB), 20 MB hard disk memory capability
accompanied by a color screen (CRT), IEM enhanced color display, and an
attached Epson LQ-800 printer. The XT286 has 64OK RAM and runs at
roughly 6 MHz (which should be a system clock cycle time of 167
nanoseconds). The operating system was DOS 3.20. Following is a
description of one of the first versions of "Synthia". The other
versions, which had minor changes and additions, are reported along with
each experiment to show the chronological development of the test.
Basic Description of "Synthia"
Before the test display comes on the screen. There are two modes or
versions of "Synthia", a feedback version and a nonfeedback version. The
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player is seated at a standard IBM-style keyboard viewing the CRT. At
the start, "Synthia" asks for the subject's name and whether a feedback
version or a nonfeedback version is to be played. (In present research,
these information were keyed in by the experimenter.) Then "Synthia"
reminds the participant to press the space-bar to initiate a trial. To
continue to the test display one can press any key.
The test display. Target selection: In the test display of
"Synthia" four green windows or boxes appear in a row in the upper half
of the computer screen against black background. A pseudo-random number
generator which produces the numbers 1,2,3 or 4 is embedded in the
computer program. Each of the four numbers (1,2,3 or 4) produced by the
pseudo-RNG matches one of the four windows on the screen such that 1
represents the window on the far left while 4 represents the window on
the far right. In the beginning of a 40-trial run, the pseudo-RNG
automatically produces a random designation of one of the four windows
which then becomes the target. (The exact set-up of the pseudo-RNG and
the timing of when a random number is chosen is discussed in the method
section of each experiment.) A brown arrow appears beneath the
designated window showing that it is the target for this trial (see Fig.
3.1 at the end of this chapter). The random source selects a target
window for every 10 trials of a 40-trial run. The pseudo-RNG cannot
select the same target window consecutively. A reminder text ("New Box")
appears in the left upper corner for about 2 seconds whenever the target
box is changed.
Trials: On each trial, subjects are to attempt to "make the
computer" select the designated target window by pressing the space-bar,
thus initiating the pseudo-RNG once more (again producing the numbers
1,2,3 or 4). If the "trial selected random number" matches the "target
window number" as tallied by the computer the trial is counted as a hit.
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If trial number and target number do not match the trial is counted as a
miss. The probability that the trial selected random number matches the
designated target number is 1/4. A text appears on the computer screen
below the four boxes showing how many trials are left.
The space-bar: If a subject wants to initiate a single trial, the
space-bar is quickly pressed down and the pressure released immediately.
If the space-bar is held down continuously the computer continues to
generate trials one after the other up to a maximum of 12 trials,
depending upon how long it was held down. It takes about 5 seconds to
initiate 12 trials. If the target box designation is changed in the
middle of this semi-automatic trial generation, the computer changes the
target designation and then keeps on making the trials (comparing its
random number selection to the new target box) . This option was made
such that if a subject thought or felt that he was in an exceptionally
favorable state and could obtain many hits, he could hold the space-bar
down in order to have the computer rapidly select a few trials in a row
while this "feeling" lasted.
After the test display. At the end of a 40-trial run, after the
last trial, the four windows' test display disappears. It is replaced by
a text which, after saying "Well Done", tells the player how many hits
he got and asks him to call the experimenter.
The feedback version. Feedback it is provided for hits only in the
feedback version of Synthia (see Fig. 3.2). Immediate feedback is
provided as a beep sound immediately if a hit is made, occurring before
the screen lights up into a blue star with blue stripes radiating out
from behind. As cumulative feedback the number of hits is continuously
displayed at the bottom of the computer screen in the feedback version.
Another cumulative feedback is a small green bar in the lower left
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corner, that lengthens with hits. If the trial was a miss the blue star
does not appear and the cumulative feedback displays remain unchanged.
The nonfeedback version. In the nonfeedback version, no information
is provided as to whether each trial was successful or not. The text on
the test display which tells the player how many trials are left appears
in both the feedback and the nonfeedback versions of Synthia, as well as
the text which appears on the screen after the test display informing
the participant how many hits he got. The nonfeedback version could
perhaps more appropriately be called delayed feedback. For the sake of
simplicity we shall refer to the trial-by-trial immediate feedback
condition of Synthia as the feedback version, and the delayed feedback
condition, where there is no such trial-by-trial immediate feedback, as
the nonfeedback version.
Reasons for Using this Computer Test
The reasons behind making this particular game/test instead of
adopting one of the available games described in section 3.2 can be put
as follows:
(1) I wanted to have the computer game simple to understand and
straightforward. Games utilizing high-resolution graphics and requiring
motor skills (see section 3.2) may only appeal to a certain age group. I
wanted to create a quasi-game like PK computer test that would appeal
and be a challenge to people of various ages. In Synthia, feedback for
hits is simple, vivid and can probably easily be imagined. Morris and
Garcia-Noriega (1982) pointed out that a display providing simple
feedback of PK scoring may perhaps be more psi conducive than a complex
one. Although this study was not instrumental in my choice of display it
is worth mentioning here:
In a study designed to assess whether some characteristics of
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displays seem psi-conducive arid others psi-inhibitory, they tested 12
subjects under four different PK display conditions. One PK test was a
circle of 16 lights. Binary RNG decisions were used to advance an
illuminated light one step clockwise or counterclockwise each trial. The
other PK test was a small box with two rows of eight light bulbs, only
two of which (juxtaposed) were used in the study. Binary RNG outcomes
were displayed by lighting one or the other light bulbs for a fraction
of a second. Each display was activated either at high speed (60 RNG
decision per second) or at low speed (one RNG decision per second) .
Subjects did significantly better on the two light bulb display than on
the circle of lights (pc.Ol, 2-T). Morris and Garcia-Noriega suggested
that some feedback displays, such as the rapidly moving circle of
lights, are providing subjects with too much rapidly changing
information to be processed, and may therefore be too disruptive of the
subject's "internal state." It is not clear from the report whether the
slow or the fast version of the two light bulb display showed a greater
deviation from chance.
(2) I wanted to allow the participants to choose when to start each
trial by pressing the space-bar when they are ready and to rest between
trials if they want to. I have tried out the PK computer game Psi
Invaders (Gissurarson, 1986). Although in Psi Invaders each press on the
game paddle initiates one shot from the laser gun (if run scores of 51
hits or more are obtained), the player has to move the laser
continuously in order to avoid being hit by the "Psi Invaders" from
space. I did not feel entirely satisfied with this arrangement because
it made me feel less in control with the game.
(3) I wanted to be able to change various features in the computer
test according to what I wanted to investigate. In Synthia for example,
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it was easy to include a time measurement to measure time between trials
and to include a simultaneous "hidden" RNG generation (as was done later
on) .
(4) In the past I have acted both as an experimenter as well as a
subject in experiments that have used the Broughton and Haraldsson Apple
lie ESP microcomputer test/game (e.g. Haraldsson, 1987). Their game had
a similar four boxes' test display as Synthia. I liked their game
because it was simple and in general subjects seem to enjoy it.
(5) Finally, but not least, I reasoned that by making a corrputer
test on my own, I would achieve a better knowledge of computer
programming (which was limited when this project began).
A Few Words About the Feedback Sequence
The feedback sequence was designed to simulate an operant
conditioning sequence where the immediate, conditioned reinforcer (the
immediate feedback being the beep sound) precedes the reinforcing
stimuli (the trial-by-trial feedback being the blue star). In operant
conditioning technically the noise of the pellet dispenser is the
conditioned reinforcer (e.g. Ferster et al., 1975, pp.36,228). This
stimulus becomes a reinforcer because it signals when it is possible for
the animal (typically a pigeon or a rat) to eat. It precedes the food
pellet and can be given quickly, thus instantly strengthening the
required performance. No negative feedback was used (such as irritating
sound effects). One can, however, easily notice in the feedback version
if a trial was a miss since the trials left decrease by one. This
simulates the reinforcement set-up, where responses that are not being
reinforced are not followed by a negative reinforcer and only preferred
responses are reinforced. Although I do not consider feedback
necessarily to be a reinforcer (see section 2.6), I decided on above
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set-up for later exploration. (I can manipulate the feedback as if it
was a reinforcer in order to see whether PK performance is dependent on
feedback frequency in the same way operant performance is dependent on
schedules of reinforcements.)
Interval Time
The time that passes between space-bar presses (trials) is
automatically recorded as number of seconds and hundredths of a second.
During the experimentation, this time measurement came to be called
interval time (IT), to distinguish its function from response time as
employed in cognitive psychology. The reason for labelling the time
between trials as IT and not reaction time (rt) is that what is measured
by IT may not be the same thing that is measured by rt. On one hand, in
research on e.g. mental rotation of the letter "R" (Cooper & Shepard,
1973), subjects are asked to mentally rotate the R to a certain position
until they think they have accomplished it. On the other hand, in
research on possible PK conducive visual-imagery strategies, subjects
are asked to generate their imagery strategy until they feel satisfied
with vividness of their image, and then feel if it is the right moment
to initiate the trial. When I started using the interval time
measurements, to the best of my knowledge, no one in parapsychology had
ever tried to get to grips with possible "mental processes" behind psi
as measured by response time of some sort.
Mental processes appear to be the analog of corresponding physical
processes when subjects perform spatial tasks or solve problems as
measured by reaction time. The assumption behind IT is the same. Roughly
speaking, the interval time may tell the time that mental processes take
between trials. One could say that IT is an example of a shift in
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emphasis away from trying merely to demonstrate that psi exists and
towards "process oriented research" (see section 1.5). One of my
original ideas was to see if more time spent on a task would result in
higher PK scoring with subjects that were allowed to work freely on the
computer test (i.e. without any instructed strategy). During a PK task
the mental processes measured by IT may represent in large part the
"amount" of "willing" / "wishing" of some sort. Equating "willing" with
time is of course subject to a debate. At any rate, if more "willing" as
measured by IT was associated with higher PK scoring, more time would,
at face value, correlate with higher PK scoring. An alternative would be
that more IT, correlating with higher PK scoring, represented more care
in waiting for the appropriate state of consciousness in a rapidly
changing series of states. The issue might be clarified to some extent
in the course of research by introspective reports from subjects.
I also wanted to see whether it was at all possible to
operationalize imagery practice. IT measurement may represent ongoing
mental processes when subjects have been instructed to attempt to use an
imagery strategy to "will" success on the PK computer test. If two
groups of subjects are instructed to practise two different strategies
(one very basic, the other requiring a more elaborate visualization
work-up), we would expect to find different ITs for the two groups if
the mental processes involved are analogues of corresponding physical
processes. If it turns out that the simple strategy takes a
significantly shorter time than the other, we can say that the two
groups of subjects were probably practising two different strategies.
Outfiles and Security Measures
In Synthia, the random number (1,2,3 or 4) generated on each trial,
and whether the feedback or the nonfeedback version was being played,
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is stored in an outfile along with the designated target window (1,2,3
or 4) and interval time between trials. Furthermore, the outfile writes
the date and time, and calculates how many hits were made and the mean
IT for that run. It automatically does not calculate the IT for the
first trial, as it may often reflect unfamiliarity with the test or some
preparation reaction.
As a precaution against fraud, two outfiles are made each time
Synthia is run. One is "hidden" on the hard disk for each subject (under
the label "<name>.lrg") . The other one is a cumulative file collecting
all the data. The cumulative file was "hidden" on the floppy disk under
the name "autoexec.bat" which in the IBM system is a name of a file that
controls various functions. Having two data files allowed comparison
between them in order to see if somebody tried to break into either one.
The main program itself was file protected. The security against fraud
was tested before experimentation started by two computer specialists
(Konrad Morgan and Kevin Mack) to see if they could deliberately produce
"wrong" PK scores. Each attempt took about an hour and both were
unsuccessful.
The sound-attenuated room in which the computer test was run was
monitored by a line voltage conditioner called "Stabilac" (Claude Lyons
ltd., type TRX 5000). Electrical interference and power fluctuations can
result from lightning, radio transmissions or nearby electrical
equipment being switched on and off. This can result in data dropouts,
memory malfunctions, disk error, data falsification, head crashes and so
forth in a computer that is turned on. The Stabilac is supposed to
filter the power supply and protect against mains surges, spikes and
radio frequency interference.
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3.5 THE WICHMANN-HILL PSEUDO-RNG
The Search, for a Pseudo-RNG
My colleague (Konrad Morgan) and I tested a few pseudo-RNGs all of
which proved to have a short cycle length and started repeating
themselves after a few hundred trials. Finally we decided to use a
pseudo-RNG that we can refer to as the Wichmann-Hill (W-H) PNG (Wichmann
and Hill, 1982a; see also for further discussion and remarks, Jacobs,
1987; MoLeod 1985; Wichmann & Hill, 1982b; 1984; 1987; Zeisel, 1986).
The translation of the W-H PNG into BASIC can be seen in table 3.1 at
the end of this chapter. The W-H pseudo-RNG produces numbers uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1. It is reasonably short to program,
reasonably fast and machine-independent. It has a very large cycle
12
length, approximately 6.95 x 10 numbers, so that even using 1000
random numbers per second continuously, the sequence would not repeat
for about 220 years.
I tested the W-H pseudo-RNG for first order effects, both for large
series of numbers (1/2 to 1 million digits each time) as well as for
small series (1000 to 10000 numbers), in doubles (i.e. range of random
numbers = 1-2, p=l/2) and quadruples (range 1-4, p=l/4) by chi-square
and z-test. I decided to use it as it did not show any unexpected
significant deviations from expected chance distribution. I want to
record one comment, however, which follows.
A Remark on the Wichmann-Hill PNG
Wichmann and Hill argued that they were prepared to extrapolate
their experience and "infer that the sequence [of their pseudo-RNG] is
satisfactory throughout" (Wichmann & Hill, 1987, p.188). (It is unclear
in the report what "throughout" refers to.) However, we found one
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significant deviation from chance in numbers produced by their RNG which
was persistent over 1 million numbers (Gissurarson & Morgan, 1988) . We
had been testing the W-H RNG on our IEMxt 286 16-bit machines in
programs that use an algorithm dividing the numbers generated by the PNG
into four groups (thus simulating the four targets in "Synthia") each
expected by chance to occur in equal numbers (for 1/2 million numbers by
chance about 125,000 digits should fall into each group). We noticed
that once in a while the W-H RNG produced significant deviations from
chance by applying a one sample z-test for the mean of the deviation of
the numbers (z=D/sqrt(pep); where p = probability of chance hit; n =
sample size; q = 1 - pf D = difference between observed and expected
bin-counts and ]z!>=1.96 i.e., p<=0.05, 2-T as the observed result can
match both directions of the sampling distribution) .
By keeping a record of the initial seeds that we used, we were able
to spot the seeds that produce these deviations, and furthermore, to
reproduce the distribution of numbers according to these seeds. (These
tests did not involve a tally against randomly selected targets.) Our
program had a proposed amendment from McLeod (1985), which is an
improvement of the original W-H algorithm to avoid round-off errors: The
W-H algorithm is supposed to generate random numbers from the open
interval (0,1), that is, excluding the numbers 0.0 and 1.0. Once in a
while, however, the generator produces exactly the numbers 0.0 and 1.0,
depending on the single-precision arithmetic of the computer used. In
essence, McLeod proposes the use of double-precision arithmetic for
computing the random number. According to McLeod, in some situations the
zero values could cause "program errors" (ibid., p.199). It is unclear
in the report what these "program errors" are.
As can be seen in table 3.2, group one (numbers that were
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>0-<=0.25) was selected significantly more often than the other three
groups, z = 2.912 (p=.0036, 2-T). We reconstructed the distribution
produced by the three initial seeds given in table 3.2: Numbers are
selected more often into group one than we would expect by chance to
such an extent that these three initial seeds produce a sequence of 1
million trials where numbers >0-<=0.25 are generated always more often
than the expected distribution. The numbers that are selected into group
four (>0.75-<=1.0) are less often generated and, in fact, they never go
above the expected chance baseline.
Any RNG should have "rough" patches, for instance, with spinning a
coin, one should obtain long sequences of "heads" by doing enough
trials. What we found was one such rough patch. The question is whether
this is acceptable on the basis of randomness. By looking at how likely
it is to obtain this particular contingency table by chance alone, one
can apply a chi-square test. Taking the 4 frequencies given, we get
chi-square = 9.479 on 3 degrees of freedom (since the sum is 1),
corresponding to p=.0236. This is roughly 1/42. According to Jacobs
(1988) this single occurrence of a deviation from chance should be of no
consequence. He performed a goodness-of-fit test for uniform
distribution and a second-order randomness test on the W-H pseudo-RNG
but did not find any reason to suspect it (Jacobs, 1987) .
3.6 TWO MODELS TO EXPLAIN STATISTICAL PK
The data from the various experiments in parapsychology (see for
instance sections 2.4, 2.5 and 3.3) seem to suggest that human mental
activity can somehow be linked without any known physical medium to the
behavior of very "noisy" systems in the environment. There are many
theoretical ideas that attempt to explain how this can be. As one might
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expect, however, given the uncertainties of the empirical evidence, very
few have attracted serious attention in the sense that they have led to
much research with the prospect of real replicability. I have chosen to
describe two kinds of models that have recently become attractive
experimentally. Both deal with live and pseudo-RNG effects.
Ctne is the Intuitive Data Sorting (IDS) model of May et al. (1985),
which attempts to explain anomalous bias in RNGs without invoking PK. It
suggests that we may have been wrong all along in presuming that human
volitional acts are directly responsible for PK effects. The other is
really a group of theories, known as the Observational Theory (see
below), from which I have chosen one specific example. I decided upon
Schmidt's (1982; 1984; 1987) quantum collapse model because it takes
into account his earlier versions and it does not necessarily call for
retroactive or transtemporal influences.
I chose these two models on the basis of their dissimilarity. I
reasoned that by doing so I could perhaps arrive more easily at clearly
different hypotheses. I decided.upon only two models instead of three or
more, since I felt it was the maximum I could afford to spend time
pondering over. The reasons for including a theoretical discussion in
this dissertation are: (i) I wanted to demonstrate that a theoretical
background is available that justifies the use of a pseudo-RNG in PK
experimentation, (ii) These models are called upon in discussing some
results of the experiments, (iii) They attempt to provide an explanation
of why PK acting where chance processes are involved is possible at all.
It should be borne in mind that neither one necessarily represents
the author's view. It may well be the case that many scientists,
unfamiliar with the large body of ENG research, would be reluctant to
accept the validity of either model. The models have, however, been
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constructed to account for, or at least systematize, the available and
puzzling RNG data. It should also be noted that the following
theoretical discussion is not a part of the thesis' main issue. As
parapsychology is in need of a model, it is important to see how results
fit, if at all, available models. The data in this thesis were collected
with neither of the two models in mind. The two models discussed are
reported as they were presented and argued for by the authors.
Schmidt's Quantum Collapse Model
Models relevant to the quantum collapse model. A few theories have
been constructed in attempting to explain psi that share the common
factor of drawing upon ideas from quantum theory (e.g. Donald & Martin,
1976; Lucadou & Kornwachs, 1977; Mattuck, 1976; Schmidt, 1975a; 1975b;
1978; Walker, 1975; 1976; 1977). They have collectively been called the
"observational theory" (OT) (Schouten, 1977; see also discussion in
Houtkooper, 1983; Millar, 1978; Stokes, 1987; and review of criticism in
Walker, 1984a). Our concern here will be with an OT as recently outlined
by Helmut Schmidt (1982; 1984; 1987).
The quantum collapse model. On the basis of experimental results
and criticism of an earlier model (see on that model, Schmidt, 1975a;
1975b; 1978; and criticism in Houtkooper, 1977b), Schmidt proposed an
amended version, the quantum collapse model (Schmidt, 1982; 1984; 1987).
This model is an attempt to organize RNG PK data, and it is designed
primarily as a basis for experimentation for further development of the
model. It applies to a situation in which a random process can have two
outcomes, a favorable outcome (a hit) with probability p, and an
unfavorable outcome (a miss) with probability q.
The quantum collapse model assumes a close link between psi,
consciousness, and quantum theory. In general, light and atomic
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particles of matter can either behave as waves or particles according to
quantum theory (e.g. Heisenberg, 1959; Hund, 1974; criticism in Popper,
1982; general in Jones et al., 1973) . Quantum theory describes a
physical system at the atomic level (such as an electron orbiting a
nucleus) in terms of a state vector (or wave function). This vector can
be considered as a set of parameters (eigenvectors), each representing
the system in one of its allowed states (i.e. each specifying a possible
location of the electron). The state vector can only give the
probability that the electron will be observed in a specified location.
In an actual position measurement, however, the electron is observed to
be in a particular location. The measurement somehow results in (or
forces) a decision about the location of the electron. In technical
terms the measurement (observation) leads to the "collapse of the state
vector" into one of its eigenvectors (or "reduction of the wave
packet"). Generally speaking, there is no way of describing what
actually happens between two consecutive measurements (Heisehberg, 1959,
p.49) . Quantum theory has nothing to say about how (or when exactly) a
system evolves from a state vector prior to measurement to one of its
eigenvectors after. Bohm and Bub (1966, p.454) wrote:
.. .the role of the measuring instrument in the phenomenon of
the "collapse" of the wave packet in a quantum mechanical
measurement process is obscure. This has been referred to as
the measurement problem in quantum mechanics.
In describing his model Schmidt (1984) considers the example where
a decision from a binary PNG results in a red or a green lamp being lit
and red has been selected to be the target. The probability that the RED
(hit) and GREEN (miss) events will be selected by chance are p and q,
respectively. According to Schmidt, when the RNG has been activated, but
prior to any observation of the outcome, the "state vector" of the
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system can be stated as:
STATE = RED + GREEN (1)
In Eq. 1, the state vectors RED and GREEN correspond to potentially
real, physical states, with the red or the green lamp lit. The form of
the total state vector STATE is represented "as a superposition of two
different possibilities" (ibid., p.264).
Now Schmidt wonders if "nature" has already "decided" for one
outcome, or whether physical reality at this stage is actually some
"intuitively" implausible "ghost state" suspended between two
possibilities. He argues that according to present knowledge we cannot
tell when such a decision is "really" made. On the contrary, comparison
with the formalism of quantum theory may suggest that the appearance of
a RED or a GREEN event remains unreal until the outcome has been
observed. When an observer looks at the outcome, he sees either the red
or the green lamp lit. At this stage, writes Schmidt, "nature must have
definitely decided" for one outcome (ibid., p.264). The original state
vector, STATE, has been reduced (or collapsed), into either the RED
state or the GREEN state.
How is this transition brought about, asks Schmidt, and what is the
nature of the mechanism that transforms the STATE of Eq. 1 into either
one of the "macroscopically" unambiguous states, RED or GREEN? He argues
that with the outcome of the random decision not observed, nature has
made no decision yet. The human subject encounters a physical reality
composed of two equally real potential states and equally likely. The
subject's observation transforms the still ambiguous reality into one of
the macroscopically unique states. In this process of "state vector
collapse" there is an opportunity for PK and the subject may produce a
PK effect, vis., a slight bias in the conventional probabilities.
The model introduces a mathematical formalism that proposes that
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the act of observation induces a gradual reduction from the original
ghost state into the well-defined states, RED or GREEN. To formulate
this transition, Schmidt introduces three time-dependent functions:
GHOST = STATE
RED (t) = probability that at time t nature has decided for RED
GREEN (t) = probability that at time t nature has decided for GREEN
GHOST (t) = probability that at time t nature is still in the
ambiguous, undecided state. (2)
At the beginning of an observation (at time t = 0), nature is still
completely undecided, and we can say: GHOST(0)=1; RED(0)=0; GREEN(0)=0.
The change of these parameters with time is given by equations
(omitted here) that show an exponential decay of the ghost state (for
details see Schmidt, 1982) . According to Schmidt, PK may affect the way
in which the disappearing ghost state is "redistributed among the final
states" RED and GREEN (ibid., p.267). As the ghost state declines, the
efficiency of the PK effort declines as there is less and less left for
PK to operate on. When the reduction is completed, there is nothing left
for PK to operate on. The momentary mental state of the observer during
this reduction is determined by a parameter, k, which measures the
"alertness" (probably in a very broad sense) of the observer. The value
of the alertness parameter determines the speed of the state vector
reduction. (Schmidt predicts that a highly alert observer might produce
a faster reduction than a sleepy one.)
In the final result, after "a sufficiently long time" of
observation has occurred to ensure the collapse of the state vector
(ibid., p.267), the observed proportion of hits and misses (p' and q',
respectively) is given as follows:
GHOST (END) = 0
RED (END) = p(l + qf) = p'
GREEN (END) = q(l - pf) = q' (3)
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Although state vector reduction is necessary for PK to operate, the
speed of this reduction (as determined by the k value) does not
determine the size of the PK effect. That is given by the other
parameter, f, Which is the strength or size of PK effect. (Roughly
speaking f in turn is determined by the subject's PK ability.) The value
of the PK coefficient f makes p' and q' different from the original
probabilities p and q, and we may have a PK effect. The PK coefficient
can be said to be responsible for altering the probabilities in such a
way as to increase the probability of a hit.
Some features of the model. The most important features of the
model are: (1) PK influence appears only in connection with random
processes and does not violate the established conservation laws of
physics (like the laws for energy). Only statistical laws are affected.
(2) The outcome of a PK experiment is independent of the distance in
space and time between the subject PK effort and the random event. The
model implies that the subject's PK effort does not have to coincide in
time with activation of the RNG. (3) Because the formalism makes no
reference to the internal structure of the RNGs psi appears "goal
oriented". Accordingly, PK success is independent of the complexity of
the RNG and is directed only at the desired end result. (4) To
demonstrate a PK effect the subject must receive feedback on his effort.
A subject who receives no feedback cannot influence the outcome.
Example of a prediction. From the model it should be possible to
make the following prediction (this was suggested to me by Houtkooper,
personal communication, 1987): In an experiment, we have consistent
high- and low-scorers scoring positively and negatively respectively. It
should be possible to have a high-scorer press a button in order to
initiate "fresh" seed number for a pseudo-RNG. Then we could produce the
resulting pseudo-random sequence and have it observed by a low-scorer.
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We could also do this the other way around and have the low-scorer
producing a "fresh" seed number that results in an output sequence only
to be observed by the high-scorer. Arguments might be found for either a
zero result, or a result opposite to the tendency "natural" to the
observer, but in accordance with the "nature" of the subject who pressed
the button. According to Schmidt's model the high-scorer observer would
produce positive results. Through PK he brings about more hits than
misses, whose undecided probabilities remained in a "ghost" state until
the moment of observation.
Comments on Schmidt's model. Central to the above model is the
assumption that it should be possible for human observers to influence
the output of a RNG by affecting the "collapse of the state vector" of
probabilities p and q. Furthermore, the model implies that only a
noncollapsed state (unobserved outcome and where a binary RNG outcome is
not deterministic) would respond to PK efforts. Thus, for pseudo-RNGs
the only opportunity for a PK effect would be upon the initial "fresh"
seeds.
There appear to be some problems with this approach: (1) Is the RNG
situation legitimately comparable to that of quantum theory and is
Schmidt necessarily attempting to claim that it is? I prefer to proceed
cautiously as though the concept of a state vector has been "borrowed"
from quantum theory as an analog to denote essentially the situation
where a binary RNG decision has not been scrutinized by an observer.
(This situation is represented as a superposition of two different
possible future states, a hit or a miss.) (2) What constitutes an
observation? Is it possible for a RNG decision to take place in the
absence of an observation? If the answer to the latter question is "no",
as Schmidt is implying, then we have to assume that random numbers
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generated by a RNG are in a ghost state, suspended between the
probabilities p and q, until we observe them. If the ghost state
collapses upon observation or measurement, how are we ever going to find
out whether it exists or not? (3) It is postulated in the model that the
state of a random process is undecided until the moment of observation.
The act of observation of an event with an uncertain outcome determines
that outcome. In this sense, sensory feedback regarding the outcome of a
psi trial is seen as crucial to the operation of PK. However, feedback
apparently becomes both the cause and the result of PK, i.e. feedback
reflects the outcome of the PK trial, yet it also "triggers" the PK
function (see also Braude, 1979). In other words, feedback of results
triggers PK that simultaneously creates the results to provide the
feedback.
In conclusion, although Schmidt's Quantum Collapse Model seems to
me to be unclear on some important points (and some aspects of it may
even be unfalsifiable), it may lead to some novel predictions.
The Intuitive Data Sorting (IDS) Model
In challenging the idea that RNG findings are "caused" by subjects
May, Radin, Hubbard, Humphrey and Utts (1985) introduced a different way
of analyzing results of binary RNG experiments. They attempted to
propose a model which both accounts for the observed RNG data and,
furthermore, allows a distinction between the effect of PK and of
precognition. We should note that the idea that statistical PK findings
could be explained in terms of precognition and vice versa, had been
considered much earlier by the Rhines and Pratt (e.g. Rhine & Pratt,
1957).
The reasoning. May et al. start by formulating the null hypothesis
of no psi. Then they formulate two "causal" PK models and one
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informational model. By examining how these three hypothetical models
fit a database of 425 binary PNG experiments carried out over a period
of 15 years (see Padin, May & Thomson, 1986), they reject the two
"causal" models on the basis of the data. According to their analysis,
the data supports the informational model, called Intuitive Data Sorting
(IDS).
Basic assumption. The PK models are causal in the sense that they
assume that individuals would use PK to influence the PNG and induce or
"force" changes in the PNG hardware to produce a biased output. This
sort of PK effect would result in for example, changes in the physics of
a noise diode such that the probability of the device producing a one
bit is greater than 0.5. The fundamental postulate of the IDS model is
that psi allows one to optimize future results by choosing favorable
times to act in the present. IDS would say that in PNG experiments,
subjects can sort (on the basis of information received via psi) locally
deviant subsequences from longer, overall random sequences, by
responding at the "right" time. In the IDS model the hardware of the PNG
is undisturbed, but psi would be observed as a broader z-score
distribution than expected.
May et al. turn to trial length to decide between the models. They
use the fractional hitting rate minus the expected hitting rate (D =
hits/trials - trials/2) and the sequence length (n = number of samples
collected from an RNG as a result of a single button press) as the
dependent and independent variables respectively. For both PK models,
they assume that if "causal", PK may perturb the RNG on a bit-by-bit
basis independent of the number of bits in the sequence. Long sequences
composed of many bits gives PK more opportunity to act than short ones
and therefore psi success (e.g. level of significance) will correlate
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with sequence length. In the precognitive model, however, a button push
determines the entire outcome, thus, psi success is independent of
length of the sequence. May et al. use the logarithms of D and n in
their calculations to transform these values into a more easily handled
form. The task for all three models is to calculate the expected value
of the log of D as a function of the log of the sequence length (n) .
The null hypothesis. Under the null hypothesis, as formulated by a
novel analytical technique, May et al. calculated the expected
relationship between log(D) and log(n) to be a straight line with a
slope of -0.5 and an intercept of -1.32. They confirmed the relationship
(between log of D and log of n) empirically with a Monte Carlo
simulation of 300,000 FNG experiments. There was no significant
difference between the null hypothesis, as formulated by the new
analytical technique, and empirical simulated results. Therefore, they
argue, since it worked for the null model it is valid to use the
technique for formulating the three models and then compare them to
empirical PK results (ibid., p.243).
Two causal psi models. May et al. calculated the expected value of
the log of D as a function of sequence length (n), and assumed two
possible different causal PK modes of action:
(i) PK affects the expected hitting rate of the PNG. Psi perturbs a
binomial distribution by shifting its mean. In order to formulate this
causal model, they defined mathematically how (when the properties of a
binary PNG device have been modified by PK) the mean probability of
producing a binary one has been shifted from .5 to a variable that could
be dependent on the sequence length (n) (and knowing that z is
distributed normally) . Then, they examined how the log of these
n-dependent changes in mean affected the expected value for the log of
D.
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(ii) PK affects the variability of the RNG device. Psi perturbs a
binomial distribution by changing the variance, while its mean remains
the same. In order to formulate this causal model, they defined
mathematically how (when properties of a binary RNG device have been
modified by PK) changes in variance of the binomial distribution were
dependent on the sequence length (n). Then, they investigated how the
log of these n-dependent changes in variance affected the expected value
for the log of D.
The IDS model. IDS refers to individuals being able to select
locally deviant sub-sequences from a longer random sequence by using
psi-acquired information. The experimenter or the subject makes
psi-mediated decisions as to when to initiate the collection of data.
Accordingly, May et al. argue, it should be possible to account for any
RNG effects on the basis of "correct" decisions based upon precognitive
"glimpses" of the future. They assume for the IDS model that the
binomial distribution remains unperturbed (as there are no causal
effects on the RNG device) . Psi is demonstrated, however, as an increase
in the variance of the resulting z-score distribution when compared to
the expected z-score distribution.
In order to formulate the informational model, they defined
mathematically how (when properties of a binary RNG device remain the
same) changes in variance of the z-score distribution could be dependent
on n (the formula included a parameter that allowed various types of
n-dependencies) . Then, they calculated the expected value for the log of
D as a function of the log of n when the parameter for n-dependent
changes in variance was put to 0.0, i.e. when no PK influences are
assumed on the random bit sequence produced by the RNG device.
Comparison with database. The database consisted of a total of 332
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individual binary RNG experiments and 95 additional, nonsignificant
hypothetical ("filedrawer") experiments (i.e., hypothetical studies that
represent experiments that were perhaps not published because they were
nonsignificant). This gave a total of 427 experiments. (It is not
explained why the number of experiments is sometimes 427, but on other
occasions it is 425 in the report.) In a preliminary analysis of these
data the overall evidence for psi during experimental conditions was
—18
P<=3.9xl0 , and under control conditions p>=0.78 (Radin, May &
Thomson, 1986). The data from the 425 experiments were displayed in a
log-log format.
May et al. fitted a straight line to the RNG database with sequence
0 7
lengths from 10 to 10 . They compared log-log plots of the three
theoretical models to the straight database RNG line. The results showed
that the PK shift of the mean model did not describe the data and they
concluded that all models that had such n-dependencies had to be
rejected (except one with n-dependency of alpha = -0.5). The PK shift of
the variance was also in disagreement with observation and they
suggested that all PK models that had such n-dependencies had to be
rejected (except one with n-dependency of beta = 0.0). According to May
et al. the alpha = -0.5 mean-shift model and the beta = 0.0
variance-shift model are completely identical and they call it
goal-directed model of PK. When the parameter for n-dependent changes in
variance was put to 0.0 the IDS model could not be rejected by the
database. The z-score standard deviation (which was 1.4) observed in the
data was in good agreement (nonsignificantly different) with the IDS
model prediction (which had a z-score distribution with a standard
deviation of 1.304).
The conclusion of May et al. While on the basis of the data the
goal-directed PK and the IDS models are inseparable, May et al. favor
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the IDS model. For the goal-directed PK model to be true, many subjects
in about 10 different laboratories participating in over 300 studies run
by 28 different experimenters for 15 years would have to adjust the
"strength" of their PK ability to exactly match a certain n-dependency -
which seems "unlikely".
Example of a prediction. The IDS model implies that the
effectiveness of intuitive data sorting may be proportional to the
number of opportunities (decisions) provided for such sorting. Therefore
higher psi scoring on RNGs may be observed under multiple than under
single opportunity condition (e.g. Braud & Schlitz, 1987). The PK
interpretation would predict equivalent scoring under the two
conditions. Causal PK effects should be the same whether the influencer
or experimenter has many or few degrees of freedom in deciding when to
initiate sampling epochs, unless the feeling of freedom was linked to
the volitional activity possibly involved.
An important distinction between the IDS model and the quantum
collapse model seems to be that in the IDS model the button presser is
the intuitive selector of the data (Houtkooper, personal communication,
1989, also came to that conclusion), whereas in the quantum collapse
model the observer is the PK agent. This important distinction was later
used to draw opposite predictions based on the two models (see
discussion sections 5.5 and 6.6).
Comments on the IDS model. The IDS model may explain why, so far,
investigators have failed to find a significant difference between
scores with true and pseudo-RNGs (for comments on the IDS model see
Schmeidler, 1987; Walker, 1987). According to IDS, "success" on a RNG is
based on single actions, i.e. a single button press to initiate a
sequence length of n. It should not make any difference whether a
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sequence is pseudo-random or truly random if the task is to "guess" when
to start a sequence such that it results in above chance (getting a hit)
scoring.
According to May et al. (1985, p.262), precognition "is a possible
mechanism for IDS." (It is not clear in their report what else, if
anything, could be responsible for IDS if it is not mediated by
precognition.) IDS is apparently assumed to be an unconscious process:
Subjects in a RNG PK experiment, in which instructions require subjects
to attempt to use their "mind" to influence the target, try to use their
PK. They are in fact using "precognition" to make correct decisions
based upon glimpses of the future. Those who succeed on pseudo-RNG
targets and score above chance have managed to select a seed (for an
extrachance period in a random sequence) based on the computer clock
that is running at an enormous speed.
I noticed in the report of the PEAR program (Nelson et al., 1986,
p.274) that, when the true RNG generated 100, 200 and 2000 samples of
random bits/pulses per trial, the total PK results reached p-values of
0.271, 0.002, and 0.001 respectively. This incline in significance with
increase in sequence length is in accordance with the effect predicted
by the PK models described above. However, the datapool for 100 bits per
trial was only based on a single subject and the datapool for 2000 bits
per trial was based on two subjects. Also, we get a reverse relationship
when examining the pseudo-RNG trials, thus contradicting the PK
interpretation.
3.7 SIM4ARY
Two reviews were presented in this chapter, one on the existing RNG
PK computer games in parapsychology, and the other on the existing
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pseudo-ENG PK studies. The main body of this chapter described the
making of a quasi-game like RNG PK microcomputer test called "Synthia".
Considerable time was spent on making this test. The chapter concluded
by describing two models current in parapsychology that have been
proposed to explain PNG PK results. It was stressed that the author was
not committed to either model. The models were, illustrated because they




Translation of the FORTRAN version of the W-H RNG into BASIC for IBM XT 286
by Konrad Morgan and the author. Subroutine 10000-10080 starts by reading the
TIMER and results in input seed values X,Y,Z (with integer seeds between
1-30000). Subroutine 20000-20130 is the actual W-H pseudo-RNG. It returns a
random number (RESULT#) greater than zero and less than 1. A trailing
exclamation point (!) means a single-precision number. A trailing number sign
(#) means a double-precision number (suggestion from McLeod, 1985).
10000 REM subroutine, clock seeder
10001 REM initial seeds set up
10002 RANDOMIZE TIMER
10010 X# = RND: X# = X# * 10000
10020 IX# = INT(X#) + 1
10030 X# = RND: X# = X# * 10000
10040 IY# = INT(X#) + 1
10050 X# = RND: X# = X# * 10000
10060 IZ# = INT(X#) + 1
10080 RETURN
20000 REM subroutine that results in a random digits
20010 IX# = 171 * (IX# - INT(IX#/177) * 177) - 2 * (IX#/177)
20020 IY# = 172 * (IY# - INT(IY#/176) * 176) - 35 * (IY#/176)
20030 IZ# = 170 * (IZ# - INT(IZ#/178) * 178) - 63 * (IZ#/178)
20040 IF IX# < 0 THEN IX# = IX# + 30269
20050 IF IY# < 0 THEN IY# = IY# + 30307
20060 IF IZ# < 0 THEN IZ# = IZ# + 30323
20070 FX# = IX#
20080 FY# = IY#
20090 FZ# = IZ#
20100 X# = (FX#/30269!) + (EY#/30307!) + (FZ#/30323!)
20110 RESULT# = X# - INT (X#/l!) * 1!
20112 IF RESULT# > 0 THEN GOTO 20120 REM This is
20114 RESULT# = ((IX#/30269!)+(IY#/30307!)+(IZ#/30323!)) MOD 1 REM McLeod's




Example of a deviation from chance of the Wichmann-Hill algorithm.
start- end-
groups criterion bin-count z seeds seeds
one > 0- <=.25 251,261 2.912* ix=24869 ix= 158
two >.25-<=.50 249,974 0.060 iy= 7425 iy= 4993
three >.50-<=.75 249,292 1.635 iz= 2185 iz=10547
four >.75-<=1.0 249,473 1.217
* p=.0036 (2-T)
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FIGURE 3.1. Picture of the test display of the feedback version of "Synthia". The brown
arrow points to the target box.
FIGURE 3.2. Picture of the blue star feedback display provided for hits in the feedback
version of the microcomputer test "Syntha".
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CHAPTER FOUR
EXPERIMENTS 1-3: THREE EXPLORATORY STUDIES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter reports the exploratory part of the thesis. Three
pilot studies were conducted to: (1) Test and refine the experimentation
environment and the computer test. (2) Explore the use of questionnaires
to look for individual differences correlates of initial PK performance.
(3) Investigate the effects of different set-ups of the W-H pseudo-RNG
on PK performance. (4) Explore for additional ideas and hypotheses such
as a possible relationship between interval time (IT) and PK
performance. The specific purpose germane to each experiment is reported
in the introduction to that experiment.
Before moving on to the pilot studies themselves, I will briefly
introduce and discuss three psychometric scales.
Psychometric Scales and PK Performance
In my research I wanted to look at possible relationships between
scores on three scalar instruments and PK performance. These were an
imagery scale, a sheep-goat scale and a luckiness questionnaire. One way
of exploring the psychokinesis (PK) hypothesis is to see whether scores
on a PK test correlate with some measurement of individual differences
such as paper-and-pencil tests. If such a relationship is found it could
be possible to predict performance on PK tests and select subjects who
would be higher performers or perhaps more trainable. Self-report
inventories have the benefit of taking only a short time to administer.
See Anastasi (1982) and Selltiz et al. (1976) for a discussion of the
nature and use of psychometric tests.
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Imagery and PK. Previous studies already noted, have suggested that
imagery may be connected with PK ability. Subjects visualizing feedback
provided for PK hits tend to obtain more hits, than subjects using other
types of visual imagery or no imagery (e.g., Levi, 1979; Morris et al.,
1982; see further studies in section 2.5). Three studies have attempted
to correlate imagery scale scores and PK performance (Stanford, 1969;
1981; Steilberg, 1975). All employed a free-association test to measure
the tendency to organize one's thinking around sensory imagery. Only
Stanford (1969) found a significant relationship suggesting that the
more subjects tended to use sensory imagery in thought the higher PK
scores resulted if subjects were using a visual-imagery strategy in
attempting to influence their target. Stanford (1981) obtained a
correlation of only r=+.03 in the expected direction. Steilberg did not
report any results at all. For the present visual-imagery training
research I was curious to know whether good visualizers would do better
(be more trainable) than bad visualizers in PK training through
visual-imagery strategies. I chose the Vividness of Visual Imagery
Questionnaire (WIQ) to measure the vividness of visual-imagery.
Honorton (1975, p.330) wrote:
...while the Betts QMI appears to be satisfactorily reliable,
the failure of the test to relate significantly to a variety
of verbal and visual recall tasks calls into question its
construct validity as a measure of individual differences in
vividness of mental imagery.
He concluded that a better measure of imagery for parapsychology studies
was needed. George (1981, p.140) urged that future researchers in
parapsychology should employ "strongly validated measures such as the
Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire" to evaluate vividness of
imagery.
Marks (1973) introduced the WIQ. It is simply an expansion of the
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visual section of the QMI (Betts, 1909; cited in Richardson, 1969,
pp.148-153; see shortened version in Sheehan, 1967). The WIQ seems to
be fairly reliable (Marks, 1973; McKelvie, 1986; McKelvie & Gingras,
1974; Rossi, 1977) and reasonably valid (Gur & Hilgard, 1975; Marks,
1973; McKelvie, 1979; 1986; McKelvie & Demers, 1979; McKelvie &
Rohrberg, 1978; Rossi & Fingeret, 1977). See Hall et al. (1985), White,
Sheehan and Ashton (1977), Sheehan et al. (1983), and White, Ashton and
Brown (1977) on the assessment of mental imagery.
Sheep-goat scale. The sheep-goat scale, well known in
parapsychology, was first introduced by Schmeidler (Schmeidler, 1943;
see also Schmeidler & McConnell, 1958, pp.21-31). She found that
subjects who accepted the possibility of ESP under the conditions of the
experiment (termed as "sheep") scored above chance in ESP tests whereas
subjects who rejected the possibility of ESP (termed as "goats") scored
below chance (see review in Palmer, 1978, p.153 ff).
I have been able to locate seven studies that have tested a
relationship between "belief" in PK and performance on a PK test (Dale,
1946; Mischo & Weis, 1973; Nash, 1946; Van de Castle, 1958; Weiner,
1979; 1982a; 1982b). Using somewhat different questions about belief,
only Weiner (1982a) demonstrated a significant effect related to belief
(see table 4.1) . Interestingly, two studies have reported a positive
relation between PK success and subjects' answers to questions about
their belief in ESP, and not PK (Rubin & Honorton, 1972; Watkins,
Watkins & Wells, 1973). It is not mentioned in these two studies whether
an attempt was made to get at subjects' belief in PK.
The sheep-goat classification has, in my opinion, not been
adequately tested for PK. The results so far are ambiguous, the reports
are sketchy, and the number of subjects participating in these studies
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is low with the exception of Dale (1946). However, I am not convinced
that Dale's question, about whether subjects thought they could
demonstrate PK, is really a sheep-goat question. Her question is much
more specific than typical sheep-goat questions about overall belief in
the existence of ESP/PK. For the visual-imagery training research it
made sense to me to investigate whether those who believed that PK
existed would do better (be more trainable) than those who believed it
did not exist in "PK training". In the popular literature surveyed in
the Airport Project (Morris, 1980b), a positive attitude towards psi was
strongly recommended for those who wished to develop psi skills.
Luckiness dimension. Three studies have examined a possible
relationship between PK performance and self-perception of one's
"luckiness", as measured by a scale called the Greene Luck Questionnaire
(Greene, 1960; Ratte, 1960; Ratte & Greene, 1960). The first cited study
produced nonsignificant results (self-perceived unlucky subjects had
nonsignificantly more scores above chance than self-perceived lucky
subjects). The two latter cited studies produced a significant
difference in PK scores in favor of self-perceived lucky subjects over
self-perceived unlucky ones. The questions on the Greene Luck
Questionnaire were for instance, whether the subject expected to win or
lose when it came to games of chance, and whether he had ever had the
feeling that he could not lose when playing a game of chance. Stanford
(1977b) pointed out that the statistical analyses were inappropriate for
supporting the conclusion that self-perceived lucky individuals may
perform better at PK than unlucky ones in the Ratte (1960) and Ratte and
Greene (1960) studies. To the best of my knowledge, nobody has tried to
follow up the work of Greene and Ratte, and no other questionnaires have
included luckiness items as a factor. For the present visual-imagery
training research I was interested in seeing whether self-perceived
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luckiness played any role in how subjects performed in "PK training."
General Information About the Experiments
For all experiments the raw data (questionnaires, and so forth) and
computer files (on floppies) have been kept and can be obtained from the
author. All versions of the Synthia program have been preserved and can
be made available. All randomization test results are available except
for pilot study 1 (see appendix C for results of control randomness
tests), which seem to have been misplaced or destroyed accidentally.
Most results are reported with exact 2-T p-values whether significant or
not. (The few results that do not include p-values had z- and t-test
values so close to chance that the tables that I used did not include
them.) The few 1-T tests reported were pre-planned and used only to test
formally stated hypotheses with an existing empirical foundation. When
1-T tests were used, any reversal (no matter how large) was to be
treated as nonsignificant. All names of subjects have been removed from
questionnaires and only identity numbers have been kept. All experiments
were conducted fully in accord with the moral requirements set by the
Parapsychological Association (P.A. Guidelines. 1980). (Experiments 5
and 6 were approved by the ethics committee of the psychology department
that had been set up after experiment 3.)
4.2 PILOT EXPERIMENT 1
Introduction
The first pilot experiment was conducted between 13-21 July, 1987.
Specific Purpose. This pilot experiment was conducted in order to
try out the equipment that was to be used in the project, namely, to:
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(a) Get feedback on the computer test "Synthia" and correct any errors
that the program might possess, (b) Develop a PK attitude questionnaire
and try out an imagery scale and a luckiness questionnaire, (c) Start
developing instructions to subjects, (d) Get feedback on the environment
(the room used for filling out questionnaires arid the sound-attenuated
room used for execution of the computer test). (e) Start developing
hypotheses.
Method
Subjects. A pre-determined number of ten subjects (Ss) participated
(4 F and 6 M; aged 24-45 yr.; mean age = 30). These were research staff
at the parapsychology laboratory and friends of the experimenter (E).
Prior to participation all had at some time mentioned to E that they
were interested in, and available for, his research.
Psychometric material. Three questionnaires were used: the
Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (WIQ; see final version in
appendix B), a questionnaire that measured general attitude towards
psychokinesis (Gissurarson's General Psychokinesis Questionnaire, GGPQ;
see final version in appendix B) and the Greene Luck Questionnaire
(Greene, 1960). The questionnaire developed by Greene in 1960 measuring
self-perceived luckiness was edited for an U.K. sample (e.g. dollars
were changed into pounds) . I designed the GGPQ in order to measure what
I considered to be a general attitude germane to PK. I reasoned that
many questions, covering different aspects, could possibly yield an
overall picture of an underlying, general attitude towards PK. I
considered the following factors important:
(1) Belief in the existence of PK. The first two questions of the
GGPQ determined a sheep-goat scale (i.e. whether S thought that the
existence of PK was possible, and if he thought that some people might
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be able to affect physical conditions, move objects, or influence other
people with their "minds") . For each individual the point-score for each
response were summed up, the theoretical range of the sheep-goat scale
thus being 0-6; 0-3 = goat and 4-6 = sheep. (2) (Un)certainty about
one's own PK abilities. There were two questions about whether S thought
he personally could demonstrate PK. (3) Luckiness. A few questions were
on self-perceived luckiness (e.g. whether S had experienced his hopes or
wishes about the future coming true). Here I attempted to get at a more
general self-perceived (un)luckiness than Greene (1960) who only asked
about luckiness in terms of betting and playing casino games. (4) Fear
of PK. A few questions asked Ss about their fears of PK (e.g. whether S
would be afraid of possessing PK abilities). This was an attempt to get
at fear factors that might possibly block the PK function as suggested
by Tart (1986a; 1986b), Batcheldor (1984b; 1987) and others (e.g.
Isaacs, 1986a). (5) Prior experience of PK. One question (with five
possible answers) asked Ss to relate the occurrence of possible prior
experience of PK (i.e. if S had ever had a psychokinetic experience).
(6) Previous involvement in PK-related activities. Some questions were
concerned with activities indicative of a general interest in PK (e.g.
if S read books about psychic phenomena). Haraldsson (1981) used one
such question in his ESP sheep-goat scale. (7) "Will-power" and success.
Two questions asked Ss to evaluate their own will-power and success in
life. I am not aware of any study that had explored if self-rated
will-power and success might be connected with PK performance.
The PK apparatus. The computer test "Synthia" was used to measure
PK. Randomization of targets was generated by the Wichmann-Hill
pseudo-RNG. The initial "fresh" seed (which can be any number less than
30,000 in the W-H pseudo-RNG) was selected automatically by the computer
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program at the beginning of Synthia, in fact, immediately after the test
was "run" and before the prompt for S's name appeared on the screen.
After the selection of the first "fresh", true seed, the algorithm
automatically called "pseudo-seeds" between trials, although these were
determined by the algorithm and the initial "fresh" seed. These
pseudo-seeds thus determined the FNG output for each trial. Only one
opportunity was possible for realtime PK per run of 40 trials.
In this version of "Synthia" the selection of the initial "fresh"
seed was based on the RANDOMIZE TIMER statement in the beginning of the
program. TIMER is a "read only" function (i.e. it is not possible to
change it via commands or programming) and returns a single precision
number representing the number of seconds that have elapsed since
midnight or System Reset (switching the computer from "off" to "on"),
whichever is more recent. In all the experiments System Reset was always
more recent. On many occasions when subjects came one after another
continuously, once started in the morning, the computer was left on into
the afternoon. The TIMER is based upon the internal clock in the
computer, and it starts counting when the computer is turned on. Roughly
speaking, in experiment 1 when the computer "read" the Synthia program
and came to the RANDOMIZE TIMER statement, the conputer stopped the
timer, checked the number and used that number as an entry point into a
pseudo-random sequence. Thus in experiment 1 the final fixing event of a
"fresh" seed took place when the computer was asked to read (run) the
program. In pilot 1 the experimenter always initiated (started) the
program. Theoretical justification of this pseudo-ENG set-up can be
found in Schmidt (1982; 1984; 1987). Schmidt argues that the observer of
a RNG outcome can, via PK, bring about more hits than misses, whose
undecided probabilities remain in a "ghost" state until the moment of
observation. Since the observer is the PK agent according to Schmidt's
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model, it is possible to predict that PK scores are not dependent on who
initiated the random sequence.
The experimental rooms. Two rooms in the parapsychology laboratory
were used; one for filling out questionnaires and another
sound-attenuated one for doing the computer test. The "parapsychology
laboratory" was established just a few months before pilot experiment 1
started. It is on the second floor of the psychology department building
of the University of Edinburgh. One enters the lab through a single door
and once inside there are six small rooms, two of which are
sound-attenuated. Standing in the doorway and viewing a short corridor,
on the left hand side of the corridor there are two rooms, both of which
were unused at the time. Straight ahead (at the end of the short
corridor) are two rooms, one an unused sound-attenuated room and the
other occupied as an office by a research assistant. Gn the right hand
side of the corridor are the two rooms that were used in pilot study 1.
Furthest from the main entrance is the sound-attenuated room in which
the IBM computer with the PK computer test was located on a desk. At the
desk was a comfortable chair. Closer to the single entry door of the lab
is the room, containing a desk and a chair, in which S completed the
questionnaires (the questionnaire room"). All six rooms were newly
painted and not much furniture had been put in them. Pilot study 1 was
the first experiment to be carried out in the lab. The sound-attenuated
rooms had no windows, but the four other rooms had a window each.
Procedure. The subject was greeted by E when attending the session,
either in the entry hall on the ground floor of the psychology
department, or if he knew his way around the department building S went
straight to the lab to meet E. The subject was then left alone in the
"questionnaire room" (see above) to answer the three questionnaires; the
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WIQ, the GGPQ and the Greene Luck Questionnaire. After completing the
questionnaires S called E. Then S and E went to the sound-attenuated
room where E initiated the computer test.
In pilot experiment 1, S completed 60 trials on the computer test
without being instructed to adopt any strategy; 30 trials in the
feedback version, where immediate trial-by-trial feedback (the beep
sound and the blue star) was provided for each hit, and 30 trials in the
nonfeedback version, where there was no immediate feedback. S was asked
to take a break after the first run of 30 trials and call E. After the
break E initiated the other version of the test (producing a "fresh"
seed for the next run of 30 trials). Half of the Ss received feedback in
the first half of their sessions but none in the second half. The other
half obtained the feedback in the second half of their sessions but none
in the first half.
The first S had a random selection of which version of the computer
test (the feedback or the nonfeedback version) he would start with. A
flip of a coin by E decided which. The second S got the reverse sequence
to that of the first S. Which version came first continued to alternate
throughout the series.
Ss filled out a general post-session information questionnaire at
the end of the session. Besides full name, address and telephone number,
S was asked how he liked the computer test and the experimental
environment, if he had used any particular strategies in his attempt to
influence the test, whether he wanted to participate in experiments
carried out at the lab in the future, if he preferred one version of the
test and not the other, and so forth (for details of this post-session
questionnaire, see appendix B).
Pseudo-RNG control runs. The pseudo-RNG was tested both before
(500,000 trials) and after (500,000 trials) pilot experiment 1.
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According to my "lab-book" which I kept on each experiment, these
randomness tests were nonsignificant. As noted above, however, for this
study only, the exact results have been misplaced and the p-levels are
not available.
Selection of statistical tests. Parametric tests are based on three
assumptions about the type of data which are obtained in the experiment
(e.g. Miller, 1975, p.64 ff). The variables are assumed to have been
measured on an interval or ratio scale, each sample of scores is assumed
to follow a normal curve, and it is assumed that the samples studied
have the same variance (homogeneity of variance) . On the last item,
however, it has been shown that as long as there are equal numbers of
subjects in each condition, it actually makes little difference whether
the variability in scores in different conditions is homogeneous or
differs quite widely (e.g. Greene & D'Oliveira, 1982, p.80). Interval
time is measured on an interval scale (we know the interval between IT
measurements in milliseconds). One way of assessing whether the IT
measurements are near enough to being normally distributed is simply to
plot their distribution. I did that and the distribution was
symmetrically bimodal for pilot experiment 1 (and asymmetrically
positively skewed for all the other experiments). Therefore it was not
justified to use parametric tests on IT.
PK scores (and scores on the psychometric tests) probably reflect
an ordinal scale variable since it is only possible to determine the
relative size of the scores. The scores can be ranked according to size,
but we do not know how much larger or smaller a given score is relative
to any other score. Therefore, we have to use nonparametric tests on PK
scores. Nonparametric tests make very few assumptions about the nature
of experimental data. They make no assumptions about the shape of the
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population distributions, nor do they assume that the two populations
have equal amounts of spread. Most such tests assume only an ordinal
level of measurement. (When comparing PK scores to what would be
expected by chance I chose the one-sample z-test for the mean when I was
primarily interested in the effect itself, and wanted to compare the
sample mean to a known theoretical mean. Later on, in the two
visual-imagery experiments, I selected the parametric one-sample t-test
for the mean when I intended to generalize the results from my group
sample onto the population. The rationale for my choice of one-sample
t-test is discussed later in the thesis.)
I used nonparametric tests for all comparisons of two or more
variables on ordinal level of measurement. I decided to use the Wilcoxon
Matched Pairs Test as a nonparametric alternative to the t-test for
correlated samples and the Mann-Whitney U Test as an alternative to the
t-test for independent groups. I chose the Mann-Whitney test for two
independent samples instead of, for example, the Wald-Wolfowitz "Runs"
Test for two samples. The Mann-Whitney U test is more sensitive than the
Wald-Wolfowitz "runs" test regarding comparisons of central tendencies.
The runs test, in contrast, is more powerful in situations in which the
groups differ only slightly in central tendency but substantially in
dispersion or form, i.e. in shapes of distributions of the dependent
variable (Blalock, 1960, p.202). I chose Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by Ranks
(Kruskal-Wallis H test, as a nonparametric equivalent of Analysis of
Variance. Finally, I chose the Spearman Rank Order correlation
coefficient (Spearman Rho, or just rs) as an appropriate nonparametric
alternative for Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient
(Pearson r, or just r) since it is applicable to ordinal data that may




Ten Ss doing one session each contributed overall to 600 trials. No
significant results were found in the data. All statistical tests were
post hoc and 2-T as no formal hypothesis had been developed at this
stage. The PK computer test did not provide significant evidence for PK.
The combined PK score (total hits=154, MCE=150) for both versions of the
computer test gave z = .38 (n.s.). There was no difference between PK
scores on the feedback version (hits=77) and on the nonfeedback version
(hits=77), both yielding z = .27 (n.s.).
Interval Time (IT). Ss spent on average 3.78 seconds between trials
in the feedback version and 3.53 seconds in the nonfeedback version.
This difference was not significant on a Wilcoxon test: T (N=10) =
23.000 (z=.46, p=.65). Subjects spent about the same length of time on
the PK task irrespective of whether they received feedback on their
performance or not.
Hits from the feedback version correlated marginally and positively
with the IT in that version; Spearman R(9) = .57 (z=1.72, p=.082). Hits
correlated nonsignificantly and in the negative direction with the IT in
the nonfeedback version; Spearman R(9) = -.18 (z=.55, p=.59). Although
possibly interesting correlations should they reach significance level
with a large enough size of trials, it is far too early to offer any
interpretations.
Questionnaires. (1) I assumed that total GGPQ score could possibly
represent a general underlying attitude germane to PK. The correlation
between the total GGPQ score and total PK scores on the computer test
yielded Spearman R(9) = .25 (z=.74, p=.47).
I decided to select out questions that correlated with the total PK
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score with a Spearman R z>=+1.25. Questions 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12
met that criterion. After adding these questions' ratings together,
combined they correlated marginally, but nonsignificantly with the total
PK scores; Spearman R(7) = .68 (z=1.80, p=.069). In essence, these
questions were on self-perceived luckiness (more "lucky" resulting in
higher PK scores; questions 4 and 7), fear of PK (less "fear" resulting
in higher PK scores; questions 8 and 12) and previous involvement in PK
related activities (more "PK activities" resulting in higher scores;
questions 6, 10, 11) .
(2) I chose correlational analyses (Spearman R) instead of
dichotomization (Mann-Whitney U test) when evaluating the sheep-goat
effect. Correlation may be more appropriate because it makes use of more
of the available information. The sheep-goat scale (question 1 and 2
combined) produced a nonsignificant correlation with the total PK score;
Spearman R(8) = .14 (z=.40, p=.69). This was in the expected direction,
i.e. the more sheep-ish Ss were the higher PK scores they tended to get.
(3) The correlation of the WIQ score with the feedback PK score
was at chance; Spearman R(9) = -.003 (z=.009, p=.94). The correlation of
the WIQ score with the nonfeedback PK score was flat chance; Spearman
R(9) = 0.00 (z=0.00).
(4) The correlation between the score from the Greene scale and the
total PK score yielded Spearman R(8) = -.18 (z=.50, p=.63), i.e. the
more Ss perceived themselves as unlucky the higher PK scores they tended
to get.
Changes made after pilot study 1. Since the Greene scale scores
were in a nonsignificant negative direction to that expected with the
total PK score, and some Ss voiced reservations regarding it (e.g. that
people did not go so much to casinos in Edinburgh and therefore the
questions were irrelevant), I decided not to use it any further.
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Questions on the GGPQ were amended according to comments (e.g on the
English, some questions were also reported to be confusing, or asking
about two different things), and basic instructions were developed. No
changes had to be made on the two sheep-goat scale questions. In the
above experiment, Ss were required to visualize and rate the items on
the WIQ twice, once with eyes open and once with them closed. It was
not clear to me what the rationale was behind this arrangement. I wrote
to McKelvie (personal communication, 1987) for consultation on this
point. He informed me that the rationale for this practice was unclear
and the psychometric properties of the WIQ do not vary with it. This is
in accord with Dowling, cited in White, Sheehan and Ashton (1977,
p. 146) . Therefore, I adopted McKelvie's (1986) method of not mentioning
the eyes at all on the revised WIQ forms such that Ss would rate the
items only once. I felt that 30 trials in each version of the computer
test were too few. Since nobody reported becoming tired or bored (and
even reported wanting to have more trials), and usually the subjects
finished the test in a short time I decided to increase the number of
trials from 30 to 40 for each version. Trials of 40 also made the
statistical analysis more attractive (chance being 10 hits instead of
7.5). Finally, some calculation procedures were added to the outfiles.
4.3 PILOT EXPERIMENT 2
Introduction
This experiment was conducted on 15 September to 2 November, 1987.
Prior to the experiment a copy of the hypotheses and a list of items
stating what action was to be taken if something went wrong was kept
with Robert Morris and laboratory manager, Deborah Delanoy. The
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following two items are an example from the list of what could go wrong:
A flip of a coin will decide if the first subject is
presented with the feedback or the nonfeedback condition
of the computer test. The second S will obtain the
reverse order. If this order of feedback and nonfeedback
becomes the same for two Ss in a row by mistake, the next
subject will be presented with the reversed order of the
latter subject (of the two that had the same order) .
If S walks out in the middle of answering the
questionnaires without having started the computer test,
he will be asked if he wants to come again and finish
what is left of the session. If he does not want to come
back and finish the session all his data will be removed
from the datapool.
Specific Purpose. This experiment was designed primarily as a
screening phase of the first visual-imagery training experiment. The
criteria (discussed in detail in chapter 5) for passing to the
visual-imagery study were a modest total PK score of 20 hits (MCE) or
more from both conditions of the computer test and an expressed interest
in participation. The WIQ scores obtained in the screening sessions
were to be used to put an equal number of good and bad visualizers into
three visual-imagery strategy groups to be used in the first
visual-imagery training study. By having a screening pretest session, I
reasoned that effects such as stress related to unfamiliarity with the
PK test and so forth, could to some extent be eliminated for the
selected subjects. Running subjects through a pretest gives them an idea
of how experimentation is carried out and therefore, possibly, minimizes
the drop-out rate in the visual-imagery study. Furthermore, knowing how
they did on Synthia on this occasion, might encourage Ss to try to score
higher in the main experiment.
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were made formally prior to the
experiment:
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HI. Both conditions of the computer test were expected to show a
psi-hitting PK effect. One-tailed z-tests were to be used.
The computer test was predicted to produce PK scores above chance.
I felt confident enough to make this hypothesis 1-T since researchers in
parapsychology have in the past reported significant PK results with
pseudo-RNGs.
H2. It was predicted that total scores from the PK computer test
would correlate positively with questions 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11
and 12 collectively on the GGPQ. Nonparametric correlation,
Spearman R (2-T), was to be used.
This prediction was based on the pilot 1 data. It was kept 2-T
since I was not too confident about the relationship. I also wanted to
be able to explore this possible relationship even if it turned out to
be in the reverse direction to that predicted.
H3. The more vivid imagery tends to be on the WIQ (lower scores)
and on a Vividness of Auditory Imagery Questionnaire (lower
scores; see VAIQ below) - the higher the PK scores were
expected to be in the feedback condition of the computer test.
Spearman R (2-T) was to be used.
At this early stage, it seemed to me to be reasonable to expect
that if visual-imagery is somewhat connected with the alleged PK
function (i.e. a visual image of success might result in extrachance PK
scoring), PK scoring would be connected with the vividness of the
imagery and the relationship would show most clearly when visual
feedback is provided for success/hits on a PK task. The assumption
behind this reasoning is that good visualizers will develop strategies
that involve visualizing the immediate trial-by-trial feedback (the blue
star). Additionally, it is likely that everybody will at some time or
another visualize success and that good visualizers will be superior to
bad visualizers at the task. I did not feel confident enough about this
prediction to make it 1-T.
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H4. There will be a difference in Interval Time (IT) between the
feedback condition and the nonfeedback condition of the
computer test, as measured by a Wilcoxon test (2-T). A longer
time was expected to be associated with the feedback display
condition.
Prima facie, getting immediate feedback of hits may evoke some
mental processes that are not evoked in the absence of such feedback.
H5a. According to the suggestion from the pilot 1 data, increasing
IT was expected to correlate with more PK hits in the feedback
condition of the computer test. Spearman R was to be used
(1-T).
As this correlation was close to significance in pilot 1 only a 1-T
test of this relationship was to be accepted. This was also in the
direction that I anticipated, i.e. the more time Ss spend on the task
(perhaps suggesting more "willing") the higher the PK scoring.
H5b. According to the suggestion from the pilot 1 data, decreasing
IT was predicted to be associated with more hits in the
nonfeedback condition. Spearman R was to be used (2-T).
As this relationship was not as strong as the one in 5a both
directions of this relationship (2-T) were accepted, vis., increasing IT
being possibly associated with more hits in the nonfeedback condition.
Method
Subjects. A pre-determined number of 40 volunteers were tested (20
M and 20 F; aged 17-75 yr.; mean age = 37), from which 24 were to be
selected. If more than 24 Ss passed the screening procedure the extra Ss
would be given the opportunity to be used later. If more volunteers
would be needed to produce the required 24, then more Ss would be run at
a later date. The subjects came from three main sources: (i) Those
responding to advertisements (that described the experimental session
and gave location of the experiment and my contact address) put up in a
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few locations around the University of Edinburgh, (ii) Those who had
indicated an interest in parapsychology research to someone at the
parapsychology laboratory or who had attended one of the seminars in
parapsychology at one time or another and had indicated an interest,
(iii) Those who came via participants already tested (each participant
was given a copy of the advertisement to give a friend who might be
interested in the experiment) .
Apparatus and questionnaires. I constructed a short scale called
the Vividness of Auditory Imagery Questionnaire, VAIQ (see appendix B) .
It resembled the WIQ in structure and was intended to measure vividness
of imagery of sounds. The idea was that if imagery was connected with PK
performance as measured by Synthia, it would perhaps not solely be
visual imagery but also auditory imagery. When a hit occurs in the
feedback version of Synthia, the computer gives a beep sound immediately
after pressing the space-bar (as immediate feedback) and before the blue
star appears, thus providing both auditory and visual stimuli.
After abandoning the Greene scale, I decided to substitute for it
with a locus of control scale (Internal-External scale, or just I-E
scale) in order to continue exploring the possible connection between PK
ability and some sort of self-perceived luck. The I-E scale is a
forced-choice self-report inventory, which first came into prominence
with the publication of a monograph by Rotter (1966; see also Jackson &
Paunonen, 1980, pp.535-537; Lefcourt, 1976; Phares, 1976). Low scores on
the I-E Scale have been thought of as indicating that a person perceives
environmental events in general as if they are contingent upon his own
behavior (internal control). High scores have been thought of as
indicating that the individual perceives a general environmental event
as not being entirely contingent upon his own actions but the result of
chance, fate,.or luck (external control).
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The reasons for using a locus of control scale at this stage were
as follows: Firstly, after going through many psychological
questionnaires, this one seemed to me to have the most potential for
being connected with PK ability. My argument was that luckiness might be
connected with PK and external control implies self-perceived dependence
on chance, fate or luck. The more internally controlled a person was, I
reasoned, the more he would feel directly responsible for, and the
physical cause of, external events. Thus there would be less and less
opportunity for hitherto unrecognized means of interacting with the
environment, resulting in no place for PK with high internally
controlled people. (I am aware of a different reasoning, i.e. that
internally controlled Ss would feel so much in control of environmental
events that they might feel that they could also control such events via
their PK.) Secondly, the I-E scale has been used as a clinical tool
(very high scores can in some instances suggest that the individual
needs therapeutic help). The I-E scale could possibly help to screen out
those individuals who might need clinical assistance and therefore skew
the results on the various tests.
Only one study has explored whether high PK scoring individuals
differed on an I-E scale from low scoring individuals (Schmeidler et
al., 1976). Schmeidler et al. used Rotter's I-E scale but did not find
any significant difference. However, no information is provided about
the direction of the relationship. (Schmeidler et al. did not give any
rationale for their choice of Rotter's I-E scale.) I was interested in
exploring this further.
Nowicki and Duke (1974) attempted to overcome some shortcomings
that had been leveled at Rotter's scale which had been criticized for
its relationship with social desirability, for confounding different
types of locus of control and for difficult reading level. They
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published the adult Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External control scale
(ANS-IE). The ANS-IE was selected for the present experimentation (see
appendix B). The expected direction was that individuals scoring high on
the I-E scale (those who perceive themselves as relying on luck) would
tend to score high on a PK task.
In pilot experiment 2 the initial "fresh" seed for the PK computer
test "Synthia" was selected by E (i.e., E initiated the computer test)
in the beginning of the computer test before the test display came on
the screen. This was the same set-up of the pseudo-FNG as in pilot 1.
The same two rooms in the parapsychology laboratory were used as in
pilot 1, one for filling out questionnaires (the "questionnaire room")
and another adjacent sound-attenuated room for doing the computer test.
Procedure. When a subject attended the experimental session he was
greeted by E. E then gave the following instructions aurally and from
memory (and thus with minor modifications):
Aim: This experiment takes only about an hour. The first
aim of the experiment is to see if there is any connection
between three questionnaires and a computer test that measures
psychokinetic abilities. The second purpose is to attempt to
produce evidence for PK on this particular test, and thirdly
to see whether it matters if people receive feedback or not of
their PK scores while doing the test.
Questionnaires: The first questionnaire measures how
vivid your images are. The second one measures your general
attitude towards, and your prior experience of PK. The third
questionnaire measures whether you believe that you are the
cause of your own actions or whether you believe that luck or
chance determines to some extent what happens to you. What we
want to do later on, is to find out if there is any connection
between the results on the computer test and the scores on the
questionnaires.
Your scores on all tests will be held strictly
confidential. Your name will be removed from the
questionnaires and only an identity number will be kept. After
the session you will receive your results on a couple of
sheets of paper.
Computer test: Now, before we do the actual session, I
want to give you a demonstration of the computer test which is
supposed to measure psychokinesis. This is by no means a test
that can tell if you possess PK abilities in general. It only
tells how well you manage to do on this particular test. [A
demonstration of the computer test was given at this stage. E
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did the first half of the trials of the demonstration feedback
and the demonstration nonfeedback games. S completed the
remaining trials of both demonstration games.]
You are left to your own devices as to how to go about
trying to influence the test. You can use whatever strategy
you want to or no specific strategy at all. As an example, you
can think of the three non-target windows as dungeons, and the
preselected target box as a door to freedom. Receiving the
blue star signals that you managed to open the door and can
escape to freedom or marry a prince or a princess. Put your
own imagery into the test as you do when reading a book.
Pressing the space-bar: Pay special attention to the
space bar. If you press it and hold it down for a while, it
will generate many trials in a row. If you want to initiate
just one trial, just press the space-bar down and then
immediately release the pressure. If you get any particular
feeling, that you might get a hit after a hit, you can hold
down the space bar. Otherwise don't. If you hold down the
space-bar in order to select a few trials in a row, and it
comes to changing a target box, the computer will change the
target box and then keep on making the trials left comparing
its selection to the new target box. [A demonstration was
given on this point.]
Feeling ill: By all means, if you feel ill at some time
before or during the session, please let me know immediately,
so that we can make the proper arrangements. If you feel ill
and try to continue the session your results may perhaps not
give the right picture of your potential.
After explaining to S what the experiment was about and giving him
a demonstration of Synthia, E asked S if he wanted to proceed (nobody
declined the offer) . Next S was brought to the "questionnaire room"
where he filled out the WIQ and the VAIQ, followed by the GGPQ and
finally the I-E scale alone. When completed, S called E. Then E and S
went into the sound-attenuated room where E initiated the computer test
for him. The experimenter then left the sound-attenuated room leaving S
alone with the computer.
The subject did 80 trials on the computer test (40 trials in the
feedback and 40 trials in the nonfeedback version), without being
instructed to use any particular strategy. A break was taken (usually
about five minutes) after 40 trials during which E chatted with S. E
then initiated the other version of the test (thus calling a new "true"
seed for the pseudo-RNG).
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Half of the Ss always received feedback in the first half of their
sessions and none in the second half. The other half always obtained the
feedback in the second half of their sessions and none in the first
half. A flip of a coin decided whether the first S started with the
feedback version or the nonfeedback version of the computer test. The
second S started with the reverse order and the third S with the same
order as the first S, continuing to alternate.
When S had finished the PK trials, he called E who entered the
room. After the session S was asked to fill out the same post-session
general questionnaire as in pilot 1 (see appendix B). All subjects
received a printout of the PK computer test results and an
interpretation of their I-E scores (see appendix B).
Pseudo-RNG control runs. Two types of control random tests were run
on the pseudo-RNG: (i) Special test runs were done three times before
and five times after the experiment by using an algorithm that produced
1/2 million random numbers between 1 to 4 per run (see results in
appendix C). Overall chi-square (df=3) = 1.25 (p=.74) for the 8 runs,
(ii) I made a program that simulated pilot experiment 2. The simulated
experiment was run five times without Ss after the experiment showing no
significant deviation from chance (see results in appendix C).
Results
Forty Ss doing one session each contributed to a total of 3200
trials.
All scoring of questionnaires were double checked by Caroline Watt
(C.W.), who is a research assistant in the lab (the author did the
scoring and first checking). C.W. and the author double checked the
computer data files by comparing them with the raw data, such that E
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read each raw data point out loud followed by C.W. reading the relevant
computer entry out loud. The assistance of Cynthia Milligan (C.M.) is
also acknowledged. C.M. conducted some time-consuming calculations, fed
some of the data into the computer, and compared some of the raw data to
the computer data with the author by the same procedure which is
described above.
In an attempt to check for cheating by subjects, the cumulative
outfile (hidden under the name "autoexec.bat", see section 3.4) was
compared with the separated outfiles for each S. This comparison showed
that each separate outfile corresponded to an exact replica in the
cumulative outfile.
The WIQ and the VAIQ had no missing values, the GGPQ had one
missing value, and the I-E scale had two missing values.
Hypothesis 1. Both feedback and nonfeedback PK scores were slightly
above chance. The PK scores in" the feedback condition (hits=426,
MEE=400) of the computer test yielded z=1.50 (p=.067, 1-T). The PK
scores in the nonfeedback condition (hits=409, MTE=400) gave z=.52
(n.s., 1-T). (Combined PK score from both versions, total hits=835,
produced z=1.43, p=.076, 1-T.)
Hypothesis 2. Total scores from the computer test did not correlate
with combined questions 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12. This relationship
turned out to be in an opposite direction to that expected; Spearman
R(39) =-.26 (z=l.63, p=.098, 2-T) .
Hypothesis 3. Vivid imagery as rated on the WTQ and the VAIQ
correlated nonsignificantly with PK scores in the feedback condition;
Spearman R(39) = -.15 (z=.96, p=.34, 2-T) and Spearman R(39) - -.06
(z=.36, p=.72, 2-T) respectively. This hypothesis was therefore not
confirmed. A low nonsignificant relationship was obtained in the
expected direction for both scales, although essentially at chance for
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VAIQ.
Hypothesis 4. The difference in Interval Time (IT) between the
feedback condition (mean=6.06 sec.) and the nonfeedback condition
(mean=5.01 sec.) of the computer test was not significant on a Wilcoxon
test: T (N=40) = 404.000 (z=.08, p=.89, 2-T). IT was slightly higher in
the feedback version than in the nonfeedback version as expected.
Hypothesis 5a. For IT and feedback PK scores; Spearman R(39) = .18
(z=1.10, p=.14, 1-T). Thus increasing IT was correlated with more hits
in the feedback condition, as was expected, but not significantly so.
Hypothesis 5b. Spearman R(39) = -.31 (z=1.93, p=.051, 2-T) for IT
and nonfeedback PK scores. The hypothesis that decreasing IT would be
associated with more hits in the nonfeedback condition was nearly
confirmed.
Post-hoc analysis of questionnaire data. The sheep-goat scale (made
out of the two first questions of the GGPQ by summing up each individual
score, resulting in a scale with a theoretical range being 0-6)
correlated highly with the total PK score; Spearman R(39) = .57 (z=3.58,
p=.0006, 2-T). Questions 1 (whether people thought that PK existed) and
2 (whether people thought that others could demonstrate PK) both
produced a positive significant relationship with the total PK scores;
Spearman R(39) = .62 (z=3.89, p=.0003, 2-T) and Spearman R(39) = .47
(z=2.91, p=.004, 2-T), respectively. Apart from the two sheep-goat
questions only question 15 (whether people had previously had any PK
experience) correlated significantly and in the expected direction with
total PK score; Spearman R(39) = .36 (z=2.24, p=.02, 2-T) . Although some
other questions on the GGPQ were in the expected direction, they were
not significant.
The I-E scale did not correlate significantly with the total PK
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scores; Spearman R(39) = .20 (z=1.23, p=.22, 2-T). This relationship
was, however, in the expected direction (which was that the more
external a locus of control S has, the higher a PK score will result).
The WIQ correlated significantly with the total score on the GGPQ;
Spearman R(39) = -.45 (z=2.81, p=.0052, 2-T). The more vivid
visual-imagery reported by s/ the higher he tended to score on the GGPQ.
The total GGPQ score did not correlate with the total PK score; Spearman
R(39) = -.06 (z=.36, p=.72, 2-T) . WTQ correlation with nonfeedback PK
score was at chance; Spearman R(39) = .06 (z=.40, p=.69, 2-T).
Post-hoc analysis of PK scores. A nonsignificant decline effect was
noticed in PK scores between the first half (first 20 trials) and the
second half (last 20 trials) in both games (the first game and the
second game in the session) . For the first game there were 211 hits in
the first half, but 207 hits in the second half. For the second game
there were 215 hits for the first half, but 202 hits in the second half.
Correlating session number with total PK score showed a nonsignificant
decline effect from session 1 to 40; Spearman R(39) = -.12 (z=.75,
p=.46, 2-T).
Did it affect the PK score when the space-bar was held down to
produce many trials in a series? For the feedback version when IT was 0
(occurring when the space-bar was held down) then the mean PK score
divided by the mean number of trials was .23. When IT was greater than
0, the mean PK score divided by the mean number of trials was .27. For
the nonfeedback version when IT was 0 then the mean PK score divided by
the mean number of trials was .29. When IT was greater than 0, mean PK
score divided by the mean number of trials was .25. These differences
are clearly nonsignificant, which suggests that holding down the
space-bar in order to initiate many trials in a row does not affect the
PK score.
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Changes made after pilot study 2. After the session, some subjects
complained about the two experimental rooms being formal, barren and
cold on the post-session questionnaire. As a result, a few flowerpots
were placed in both rooms and posters put on the walls. A book case was
set up and popular book about psi phenomena were placed in the shelves.
Discussion
Main predictions. None of the predictions was confirmed. The
feedback scores marginally approached significant deviation from mean
chance expectation at the 5% criterion level (p<.05, 1-T). The
hypothesis that decreasing IT is associated with more hits in the
nonfeedback condition was nearly confirmed.
This study employed a same-subject design. This type might favor
so-called differential effects or "preferential effects" (Rao, 1966,
p.123 ff), or more traditionally within psychology, "task-juxtaposition"
effects. Possible consequences could include order effects. Combining PK
results for both orders (feedback-nonfeedback and nonfeedback-feedback)
could therefore distort the meaning of the results of this work. When
combining results for the two orders of the study, we must do
statistical analyses to ascertain that the effects of these two orders
of testing are comparable. Only such analyses can justify pooling
results across these two orders. This is important because it is
reasonable to suppose that the psychological consequences (including,
possibly, the satisfaction) of having a nonfeedback condition prior to a
feedback condition may be different than those of having nonfeedback
following feedback.
This can be tested by comparing PK scores of those who got the
feedback version first to those who got the nonfeedback version first,
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assuming that the order in which subjects were tested is random or at
least unbiased. PK scores in each condition (feedback and nonfeedback
version PK scores) were subject to a Mann-Whitney U Test that involves
one independent variable (whether the feedback or nonfeedback game was
played first) . In both versions, the means for those who got the
feedback first were slightly higher than the means for those who
received the nonfeedback first. These differences were not at all close
to being significant (see details in table 4.2). Therefore, Ss' PK
performance was not affected by which version of the computer test came
first. Assuming that an experimental manipulation of pooling feedback
and nonfeedback PK scores is of no serious consequence, analyses such as
those already presented using total PK scores can be justified.
Post-hoc effects. On the face of it we would expect PK performance
to be associated positively with more "mental preparation". That is,
more time spent on "wishing / willing" should result in higher PK
scoring. The assumption here is that realtime effort matters which is
probably debatable when pseudo-FNGs are used. The data from pilot
experiments 1 and 2 suggest a nonsignificant trend in that direction for
the feedback version, but a reverse relationship for the nonfeedback
version. Looking at the expected direction in the feedback version, we
can ask if IT is higher when Ss get hits compared to misses. The mean IT
when Ss got a hit in the feedback version was- 6.59 sec. The mean IT when
Ss got a miss in the feedback version was 5.82 sec. Albeit in the
expected direction the difference was not significant according to a
Wilcoxon test: T (N=40) = 308.000 (z=1.37, p=.17, 2-T). Nothing
conclusive can be drawn from this analysis and further experimentation
has to decide if the effect is real, with live RNGs included.
Only four Ss reported on the post-session questionnaire not having
used any strategy at all. Thirty-six Ss reported having used a strategy
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of some sort. Those who reported using a strategy often changed from one
strategy to another. Reported strategies ranged from relaxation,
concentration and relaxed meditative approach, commanding the computer
to produce hits, talking in a friendly way to it, asking it to work - to
watching light spots on the screen and mediumistic communication with
controls. This seems to suggest that most subjects presented with a PK
task (without instructions to use a particular strategy), try out
various strategies in their attempt to be successful on the task.
Was there any evidence that VAIQ was measuring imagery? A high
relationship between the WIQ and the VAIQ was found, thus yielding some
evidence for the validity of the VAIQ; Spearman R(39) = .54 (2=3.391,
p=.00l, 2-T).
The WIQ-GGPQ correlation suggests that more vivid visualizers
(lower scores) may score higher on the GGPQ (higher scores). This
indicates that vividness of visual-imagery may somewhat be connected
with a general positive attitude towards PK, as measured by the GGPQ.
Weiner (1982b) reported a similar connection. She found a positive
relationship between belief in, and experience of PK as measured by a
questionnaire, and preference for reliance on imagery processes in daily
life; r(28) = .60 (pc.OOl, 2-T). No relationship between belief in PK
and reliance on verbal processes was found; r(28) = .07 (n.s.). Weiner
used the Individual Differences Questionnaire (IDQ) to measure a
person's reliance on imagery and verbal processes in daily life. We do
not know, however, what sort of questions her PK questionnaire included.
The connection between preference for visual (as opposed to verbal)
cognitive processes as measured by IDQ and PK performance on a visual PK
task was, however, not demonstrated in an earlier experiment (Weiner,
1982a).
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The relationship between the I-E scale and the PK scores was in the
direction expected, i.e. higher rated external locus of control may be
associated with higher PK scores. As this relationship was not strong
enough to produce significance, any discussion must await further
experimentation to decide if it is real or not.
Although the IT was slightly higher in the feedback condition than
in the nonfeedback condition the difference was not significant. In
general, this confirms the findings from pilot experiment 1 that
feedback (compared to absence of feedback) does not seem to have any
significant effect on mental processes that can be detected by IT.
However, we must note that the nonsignificant trend is again in favor of
the feedback condition (taking a slightly longer time to conduct than
the nonfeedback condition).
The only strong post-hoc finding was that of the sheep-goat effect.
The sheep-goat relationship has not been unambiguously demonstrated in
PK research (see table 4.1) . Pilot experiment 2 suggested that people
who reported that they accepted the possibility of PK did better on the
PK task. To some degree, this confirms Weiner's (1982a) finding where
she obtained a relationship between belief and PK performance; r(ll) =
.72 (p<.005, 1-T). As this relationship was not a major prediction, and
in the light of the number of analyses executed, further research has to
be carried out to determine if it can be replicated. The sheep-goat
effect, if real, is also of interest insofar as the outcome of a run was
already determined before the subject made the "PK effort". The sequence
of pseudo-random numbers that Ss were attempting to influence was
initiated by E. By starting the test, E selected the "fresh" seed that
determined a fixed pseudo-random sequence of 40 numbers. However, the
first one to observe the pseudo-random sequence was the subject. If
there is a relationship between Ss' belief in PK and actual performance
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on a PK test, Schmidt's (e.g. 1982) quantum collapse model would predict
that it would show up irrespective of who initiated a pseudo-random
sequence responsible for the PK target selection, as long as the Ss were
the first observers of the result (see "Example of a prediction" in
section 3.6).
4.4 PILOT EXPERIMENT 3
Irrtrodnction
Because of difficulties at the parapsychology laboratory in
obtaining a live random source for the computers, the project expanded
into more scrutiny of FNGs than originally planned. An additional pilot
study was brought into this project because of concern ahout the
pseudo-RNG that was used in pilot studies 1 and 2. Selecting only one
"fresh" seed at the moment of initiation of the computer test after
which a sequence of 40 random numbers is determined seemed to provide
psi with unnecessarily few opportunities to operate. Pilot study 3 was
conducted on 9-11 December, 1987.
A different way of producing random numbers from the set-up in
pilot experiments 1 and 2 was figured out at this stage, i.e. by
selecting a "fresh" initial seed between individual trials via the
RANDOMIZE TIMER statement. In that way the pseudo-RNG would simulate a
live source RNG where, for the generation of each random number, there
is real time "opportunity" for PK. However, the authors of the W-H
pseudo-RNG warn against selecting a new "fresh" seed other than by the
call of the algorithm each time a random number is chosen (Wichmann &
Hill, 1982, p.189). They did however not say why. One way of testing the
authors' warning is to run extensive tests on the randomness of the W-H
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pseudo-RNG by having the RANDOMIZE TIMER statement selecting all seeds
(i.e. a new seed for each trial) . I tested the W-H pseudo-RNG with this
type of a set-up by making a program that simulates the exact procedure
of experiment 2. By having a random time interval between selecting the
"fresh" seeds Wichmann and Hill's warning appeared not to be relevant to
my usage. (The original raw data seems to be missing of these tests. My
notes, that I kept as I went along, say that the results were promising,
and that when the experiment was run repeatedly in the absence of Ss
with a random time interval between selection of seeds it seemed to
result in chance scores.)
In order to distinguish between the two set-ups of the
Wichmann-Hill pseudo-RNG, the one used in pilot experiments 1 and 2 was
hereafter referred to as pseudo-RNGl. Pseudo-RNGl has only one "fresh"
seed selected at the moment of initiation of the computer test, after
which all random numbers are determined via the algorithm. The set-up
described above (with a "fresh" seed for each trial) was referred to as
pseudo-RNG2.
Specific purpose. I wondered whether pseudo-RNG2 was somehow more
"susceptible" for psi influences than pseudo-RNGl, if already tested
relationships would still show the expected direction (thus implying
that the pseudo-RNG set-up did not matter), and if there would be any
striking difference between the two set-ups of the pseudo-RNG. In order
to find out, it was decided to run one additional pilot study before
doing a preliminary experiment on visual-imagery training. No
predictions were made, but the following analyses were to be conducted:
(i) correlations of PK scores with the sheep-goat scale, question 15 on
the GGPQ, IT, the WIQ and the VAIQ, and (ii) comparisons of PK score
and IT measurements obtained on this occasion with an earlier
measurement of these two variables with the same Ss.
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Method
Subjects. A pre-determined number of 10 Ss participated (6 M and 4
F; aged 23-56 yr.; mean age = 35), drawn from the research staff at the
parapsychology laboratory and friends of the experimenter. Eight of the
Ss had participated in pilot experiment 1 and two Ss came from pilot
experiment 2. Those two were going abroad and would not be available for
the first visual-imagery experiment. It would have been ideal to test
all ten Ss from the first pilot study (because they would have had the
same time interval between studies, same environment, same form of the
questionnaires etc.). Unfortunately, two of those Ss were out of the
country at the time.
Apparatus. Three questionnaires were used: the WIQ, the VAIQ and
the GGPQ. Everybody took the WIQ and the GGPQ for the second time. The
two experimental rooms previously used for experimentation were used.
The computer test, Synthia, was used to measure PK. The selection
of the initial "fresh" seeds was changed such that for every trial a new
"fresh" seed was automatically generated by the Synthia program based
upon the RANDOMIZE TIMER statement. These seeds were then processed by
the W-H algorithm to produce the trial decisions. New initial "fresh"
seeds via the RANDOMIZE TIMER were also selected for which boxes were to
be target boxes for each of the four 10-trial sequences. This meant that
S's exact timing when pressing the space-bar for the next trial was the
key event in what random number was generated.
Procedure. The same procedure was used as in pilot experiment 2.
The subject started by answering the WIQ, then the VAIQ, followed by
the GGPQ after which he did two sessions of 40 trials each on the
computer test with a break in between. E came in during the break. The
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first S had a random selection {a flip of a coin) of whether he would
start with the feedback or the nonfeedback version of the computer test.
The second S had the reversed order to the first S, and so forth.
Pseudo-RNG control tests. Tests of randomness were run before,
during and after the experiment (see results in appendix C) . (1) For 5
runs each containing 1/2 million random numbers (p=l/4), the overall
chi-square (df=3) = 6.25 (p=.10, 2-T), which although nonsignificant is
quite close to being significant. (2) However, for 17 runs of simulation
of the experiment, without subjects but with a random time interval
between each trial, produced no significant study at the .05 level
(2-T) . Thus, I concluded that the pseudo-RNG behaved in a random manner.
Results
Total PK scores (total hits=208, M2E=200) yielded z=.65 (n.s.).
Scores in the feedback version (hits=100) showed z=0.00. Scores in the
nonfeedback version (hits=108) yielded z=.92 (n.s.).
Questionnaire data. The sheep-goat scale (questions 1 and 2
combined) produced a nonsignificant positive correlation with the total
PK score; Spearman R(9) = .37 (z=l.ll, p=.27, 2-T). Question 15 on the
GGPQ correlated nonsignificantly with the total PK score; Spearman R(9)
= .41 (z=1.24, p=.21, 2-T) . With a similar sample size to pilot 2
(n=40), both these relationships could perhaps have reached
significance.
Lower scores on the WIQ and the VAIQ (better visualizers and
audiolyzers) correlated nonsignificantly and negatively with higher PK
scores in the feedback condition; Spearman R(9) = -.41 (z=1.24, p=.21,
2-T), and Spearman R(9) = -.41 (z=1.22, p=.22, 2-T), respectively. This
was in the expected direction. The correlation between the WIQ and the
VAIQ scores produced Spearman R(9) = .66 (z=1.98, p=.045, 2-T). The WTQ
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scores correlated nonsignificantly and positively with total GGPQ score;
Spearman R(9) = .32 (z=.95, p=.35, 2-T).
Interval Time. Spearman R(9) = -.42 (z=1.26, p=.20, 2-T) for IT and
PK scores in the nonfeedback condition. Spearman R(9) = -.26 (z=.78,
p=.44, 2-T) for IT and PK scores in the feedback condition. The
difference in Interval Time (IT) between the feedback condition
(mean=5.16 sec.) and the nonfeedback condition (mean=4.49 sec.) on the
computer test was not significant although still in the expected
direction, Wilcoxon test: T (N=10) = 20.000 (z=.76, p=.45, 2-T).
Feedback vs. nonfeedback first. Those who got the feedback version
first obtained a feedback PK score mean of 10.20. Those who got the
nonfeedback version first obtained a feedback PK score mean of 9.80. The
difference was not significant (Mann-Whitney test: U = 11.000, z=-.31,
p=.75, 2-T). Those who got the feedback version first obtained a
nonfeedback PK score mean of 10.40. Those who got the nonfeedback
version first obtained a nonfeedback PK score mean of 11.20. The
difference was not significant (Mann-Whitney test: U = 10.500, z=-.42,
p=.68, 2-T).
Comparison with prior PK scores. The eight Ss coming from pilot
experiment 1 did only 60 trials on the computer test per session. The
two Ss coming from pilot experiment 2 did 80 trials per session. To make
all PK scores identical they were changed into z-scores. Ss' previous
z-scores (previous PK results) correlated negatively with their present
z-scores (present PK results); Spearman R(9) = -.27 (z=.80, p=.43, 2-T).
Ss' prior PK scores were higher than PK scores obtained on the second
occasion. The difference between PK scores on the two occasions was not
significant, Wilcoxon test: T (N=10) = 26.000, (z=.15, p=.85, 2-T).
Comparison with prior IT. Interestingly, prior IT correlated
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significantly with present IT; Spearman R(9) = .72 (z=2.16, p=.03, 2-T).
This relationship was mainly due to high consistency in prior IT and
present IT in the nonfeedback version; Spearman R(9) = .82 (z=2.46,
p=.01, 2-T). Prior IT and present IT in the feedback version produced;
Spearman R(9) = .41 (z=1.22, p=.22, 2-T).
Discussion
No effect related to PK performance was significant.
The idea that increasing IT may correlate with more hits in the
feedback condition was not confirmed. With pseudo-RNG2 this relationship
turned out to be in the opposite direction. The correlation between
prior PK score (z-score used) and prior IT for the feedback version
yielded; Spearman R(9) = .70 (z=2.10, p=.034, 2-T), and for the
nonfeedback version; Spearman R(9) = -.22 (z=.67, p=.51, 2-T). This
shows that with pseudo-RNGl hits increased significantly with increasing
IT in the feedback version (see details in table 4.3). This also
suggests that the negative correlation obtained in the present study
between feedback PK score and IT was not due to selection of individuals
who had previously produced such a negative effect.
Comparison of prior and present IT suggests that the time which Ss
use between trials in the feedback version did not change very much from
one study (or a pseudo-BNG) to another. Further indication that IT did
not change much from the first occasion to the second, with 4-5 months
interval and different pseudo-RNGs, is given by the comparison of
present and prior IT: (a) Feedback version. The average IT between
trials in the present study was 5.16 sec. The average IT between trials
on the previous occasion was 5.45 sec. (b) Nonfeedback version. The
average IT between trials in the present study was 4.49 sec. The average
IT between trials on the previous occasion was 4.65 sec. (See table
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4.3.)
The significant correlation between VAIQ and WIQ adds further to
the validity of the VAIQ. The WIQ correlation with the total GGPQ score
showed a direction contrary to that anticipated. More vivid imagery was
expected to be connected with a more positive attitude towards and prior
experience of PK. (I did not compare Ss' prior WIQ and GGPQ scores
since of the 10 Ss participating in pilot 3 only 2 Ss, those who came
from pilot 2, completed the identical WIQ and GGPQ versions on both
occasions. The 8 Ss coming from pilot 1 did somewhat different versions
of the GGPQ and WIQ.)
Those who got the feedback version first did not differ
significantly in PK scores of the two versions of Synthia from those who
got the nonfeedback version first. Again this implies that it did not
matter which version of the computer test came first.
The nonsignificant decline in PK scores between the first and
second occasions may reflect a decline effect rather than any difference
due to the two pseudo-FNG setups (see table 4.3). We do not know either
way. The third pilot study was done some time after Ss had been tested
on the computer test when it employed pseudo-RNGl. If properly done half
of the group should get the pseudo-RNGl version first whereas the other
half would get the pseudo-RNG2 version first. Furthermore, S should have
done the feedback and the nonfeedback versions reversed with his prior
sequence.
In conclusion. As already mentioned, pilot 3 was unanticipated in
the sense that it had not been planned as a part of the thesis. However,
it -was decided to conduct it because of concern about the set-up of the
pseudo-RNG. As far as I can see, the two pseudo-RNGs do not differ in
any striking manner, with the exception of the correlation of IT and PK
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score in the feedback version: IT correlated positively with PK scores in
the feedback version with pseudo-RNGl, but negatively with pseudo-RNG2. In
conclusion, there was no striking advantage in using pseudo-RNG2.
4.5 OVERALL SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
By and large, what seems to dominate the three pilot experiments are
nonsignificant results related to psychokinesis.
A general attitude towards PK as measured by the combined question
score of the GGPQ does not seem to be connected with PK performance as
measured by Synthia. Vividness of auditory imagery as measured by the VAIQ
is neither correlated with feedback nor nonfeedback PK scores according to
the data. Some validity of VAIQ has been demonstrated as it correlates
significantly with the WIQ. The data suggests that Ss doing the computer
test on two occasions seem to spend about the same average time between
trials on both occasions even when there are 4 to 5 months between the
sessions. It was somewhat a surprise to me how short a time Ss spent
between trials, approximately 5 seconds. I expected Ss to spend some time
on exerting their PK effort on each trial.
During pilot studies 1-3 the two experimental rooms had been made
comfortable, basic instructions had been formed, the PK computer test had
been developed and refined, two versions of the W-H pseudo-RNG had been
tested and prepared and the first subjects had been screened and lined up.
Apart from preparing the environment and pseudo-RNGs and so forth, the
main ideas related to the PK computer test resulting from the three pilot
studies are five suggestive trends, all of which show consistency: The
Sheep-Goat scale and question 15 on the GGPQ correlate positively with
total PK score
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(see summary in table 4.4). The WIQ score correlates negatively with
the feedback PK score (see summary in table 4.4). IT is slightly higher
in the feedback version than in the nonfeedback version and decreasing
IT is slightly associated with more hits in the nonfeedback condition
(see summary in table 4.5). In fact, pilot study 3 (in which pseudo-RNG2
was used to generate the PK targets) confirms pilot studies 1 and 2
(where pseudo-FNGl was used to generate the PK targets) in all five
cases.
Only the PK correlation with the sheep-goat scale and question 15
of the GGPQ results merit discussion at this stage. Otherwise, too much
weight will be given in the discussion to the importance of
nonsignificant trends. Neither effect was formally predicted and no
attempt was made to control for Type I Error. We must therefore await
further experimentation in order to determine if they can be considered
valid or not. If results from these two and the other predictors turn
out significant in further experimentation, however, they will be
discussed further.
Sheep-Goat scale. The results suggest a possible relationship
between belief in PK and PK performance. The sheep-goat scale correlated
significantly with the total PK scores in pilot experiment 2; Spearman
R(39) = .57 (z=3.58, p=.0006, 2-T). This indicates that higher
self-rated opinion of the existence of PK may be connected with actual
performance on a PK test (see table 4.4) . This correlation was in the
right direction, albeit nonsignificant, in pilot experiments 1 and 3. It
is important to note, however, that most of the Ss in pilot 3 had also
been in pilot 1.
The PK score correlation with the sheep-goat scale in all three
pilot studies was solely done with degree of "sheepness". We can,
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however, term those who scored between 0-3 as goats and 4-6 as sheep.
According to this classification there are relatively few goats in the
subject pool (one goat in pilot 1; six goats in pilot 2; one goat in
pilot 3). The low ratio of goats present is probably due to selecting
subjects via advertisements. I would suggest that if properly tested for
the sheep-goat effect, an unselected group of subjects would produce a
larger goat group and therefore a better sample.
Prior experience of PK. Question 15 on the GGPQ (whether people
think they have had any PK experience) shows a positive correlation with
total PK score (see table 4.4). In pilot experiment 2 this relationship
was significant (z=2.24). In pilot experiment 3 it was not (z=1.24).
Looking back at the results from pilot experiment 1, this question
correlated nonsignificantly but in the expected direction with total PK
score; Spearman R(9) = .37 (z=.83, p=.41) . This effect is worth looking
at in future experimentation. One can argue that given large enough
sample sizes in pilots 1 and 3, the sheep-goat effect and question 15 on
prior experience of PK could have reached significance.
Interval Time. The use of time measurement such as reaction time
(rt) or interval time (IT) has been minimal in parapsychology. Since the
corrpletion of the pilot studies four studies in parapsychology making
use of time measurements have come to my attention. Van de Castle (1958)
used reaction time to measure spontaneity. He measured the quickness
with which S responded as he presented each Rorschach card in a standard
Rorschach administration setting. He found that for Ss with an average
reaction time of under ten seconds, 10 out of 15 scored above chance on
a PK task. For Ss with an average reaction time of longer than ten
seconds, 10 out of 14 scored below chance. In this case the rt
measurement is taken on a separate task from the PK one and may be quite
irrelevant to our usage of IT. The finding regarding speed of responding
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has been reported in ESP work by Stuart et al. (1947). They found that
for the overall length of time it took Ss to make response drawings to
an ESP stimulus, the fast drawers scored above chance and the slow
drawers scored below chance. (The Stuart et al. report does not mention
whether the above chance scores of fast drawers, the below chance scores
of the slow drawers, or the difference between the two groups were
significant.)
Hines, Lang and Seroussi (1987), dissatisfied with ESP research
depending almost exclusively on measures of accuracy, argued that such
measures are much less sensitive than reaction time (rt) measures. They
described the use of a reaction time paradigm in the investigation of
ESP. Hines et al. modified a lexical decision task (Shoben, 1982) by
presenting a letter string (e.g. "DOOR") to one subject, the "sender."
Four hundred milliseconds (ms) later they presented either the same or a
different letter string to a second subject, the "receiver." They
argued, that if semantic priming can occur via ESP, then the receiver's
rt should be faster when the sender has 400 ms previously processed the
same letter string. Hines et al. concluded that their results did not
demonstrate any evidence for an ESP priming. In a second paper Hines and
Dennison (1989) reported two studies with a similar design making use of
rt as a measure of ESP. In both studies they reported failure to find
evidence for ESP.
The two Hines ESP studies can probably not be considered relevant
to the present PK studies, even if one assumes a close link between the
ESP and the PK function (e.g. by interpreting RNG results in terms of
precognition as the IDS model proposes). The Hines studies used rt to
measure the presence or absence of ESP, whereas IT is used to make
inferences about possible mental processes behind PK/psi. Thus only the
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Stuart et al. (1947) study would be potentially relevant here, assuming
that precognition is responsible for FNG findings. Our nonsignificant IT
trends for the nonfeedback condition are in line with Stuart et al.,
i.e. the less time Ss take on the psi task the higher scoring will be.
Before speculating more about this potential effect I prefer to proceed




Reported PK sheep-goat studies. For the Nash, Dale and Van de Castle studies,
"mean" stands for "mean PK score".
The S-G Relationship Results Questions
Nash Sheep n=6 Goats n=3 Difference Do you belief that PK is a
1946 mean=4.43 mean=4.34 between scientific fact?
chance=4 chance=4 groups n.s.
Dale Sheep n=41 Goats n=13 Difference Do you think that there is any
1946 mean=4.12 mean=4.18 between possibility that you can
chance=4 chance=4 groups n.s. influence the dice as they
roll down the chute?
Van de Sheep n=13 Goats n=9 Difference Do you accept the theoretical
Castle mean=4.12 mean=4.03 between possibility that PK might
1958 chance=4 chance=4 groups n.s. exists?
Mischo No significant relationship between a "attitude toward PK"
& Weis questionnaire scores and PK scores. No information is provided
1973 about the nature of the PK questionnaire.
Weiner "Persons with less strong beliefs in PK" scored significantly above
1979 chance (pc.Ol, 2-T), although not significantly higher than "high







Question(s) about belief in PK.
No further information given.
Negative Question(s) about belief in PK.




Comparison of PK scores from those who got the feedback test first (n=20) and
those who got the nonfeedback test first (n=20) in pilot experiment 2.
Feedback version first Nonfeedback version first
Feedback hits = 218 hits =208
PK scores MCE = 200 MCE = 200
mean = 10.90 mean = 10.40
Mann-Whitney test: U = 179.500, z=-.56, p=.59, 2-T
Nonfeedback hits = 209 hits = 200
PK scores MCE = 200 MCE = 200
mean = 10.45 mean = 10.00
Mann-Whitney test: U = 185.000, z=-.41, p=.69, 2-T
Total PK hits = 427 hits = 408
scores MCE = 400 MCE = 400
mean = 21.35 mean = 20.40
Mann-Whitney test: U = 169.000, z=-.84, p=.41, 2-T
TABLE 4.3
























Present IT 5.16 sec. 4.49 sec.
Prior IT 5.45 sec. 4.65 sec.
Present corr.













Summary of Spearman Rho correlation coefficients (rs) between PK hits and
scores on scalar instruments. For WIQ Spearman R is correlated with feedback
(^) PK score. For the PK and sheep-goat scale (S/G scale) correlation, the







Pilot 1 rs=.14 rs=-.003 rs=.37




n=40 z=3.58** z=. 96 z=2.24*
Pilot 3 rs=.37 tHVIIICO rs=.41




Interval time (IT) measurements for pilot experiments 1, 2 and 3.
Feedback version Nonfeedback version
Mean IT Corr. between Mean IT Corr. between
in sec. PK hits & IT in sec. PK hits & IT
Pilot 3.78 rs = .57 3.53 rs = -.18
expm.l z = 1.72 z = .55
p = .08 (2-T) p = .59 (2-T)
Pilot 6.06 rs = .18 5.01 rs = -.31
expm.2 z = 1.10 z = 1.93
p = .135 (1-T) p = .053 (2-T)
Pilot 5.16 rs = -.26 4.49 rs = -.42
expm.3 z = .78 z = 1.26
p = .44 (2-T) p = .20 (2-T)
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXPERIMENT 4: FIRST IMAGERY TRAINING STUDY
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Experiment 4 started on 17 February and lasted until 19 May 1988.
It was one of the two major experiments in my thesis. It was designed to
investigate further the findings from experiments that have explored and
compared process-oriented imagery strategy (PO) and goal-oriented
imagery strategy (GO) in the production of extrachance PK scoring (e.g.,
Levi, 1979; Morris et al., 1982; see also section 2.5). Previous
visual-imagery PK studies suggested a pattern summarized in the end of
section 2.5, i.e., GO may produce above chance results, and be
associated with higher PK scoring than PO under feedback conditions,
whereas in the absence of feedback PO may possibly do better than GO.
The main aim of the present study was to attempt to replicate these
findings and furthermore, to extend the PK imagery research and explore
the possibility of using these visual-imagery strategies as methods of
training PK ability.
In experiment 4, PO is aimed at visualizing a process in which
energy builds up inside the body and then is sent into the device (see
instructions in section 5.3). GO is aimed at visualizing the
trial-by-trial feedback provided for hits only (see instructions in
section 5.3). I tried to keep the descriptions of the two visual-imagery
strategies, GO and PO, as close as possible to the original descriptions
reported in Morris et al. (1982) and Levi (1979).
In experiment 4 I decided to introduce a variation of the GO
imagery, termed "end-oriented imagery strategy" (EO) . EO is aimed at
visualizing a preferred outcome / result at the end of each session
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(i.e., visualization of end-of-session feedback). The exact instructions
for EO are presented in section 5.3. The reason why EO can be seen as a
representative of GO is that in both strategies Ss are engaged in
visualizing a goal which is the result of being successful. In both
instances Ss are to visualize feedback which is provided when they are
successful at the PK task. Instead of selecting strategies that are
dissimilar, the EO strategy is introduced because of its similarity with
GO. In order to carry research on GO one step further one can ask if the
nature of the goal matters. Does visualizing success after trials
(trial-by-trial feedback) as in GO or after the session (end-of-session
feedback) as in EO make any difference? To the best of my knowledge
previous visual-imagery PK research has not explored visualization of a
goal which is simply a successful session.
A 3x2x2 mixed factorial design (imagery strategy, feedback
assignment and pseudo-RNG condition) was used in which each participant
was assigned to practise one of the three visual-imagery strategies.
Half of the trials in each session were conducted with feedback and the
other half without feedback. The feedback and the nonfeedback trials
were each done with two different set-ups of the pseudo-FNG. Each
participant took part in six sessions overall, approximately one week
apart, to practise his particular strategy and to be tested on the PK
computer test Synthia.
5.2 PREDICTIONS
The following pre-planned hypothesis were the major points of
importance of experiment 4:
HI Since psychic functioning with RNGs has been obtained
frequently in experiments in the past and we have screened for
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positive scoring Ss in pilot experiment 2, we expect to
produce overall evidence for PK in this experiment.
H2 There will be a statistically significant difference in PK
scores (combined score for all 6 sessions) between PO and GO
in favor of the latter strategy in the feedback condition.
This follows from the prior research of Morris et al. (1982)
and Levi (1979) .
H3 EO will yield significantly higher scoring than PO in the
feedback condition. This is a logical inference if we see EO
being a variation of GO. The combined PK score for all 6
sessions will be used for this analysis.
H4 In the absence of feedback PO will result in higher PK scores
than (a) GO and (b) EO. This is a suggestion from Levi (1979).
The combined PK score for all 6 sessions will be used.
H5 There will be not be a decline effect: Ss' between-session
scoring will not decline over time. This seems to follow from
the research of Nanko (1981). Combined PK scores from sessions
1-3 will be compared with combined scores from sessions 4-6
for each strategy. (If training works, we would expect either
an incline or stabilization of scores if they were initially
high. I wanted to look at the two alternatives and in both
cases I expected sessions 4-6 especially to be above chance.)
H6 Cognitive predictions: (a) The Interval Time (or IT, being
time measured in hundredths of a second between trials) for PO
will be longer than for GO (feedback and nonfeedback IT
combined). (b) IT will be shorter in the first session than in
the last session for all three strategies combined.
The reason for prediction 6a is basically that, prima facie, the
instructions seem to ask Ss to indulge in a longer process in PO than in
GO. This prediction is a logical inference from research on mental
rotation within the field of cognitive psychology. For instance, Kosslyn
(1975) had his Ss imagine different sized animals. He found that the
size of an animal had no effect on response latency. The only factor
affecting such times was the size of the image that was being
constructed. More time was required to construct large images of any
animal being imaged than was required for small images. Furthermore,
Kosslyn, Ball and Reiser (1978) asked subjects to engage in mental
travel, in which they memorized the map of a fictitious island, that had
several landmarks (a beach, a rock etc.). When subjects engaged in a
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mental scan from one point on the map to another the reaction time
increased as the distance between the points increased. The mental
travel studies have been interpreted as showing that, just as some time
is required to shift our gaze when looking at different parts of an
external stimulus, some time is also required to shift the gaze of our
"mind's eye".
Prediction 6b is based on the assumption that because of practice
the imagery strategies will take less time. It seems logical to assume
that if Ss speed up their imagery they will do so in all three imagery
conditions. Practice could for instance result in more familiarity with
the strategies. Familiarity seems to be no hindrance to mental rotation
(for example in rotating the letter "R") . Moreover, familiarity with the
stimuli seems to enhance the speed at which the rotation takes place
(Cooper & Shepard, 1973).
H7 Feedback prediction: IT will be lower in the nonfeedback tests
than in the feedback tests..This suggestion follows from the
three pilot studies. (If such is the case, we can argue that
feedback evokes some extra mental processes.)
H8 RNG prediction: For pseudo-RNGl, hits will correlate
positively with higher IT in the feedback version, whereas in
the nonfeedback version hits will correlate negatively with
higher IT. When using pseudo-RNG2 IT will correlate negatively
with hits in both versions. This prediction is based on prior
results from the pilot studies.
A copy of the predictions was left with Robert Morris (R.M.) and
laboratory manager, Deborah Delanoy (D.D.). At this stage, there was no
group without a strategy (control). The reasons were as follows: (i)
This was preliminary research. First of all I wanted to explore if the
strategies yielded any extrachance scoring. If results were obtained,
then an appropriate control could be placed in the final study. In a
sense one can say that chance scores are the control condition to which
each group is compared, (ii) I wanted to be able to expect all Ss to do
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well and give everybody something to work with. I did not want to have a
group that I hoped would not show a strong effect (see Levi's control
group for instance). (iii) It is difficult to have a control group that
does not do anything. Most subjects seemed to develop a strategy of some
sort in pilot experiment 2 without any instruction to do so. I could
have a control group listening to white noise for example, but I, as
well as many of my Ss in the past, have found it annoying.
5.3 METHOD
Subjects
24 unpaid volunteers participated (13 F and 11 M; aged 20 - 57 yr.;
mean age = 33) selected from the initial pool of subjects. The aim of
experiment 4 was to try to produce high scoring individuals. It had been
decided in advance to test Ss who met a very modest screening criterion,
vis., Ss who got a total of 20 hits or more (p=l/4 and thus MCE from 80
trials is 20 hits), from both conditions of the computer test in
experiment 2. Some researchers in parapsychology have pretested Ss for
psi and used them in later, formal experiments if they showed initial
indications of being successful - with some success (e.g., Fahler, 1959;
Honorton, Barker & Sondow, 1983; Johnson & Haraldsson, 1984; Sargent,
1980; Schmidt, 1970a; 1973; 1974; see also Tart, 1983a). After finishing
experiment 2, Ss who got 20 hits or more were asked if they would like
to proceed to a larger experiment that was to start after a few months.
The others were kept unaware of this experiment. The following
description was provided:
In a couple of months we are going to conduct a larger
experiment which is aimed at exploring a certain
visual-imagery strategy to increase PK scoring on this same
computer test. All participants who get hits at chance level
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or higher, are asked if they would like to proceed to this
larger experiment. Now, when I say a larger experiment, I only
mean that each person will attend on six occasions with a few
days interval, for about an hour each time, to practice this
particular visual-imagery strategy. You will of course make
your own time schedule regarding which days you can attend and
at what time to practice on the PK computer game.
Would you be seriously interested in participating in the
second experiment? There are no obligations. If you say "yes"
now, you can, of course, say "no" when we contact you.
I want you to think through with your friends and family
for the next few months whether you are really ready to spend
your time practicing this visual-imagery strategy on six
occasions. Preferably, we will need participants that are,
hopefully, not going to drop out of the experiment when they
have once started.
It should be noted that all participants, regardless of their
scoring rate in experiment 2, were asked if they wanted to be in a pool
of Ss that would be contacted when experiments were in process at the
parapsychology laboratory.
Drop-outs and new recruits. Only data from those who completed
their six sessions were to be used. Data from drop-outs were to be put
in an appendix. If 24 Ss from experiment 2 were, when contacted, not
interested in taking part in experiment 4, or for some reason could not
come or dropped out in the middle of experiment 4, more Ss were to be
recruited. The recruits were to be run through the same procedure as
used in experiment 2 until the number of 24 Ss was met (still fulfilling
the criterion of >= 20 hits).
A note was kept with R.M. and D.D. stating how drop-outs were to be
dealt with. As it turned out eight individuals from experiment 2 were no
longer available when asked and eight new Ss had to be recruited. After
running 20 Ss (9 M and 11 F; aged 20-61 yr.; mean age = 35) through the
same procedure as utilized in experiment 2, eight individuals emerged
who were successful at the PK task and wanted to continue with the
visual-imagery study. As it turned out there were no drop-outs during
the six sessions.
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Pilot runs. The experimenter and three of the research staff at the
parapsychology laboratory practised the three types of visual-imagery
strategies on six occasions prior to the experiment in order to try out
the procedure and the imagery instructions. After comments and
discussions the experimental procedure and instructions were changed to
their present form.
Apparatus and Questionnaires
The computer test. The same computer test (Synthia) as was used in
pilot experiments 1-3 was used. A few changes were made to the program.
Two versions of the pseudo-RNG were incorporated in the computer program
and used within one 40-trial run of Synthia, one where the initial seed
was selected before the actual test begins (pseudo-RNGl, as in pilot
studies 1 and 2) and the other version where a new initial seed was
selected every time a random number was chosen (pseudo-RNG2, as in pilot
study 3) . Thus half of the trials in the feedback version and half of
the trials in the nonfeedback version were done with pseudo-RNGl and
half of the trials in both versions were done with pseudo-RNG2. After 20
trials the program automatically changed over to the other version.
Whether the first 20 trials were to be generated by pseudo-RNGl or
pseudo-RNG2 was indicated by responding with "1" or "2" to the "Start
system (1 or 2)" prompt by the computer. Ss were not told about the
nature of this prompt in order to keep them blind as to the different
pseudo-RNGs. In fact, they did not know that two pseudo-RNGs were used.
The initial seeds from pseudo-RNGl were automatically entered into
a separate outfile. This allowed a re-run of the exact 20 trials from
the pseudo-RNGl, such that if significant PK hitting occurred we could
check whether PK operated by actually changing and biasing the random
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numbers from that which the algorithm would normally produce. (The 20
pseudo-RNGl trials were re-run for a few of the highest scoring Ss in
experiment 4. However, no discrepancies were found between the re-run
trials and the trials obtained in the actual sessions.)
In this latest version of Synthia, before the test display of the
four boxes appeared on the screen, Synthia prompted the subject/player
to decide the minimum number of hits he would aim for (chance being 10
hits) . The number of hits aimed for was saved in the out files which kept
the information about the trials (see the cumulative outfile and the
separate outfiles for each S in section 3.4). One more feedback sequence
was added. This was end-of-session feedback that appeared on the screen
at the end of the feedback version if the pre-decided hit rate aimed for
was met or exceeded. The end-of-session feedback consisted of the whole
screen turning light blue with the exception of the middle which had a
black diamond shape. Inside this black diamond was the number of hits
aimed for highlighted in bold white letters. Accompanying this
end-of-session feedback display was text saying above the black diamond
"WELL DONE YOU MADE IT", and below the black diamond "YOU GOT THE SCORE
YOU WANTED." This text blinked while the computer played a short
song/tune. The end-of-session feedback display was specially referred to
in the visual-imagery strategy instructions for the EO group.
Questionnaires. When discussing experiment 4 with Stanley Krippner
he told the author of a diagnostic test, called Image-CA (Achterberg &
Lawlis, 1984). I wrote to Achterberg and obtained a copy of the Image-CA
manual. Image-CA can apparently predict with some accuracy if a patient
is going to be cured or not of cancer. It is based on the type of
imagery the patient reports of his cancer, white blood cells and the
treatment he is undergoing (Achterberg & Lawlis, 1979; 1984; Achterberg,
Lawlis & Simonton, 1977). I decided to try out this idea and made a
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self-report questionnaire called Image-PK based upon Image-CA (see
appendix E) . As I saw it there were possibly similarities between, on
one hand, the situation where the role of the mind in the "cure" of
cancer is suggested to be important in some instances (e.g. Simonton,
1972) and, on the other hand, the situation where it is postulated that
the mind may be able to influence matter. This may be an unorthodox line
of reasoning and it was purely speculative. At any rate, the important
question for the present research was what type of imagery (or attitude
/ feelings / thoughts), if any, is connected with success or failure in
PK training. In Image-PK Ss are asked how they perceive, imagine or
think of their PK, the computer test and the visual-imagery training. In
future research, if certain imagery seems to be connected with failure,
it may be possible to find ways to alter it towards, or exchange it
with, a more successful one that correlates with extrachance PK scoring.
The inspection time test. I was interested in attempting to measure
somehow the effect, if any, of imagery training. After discussions with
R.M. and Ian Deary, I decided to include for post-hoc analysis the
so-called inspection time test. Brand and Deary (1982, p. 134) described
techniques employed in measuring inspection time as follows:
what these techniques make possible is the presentation of
visual stimuli extremely briefly and without the subject being
able to retain any vivid image of the stimulus presentation in
memory. Hence, any discrimination of the stimuli presented has
to be based chiefly upon input that has only taken a small
fraction of a second and which is not available to the subject
in immediate memory. The stimulus duration which a subject
requires to be able to make such discriminations reliably is
called his inspection time.
In the inspection time test I used, which was run on a BBC
computer, the subject was required to state the spatial position ("left"
or "right") of the longer of two lines presented vertically on the CRT.
If the long line was on the left the subject was to press the "Z" key on
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the bottom left half of the keyboard with his left hand. If the long
line was on the right the subject was to press the "/" key on the bottom
right half of the keyboard with his right hand. The subjects were given
a series (10 trials in each series) of decreasing exposure duration of
the two lines, ranging from a stimulus duration of 400 ms to as little
as 10 ms. Each trial started and ended with a mask to completely overlap
the visual area that had been occupied by the stimulus and thereby
prevent the further accumulation of visual information by the subject.
For each subject the computer program came to halt at the shortest
exposure duration which a subject could reasonably reliably (85%
accuracy) discriminate between the stimuli and this stimulus duration is
called the subject's inspection time (in milliseconds). Inspection time
has been shown to correlate inversely with IQ and is thought of being an
index of "mental speed."
Firstly, the question of interest to me was whether mental speed
could be affected by visual-imagery practice. Secondly, I wanted to look
for correlations of inspection time with PK score and with other
measurements such as IT and scores on the self-report inventories in
order to expand my research and not concentrate solely on
parapsychology.
The experimental rooms. The same two experimental rooms in the
parapsychology laboratory were used as in pilot studies 1-3. The BBC
computer for the inspection time test was placed in the "questionnaire"
room, while the IBM computer for the PK computer test Synthia was in the
sound-attenuated room as before.
"Mental exercises" for home practice. Besides the three
visual-imagery strategies, a few "mental exercises" to "enhance" the
imagery strategies were designed. They were to be practised immediately
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before practising the visual-imagery strategy, at home only. The first
one was a 5 minute relaxation exercise (the same one as in appendix F).
The rationale behind having a relaxation procedure preceding the imagery
strategy was that S might find it easier to visualize if he was relaxed,
because the body would be completely relaxed and thus not sending any
signals to the brain to compete for attention. The second mental
exercise was a concentration exercise (see appendix E; adopted from
Morris, Unity I Training Procedure, unpublished). It involved tallying
one's own breath for 5 minutes. The rationale behind having a
concentration exercise preceding the imagery strategy was that it might
help S to focus his attention more successfully when he employed the
visual-imagery strategy. The third mental exercise was a simple
visualization exercise (the same one as in appendix F; adopted from
MDrris, Unity I Training Procedure, unpublished) . It involved
visualizing a simple familiar object for 5 minutes. The rationale behind
having a visualization exercise preceding the visual-imagery strategy at
home was that it might develop S's visualization ability for the
visual-imagery strategy. The fourth exercise was a 5 minute positive
thinking exercise (see appendix E). The subjects could choose which one
of three positive thinking exercises to practise at home before doing
the visual-imagery strategy. The first one emphasized the possible use
of PK to help others to feel well, help things to flourish, prosper and
grow. The second one emphasized the use of PK to reduce accidents,
malfunctions and illnesses for the benefit of others. The third one
emphasized the use of PK to be lucky and successful in life.
Control pseudo-RNG test, (i) The experimental procedure was run
without Ss with a program that simulated the trials to test the
pseudo-FNGs (see results in appendix C). Twenty-one simulated studies
were run, out of which two were significant, two-tailed, (ii) The
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algorithm was also tested for large series of numbers (see results in
appendix C). For a total of 3 million random numbers chi-square =2.75
(p=.43) . I concluded that the pseudo-RNG produced sequences at chance.
Preliminary Interview Session
Participants attended one interview with E usually a week prior to
the start of the experimental sessions. The following issues were
covered in the interview:
a) The experimenter started by explaining the experiment to S and
tried to make some sort of evaluation of S's expectations and interest
in participation. E answered questions and gave S an opportunity to back
out. The following instructions were given verbally:
Aim: The aim of this study is to try to increase or
stabilize your PK scores on the computer test through the
practice of a certain visual-imagery strategy.
The test: In this experiment you will be required to do
the same computer test as you did in our previous study. You
are to try to make the computer select one particular box out
of the four boxes on the screen. We have reason to expect, on
the grounds of prior successful experimental studies, that
your imagery technique will increase or stabilize your PK
scores.
The sessions: You will have to come to the lab on six
occasions with at least a one day interval to do the computer
test. Each session will take about an hour. You will make your
own time schedule as to when it suits you to come. We want you
to practise your visual-imagery technique at home on a daily
basis, but only for about 10 minutes per day. If, for some
reasons, you are not able to do the home practice on a daily
basis, that's fine. However, the more you practise the more
likely it is that you will get the full benefit of the
exercises. You may of course practise more than that if you
want to. In the last session you will receive your personal
results. At the end of the experiment you will get the main
results of the experiment by mail, so that you can compare
your score to the whole group that will be participating.
b) If S wanted to be in the "training" experiment the following
instruction was made verbally:
Before I give you the imagery strategy, I want you to go
through an inspection time test. You will be doing the
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inspection time test again after finishing the last session.
We want to measure whether practicing visual-imagery for some
period of time affects inspection time in some way. We are not
measuring how quick your responses are, but how accurate you
can be. [Subjects were not told what the inspection time test
measured.]
After softening the lights in the "questionnaire" room where the BBC
computer was, S did the inspection time test. If mistakes were made in
the first block of trials of the test it was restarted.
c) Next, E and S went into the sound-attenuated room, where E gave
S one particular visual-imagery strategy on a sheet of paper, which he
was to use to try to influence the output of the PNG. E then went
through and answered questions about that particular visual-imagery
strategy and gave a demonstration of the computer test (verbal
instructions) :
While I explain your imagery technique, I'll give you a
demonstration of the computer test. The test is by no means a
test that can tell if you possess PK abilities in general - it
only tells how well you manage to work on that particular test
in this particular test situation. [Ss played the latter half
of a demonstration feedback game, and the latter half of a
demonstration nonfeedback game.]
Again I want to remind you to pay special attention to
the space bar. If you press it down for a while, it will
generate many trials in a row. If you want to initiate one
trial, just press the space-bar lightly. If you get any
particular feeling, that you might get hit after hit, you can
hold down the space bar. Otherwise don't. If you have held
down the space-bar in order to select a few trials in a row,
and it comes to changing a target box, the computer will
change the target box and then keep on doing the trials left.
[Demonstration.] If you feel that you have established a vivid
image of your strategy I suggest that instead of holding down
the space bar, you press it rapidly, such that if the feeling
goes away, the trials will not go on without control.
The subjects were then given their imagery strategy instructions.
PO imagery instructions were as follows:
Follow this procedure before each trial until you have
established a clear vivid image. Once you have done this, you
can go on for a while or until the image fades:
Close your eyes. Take a deep breath, breathe in and out slowly
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and deeply - repeat a few times. Allow yourself to relax. Try
to go to a level (or state of mind) where you can mentally
visualize, where images are clear, vivid, and stable.
Imagine energy building up inside you - flowing from your feet
to head. Imagine this energy coming from you in the form of a
white beam. This beam will be emanating from your mind's eye
(midforehead) . When you have this imagery of an energy beam,
direct it in your imagery onto the display on the screen.
Visualize the white beam going into the target window (where
the brown arrow is located) and opening it such that the
beautiful blue star can appear. In your imagery the beep sound
can be the crack when the window opens. Or you may visualize
the white beam gathering all the screen together as if with a
strong hand and pulling the blue star out of the target
window. Allow this image to form for a while in your mind.
Now open your eyes and gaze at the display panel while
remaining in a relaxed and focused state. Try to maintain the
imagined energy beam. You can use your arm and hand to guide
your concentration to the desired target window. Don't let
other thoughts or images interrupt your imagery and when you
feel it is the right moment for starting, press the space-bar
on the keyboard to initiate the trial.
Instead of energy, you may want to imagine an electrical
pulse, laser beam or force. Use any such devices to picture
the beam or light emanating from your mind's eye getting the
blue star from the desired target window.
Imagery emphasis: Put energy into the display panel and have
it produce the beep sound and the blue star.
GO imagery instructions were as follows:
Follow this procedure etc (same as above) :
Close your eyes etc (same as above).
Concentrate on the display screen. Form a clear mental image
of the beep sound and the blue star. Now, imagine and "will"
the window to light up into the desired beautiful blue star
pattern - make the window light up. Imagine that you hear the
beep sound that precedes a hit and try to see the blue star
with the stripes behind it rolling over the screen when you
will press the space-bar.
See the colorful image in your mind, be confident and don't
let other thoughts or images interrupt your imagery of the
beep sound and the blue star. When you feel it is the right
moment for starting, press the space-bar on the keyboard to
initiate the trial. You can use your finger to help to guide
your concentration and imagery to the desired target window
(where the brown arrow is located).
The blue star can be a symbol for something you want; use any
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mental devices to help you to form a clear mental image of the
beautiful pattern. When you practice this exercise at home you
may want to draw the blue star on a sheet of paper to help
your imagery.
Imagery emphasis: Hear the beep sound in your mind's ear and
visualize the blue star.
EO imagery instructions went as follows:
Follow this procedure etc (same as above) :
Close your eyes etc ... (same as above).
Select a number between 11 and 19. This number is your
visualization target; your final goal you want to achieve in
the end of the session. It may be easiest to select a low
number to start with and increase it gradually from session to
session, or you may always want to visualize the same number
throughout all the sessions.
The first step is knowing exactly what you want and when.
Visualize the number you choose; see it in your mind's eye on
the screen after having finished doing the test, and imagine
that you hear the tune that is played if you succeed. Make it
clear that you want your scores to be at least this number by
the end of the session. Command your subconscious positively
to get it for you so that it will bring the desired number to
you automatically. Let your subconscious go about it in its
own way.
Now, focus on the specific number that you have chosen. The
number may stand for a date when you are going to get a new
car or going on a holiday. If you reach your desired number in
the feedback version and still have trials left, imagine that
your next hit will be the day when you drive your car, the hit
thereafter the day when you polish your new car etc. In short,
use any such mental devices to help you to form a clear mental
image of the desired number. You are going to enjoy life when
you get it. Let yourself feel the excitement now, and focus
that excitement on the number itself.
Imagery emphasis: Visualize your number appearing on the
screen after the test along with the words, "Well Done", and
hear the tune that is played if you succeed. Feel the
excitement.
Ss were allocated to the three visual-imagery conditions so that
their average results from the visual-imagery scale (WIQ) and their
previous PK scores were roughly the same for all three conditions.
Friends were put in the same group. This was easily done before
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experiment 4 started for individuals who had been in experiment 2. The 8
newly recruited Ss were balanced as well as possible under the
circumstances into the three groups (PO mean PK score = 23.25 and mean
WIQ score = 38.75; GO mean PK score = 22.75 and mean WIQ score =
41.00; EO mean PK score = 22.88 and mean WIQ score = 36.38) . The
difference between PK scores of the three groups was insignificant on
Kruskal-Wallis test: H (2,N=24) = .081 (p=.95, 2-T). The difference
between WIQ score of the three groups was insignificant on
Kruskal-Wallis test: H (2,N=24) = .44 (p=.80, 2-T).
d) Finally, there was a general discussion. Each S was told that if
he was not feeling well, in a bad mood or down, he should make another
appointment for that particular session. Ss were not told about the two
other procedures. If they asked, as little information as possible was
given. They were told that such was the case but that we hoped, and had
reason to believe, that all three strategies would succeed. (As it
turned out only one subject asked if there were other strategies
involved.)
Each S was asked to practise for about 10 minutes per day his
particular imagery strategy at home between sessions, and he was given a
diary-form sheet of paper to keep a record of these practice sessions
(same one in appendix F). In the diaries, Ss wrote down the date when
they practised their imagery strategy, and how long they practised. They
also rated how successful they were with the strategy, i.e., how vividly
they managed to generate the imagery strategy (according to a five point
scale of vividness). With the diary Ss got three pages with some
information about the experiment. All Ss were given the same
information. This information included suggestions regarding how to deal
with any negative thoughts that Ss might encounter (such as "I cannot
influence the test") and how to do the home practice sessions. Ss were
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also told that if they had any questions or wanted further explanations
they should feel free to phone E either at the laboratory or at home.
Finally, E made an appointment for the first experimental session to
take place within a few days.
One S dropped out in the interview. Another S dropped out
immediately following it and before the six experimental sessions
started. All other Ss completed the full study.
Experimental Procedure
For each S, six sessions were required, each with 80 trials on the
computer test (two games) in the sound-attenuated room. After 40 trials
a break was taken. A flip of a coin decided whether the first S who
attended started with the feedback version or the nonfeedback version.
The next S had the reverse order of that of the first S, starting with
the nonfeedback version if the first S started with the feedback
version, and so forth, continuing to alternate. When the first S
attended next time he started doing the test in the reverse order of his
prior session.
A flip of a coin decided for the first S whether the first half of
both the feedback version and the nonfeedback version would be started
with pseudo-RNGl or pseudo-RNG2. The program automatically changed to
the other version after 20 trials. The second session for that
particular S had the reverse order to the first session. The second S
had the same order of pseudo-RNGs as the first S. The third and fourth
Ss had the reversed order to the first and second Ss (see table 5.1).
Session I: The first experimental session already followed some
home practice. E started by asking S about the home practice. S was
given advice and suggestions for improving the quality of his practice
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based on his reports of how the strategy had gone the past week. E
suggested that before each session S should try to start rehearsing his
imagery strategy on the way to the experimental room and try to be
optimistic. Then E and S went to the sound-attenuated room where S was
to do the computer test. E typed the relevant information about the
session into the computer (S's name, whether the feedback or the
nonfeedback version was to be played and whether S was to do the first
20 trials with pseudo-RNGl or pseudo-ENG2, etc.), unless (as was usually
done) E had already done so before S attended the session. After E had
asked S about how many hits he aimed for at least, E typed that number
in on the screen and pressed the return key. E reminded S to do his
visual-imagery strategy and pressed the return key for the last time
(this was the starting point of IT for the first trial), upon which the
four boxes' test display came on the screen. E then left the
sound-attenuated room immediately and closed the door.
After the test S was given the Image-PK questionnaire to answer at
home and told to bring it back when attending the next session or at
latest before session 4 started. A record was kept of in what session S
brought back the Image-PK questionnaire. Most Ss brought it back right
away in session 2, but a few in sessions 3 and 4. The following
instructions were given verbally:
The Image-PK is designed as a preliminary questionnaire to see
if there is any connection between certain imagery and how
people may progress in their PK training. The Image-PK is
designed by us and is being used for the first time. It will
hopefully tell us something about how PK operates. Therefore
your answers on it may be important for future research. The
questionnaire is to try to help us and you to understand
better how and why you may progress.
Session II: At the start of this session E and S discussed the
Image-PK and how the home practice sessions were going. E answered
questions about the visual-imagery technique and suggested a few items
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if he thought S might benefit from a few good ideas, such as to do the
exercises in a quiet place but not on the bus, and so forth. After S
finished the computer test he was given a relaxation exercise which was
to be practised immediately before practising the imagery technique at
home:
Do the relaxation exercise for about 5 minutes and instead you
can shorten the practice on the imagery strategy down to 5
minutes instead of 10 minutes. You can of course do the
exercises for longer time. The more time you spend on the
practice, the more likely it is that you may be able to use
the imagery-strategy efficiently. If you know any other
relaxation exercise that you may prefer, feel free to use it
instead, or feel free to do our exercise in your own way.
Then S received the relaxation exercise on a sheet of paper to keep, and
was told that it was only a reminder. E went through the exercise with S
and suggested how to do it.
Session III: After discussion about how the home practice sessions
were going and suggestions regarding some items, S did the PK computer
test. Next, E introduced a short breath count concentration exercise
that was to replace, or be added to (depending on whether S wanted to
keep on practising the relaxation) the relaxation exercise immediately
before practising the imagery strategy at home.
Session TV: After some discussion and the computer test, E
introduced a visualization exercise to replace the concentration
exercise before doing the imagery technique at home.
Session V: After some discussion and the computer test, E
introduced a positive thinking exercise to replace the visualization
exercise before practising the imagery technique at home. S could choose
between the three positive thinking exercises. S took the Image-PK home
to fill out for the second time.
Session VI: This session started with a discussion about the home
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practice sessions and the Image-PK followed by the computer test.
Finally, on this occasion S did the inspection time test again. After
completion of the inspection time test S received his personal results
of his progress at the end of this session (including the results of
this session) on two sheets of paper. If S had no further questions, the
session ended with good words and a handshake.
All Ss were sent the main findings from the experiment by mail when
data analysis was finished.
5.4 RESULTS
144 sessions were conducted amounting to 11,520 trials in total. I
decided to measure all results using two-tailed tests since I wanted to
be able to look at relationships that would turn out to be in an
opposite direction to that predicted.
In order to look at the effect of possible visual-imagery PK
training the 144 sessions comprising the study were examined for overall
scoring by means of a t-test, comparing the sampling distribution of our
sample to Student's t-distribution. T-test computations allow us to see
to what extent performance under the given set of conditions can be
generalized to a subject population. One can question the use of t-test
instead of a nonparametric alternative in measuring PK scores. However,
statisticians have examined what happens to the accuracy of, for
example, the t-test, when the basic assumptions of normality and
homogeneity of variance are systematically violated. These studies show
that the results of the t-test are not seriously distorted even when
quite marked departures from the basic assumptions are introduced
(Miller, 1975, pp.67-68).
Houtkooper (personal communication, 1987) had some reservations
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regarding the seed selection of pseudo-RNGl in the procedure I was
using. He thought it might be possible that the same seed was selected
more than once, and therefore a whole run of 20 trials could be the same
for 2 Ss (or more). After reading through the datafiles I could not find
any two (or more) that had the same seed output. It would have been a
surprise, since selection of "fresh" seeds is based on hundredths of a
second. In theory, as far as I can see, we have 100 different seeds for
every 100 milliseconds.
Inspection of the cumulative outfile and subjects' separate single
outfiles did not indicate any manipulation of the data, which seemed to
be intact. Behind many of the following analyses is the assumption that
the three visual-imagery groups can be treated as one group. This is
probably subject to debate. My argument for doing so is that all three
have a common component, i.e. imagery of success on the PK computer
test. (The mean PK score for each training session in experiment 4 can
be found in appendix G.)
Predicted Results
Hypothesis 1. The t-test yielded overall nonsignificant below
chance results; t = -.22 (n.s.). The total score (total hits=2870,
MGE=2880) was slightly below chance (see table 5.2 for details). This
prediction was therefore not confirmed.
Hypothesis 2. The difference in PK scores between PO and GO in the
feedback condition was nonsignificant according to the Mann-Whitney
test: U = 994.000 (z=-1.16, p=.25, 2-T). Ss doing PO scored above chance
and higher than Ss doing GO who scored below chance. This relationship
turned out to be in the opposite direction to that predicted, see table
5.2. So with a different PK task, we get a straight disconfirmation,
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although a nonsignificant one, of results from prior studies (Levi,
1979; Morris et al., 1982).
Hypothesis 3. The difference in PK scores between EO and PO in the
feedback condition was nonsignificant according to the Mann-Whitney
test: U = 928.000 (z=-1.64, p=.10, 2-T). Ss doing PO scored higher than
Ss doing EO, which is the opposite direction to that predicted, see
table 5.2.
Hypothesis 4. (a) In the nonfeedback version the difference in PK
scores between PO and GO was nonsignificant according to the
Mann-Whitney test: U = 968.000 (z=-1.35, p=.17, 2-T). Ss doing PO scored
higher than Ss doing GO. This was in the direction predicted, see table
5.2. (b) The difference in nonfeedback PK scores between PO and EO was
nonsignificant according to the Mann-Whitney test: U = 1061.000 (z=-.67,
p=.51, 2-T). Ss doing PO scored lower than Ss doing EO which is the
opposite direction to that predicted, see table 5.2.
Hypothesis 5. PO was the only strategy that showed a slight
increase in PK scores. For PO the difference between scores on sessions
1-3 (hits=489, MCE=480) and sessions 4-6 (hits=492, MGE=480) was
nonsignificant according to the Wilcoxon test: T (N=8) = 15.500 (z=.35,
p=.72, 2-T).
For GO the difference between scores on sessions 1-3 (hits=479,
MGE=480) and sessions 4-6 (hits=449, MZE=480) was nonsignificant
according to the Wilcoxon test: T (N=8) = 10.000 (z=1.12, p=.26, 2-T).
For EO the difference between scores on sessions 1-3 (hits=490,
M3E=480) and sessions 4-6 (hits=471, MGE=480) was nonsignificant
according to the Wilcoxon test: T (N=8) = 13.000 (z=.70, p=.49, 2-T).
Hypothesis 6. For the following analyses, IT for the first trial
was used in the computations. This is probably a debatable decision. It
was based on the following observation: When looking at the raw data I
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noticed that Ss tended to spend most of their tine before the first
trial as if they were rehearsing their strategy, (a) Ss doing GO spent a
slightly longer tine on their strategy than Ss doing PO. The difference
was not significant according to the Mann-Whitney test: U = 1044.000
(z=-.79, p=.43, 2-T). The total IT in seconds for PO was 929.33, and for
GO, 936.59 (and for EO, 843.44). This is a nonsignificant and opposite
relationship to that predicted. (For informal comparison, average IT for
the first trial in PO=46.77 sec.; GO=66.10 sec.; EO=25.26 sec.) (b) The
average tine between trials in session 1 was 9.61 sec. and in session 6
it was 11.28 sec. The difference was nonsignificant on the Wilcoxon
test: T (N=24) = 114.000 (z=1.03, p=.30, 2-T). This was the opposite
direction to that predicted.
Hypothesis 7. The following analysis was done without IT in the
first trial to make it comparable to pilot experiment 2. IT was
significantly lower in the feedback version (mean IT = 10.09 sec.) than
in the nonfeedback version (mean IT = 10.70 sec.) according to the
Wilcoxon test: T (N=144) = 3626.000 (z=3.18, p=.002, 2-T). Hence, this
prediction was not confirmed, and the relationship turned out to be in a
significant opposite direction to that predicted.
Hypothesis 8. The following analysis was done without IT in the
first trial to make it identical to experiment 2. When using
pseudo-RNGl, hits correlated negatively but nonsignificantly with
higher IT in the feedback version; Spearman R(143) = -.12 (z=1.39,
p=.16, 2-T). This relationship turned out to be in the opposite
direction to that predicted. In the nonfeedback version the correlation
between hits and IT was at chance; Spearman R(143) = -.06 (z=.70, p=.49,
2-T). When using pseudo-RNG2, the correlation between hits and IT was at
chance for both the feedback and the nonfeedback version; Spearman
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R(143) = .04 (z=.42, p=.67, 2-T) and Spearman R(143) = -.02 (z=.22,
p=.81, 2-T), respectively.
General Post-hoc Analysis
3-wav ANOVA. I thought it might be informative to do a multiway
ANOVA. I used a statistical package called STATS-2 (release 2.1,
copyright StatSoft 1985) for that purpose. It is unclear in the STATS-2
manual whether the ANOVA option (i) assumes that different Ss are used
for each of the conditions within each independent variable, or (ii) if
it assumes independent groups for the conditions of the first
independent variable but same (or matched) Ss to be used in the
experimental conditions for the remaining independent variables (which
was what I wanted) . Bearing in mind that I might be violating some
assumptions of the ANOVA test I was using, I still decided to go ahead
with it in order to investigate where any possible interactions might
lie. (Also, by using ANOVA I was assuming that my data fulfilled the
three parametric assumptions discussed in section 4.2 which it did not.)
I did three-way ANOVA in order to explore possible interactions
between strategy assignment (PO, GO and EO) x feedback condition
(feedback vs. nonfeedback) x pseudo-RNG employed (pseudo-RNGl and
pseudo-FNG2), PK hits being the dependent variable. This analysis
indicated no main effects for strategy, feedback or pseudo-RNG. The only
suggestive main effect was for pseudo-RNG; F (1,564) = 2.60 (p=.10),
indicating a nonsignificant difference among the two types of
pseudo-RNGs. The three way (3x2x2) interaction was not significant;
F(2,564) = 0.16 (p=.85), and none of the two-way interactions were
significant at the .05 level. The only suggestive two-way interaction
was between strategy assignment and feedback conditions; F(2,564) =2.29
(p=.10). On closer inspection, this was mainly due to differences in
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means of EO feedback PK score and GO nonfeedback PK score, both below
chance, and EO nonfeedback PK score that were above chance (see analyses
of these conditions with nonparametric tests below) .
Difference between strategies. The difference between overall PK
scores in PO and GO was nearly significant, Mam-Whitney test: U =
887.500 (z=-1.94, p=.052, 2-T). Unexpectedly, Ss scored above chance in
PO but below chance in GO, see table 5.2.
I had anticipated that GO and EO would behave similarly. PK scores
in GO were however significantly lower than EO in the nonfeedback
version, Mam-Whitney test: U = 862.000 (z=-2.13, p=.03, 2-T), see table
5.2.
PK scores in feedback and nonfeedback conditions did not differ
significantly within PO and GO, but a significant difference was found
between PK scores in the two conditions for the new condition, EO,
according to Wilcoxon test: T (N=48) = 375.000 (z=2.185, p=.027, 2-T).
Pseudo-ENGl and pseudo-RNG2. The assumption behind the following
analysis was that if PK operates better on one version of the
pseudo-RNG, it should do so equally for all three visual-imagery groups.
Ss scored higher but nonsignificantly above chance with pseudo-RNGl
(hits = 1472, MCE=1440) than with pseudo-RNG2 where they scored
nonsignificantly below chance (hits = 1398, MUE = 1440), see table 5.3.
The difference between PK scores on the two pseudo-RNGs was not
significant, Wilcoxon test: T (N=144) = 4453.000 (z=1.53, p=.12, 2-T).
On a closer inspection, the slight difference between PK scores using
the two pseudo-RNGs was mainly due to the difference in scores in the
feedback version being significant, Wilcoxon test: T (N=144) = 4205.500
(z=2.023, p=.04, 2-T).
Hits aimed for and home practice. Hits aimed for did not correlate
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with obtained hits, for nonfeedback; Spearman R(138) = .08 (z=.91,
p=.37, 2-T), and for feedback; Spearman R(138) = -.08 (z=.97, p=.33,
2-T). One anecdotal observation can be mentioned on this point.
Apparently what determined how high S decided to go was how he felt when
E asked about the minimum number of hits he wanted to aim for (S would
say for instance, "I'm feeling pretty good now, why don't I go for
»).
Those who did the home practice did not achieve significantly
higher scores than those who did not practice at home, Mann-Whitney
test: U = 61.5 (z=-.36, p=.72, 2-T). 15 Ss practiced at home (mean PK
score = 120.13), while 9 did not (mean PK score = 118.56).
Order effect. Did inter-subject variables play a role, such as Ss
preferring one version of the computer test but not the other? The
difference between the feedback PK score (for all sessions) of those who
got the feedback version first (mean feedback PK score = 9.65) and those
who got the nonfeedback version first (mean feedback PK score = 10.06)
was not significant, Mann-Whitney test: U = 2398.000 (z=-.78, p=.44,
2-T). The difference between nonfeedback PK scores of those who got the
feedback version first (mean nonfeedback PK score = 9.82) and those who
got the nonfeedback version first (mean nonfeedback PK score = 10.33)
was not significant, Mann-Whitney test: U = 2333.500 (z=-1.03, p=.30,
2-T) .
Interval Time. Does IT remain consistent throughout the six
sessions? I looked at IT in the first session (mean feedback IT = 7.66
sec.; mean nonfeedback IT = 10.19 sec.) and IT in the last session (mean
feedback IT = 10.73 sec.; mean nonfeedback IT = 9.75 sec.). Correlation
between first session IT and last session IT in the feedback version
yielded; Spearman R(23) = .30 (z=1.45, p=.14, 2-T). Correlation between
first session IT and last session IT in the nonfeedback version yielded;
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Spearman R(23) = .50 (z=2.41, p=.02, 2-T). The six feedback and
nonfeedback sessions did not differ significantly from each other
according to a Kruskal-Wallis test (see details in table 5.4), and there
is no obvious pattern to be found from run to run.
Questionnaires. (a) The WIQ. To the best of my knowledge, there is
no single way of dividing Ss into good and bad imagers (this was
confirmed later in a personal communication with Marks, 1989) . In the
research literature on questionnaire measures of imagery some
experimenters have chosen a certain number of the lowest and highest
scorers to form two groups, high and low visualizers (e.g. Marks, 1973;
McKelvie & Demers, 1979; McKelvie & Rohrberg, 1978). Others have divided
Ss into high and low visualizers via measures of central tendency, such
as a median split (e.g. Gur & Hilgard, 1975; Honorton, Tierney & Torres,
1974; Schechter, Solfvin & McCollum, 1975) or a mean split (e.g.
Sargent, 1978). As my sample was somewhat small I chose the latter
method and decided to use the median. Median is the most stable of the
three measures of central tendency in that it will fall between the mean
and mode when a distribution departs from perfect symmetry (Kohout,
1974, p.22). Imagery researchers have often looked at males and females
separately. Sheehan, Ashton and White (1983, pp.202-203) in a recent
assessment of imagery scales wrote that the data "strongly supports the
position that sex differences in self-reported imagery are
nonsignificant." I chose not to divide Ss into males and females. I
split Ss' WIQ score via the median of 39 into good and bad imagers.
There was not a significant difference between total PK scores (for
sessions 1-6 combined) of the 12 good imagers (mean PK score = 118.50)
and the 12 bad imagers (mean PK score = 120.58), Mann-Whitney test: U =
54.500 (z=-1.01, p=.31, 2-T). In fact, bad imagers did slightly better
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than gocxi imagers.
It is probably arguable whether or not it is legitimate to split Ss
into high and low scorers on the GGPQ. My original assumption was that
the GGPQ might be measuring a general, underlying attitude towards PK,
while it is true that empirically I do not know if that assumption is
valid. To the best of my knowledge nobody has published a multi-question
forced-choice questionnaire in an attempt to get at an overall attitude
germane to PK and due to lack of time, factor analysis has not yet been
conducted on the GGPQ. Bearing in mind what has been said, I was curious
to know if a general attitude towards PK as measured by the GGPQ could
predict how Ss performed in PK "training." I split Ss' GGPQ scores via
the median of 26 into high scorers and low scorers. (Four Ss who had an
exact median of 26 were excluded). The 11 high scorers on the GGPQ
tended to score higher, and above chance (mean PK score = 121.73), than
the 9 low scorers who scored below chance (mean PK score = 118.67). The
difference was not significant, Mann-Whitney test: U = 40.00 (z=-.72,
p=.48, 2-T).
Post-hoc T.i near Relationships
To examine possible linear developments across sessions and look
for indications of improvement of scores, I employed the Spearman Rank
Order correlation coefficient to correlate the PK score with session
number.
Overall PK score. Overall PK score correlated nonsignificantly and
negatively with session number; Spearman R(143) = -.12 (z=1.42, p=.15,
2-T), see Fig. 5.1.
The strategies. PO showed a slight nonsignificant incline in PK
scores across sessions in both feedback and nonfeedback versions;
Spearman R(47) = .05 (z=.32, p=.74, 2-T) and Spearman R(47) = .02
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(z=.15, p=.85, 2-T), respectively. Combined PK scores for both versions
in PO yielded; Spearman R(47) = .05 (z=.35, p=.73, 2-T), see Figs. 5.2
and 5.3.
GO showed a slight decline in PK scores across sessions in both
feedback and nonfeedback versions; Spearman R(47) = -.06 (z=.39, p=.70,
2-T) and Spearman R(47) = -.03 (z=.19, p=.83, 2-T), respectively.
Combined feedback and nonfeedback conditions yielded; Spearman R(47) =
-.15 (z=1.01, p=.32, 2-T), see Figs. 5.2 and 5.4.
EO showed a decline in PK scores across sessions in both feedback
and nonfeedback versions; Spearman R(47) = -.17 (z=1.15, p=.25, 2-T) and
Spearman R(47) = -.12 (z=.79, p=.43, 2-T), respectively. This was not
significant for feedback and nonfeedback conditions combined; Spearman
R(47) = -.24 (z=1.65, p=.094, 2-T), see Figs. 5.2 and 5.5.
Pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-RNG2. When breaking PK score down between
pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-RNG2, both correlated negatively but
nonsignificantly with session number. Pseudo-RNGl; Spearman R(143) = -12
(z=1.40, p=.16, 2-T). Pseudo-RNG2; Spearman R( 143) = -.03 (z=.41, p=.69,
2-T) .
Post-hoc Analysis of the Inspection Time Test
I decided to use parametric statistical tests for analysis of the
inspection time test measurements. The reasons were that inspection time
measurements are on the interval level, and they show a close connection
with IQ, which is known to approximate the normal curve in distribution.
Three persons asked if they could skip the inspection time test. Scores
on the inspection time test for the other 21 Ss did not go significantly
down from first to second occasion (from mean duration = 20.95 ms. down
to mean duration = 18.62 ms.) on t-test for correlated samples; t (20) =
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.54 (p=.60, 2-T). No significant correlations (or suggestive trends)
were obtained between inspection time (duration measured before the six
sessions started) and scores on the self-report measurements, PK scores
and IT measurements.
PO increased nonsignificantly (p=.21, 2-T), EO decreased
nonsignificantly (p=.58, 2-T), and GO decreased significantly (p=.025,
2-T) in inspection time between first and last measurement (see for
details table 5.5).
Test-retest reliability estimate of the inspection time test was
obtained using the Pearson correlation method. The obtained retest
reliability was; r(19) = .21 (t=.94, p=.36, 2-T), which seems rather
low.
Those who increased in inspection time (slowed down or got worse)
showed some decline effect in their PK scores, but scored above chance
(n=5), see Fig. 5.6. Those who decreased in inspection time (speeded up
or got better) showed some incline in their PK score, but scored below
chance (n=7) . The difference between PK scores of those who showed an
increase and decrease in inspection time was significant, Mann-Whitney
test: U = 5.00 (z=-2.03, p=.04, 2-T).
Predicting Increase in PK Scores
Is there any group of Ss that is more likely to increase in PK
score? In other words, is it possible to predict which Ss will do better
in visual-imagery training? For the following analyses, as a rough index
of S's tendency to increase or decrease in PK scores across sessions, I
obtained the difference in total PK scores between the first half
(sessions 1-3) and the second half of the experiment (sessions 4-6).
This is a different way of evaluating increase / decrease over time to
that of correlation. The benefits are that while correlation assumes a
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linear development, the comparison between first and second half of the
experiment makes no assumptions about the shape of the curve. It only
looks at whether Ss do better in the second half compared to the first
half.
A simple way of evaluating whether a certain scale can predict PK
performance is to split Ss into high and low scorers (either via central
tendency or by using extreme groups) and look at each group in turn to
see if they increase or decrease significantly in PK score between the
two halves of the experiment. This was done for the sheep-goat scale,
the WIQ and the GGPQ. Another method occurred to me later on, and that
was to obtain the PK score difference between the two halves of the
experiment (thus getting a range of PK score differences from low to
high "+" depending on whether Ss decrease or increase between the two
halves respectively) . This difference could then be correlated with a
scale score. I tried out this method on the Image-PK.
Sheep-aoat scale. The three goats in the study obtained a mean PK
score of 62.33 in sessions 1-3 combined and a mean PK score of 56.67 in
sessions 4-6 combined. The decline was not significant, Wilcoxon test: T
(N=3) = .000 (z=1.60, p=.10, 2-T). The 21 sheep in the study obtained a
mean PK score of 60.00 in sessions 1-3 combined and a mean PK score of
59.14 in sessions 4-6 combined. The decline was not significant,
Wilcoxon test: T (N=21) = 97.000 (z=.64, p=.53, 2-T). I wanted to
evaluate this difference in PK scores from first to second half of the
training sessions between sheep (low decrease) and goats (great
decrease). One way of doing it is to run a Mann-Whitney test on the PK
score decrease between the two halves with sheep and the PK score
decrease between the two halves with goats. This analysis yielded a
nonsignificant difference between sheep and goats, Mann-Whitney test: U
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= 23.000 (z=-.74, p=.46, 2-T) .
The three goats obtained a mean PK score of 119.00 and scored
nonsignificantly below chance. For informal comparison, the three
highest scoring sheep (obtaining 6 on the scale) remained above chance
in 5 of the 6 sessions and got a nonsignificant mean PK score of 125.00
(where M2E was 120 hits).
Males vs. females. Males obtained a mean PK score of 64.27 in
sessions 1-3 combined and a mean PK score of 59.27 in sessions 4-6
combined. The decline in PK scores between the first and second half of
their sessions was close to significance, Wilcoxon test: T (N=ll) =
11.500 (z=1.912, p=.053, 2-T). Females obtained a mean PK score of 57.77
in sessions 1-3 combined and a mean PK score of 58.46 in sessions 4-6
combined. The incline was not significant, Wilcoxon test: T (N=13) =
42.000 (z=.25, p=.79, 2-T).
WTO. The 12 good imagers dropped from a mean PK score of 60.42 to
58.08, while the 12 bad imagers dropped from a mean PK score of 61.08 to
59.58.
GGPO. The 11 high scorers dropped from a mean PK score of 61.55 to
60.18, while the 9 low scorers dropped from a mean PK score of 60.44 to
58.22.
Imacre-PK. A forced-choice scoring sheet (giving 5 possible ratings
to each question on the Image-PK) was made to score the free-response
answers on the Image-PK questionnaire. Two judges independently scored
the Image-PK, the author and Eric Darley (E.D.), a research assistant.
Three subjects did not answer their Image-PK, thus the following
analysis is based on data from 21 Ss. The expected direction for this
relationship was that higher scores on the Image-PK would correlate
positively with an increase in total PK scores (obtained by subtracting
PK scores on the second half of the experiment from scores on the first
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half). The ratings of the author and E.D. of the Image-PK (that was
completed and returned before session 4 took place) correlated
nonsignificantly with the total PK score increase; Spearman R(20) = .17
(z=.75, p=.46, 2-T) and Spearman R(20) = .34 (z=1.54, p=.12, 2-T),
respectively. For both judges this relationship was thus in the expected
direction. The inter-rater reliability of the two judges was
satisfactory; Spearman R(20) = .75 (z=3.36, p=.001, 2-T). This is
perhaps not surprising, since E.D. spent two days reading about how to
evaluate and score Ss' responses to the Image-CA (Achterberg & Lawlis,
1984), and the author spent considerably more time pondering over the
Image-CA manual.
Post-hoc Analysis of Screening Session for Recruited Ss
I analyzed the screening sessions for the additional 20 Ss used to
recruit the last 8 Ss. These 20 Ss were run through an exact replica of
pilot study 2 (employing the pseudo-FNGl-based PK computer test) . The 20
recruited Ss scored slightly above chance in both the feedback
(hits=202, MCE=200) and the nonfeedback (hits=210, M2E=200) conditions,
z=.16 (n.s.) and z=.82 (n.s.), respectively, together yielding z=.69
(n.s.). These 20 screening sessions were analyzed for trends suggested
by the three pilot experiments. They are reported here for the record,
but will not be discussed until in chapter 7, where all the screening
sessions are lined up and discussed together:
(a) The sheep-goat scale correlation with the total PK scores was
at chance; Spearman R(19) = .01 (z=.06, p=.91, 2-T). (b) Although in the
expected direction, the WIQ correlated nonsignificantly with feedback
PK scores; Spearman R(19) = -.21 (z=.93, p=.36, 2-T). (c) The I-E scale
correlated nonsignificantly with total PK scores; Spearman R(19) = .35
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(z=1.53, p=.12, 2-T). (d) WIQ correlated nonsignificantly with VAIQ;
Spearman R(19) = .22 (z=.98, p=.33, 2-T). (e) Question 15 on the GGPQ
correlated positively, but nonsignificantly with total PK scores;
Spearman R(19) = .32 (z=1.40, p=.16, 2-T). (f) Average IT between trials
in the feedback version was 4.85 sec. Average IT between trials in the
nonfeedback version was 4.90 sec. The IT correlation with feedback and
nonfeedback PK score was at chance; Spearman R(19) = -.05 (z=.23, p=.81,
2-T) and Spearman R(19) = .06 (z=.26, p=.78, 2-T), respectively, (g) The
difference between feedback PK scores of those who got the feedback
version first (mean feedback PK score = 10.50) and those who got the
nonfeedback version first (mean feedback PK score = 9.70) was not
significant, Mann-Whitney test: U = 50.000 (z=0.00). (The reason why
z=0.00 is probably that the two populations have the same central
tendency, e.g. identical medians, in which case the Wald-Wolfowitz test
might be relevant. The Wald-Wolfowitz test yielded a nonsignificant
difference, z=.46, p=.65, between feedback PK scores of those who got
the feedback version first and those who got the nonfeedback version
first.) The difference between nonfeedback PK scores of those who got
the feedback version first (mean nonfeedback PK score = 10.40) and those
who got the nonfeedback version first (mean nonfeedback PK score =
10.60) was not significant, Mann-Whitney test: U = 47.000 (z=-.23,
p=.81, 2-T).
5.5 DISCUSSION
None of the predictions were significantly confirmed. Ss practising
PO did not do significantly better than Ss using GO and EO in the
nonfeedback version of the PK computer test. Ss practising GO and EO did
not do significantly better than Ss using PO in the feedback condition.
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The eliciting of overall significant above chance PK score was
anticipated in experiment 4 by the use of visual-imagery strategies, but
was not achieved. This study provides no direct support for any of the
three imagery strategies as a method of increasing PK scores in psi
experimentation with a pseudo-FNG.
The results do not support Nanko (1981), Morris et al. (1982) and
Levi's (1979) findings regarding effectiveness of goal oriented imagery
in producing extrachance PK scores. Ss practising PO (who scored above
chance) tended to do slightly better on the PK task than Ss using GO
(who scored below chance) . With Levi and Morris et al. the opposite was
the case. We should note, however, that experiment 4 was not an exact
replication of prior studies. The displays and feedback were quite
different. Our subject population included goats, while in the Morris et
al. study Ss were students and sheep (Morris, personal communication,
1988). Study 4 employed two pseudo-RNGs (pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-RNG2)
that produced one decision per trial, whereas the Morris et al.
experiment used a live RNG producing 16 trials at regular intervals,
following Ss' initiation of the run. Study 4 was a conceptual
replication in the sense that the imagery strategies (PO and GO) were
tested, but not the exact procedure. It was designed such that if the
results agreed with prior findings it would also extend the generality
of the strategies. As it turned out, the findings of our study were not
in agreement.
A few post-hoc analyses yielded statistically significant results.
These results should, however, be considered in the context of the large
number of analyses carried out, which by chance would be expected to
give rise to a few spurious significant findings.
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Is There Any Evidence of Psi?
There is no unambiguous indication of PK in the data. There are a
few indirect hints that PK may perhaps have been operating.
Differences between conditions, (a) The significant difference
between nonfeedback PK scores in GO and EO (p=.03, 2-T) suggests that
two different processes may perhaps have been operating. It was a
surprise to find this difference between GO and EO, and we will have to
await further research to verify the difference, if any. (b) Although EO
demonstrated overall chance results, this was due to Ss scoring above
chance in the nonfeedback version and below chance in the feedback
version. The difference between the two conditions was significant
(p=.027, 2-T), which suggests that possibly some real effect had been
demonstrated, (c) Those who increased (slowed down) in inspection time
from one occasion to the other scored above chance overall, while those
who decreased (speeded up) scored below chance overall. The difference
was significant (p=.04, 2-T). I prefer to postpone any discussion on
this curious post-hoc finding until it has been replicated, (d) There
was a marginally significant difference (p=.052, 2-T) between overall PK
score in PO and GO. This goes against prior research, but if
significantly replicated, may suggest different effects of the two
visual-imagery strategies.
(e) Ss scored significantly higher in the feedback version with
pseudo-RNGl (above chance) than with pseudo-RNG2 (below chance) (p=.04,
2-T). Although we should probably await further experimental
verification before attempting to offer an explanation of this
difference, I am tempted to suggest the following speculation. Let us
look at which of the two models described in section 3.6, Schmidt's
(1982) quantum collapse model and the IDS model of May et al. (1985),
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fits the data better. The quantum collapse model would say that S via
his PK would influence the results at the moment of observation. In this
case we would expect PK scores from both pseudo-RNGs to be similar
(since S is the first observer of both pseudo-random sequences) . This is
not the case. The IDS model would say that precognition is responsible
for the results. In this case the pseudo-RNGl score would be the result
of E's "button presses" and precognition (since E initiated the computer
test and thus the pseudo-RNGl sequence), and the pseudo-RNG2 score the
result of S's "button presses" and precognition. Furthermore, if IDS is
the responsible mechanism we might expect a discrepancy between
consistency in pseudo-RNGl scores found across both feedback and
nonfeedback conditions, in comparison with consistency in pseudo-RNG2
scores found across both conditions. According to table 5.3 there is
such a discrepancy. Pseudo-RNGl scores for both conditions were above
chance and pseudo-RNG2 scores for both conditions were below chance.
A special subject. A sample of 24 Ss with 8 practicing each
strategy may prove problematic. It has often been warned against drawing
inferences from statistical analysis based upon a small sample without
first examining the raw data on which the analysis is based. This
warning is given because with a very small sample the computed
correlation can be very misleading as to the nature of the relationship
within the population. In our data pool there seems to be one
individual, case 26, who may have skewed the profile of PO. He was, in
fact, the highest scoring individual in the whole experiment 4. In the
feedback version, case 26 scored consistently above chance from session
to session and obtained a highly significant extrachance PK score
(obtained hits = 81, M3E=60, z=3.13, p=.0017, 2-T). He was, however,
practicing a strategy that had been shown in the past to do better
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without feedback (Levi, 1979). This suggested that case 26 might perhaps
have some "natural" PK talent - if such a talent exists. When case 26 is
removed from the data pool, PO demonstrates the same slope as Levi
found: Ss score higher and above chance in the nonfeedback version, and
lower, and below chance in the feedback version, see Fig. 5.7. After
this post-hoc manipulation of the data, some consistency with prior
findings is suggested although it is not significant.
Case 26 can be considered as having possibly, but not definitely,
demonstrated PK. Case 26 only suggests a PK effect because of the
following reason. In examining for individual above deviations from
chance, 72 z-tests were conducted (24 tests for the feedback version, 24
tests for the nonfeedback version and 24 tests for both versions
combined) . We can look at the probabilities that the conclusions drawn
from this analysis is a Type I Error (e.g. Schechter, 1984; Spiegel,
1961). Using alpha at the conventional .05 level, we have to set
individual analysis at .05/72 = .0007. Case 26 obtained z-score of 3.13,
p=.0017, 2-T (or, p=.00087, 1-T). He would not have passed this sort of
correction for multiple analysis.
Decline effect. The decline effect which, although not significant,
seems to be consistent in most of the analyses of linear relationships
can be considered as another indirect indication of psi. If we compare
the initial PK scores obtained by the 24 Ss in the pretest session in
experiment 2 to the PK scores obtained by the same Ss in the last
session in experiment 4, the difference becomes highly significant,
Wilcoxon test: T (N=24) = 47.000 (z=2.94, p=.0036, 2-T). This shows a
highly significant decline effect. The slope of a curve which shows
steady performance (and not significantly above or below chance) is what
one would expect under the assumption of no PK. Decline effects have
been repeatedly noted in the PK research literature.
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Other Implications in the Data
Ss were not able to estimate or guess how many hits they would
obtain. This is in line with Levi's (1979) observation, in that his Ss'
trial-by-trial predictions of their own scoring did not correspond with
their actual scoring. Watkins, Watkins and Wells (1973) also found that
an attitude towards success in a PK experiment was significantly
negatively related to actual performance in the experiment.
The average time that Ss spent between trials on the computer task
remained constant from session to session according to table 5.4.
Furthermore, in the nonfeedback condition, those who had a long IT in
the first session also had a long IT in the last session, whereas those
who had a short IT in the first session continued to have a short IT in
the last session. This confirms the finding from pilot experiment 3
where such consistency was observed also in the nonfeedback version.
The test-retest reliability estimate for the inspection time test
seems to be low for an interval of only 5-6 weeks (r=.21, p=.36). This
may be due to some Ss (in PO) increasing in inspection time from one
occasion to the other, while others (in GO and EO) decreased. I tested
this and the test-retest reliability estimate for the inspection time
test without the PO condition was; r(12) = .52 (t=2.12, p=.053, 2-T).
This is much higher (than r=.21), although still not very impressive,
and only marginally significant two-tailed.
The maximum "training" period for each individual turned out to be
about 6-7 weeks. Usually, Ss preferred to do about one session per week.
There were no drop-outs. The procedure of selecting Ss for experiment 4
gave them three occasions on which they had the opportunity to drop out
of the experiment. They could say no immediately after the pretest
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procedure, or when E phoned them for experiment 4, and finally in the
interview session. The reason why eight Ss did not want to continue to
experiment 4, may have been due to the time lapse (approximately 5
months) between the two experiments. Of those recruited later on, closer
to the time of the actual experiment, none said no when asked if they
wanted to proceed to experiment 4. This was kept in mind for the next
experiment.
In pilot experiment 2, the PK score means of those who got the
feedback first (in both feedback and nonfeedback versions) were
nonsignificantly higher than the PK score means of those who received
the nonfeedback first. In the present study the reverse was found, again
to a nonsignificant degree. Furthermore, analysis of the screening
sessions of the 20 recruited Ss did not confirm the trend suggested by
experiment 2. This indicates that the nonsignificant trend found in
experiment 2 was chance and that it does not matter which version of the
computer test comes first.
So far there is no indication that increasing time (possibly
suggesting more willing and wishing) results in a higher PK score. A
slight tendency has been observed that decreasing IT correlates with
higher nonfeedback PK scores. These correlations have, however, been
virtually at chance.
It may be worth looking closer at PO since it was the only strategy
that showed a slight incline in PK scores across sessions. The graph of
PO in Fig. 5.2 suggests a curvilinear connection between PK scores and
session number. Tart (1975a) in his feedback training used linear
regression to evaluate the effect of training. He was criticized by
Stanford (1977a) for not having done trend analysis on the data, because
one does not know if the curve for learning ESP is linear or not - if
such learning exists. In trend analysis the idea of regression equations
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is extended to situations where a relationship (between two variables)
is not best described by a linear rule. I did trend analysis for a
second-degree or quadratic regression for PO (as outlined in Hays, 1963,
pp. 555-558). The F-test for quadratic trend did not reach the .05 alpha
level (see details in table 5.6).
Other trends in the data. There are four nonsignificant trends that
are worth looking for in future experiments: High scorers on the GGPQ
scored above chance while low scorers scored below chance. The three
"super-sheep" (those who obtained 6 on the sheep-goat scale) scored
above chance whereas the three goats scored below chance. Sheep declined
less in PK score than goats. Females had a tendency to incline in PK
score whereas males declined. A possible reason why these trends did not
reach significance may be that for most of the subjects many months had
passed between filling out the scalar instruments and doing the training
study. A second reason may simply be that the size of the sample was not
large enough.
The z-score distribution of total PK scores (feedback and
nonfeedback PK score combined) of the 144 sessions from experiment 4 is
slightly positively skewed. 65 sessions are above chance (45.14%), 57
sessions are below chance (39.58%) and 22 sessions (15.28%) are exactly
at chance. Although overall results turned out to be slightly below
chance, to some extent this may be due to a bulge at the lower end
consisting of three sessions that were significantly below chance at p
< .025 (2-T), compared to one significant session at the same p level
above chance.
Reasons for Overall Chance Score
One can only speculate why overall scoring did not yield any firm
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evidence for PK. The following reasons/criticism may be suggested: (i)
The PNG was not appropriate to the task. Although other studies with
similar pseudo-RNGs have obtained significant results, prior
visual-imagery strategy experiments employed a live source of randomness
and we should have done the same, (ii) The strategies simply do not work
as a training method in this type of experiment, (iii) Psychological
factors due to too many sessions are to blame. Ss feel more pressure as
sessions go on, or they simply get bored with practising the same
strategy over and over, or the prospect of having to do six sessions
somehow puts the Ss off. (iv) The number of Ss was too small. A group
size of 144 sessions is probably sufficient when looking at some effects
in the data. When the data is broken down to analyze the interplay of
various effects, a larger sample of subjects may have been required to
allow the effects to reach significance. Because of constraints upon the
author's time and resources it was not possible to conduct a larger
study. Future experiments could be designed with a sufficient number of
trials for the effects, if real, to manifest.
Cognitive Effort
Levi (1979) proposed that the interaction between imagery and
feedback could be understood in terms of the degree of cognitive effort
required for the visualization task. When cognitive effort is high,
scoring tends to be low. When cognitive effort required is low, scoring
tends to be high. In both the goal- and process oriented groups, the
feedback and nonfeedback conditions required different degrees of
cognitive effort. Levi suggested that in the GO group the cognitive
effort required of Ss was greater in the nonfeedback condition than in
the feedback condition. Since the form of the feedback was congruent
with the imagery in the feedback version, there was little competition
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or interference between environmental and internally generated stimuli.
In PO, seeing numbers on the digital display may have interfered with
visualization, since the form of the feedback was not congruent with the
imagery. In contrast, the absence of feedback may have enabled subjects
to visualize the internal workings of the machine more clearly.
I was careful to design both PO and GO in the present study to be
as close as possible to the original descriptions of the two strategies
reported in Levi (1979) and Morris et al. (1982) . As far as I can see,
the situation where numbers on a digital display are considered to be
feedback of performance can be generalized to the present situation
where blue stars on a computer screen are considered feedback of
performance. IT may provide us with an objective measure of how to test
some parts of the cognitive effort idea (see section 2.6), assuming that
it can be generalized to the present situation. Let us sharpen the
concept of cognitive effort a bit. According to Levi, cognitive effort
refers to conflicts or interference resulting when "external" stimuli
(feedback) and "internally generated" stimuli (e.g. imagery of the blue
star or visualization of an energy beam) are not in congruence. Thus the
independent variable is the interplay of feedback and imagery. The
dependent variable, the consequence, is cognitive effort. The
consequences of less congruence between feedback and imagery is,
according to Levi, more conflict or interference, that is, higher
cognitive effort.
Firstly, I assumed that the consequence, i.e. cognitive effort, is
measurable, and will show, for example, on the IT measurements.
Secondly, just like we would expect "more" thinking to take a longer
time than "less" thinking, on the face of it I thought it reasonable to
expect "more" conflict / interference to take a longer time than "less"
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conflict / interference. Hence I predicted:
Feedback (or no-feedback) that is not congruent with
visualization will result in more cognitive effort (measured
as more time). Feedback (or no-feedback) that is congruent
with visualization will result in less cognitive effort
(measured as less time) .
If the preceding reasoning is correct it should take Ss practising
PO more time to do the feedback version (where cognitive effort is high)
than the nonfeedback version (where cognitive effort is low). It should
take Ss practising GO more time to do the nonfeedback version (where
cognitive effort is high) than the feedback version (where cognitive
effort is low). In table 5.7 we see that the reverse is the case for
both PO and GO, and that EO displays a pattern similar to that of PO. PO
and EO took more time in the nonfeedback condition than in the feedback
condition, PO to a significant degree and EO almost significantly. GO
took a significantly longer time in the feedback condition than in the
nonfeedback condition. Two conclusions can be drawn: (a) Something is
obviously going on. Feedback and nonfeedback -versions of the PK computer
test have different effects upon the three visual-imagery strategies,
(b) Our data do not support the cognitive effort hypothesis as detailed
above. At this stage, it is probably too early to suggest a revision of
the cognitive effort idea or to offer an alternative explanation. We
must wait and see if the time difference between feedback and
nonfeedback conditions in the three groups is real by further
experimentation.
On Practising the Strategies
Many Ss reported being busy people, and could not find time to do
the home practice. The data did not show a significant difference
between those who reported practising at home compared to those who did
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not. Also, both those who practised at home and those who did not
practise declined in PK score; Spearman R(89) = -.11 (z=1.08, p=.28,
2-T) and Spearman R(53) = -.14 (z=1.04, p=.30, 2-T) . Can we conclude
that it does not seem to matter whether we select Ss who have got time
and interest to practise at home. This would probably be true if those
who did not practise had shown good scores. Basically we still do not
know whom to select for training (or, for that matter, whether to
incorporate training that does not require home practice, or make the
practice more attractive to do) .
Does imagery get better with more practice at home? In the present
study we answered this question by looking at the diaries which Ss
filled in at home. Ss differed in the number of home practice sessions;
some practised nearly once every day, whilst others did so perhaps twice
a week. A novel method was designed by the author and E.D. to evaluate
if vividness of the visual-imagery strategies got better with practice
at home (for details of the procedure, see appendix E). We wanted to
make all Ss identical with respect to number of home practice sessions
and make sure that we were comparing relatively early to relatively late
home practice sessions for all Ss. In order to do that, in essence, we
divided the number of home practices for each S into five chronological
groups or cells. For each home practice session there was a
corresponding self-rating of vividness of the visual-imagery strategy.
The mean of these ratings was taken for each cell. Thus in the first
cell was the mean of the self-rated vividness of the imagery strategies
in the beginning of the experiment, while in the last cell was the mean
of the self-rated vividness of the imagery strategies by the end of the
experiment (hence chronological). In turn, these cell means were
correlated with numbers from 1 to 5 (denoting a time sequence from the
beginning to the end of the experiment). The result showed that
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self-rated vividness of the visual-imagery strategies did not get
significantly better over a period of practice; Spearman R(59) = -.24
(z=1.83, p=.06, 2-T).
Did Ss engage in their strategies while doing the PK task? Ss
reported that they tried their best to use the strategies, but were they
consistent in using the assigned strategy? I am inclined to argue that
it is likely. This conclusion is based on the following observations:
(a) Comparison of the average time that Ss spent before the first
trial and the average time they spent on the rest of the trials suggests
that they were engaging in some "preparation" procedure before starting
the trials. (We can rule out "unfamiliarity" with the computer test out
to some extent, since Ss were introduced to the test in the screening
and interview sessions.) The mean IT in the first trial was 46.04 sec.,
whereas the mean IT in the following 39 trials was 10.40 sec. The
difference was significant using the Wilcoxon test: T (N=144) = 1078.000
(z=8.26, p=0.0000, 2-T). This means Ss were doing something but not
necessarily the assigned strategy.
(b) Perhaps more relevant, the mean IT when Ss were doing their
strategies was 10.40 sec., while the mean IT for the same 24 Ss in the
pretest session was 6.27 sec. This difference was significant using the
Wilcoxon test: T (N=24) = 58.000 (z=2.63, p=.009, 2-T). When Ss were
instructed to go through a visual-imagery strategy, the time they took
on the task increased. As already demonstrated, under identical
conditions, IT remains the same.
(c) If Ss engage in their strategies, and mental processes can be
viewed as an analog of physical processes, we can expect the three
different strategies to take different times to perform. According to
table 5.7 GO took the longest time to perform and EO the shortest time.
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The difference in total time for the three strategies does not, however,
differ dramatically according to a Kruskal-Wallis test: H (2,N=144) =
3.314 (p=.19, 2-T). We should note that PO took a significantly longer
time in the nonfeedback condition than in the feedback condition, GO
took significantly more time in the feedback condition than in the
nonfeedback condition, and EO took nearly significantly more time in the
nonfeedback condition than in the feedback condition. This suggests that
mental processes reflected in IT are different for the three strategies.
5.6 SUNMARY
The three visual-imagery strategies did not result in PK scoring
above chance and were not successful as a method of training PK. Four
possible reasons (criticism) were offered to explain the overall chance
results. There were some post-hoc trends that, when considered in the
context of the number of statistical analyses conducted, are suggestive
but do not yield much information. Another experiment could shed some
light on which effects were spurious and which were valid.
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TABLE 5.1
Schema of the set-up of experiment 4. S1-S8 = subjects, N = nonfeedback
version (40 trials), F = feedback version (40 trials), 1 = pseudo-FNGl (for
20 trials), 2 = pseudo-ENG2 (for 20 trials). The first S who attended was in
the PO group, the second Ss who attended was in the EO group and the third Ss
who attended was in the GO group.
PO Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5 Session 6
Sl= N F F N N F F N N F F N
2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2
S2= F N N F F N N F F N N F
2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2
S3= N F F N N F F N N F F N
1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1
S4= F N N F F N N F F N N F
1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1
S8= F N N F F N N F F N N F
1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1
EO
Sl= F N N F F N etc
1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2
S2= N F F N
1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1
etc.
GO same as PO.
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TABLE 5.2
Number of hits and t-test statistics for the three strategies in the feedback
and nonfeedback conditions.
PO GO EO Total





















































PK scores broken down for pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-RNG2 (n=144).





























Average Interval Time (IT) in seconds between trials in sessions 1 to 6 for
the feedback condition and the nonfeedback condition.
Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5 Session 6
Feedback 7.66 9.85 13.41 9.84 9.08 10.73
condition Kruskal-Wallis test: H (5,N=144) = 1.217 (p=.94, 2-T)
Nonfeedb. 10.19 10.83 11.33 10.41 11.69 9.75
condition Kruskal-Wallis test: H (5,N=144) = 1.513 (p=.91, 2-T)
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TABLE 5.5
Difference in milliseconds between the three conditions in inspection time









PO 15.14 9.97 26.57 21.89 20.86 t (6) = -1.39
p=.21, 2-T
GO 32.67 20.68 14.83 11.84 23.75 t(5) =3.15
p=.025, 2-T
EO 17.25 12.83 14.50 9.37 15.88 t(7) = .58
p=.58, 2-T
Total 20.95 15.90 18.62 15.58 t(20) = .54
p=.60, 2-T
TABLE 5.6
Summary table for tests for linear and curvilinear regression (second-degree
or quadratic regression) for total PK scores from process-oriented imagery,
as demonstrated in Fig. 5.3.
Source SS df MS F p-value
Between groups 27.69 5 - -
Linear reg. 0.088 1 0.088 0.0006 p > .05
Quadratic reg. 25.93 1 25.93 1.72 p > .05
Other trends 1.67 3 0.56 0.037 p > .05
Error 634.1 42 15.1
Totals 661.81 47
TABLE 5.7
Mean time (in seconds) spent on practicing the three imagery strategies. The
Wilcoxon tests are reported as two-tailed.
Time in Time in Wilcoxon test (N=48)
feedback nonfeedb. between feedback & Total
Group version version nonfeedback versions time
PO 420.39 508.94 T=342.000 (z=2.52, p=.01) 929.33
GO 479.33 457.26 T=385.000 (z=2.08, p=.035) 936.59
EO 395.13 448.31 T=412.000 (z=1.81, p=.067) 843.44
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FIGURE 5.1. Total PK score means (for the three strategies combined) from experiment 4 as a


















FIGURE 5.2. Mean PK scores of the three imagery groups (for feedback and nonfeedback conditions








FIGURE 5.3. Mean PK scores in feedback (F) and nonfeedback (N) conditions in process-oriented




FIGURE 5.4. Mean PK scores in feedback (F) and nonfeedback (N) conditions in goal-oriented

















FIGURE 5.5. Mean PK scores in feedback (F) and nonfeedback (N) conditions in end-oriented

















FIGURE 5.6. Mean PK scores for those who had an increase (I) in inspection time and for those who















FIGURE 5.7. Mean PK scores of the three imagery groups when case 26 has been removed from the






















EXPERIMENT 5: SEOCND IMAGERY TRAINING STUDY
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Experiment 5 started on 6 October and finished on 22 December,
1988. Its aim was to try either to increase PK performance or stabilize
successful PK performance of individuals via the practice of three
visual-imagery strategies. In designing this experiment the four
possible reasons suggested for overall chance scoring in experiment 4
were taken into account: a) The RNG was not appropriate for the task, b)
the strategies do not work as a training method, c) psychological
factors due to too many sessions were to blame, d) or the number of Ss
was too small. I felt that before item b) could be accepted or justified
another experiment had to be conducted in order to attempt to overcome
the criticisms raised in a), c), and d). Furthermore, there were some
post-hoc trends in experiment 4, that, when considered in the context of
the number of statistical analysis conducted, did not yield much
information. Another experiment might shed some light on which effects
were spurious and which were valid.
Experiment 5 consisted of one pretest screening session followed by
four training sessions. The training sessions were cut from 6 down to 4.
(Because of constrains of my time, I was not able to consider the
possibility of having the training period longer.) Instead the number of
Ss in each group was increased from 8 to 13. Experiment 4 employed
pseudo-RNGs (vis., pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-RNG2) to generate the PK
targets, whereas the prior visual-imagery PK studies of Levi (1979),
Morris et al. (1982) and Nanko (1981) used live RNGs. To account for the
possibility that the type of the RNG mattered a live RNG was brought in.
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The live RNG was used together with the pseudo-RNG in experiment 5.
Using both types of RNGs in the PK target generation (and not only the
live RNG) would allow comparison of PK results obtained by the two RNGs
and would repeat, as well as extend my earlier research and that of
Levi, Morris et al., and Nanko. A control group (CR) was used to control
as well as possible for all instructions and effects (including the
possible effects of expectancy, involvement and practice) other than
those connected with the three visual-imagery strategies. This was done
to allow for a direct investigation of the strategies.
There was a temptation to make experiment 5 simpler than the
previous study and abandon perhaps one of the strategies. I did not feel
entirely satisfied with such an approach as a direct continuation of my
work. The reasons for keeping all three strategies were as follows: (1)
PO was the only strategy that indicated a slight incline in PK scores
across sessions. (2) GO had resulted in above chance scoring, and done
better than other imagery methods, in prior PK experiments (Levi, 1979;
Morris et al., 1982; Nanko, 1982). (3) EO demonstrated a significant
difference between the feedback and the nonfeedback conditions.
Furthermore, it was decided to use the inspection time test again
because of the significant difference in overall PK scores between those
who increased and those who decreased in inspection time.
6.2 PREDICTIONS
When making the hypotheses I decided to treat all PK scores
(whether based on true or pseudo-random generated targets) as one group.
Although half of all PK targets in experiment 5 were generated by a live
RNG and the other half by a pseudo-RNG I did not necessarily expect to
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find any difference in PK scores based on the two different RNGs. The
reasons were as follows: (1) Empirical reason: Researchers in
parapsychology have repeatedly obtained significant PK results by using
pseudo-RNGs (e.g. Lowry, 1981; Radin, 1982a; 1982b). (2) Theoretical
reason: To the best of my understanding, both the IDS model and the
quantum collapse model do not postulate that psi scoring will be
stronger with one random process and weaker with another. On the
contrary, both models assume psi effects on random targets irrespective
of whether they are live or pseudo-randomly generated. (3) Comparison of
live and pseudo-RNGs: Earlier work does not suggests that psi scoring
will be stronger with one random process and weaker with another. This
is suggested e.g. by Nelson et al. (1986), Jahn and Dunne (1987) and
Schmidt (1981) . The cited studies did not involve a direct comparison
between live and pseudo-RNGs in the sense that both types of RNGs were
responsible for target generation an equal number of times. Ss' PK
performance on a pseudo-RNG was, however, considered in context of Ss'
PK performance on a live ENG. On comparing results from pseudo-RNGs with
live source RNGs amongst other things, Nelson et al. (1986, p.277)
concluded after six years of experimentation:
Thus it appears that although the observed effects [the PK
scores] are clearly operator-specific [i.e. there appear to be
individual differences], and in many cases condition-specific,
they seem not to be nearly so device-specific, a
characteristic that has been noted by other researchers. Such
empirical evidence weakens phenomenological [it is not clear
to me what this refers to] interpretations involving
consciousness interacting directly with the random physical
process itself, e.g. with the flux of thermal electrons in the
REG, ... and favors models that deal with aspects generic to
all of these systems, for example, the information implicit in
their output distributions.
Although I hypothesized, a priori, similarity in RNGs for the preplanned
predictions, I intended to analyze the data post-hoc in order to see if
there were really any differences in PK effects upon the different RNGs.
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The following predictions have been developed through experiments
1-4 and are the major focus of experiment 5:
HI. For GO, feedback scores will be significantly higher than
nonfeedback scores. A Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test will be used
on combined scores for all 4 sessions (1-T).
H2. For PO, nonfeedback scores will be significantly higher than
feedback scores. A Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test will be used on
combined scores for all 4 sessions (1-T).
H3. For EO, nonfeedback scores will be significantly higher than
feedback scores. A Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test will be used on
combined scores for all 4 sessions (1-T).
H1-H2 were based on prior research into GO and PO (vis., Levi,
1979; indirect suggestions from Morris et al., 1982, and Nanko, 1981).
Furthermore, in experiment 4, GO showed a trend towards doing better
with feedback and PO showed a trend towards doing better in the absence
of feedback (but only when case 26 was removed from the data). H3 is
based on results from experiment 4, where the difference between
feedback and nonfeedback conditions was significant for EO (p=.027). For
H1-H3 it was stated in advance, that if there was an isolated individual
who appeared to have a "natural" talent for scoring highly above chance
(only) he was to be treated as an outlier and looked at separately. The
criteria for designation as a high above chance scoring individual was;
a) if that individual scored consistently above chance, including the
pretest session, and continued to score above chance (neither decreasing
nor increasing significantly in scoring) in the four training sessions,
and b) if that individual got an alpha level of p =< .002 (2-T) in total
PK score of the four training sessions of that condition. I chose p =<
.002 because that was roughly the p-value which case 26 got and it could
perhaps reflect a departure from the performance expected of the others.
H4. Training prediction: PK scores in the last two sessions
(session 3 and 4) will be higher than in the first two
sessions. A Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test will be used to
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measure the difference between combined scores from session
1-2 and combined scores from session 3-4 for each of the three
strategies (2-T).
In our training I expected either an incline or stabilization of
scores if they were initially high. I did not expect many initial high
scores since according to the PK research literature they are less
frequent than scores around MCE. Thus I reasoned that if the few
individuals who had initially high scores maintained their high
performance and the many low scoring individuals increased in scores, we
would obtain an increase in scores between the two halves of the
experiment, assuming that this sort of visual-imagery training works.
H5. Screening session: Higher PK scores will correlate with a)
lower scores on the WTQ (better visualizer), b) higher scores
on the Sheep-Goat scale (more sheep-ish) and c) higher scores
on the I-E scale (external locus of control). Spearman R will
be used to correlate questionnaire scores with PK scores
(1-T). Total PK scores will be used for b) and c), but only
feedback PK scores for a).
H5 is a set of hypotheses based on nonsignificant, but consistent
trends from pilot studies 1-3 and from the 20 Ss recruits in experiment
4. (The sheep-goat scale correlated significantly with PK scores in
pilot study 2.) If the reason for these effects not reaching
significance was that too few Ss were used, they should become
significant with enough Ss.
The following hypotheses were developed as secondary or minor to
the purpose of the study, and are an extension of the project so far:
H6. Cognitive prediction: Total IT will be different for PO, GO
and EO across feedback and nonfeedback conditions: a) For PO,
IT will be longer in the nonfeedback condition, but shorter in
the feedback condition, b) For GO, IT will be longer in the
feedback condition, but shorter in the nonfeedback condition,
c) For EO, IT will be longer in the nonfeedback condition, but
shorter in the feedback condition. A Wilcoxon test will be
used on total IT between conditions (2-T).
H6 is a set of hypotheses which are based on post-hoc findings from
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experiment 4, where the difference in IT between feedback and
nonfeedback conditions was significant for PO and GO, and close to
significance for EO.
H7. Inspection time test: Ss increasing (becoming slower) in
inspection time from the first measurement (done before the
training sessions start) to the second measurement (done after
the last training session) will score higher than Ss
decreasing (becoming faster) in inspection time from first to
second measurement. A Mann-Whitney U test will be used to
measure the PK scores difference between the two groups (2-T).
This hypothesis is based on post-hoc observation in experiment 4
where the difference in PK scores of those who increased in inspection
time and those who decreased in inspection time was significant. Those
increasing in inspection time scored above chance, whereas those who
showed a decrease scored below chance.
H8. Control group: a) Ss doing PO will score higher than the
control group in the nonfeedback version, b) Ss doing GO will
score higher than the control group in the feedback version. A
Mann-Whitney U test will be used to evaluate the difference
between the groups (1-T).
H8 is based on results from Levi (1979) who used a control group
(CR). He found that Ss using GO scored nearly significantly higher than
CR in the feedback condition (p=.088, 2-T), and significantly lower than
CR in the nonfeedback condition (p=.021, 2-T). PO scores were higher
than CR in the nonfeedback condition, and lower than CR in the feedback
condition. Although Levi does not mention it, judging from a graph he
presented on the interplay of the three groups, the difference between
PO and CR under the two conditions was probably not significant.
Although I thought these were impressive differences due to feedback
conditions, it may be arguable whether it was enough to build a
prediction on. My argument was that if these effects were real, they
would show up significantly with n large enough. The present study had
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many more sessions for each "strategy" condition than Levi had. For each
"strategy" condition, Levi had 17 Ss, each completing one session,
contributing to 17 sessions on the whole. I had 13 Ss in each "strategy"
condition, each completing 4 sessions, contributing to 52 sessions on
the whole.
Other results were to be looked at post-hoc as suggestive for
future research. Before the experiment started a note was kept by Robert
Morris (R.M.) and John Beloff (J.B.) stating what the formal predictions
were. Experiment 5 had two phases, a pretest screening phase (unchanged
from before) and the actual visual-imagery training experiment for the
screened Ss. The screening method is reported first and then the actual
training experimental method.
6.3 METHOD FOR SCREENING SESSION
Subjects
The Ss for the pretest session were selected through the same three
sources as described in pilot 2, vis., those responding to
advertisements, individuals who on a prior occasion had indicated
interest in parapsychology research, and those who came via participants
already tested. Ninety Ss went through the pretest (35 M and 55 F; aged
16-82 yr.; mean = 31). (Since extreme values can bias the mean, another
index of central tendency can be reported here, vis., the age median
which was 25 yr.)
Apparatus
Experimental rooms. The two rooms previously used for
experimentation in the parapsychology laboratory were used in study 5.
Questionnaires. The same four self-report inventories as were used
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in pilots 1-3 were used; the WIQ, VAIQ, GGPQ and I-E scale. The same
post-session general questionnaire as used in pilots 1-3 was also used.
One question was deleted from the I-E scale (question no. 22; see the
I-E scale in appendix B), as it was the only question that had shown a
negative correlation with PK scores in pilot experiment 2 and for the 20
recruited Ss in pilot experiment 4. An additional self-report inventory,
the Gordon's Test of Imagery Control, was brought in at this stage for
post-hoc analyzes. The Gordon's Test of Imagery Control was designed to
differentiate autonomous from controlled visual imagery (Gordon, 1949).
I wanted to investigate whether those who reported more control over
their imagery did any better on the PK computer test than those
reporting less control over their imagery when exposed to any particular
strategy. Furthermore, I wanted to see if high self-rated imagery
controllers would do any better in visual-imagery training in comparison
with low self-rated imagery controllers.
The live ENG. While preparing experiment 5, I ordered a live source
RNG (called RBG 04CA-S) from Jeff Jacobs at the Synchronicity Research
Unit in the Netherlands (see for details, User's Guide Random Bit
Generator RBG 04CA-S. 1988). The RBG is intended for parapsychological
studies. Its output toggles between a HIGH and a LOW level. If properly
operated, the probability at any given moment of a HIGH output level is
equal to that of a LOW output level (0.5 +/-.02). The RBG is intended to
be controlled by a computer system. This should be equipped with at
least one digital input line and preferably with at least one digital
output line. The User's Guide describes the principle of the RBG's
operation as follows (ibid., p.2):
The source of randomness is the Analogue Noise Generator,
which produces wide-band noise (reversed biased PN-junction
noise, recombination noise, sometimes called zener noise). The
noise generator is designed so as to be minimally temperature
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dependent, either ambient or by self-heating. In the [a]
following threshold detector the analogue noise is digitized.
The digitized noise is fed to a modulo-2 counter, the output
of which is a square wave which randomly varies in frequency
and duty cycle. Upon latching triggered by the input control
logic, the output of the modulo-2 counter is HIGH or LOW with
equal probability (that is, +/-0.02; this slight bias is
caused by the complex switching behavior of the components
when triggered by a high-frequency noise signal). The output
of the counter is fed to a computer via a buffer, which
produces either TTL compatible voltages (logical 0=0 V,
logical l=+5 V) or RS232C compatible voltages (logical 0=+12
V, logical 1=-12 V) .
Since the random bit output is slightly biased (p=0.5 +/-.02) the
User's Guide recommends performing a debiasing in software. After adding
a debiasing procedure to the RBG, I tested it for a few days but could
not spot any fault in the randomness by using a chi-square test. (The
record of these tests was not preserved.)
Synthia. The computer test, Synthia, was used. Two versions were
made of the Synthia program, the live PNG version and the pseudo-RNG
version. Each version had 40 trials and the trials could be run in
either the feedback mode or the nonfeedback mode. In the pseudo-RNG
version of Synthia the trials were generated via the pseudo-RNG. The
program was changed such that when S played the 40 trials in the
pseudo-RNG version, the live RNG generated 40 hidden trials selected
simultaneously as the pseudo-RNG trials. In the live RNG version of
Synthia the trials were generated via the live RNG. When S played the 40
trials in the live RNG version, the program simultaneously generated 40
hidden pseudo-RNG trials. The hidden trials were to be analyzed
post-hoc. In the reminder of the thesis, the trials (and resulting PK
scores) discussed are the observed ones (the trials that S saw on the
screen), and not the hidden ones unless specifically stated.
The pseudo-RNG version included both pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-RNG2 as
in experiment 4. In the pseudo-RNG version, if S started doing the 40
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trials with pseudo-KNGl, the program automatically changed over to
pseudo-RNG2 after 20 trials. If S started doing the 40 trials with
pseudo-RNG2 the program automatically changed over to pseudo-RNGl after
20 trials. The initial seeds from pseudo-RNGl were automatically written
into a separate outfile.
Before the test was run, the program prompted for whether E or S
would initiate the test. If "E" was typed, "E" was saved in the outfile.
If "S" was typed, "S" was saved in the outfile. Either "E" or "S" had to
be typed, otherwise the program would not continue. When "return" was
pressed after this prompt, the test was run and initial "fresh" seeds
were selected for pseudo-RNGl. In experiment 5 when E initiated the
test, "E" was typed and when S initiated the test, "S" was typed after
this prompt.
Both the pseudo-RNG and the live RNG versions were exactly alike in
appearance. In order to make sure that E would know which version to
run, while S would be kept as blind as possible as to the differences in
the random process, different filenames were assigned to each version.
"5P" was attached to the filename of the pseudo-RNG version and "6L" to
the filename of the live RNG version. Ss in the pretest were never told
anything about the different RNGs. Ss in the training study were told
about the different RNGs after the last session and asked to keep quiet
about it.
The computer test was also changed such that Ss could not initiate
many trials in a row by holding down the space-bar. The reasons were as
follows: (i) I looked at data from pilot experiment 2 to see if there
was any difference in PK hits made when IT = 0 and when IT > 0. There
was no evidence that it made any difference although many Ss made use of
that option, (ii) Roughly speaking, an IT of 0 might often reflect
irrelevant "noise" in the data. For instance, S unfamiliar with typing
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might simply hold the space-bar down for too long a time when intending
to initiate one trial, and thus produce unintended trials. In the
present version 1/2 second had to pass (following a trial/space-bar
press) before one could initiate the next trial. If the space-bar was
held down (say for 30 sec.), the computer would wait until the pressure
was released, and then after 1/2 sec. the next trial could be initiated.
Procedure
As in the other experiments, S met E in the lobby of the psychology
department building, or if S knew his way around the building, he came
straight to the parapsychology lab where he was greeted by E.
a) Scalar instruments. The same procedure was used as in pilots
1-3. The same verbal instructions were provided as before, i.e., E
chatted with S, then described the experimental session, its purpose and
set-up, followed by a description of the questionnaires. This time, the
description of Synthia and the demonstration game was not provided at
the beginning of the session as in pilots 1-3, but after S had answered
the questionnaires. (Thus any possible bias in questionnaire responses
related to S's attitude towards the computer test was minimized.) The
subject started by answering the five questionnaires: the WIQ, VAIQ,
Gordon's Test of Imagery Control, GGPQ and I-E scale, in that order in
the "questionnaire" room. On average Ss took 30-45 minutes to answer the
questionnaires. The questionnaires were followed by the computer test.
b) PK task. The following instructions were made verbally in the
sound-attenuated room after S had filled out the questionnaires and
before S did the computer test (the instructions were slightly changed
from study 2):
Before doing the computer test yourself, I'll give you a
demonstration of it. "Synthia" is by no means a test that can
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tell if you possess PK abilities in general - it only suggests
how well you manage to work on that particular test in this
particular test situation. [Ss played the latter half of a
demonstration feedback game, and the latter half of a
demonstration nonfeedback game.]
I want you to pay special attention to the space bar. If
you press it down it will generate one trial at the time.
After 1/2 second you can initiate the next trial but not
sooner than that. If you get any particular feeling, that you
might get a hit after a hit, you can press the space bar down
rapidly. But remember that trials can only be generated at the
rate of 1/2 sec. This is done so that if the feeling goes away
and you release the pressure of the space-bar the trials will
not go on without control.
The subject then did 40 trials in the feedback version and 40
trials in the nonfeedback version. The necessary counterbalancing of the
conditions was obtained via four coinflips. Half of the subjects started
with the feedback version and half started with the nonfeedback version.
The first S had a random choice of which version to start with. A flip
of a coin decided which. The second S had the reverse order of the first
S, and the third S the reverse order of the second S, and so forth (for
set-up see table 6.1) .
Another flip of a coin decided for the first S whether he started
doing the first 40 trials with the pseudo-RNG version or the live RNG
version. The second part of the session (the remaining 40 trials) was
done with the other version. The second S had the same order of pseudo-
and live RNG versions of the computer test as the first S. The third and
fourth S had the reverse order of the first and second S etc. I decided
to have Ss going through both RNG versions of the computer test in the
screening session because I wanted to be able to explore post-hoc
whether there was any difference in questionnaire correlations with PK
scores obtained by the two different RNGs. Any differential effect was
to be ignored, such as if S scored high in either the feedback or the
nonfeedback version and low in the other, or if S was more successful
with either the pseudo-RNG or the live RNG and unsuccessful with the
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other. This was done in order to keep the screening procedure as siirple
as possible - Ss having only to get at least 18 PK hits (see below) in
the screening session to move on to the training sessions.
The third flip of a coin decided for the first S if he initiated
the computer test (and thus pseudo-ENGl) or if E initiated it for both
feedback and nonfeedback versions in that session. The following three
Ss had the same decision as the first S. The next four Ss had the
opposite decision to the first four Ss, continuing to alternate. The
fourth and final flip of a coin decided whether the first S started with
pseudo-RNGl or pseudo-FNG2. The second half of the first session (for
the first S) was done with the reverse order to the first part. The
following seven Ss had the same order of pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-ENG2 as
the first S. The next eight Ss had the reverse order to the first eight
Ss, and so forth.
c) Post session procedure. After finishing the computer test S
completed the general post-session questionnaire (in either the
"questionnaire" room or the sound-attenuated room, whichever was more
convenient at the time) . Then all Ss were given two sheets of paper with
their PK results and their scores from the I-E scale stating into which
category they fell (whether they were externally controlled, internally
controlled or both externally and internally controlled), with an
interpretation of the three categories (see appendix B).
d) Dividing; Ss into groups. While S was answering the post-session
questionnaire and if S had obtained 18 hits or more, E placed S into
either one of the three imagery groups or the control group. Ss were
balanced into all four groups depending upon the WIQ scores and the PK
scores. An equal number of good and bad visualizers and high and low PK
scorers were put into each group. Care was taken to distribute as well
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as possible extreme PK scorers equally between the four groups. E made
sure that friends (if, when inquired by E, S said "Bill mentioned this
experiment to me", and this "Bill" had passed the screening test, etc.)
were put into the same group so that S did not know of other groups
except his own. Since no subject in the whole study hinted at knowing
about other groups than his own, there is reason to believe that E was
successful at the task of keeping S blind as to the other conditions.
e) Instructions to screened Ss. After finishing this session Ss who
got 18 hits or more were asked if they liked to proceed to do a four
session training study. The others were kept unaware of the training
study (see treatment of control Ss in section 6.4). The following
instructions were given verbally (slightly changed from before):
We are conducting a larger experiment which is aimed at
exploring a visual-imagery strategy to increase or stabilize
PK scoring. All participants who get hits at chance level or
higher, are asked if they would like to proceed to this larger
experiment. Now, when I say a larger experiment, I only mean
that each person will attend on four occasions with about a
one week interval, for about an hour and half each time, to
practise this particular visual-imagery strategy. You will of
course make your own time schedule regarding what days you can
attend and at what time to practise on the PK computer test.
You would also be given exercises to do at home as well,
such as relaxation and visualization exercises that are widely
advocated as important for the acquisition of general mental
skills and psychic skills in particular. [I made no claims
that participants would learn psychic skills.]
Would you be seriously interested in participating in the
second experiment? There are no obligations. If you say "yes"
now, you can, of course, say "no" when you attend to the first
session, or withdraw at any time for that matter.
I want you to think through with your friends and family
for the next few days, if you are really ready to spend your
time in practising this visual-imagery strategy on four
occasions. Preferably, we want participants who are going to
remain with the experiment once they have started.
It should be noted that all participants, regardless of their
scoring in the pretest session, were asked if they wanted to be in a
pool of Ss who are contacted when experiments are in progress at the
parapsychology laboratory. If S was interested, E at this point
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explained briefly the training experiment. The following instructions
were given verbally (slightly changed from before):
Aim: The aim of this study is to try to increase or
stabilize your PK scores on the computer test through the
practise of a certain visual-imagery strategy. We also want to
learn more about how people use such strategies.
The tests: In this experiment you will be required to do
the same computer test as you were just doing. We have reason
to expect, on the grounds of prior successful studies, that
your imagery technique will increase or stabilize your PK
scores. You will also be given one additional test as well, a
so-called inspection time test. You will do the inspection
time test before the first session and after the last session.
We want to see if practising the visual-imagery strategy for
some time will bias the inspection time in one way or another.
The sessions: You will have to come to the lab on four
occasions with about a week's interval to do the computer
test. Each session will take about an hour and a half. We want
you to practise your visual-imagery technique at home for
about 10-15 minutes per day. If, for some reason, you are not
able to do the home practice sessions once in a while, that's
fine. However, we very much want you to practise at home
because the more you practise the more likely it is that you
will get the full benefit of the exercises. You may of course
practise more than 10-15 min. per day if you want to.
We know you are spending valuable spare time here with
us, and therefore we want you to benefit from this study.
Preferably, we want to see you increase or stabilize your PK
scores. But although you may, perhaps, not succeed in that,
you will very likely benefit from the home exercises. We
suggest that you become involved in the exercises personally,
and try to explore using them in your daily life - that you
try to use them for your own benefit, so to speak.
In the last session you will receive your personal
results, and at the end of the experiment you will get the
main results from the experiment by mail, so that you can
compare your scores to the whole group that will be
participating.
E answered any questions that S had and gave S an opportunity to back
out. Finally, an appointment was made for the first training session.
6.4 METHOD FOR TRAINING SESSIONS
Subjects
From the pretest session 52 unpaid volunteers were selected to
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participate in the four session training study (18 M and 34 F; aged
16-69 yr.; mean = 30). Because of limited time it was decided to screen
out only low scoring Ss. Ss obtaining a total of 18 hits (MEE=20 hits)
or more from both versions of the computer test combined were asked if
they wanted to participate in the training study.
Data from drop-outs were not to be included in any analyses, and
were to be put in an appendix. If some Ss dropped out in the middle of
the training process, or were not interested when attending the first
training session, more Ss were to be recruited through the same
procedure utilized in the pretest session until the number of 52 Ss was
met. As it turned out there were no drop-outs.
Apparatus
The latest version of the Synthia program that had both a live and
a pseudo-RNG was used.
Experimental environment. The same two rooms in the lab as were
used in studies 1-4 were used in experiment 5. The inspection time test,
unchanged from before experiment 4, was again run on a BBC computer. The
sound-attenuated room was used for S to practise his strategy and do the
PK computer test on the IBM machine. The other, an adjacent room which
was used for S to answer questionnaires in the screening session, was
used to do the inspection time test on the BBC computer and for E to
control a tape-recorder (see below) and chat with S to make him
comfortable (see diagram of the lab in appendix F).
Tape-recorded exercises. A tape-recorder was used in experiment 5
to play five audio-tape recordings (see below) for S and a reclining
chair was brought in for a relaxation exercise. The tape-recorder,
located in the adjacent "questionnaire" room, had an extended cable that
led into the sound-attenuated room. Attached to the extension in the
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sound-attenuated room were headphones. When E, sitting in the
"questionnaire" room, switched the tape-recorder on S could listen to
the tape-recording that was being played through the headphones while
remaining seated in front of the PK computer test in the
sound-attenuated room. Simultaneously, E could listen to the same
tape-recording through a loudspeaker in the tape-recorder in the
"questionnaire" room. E could therefore tell when to turn the
tape-recorder off, when the tape-recording was completed.
Five separate audio-tape recordings were made. In an attempt to
induce a relaxed yet alert, "enthusiastic about doing well" and
optimistic frame of mind, a 4-minute "pep-talk" of suggestions /
instructions was designed (see appendix F). The first tape-recording
started with this pep-talk followed by the PO visual-imagery strategy
instructions (about 5 min.) . This tape-recording was played for the PO
group. The second recording started with the same pep-talk followed
immediately by the GO strategy instructions (about 5 min.), and the
third one started with the pep-talk followed by the EO imagery
instructions (about 5 min.) . These recordings were played to the GO and
EO groups respectively. The fourth tape-recording comprised only the
pep-talk. This was a tape played for the control group. The fifth
audio-tape recording consisted of 25 minutes autogenic relaxation
procedure (see appendix F). Most of the word-by-word autogenic phrases
and images were adopted from Charlesworth and Nathan (1984) . (This
relaxation technique was developed by Johannes Schultz and Wolfgang
Luthe.) The procedure (starting from the feet upwards instead of from
the head downwards, and including some obscure parts of the body)
and other phrases came from a yoga exercise that the author was
acquainted with. After a few pilot audio-tapes and comments from J.B.,
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R.M. and Caroline Watt (C.W.), the tape-recorded instructions were
changed into their present form. All instructions and suggestions were
read onto the tapes by C.W.
Procedure
For each S, four sessions were required, each with 80 trials on the
PK computer game. After 40 trials a break was taken. With four coinflips
the experimental conditions got counterbalanced within each other (for
set-up see table 6.2). The coinflips were done by E about 10 minutes
before the first S in the first group (which happened to be PO) arrived.
Order of feedback/nonfeedback conditions. A flip of a coin decided
whether the first S who attended started with the feedback or the
nonfeedback version, a) The next S in the same group: The next S
arriving for the same group had the reverse order to that of the first
S, starting with the nonfeedback version if the first S started with the
feedback version etc. When the first S attended next time he started
doing the test in the reverse order to his previous session, b) The next
S in a different group: The first S in the second group had the reverse
order to that of the first S in the first group. The first S in the
third group had the same order as that of the first S in the first
group. The first S in the fourth group had the same order as that of the
first S in the second group.
Order of live or pseudo-RNG versions. A second flip of a coin
decided for the first S whether he started doing the computer test with
the live RNG or the pseudo-RNG. In the next session he started with the
other version of the one he began with in the first session, a) Same
group: The next S in the same group did his first session with same
order of RNG versions as the first S. The third and fourth Ss did their
first session with the reverse order of RNG versions to that of the
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first two Ss. b) Different group: The first S in the second group had
the reverse order to the first S in the first group. The first S in the
third group had the same order as that of the first S in the first
group. The first S in the fourth group had the same order as that of the
first S in the second group.
Order of pseudo-KNGs. A third flip of a coin decided for the first
S whether he started always (in all four sessions) with pseudo-RNGl or
pseudo-FNG2 for the pseudo-RNG runs (hidden and observed) . The program
automatically changed from one pseudo-RNG version to the other after 20
trials. Thus, the second part of each of the four sessions started with
the other pseudo-RNG. a) Same group: The second S in the same group had
the reverse order to that of the first S, and the third S had the
reverse order to the second S. b) Different group: The first S in the
second group started with the reverse order to the first S in the first
group. The first S in the third group had the same order as that of the
first S in the first group. The first S in the fourth group had the same
order as that of the first S in the second group.
Order of whether E or S initiated the test. A fourth flip of a coin
decided for the first S whether E or S initiated the computer test (and
thus the pseudo-RNGl runs). If S was to initiate the computer test, then
he did so for two sessions, and E for the remaining two sessions, a)
Same group: The next S in the same group had the reverse order to that
of the first S. b) Different group: The first S in the second group had
the reverse order to that of the first S in the first group. The first S
in the third group had the same order as that of the first S in the
first group. The first S in the fourth group had the same order as that
of the first S in the second group.
Session I. a) Greetings. When S attended the first session and
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still wanted to do the four training sessions he met E in the lobby on
the ground floor of the psychology building. (Frequently later on when S
got to know his way around the psychology department he met E in the
parapsychology lab.) The subject was then brought whenever possible to
R.M. or D.D. • for welcoming remarks before proceeding to the
"questionnaire" room.
b) Inspection time test. E then gave the following instructions
verbally (the same as in experiment 4):
Before I give you the imagery strategy, I want you to go
through the inspection time test that I mentioned to you in
the last session. You will be doing the inspection time test
again after finishing the last session. We want to measure
whether practising visual-imagery for some period of time
affects inspection time in some way. We are not measuring how
quick your responses are, but how accurate you can be.
After softening the lights in the room where the BBC computer was,
S did the inspection time test. An attempt was made to have the lighting
level constant from test to test. The inspection time test was restarted
if mistakes were made in the first block of trials of the test. Mistakes
were defined in advance and could be of two types: (i) S got too many
wrong responses (resulting in the computer program giving the message
"Pay close attention") after the first series of trials when the stimuli
were displayed for 400 ms. on the screen. This followed a suggestion by
Ian Deary. Ss could be nervous and so forth, and therefore the first
measurement would not show their real inspection time. (This happened
once.) (ii) The program broke down because of electricity problems or
possible bugs in the program, and so forth. (This happened twice, see
section 2.5.)
c) Instructions. Next, E gave S a pamphlet, which included S's
particular visual-imagery strategy on a sheet of paper (see pamphlet in
appendix F) . The experimenter went through and answered questions about
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S's particular visual-imagery strategy. The subject was asked to
practise it for about 10-15 minutes per day at home between sessions.
The pamphlet that S was given also included a diary form sheet of paper
to keep a record of these practice sessions, a few pages of information
about the experiment, suggestions regarding how to deal with negative
thoughts he might encounter (such as "I cannot influence the test"), how
to do the home practice, and also relaxation and visualization exercises
(that were to be discussed after sessions 2 and 3). The pamphlet covered
more or less the same issues / instructions that Ss had been provided in
experiment 4. The subjects were also told that if they had any questions
or wanted further explanations they should feel free to phone E either
at the laboratory or at home.
Thirteen Ss obtained no strategy (see control group at the end of
this section) . Thirteen Ss received the process-oriented visual-imagery
strategy instructions both verbally and written down on the sheet of
paper in the pamphlet:
Follow this procedure before each trial until you have
established a clear, vivid image. Once you have done this, you
can go on for a while or until the image fades:
Close your eyes. Take a deep breath from your diaphragm.
Breathe in and out slowly and deeply - repeat a few times.
Allow yourself to relax. Try to go to a level (or state of
mind) where you can mentally visualize, where images are
clear, vivid, and stable.
Imagine energy building up inside you - flowing from your feet
to head. Imagine this energy coming from you in the form of a
white beam, perhaps from your midforehead. When you have this
imagery of an energy beam, direct it in your imagery into the
display on the screen. Visualize the white beam going into the
target window (where the brown arrow is located) and opening
it such that the beautiful blue star can appear. In your
imagery the beep sound can be the noise when the window opens.
Or you may visualize the white beam gathering all the screen
together as if with a strong hand and pulling the blue star
out of the target window. Allow this image to form for a while
in your mind.
Now open your eyes and gaze at the display while remaining in
a relaxed and focused state. Maintain the imagined energy
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beam. You can use your arm and hand to guide your
concentration to the desired target window. Don't let other
thoughts or images interrupt your imagery and when you feel it
is the right moment for starting, press the space-bar on the
keyboard to initiate the trial.
Instead of energy, you may want to imagine an electrical
pulse, laser beam or force. The blue star can be a symbol for
something you want. Use any such devices to picture the beam
of light emanating from your mind's eye getting the blue star
from the desired target window.
Imagery emphasis: Put energy into the display panel and have
it produce the beep sound and the blue star.
Thirteen Ss received the goal-oriented visual-imagery strategy
instructions both verbally and written down on the sheet of paper in the
pamphlet:
Follow this procedure etc. ... (same as above).
Close your eyes etc. ... (same as above).
Focus your attention on the four window display on the
computer screen in your mind. Now, in your imagery "will" the
window to light up into the desired beautiful blue star
pattern. Form a clear mental image of the blue star and the
beep sound. Imagine that you hear the beep sound that precedes
a hit and see the blue star with the stripes behind it rolling
over the screen when you will press the space-bar. Allow this
image to form for a while in your mind.
Now open your eyes and gaze at the display while remaining in
a relaxed and focused state. See the blue star image in your
mind. Be confident and don't let other thoughts or images
interrupt your imagery of the beep and the star. When you feel
it is the right moment for starting, press the space-bar on
the keyboard to initiate the trial. You can use your finger to
help to guide your concentration and imagery to the desired
target window (where the brown arrow is located) .
The blue star can be a symbol for something you want; use any
mental devices to help you to form a clear mental image of the
beautiful star pattern. When you practise this exercise at
home you may want to draw the blue star on a sheet of paper to
help your imagery.
Imagery emphasis: Visualize the blue star and hear the beep
sound that precedes it in your mind's ear.
Thirteen Ss obtained the end-oriented visual-imagery strategy
instructions both verbally and written down on the sheet of paper in the
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pamphlet:
Follow this procedure etc. ...(same as above).
Close your eyes etc. ...(same as above).
Select a number between 11 and 19. This number is your
visualization target; your final goal you want to achieve in
the end of the session. It may be easiest to select a low
number to start with and increase it gradually from session to
session, or you may always want to visualize the same number
throughout all the sessions.
See the number you chose in your mind's eye on the screen
after having finished doing the test, and imagine that you
hear the tune that is played if you succeed. Make it clear
that you want your scores to be at least this number by the
end of the session. Command your subconscious positively to
get it for you so that it will bring the desired number to you
automatically. Let your subconscious go about it in its own
way.
Now, focus on the specific number that you have chosen. The
number may stand for a date when you are going to get a new
car or going on a holiday. If you reach your desired number in
the feedback version and still have trials left, imagine that
your next hit (blue star) will be the day when you drive your
car, the hit thereafter the day when you polish your new car
etc. Use any such mental devices to help you to form a clear
mental image of the desired number. You are going to enjoy
life when you get it. Let yourself feel the excitement now,
and focus that excitement on the number itself. When you feel
it is the right moment for starting, press the space-bar on
the keyboard to initiate the trial.
Imagery emphasis: Visualize your number appearing on the
screen after the test along with the words, "Well Done", and
hear the tune that is played if you succeed.
The subject was told that if he was not feeling well, in a bad mood
or down, had a busy day at work, or simply did not feel up to it, he
should call E and make another appointment for that particular session.
(The reason given was that S's performance would probably suffer - a bad
mood sometimes resulting in negative results.) This occurred in fact
rather often, and I would estimate on average once for each S. This may
either indicate that Ss took this suggestion seriously, or that there
was something in the procedure that somehow put Ss off. The latter point
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is made unlikely by the fact that there were no drop-outs in experiment
5. Once S started his four training sessions he remained in the study.
d) Tape-recorded instructions and PK task. Next, E and S went to
the sound-attenuated room. The subject was told that before he started
the PK computer test he should try to relax physically and listen
through headphones to a nice female voice read his imagery strategy (the
same as before) to him from a tape-recorder to give him an idea of how
to use the strategy. When S was ready, E left the room and went into an
adjacent room where he started the tape recording for S. When the
strategy was finished on the tape E turned off the tape-recorder, upon
which click-sound S was instructed to take off the headphones and start
doing the computer test. To make sure that S knew the tape was finished,
E knocked twice on the door of the sound-attenuated room. After
listening to his strategy S did the computer test. After the session S
answered a free-response question sheet/form. The question asked was:
Do you think you learned something from this session? If so, what?
The answers to this free-response question form were to be analyzed
post-hoc at a later date. The session ended with a discussion of topics
such as parapsychology, or E clarified something that S found unclear.
Session II, At the start of this session E and S discussed how the
home practice sessions were going. The experimenter answered questions
about the visual-imagery strategy and suggested a few items if he
thought S might do with a few good ideas. (No record was kept of who got
these hints and who did not seem to need them.) The subject then went to
the sound-attenuated room. He listened through headphones to a tape
recording of the pep-talk followed immediately by his particular imagery
strategy (the same tape as in session I), after which he did the
computer test. Then S answered the free-response question sheet on
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whether he thought he had learned something in the session. At the end
of this session S was given a relaxation exercise to practise at home
before going through the visual-imagery strategy. The verbal
instructions for the relaxation exercise were as follows (slightly
changed from experiment 4) :
Go through the relaxation exercise for about 10 minutes
and then practise the imagery strategy for about 5 min. You
can of course do the exercises for a longer time. The more
time you spend practising at home, the more likely it is that
you may be able to use the imagery-strategy efficiently. If
you know any other relaxation exercise that you may prefer,
feel free to use it instead of the one we suggest.
You may want to incorporate this relaxation exercise into
your daily life. You can practise relaxation when you feel
under pressure or if you feel stressed and need to relax.
Feeling relaxed may help you concentrate on problems or tasks
that lie ahead. Relaxing on a daily basis can also lower too
high blood pressure and make you better able to deal with
stress of one sort or another.
Everybody was played the relaxation exercise on the tape-recorder
(including the CR Ss) . A reclining chair was placed in one corner of the
sound-attenuated room before session II started. The subject sat down in
the reclining chair, got a blanket to keep him comfortably warm, and put
headphones on. S was then played the relaxation exercise on an
audio-tape that took 25 minutes. If S was short of time, he was asked if
he could come back later sometime before session III (but not in the
session III) to learn the relaxation exercise. Some Ss used this option,
but no record was kept of who did and who did not. Then E pointed out to
S that a shortened version of the relaxation exercise was in the
pamphlet which he had received in the first session.
Session III. After discussion about how the home practices were
going and suggestions regarding some items, S did the PK computer test
after listening to a tape recording of the pep-talk followed by the
visual-imagery strategy (same tape-recording as before). Then S answered
the free-response question sheet on whether he thought he had learned
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something from the session. Next, over a cup of coffee or tea, E
described a simple visualization exercise that was in the pamphlet which
S had received in the first session (same visualization exercise as in
experiment 4) . It was to be practised after relaxation and before
practising the visual-imagery strategy at home. E went through the
exercise with S, explained it and made sure that S understood how to do
it. E also asked S to bring his diary with him to the next session.
Session IV. This session started with a discussion about the home
practices followed by the pep-talk and S's visual-imagery strategy on
the tape-recorder and the PK computer test. Following the computer test
S answered the free-response question sheet on whether he thought he had
learned something from the session. He then did the inspection time test
again, after which E discussed the experiment with S. The experimenter
told S about the other strategies, his predictions and reasons for them
and so forth. All Ss received their personal results of their progress
at the end of this session on two sheets of paper. If S had no further
questions, the session was ended with good words and a handshake.
(Friends were discouraged from telling each other about the experiment
until after they had all completed it.)
Treatment of the Control Group
The control group was included to control for the effects of all
variables that I could think of, other than the visual-imagery
strategies. All conditions were kept as similar as possible for the
control group except that the control Ss did not receive any information
about the imagery strategies. The reasons behind deciding upon a CR
group of this type was that I wanted to investigate the effect of the
visual-imagery strategies directly. If there would be incline in PK
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scores of the visual-imagery strategy groups, and not in the CR group,
one could attribute it to the imagery strategies. If CR would show an
incline in PK scores and not the imagery groups, one could, for
instance, argue that it was the instructions other than the
visual-imagery strategies, that were PK conducive. These were
speculations, and as we will see later on, an interpretation of an
increase in PK scores of one group and not the others depends on other
experimental variables as well.
Instructions following screening session. Those who were selected
for the control group were told after the pretest session that we were
interested in seeing how people did on four more occasions with about a
one week interval. It was attempted to induce in control Ss the possible
effects of expectancy, involvement, and practice. They were not told
about the three strategies. The following instructions were given
verbally:
We are conducting a larger experiment to test further
those who got 18 hits or more from both versions of the
computer test. Now, when I say a larger experiment, I only
mean that each person will attend on four occasions with about
a one week interval, for about an hour each time, to practise
on the computer test. You will of course make your own time
schedule regarding what days you can attend and at what time
to practise on the PK computer test.
You would also be given exercises to do at home as well,
such as relaxation and visualization exercises that are widely
advocated as important for the acquisition of general mental
skills and psychic skills in particular. [Expectancy effect of
home practice induced.]
Would you be seriously interested in participating in the
second experiment? There are no obligations. If you say "yes"
now, you can, of course, say "no" when you attend the first
session, or withdraw at any time for that matter. Preferably,
we want participants that are, hopefully, not going to drop
out of the experiment once they have started.
Aim: The aim of this study is, firstly, to obtain more
data on the computer test which you've just finished. It is a
new test that we designed here at the lab to measure PK
abilities. We are investigating the effect of practice on this
computer test. We want to see if more practise and exercise on
this test increases your PK scores. Practice on a particular
test often increases one's performance on that test.
[Expectancy effect induced. ] We also want to see if the
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practice effect is somewhat different for the feedback and
nonfeedback versions. Secondly, we want to see if people
develop any skills or strategies when doing the test on four
occasions. If such is the case we want to know if different
people develop similar strategies and if it matters what type
of strategy people develop.
The tests: In this experiment you will be required to do
the same computer test as you were just doing. You will be
left to your own devices as to how to go about influencing the
test on these four occasions. You will also be given one
additional test as well, a so-called inspection time test. You
will do the inspection time test before the first session and
after the last session. We want to see if practising on the PK
computer test will bias the inspection time in one way or
another.
You will be given the relaxation and the visualization
exercises to practise at home for about 5-10 min. per day
before session 3 and 4. If, for some reasons, you are not able
to do the home practice sessions once in a while, that's fine.
However, we very much want you to practise at home because the
more you practise the more likely it is that you will get the
full benefit of the exercises. You may of course practise more
than 5-10 min. per day if you want to.
We know you are spending valuable spare time here with
us, and therefore we want you to benefit from this study. We
suggest that you become involved in the exercises personally,
and try to explore using them in your daily life - that you
try to use them for your own benefit so to speak.
In the last session you will receive your personal
results, and at the end of the experiment you will get the
main results from the experiment by mail, so that you can
compare your scores to the whole group that will be
participating.
The training sessions. Control Ss did the inspection time test both
before the four sessions started as well as after they were finished. Ss
in the CR group were given the same pamphlet which was given to the
other groups, except that all information about the visual-imagery
strategies was eliminated and no diary was included. Each session
started with general chat, followed by the tape-recorded pep-talk
suggestions (the visual-imagery strategy part excluded) and the PK
computer test. After the PK task S wrote down a report of how he went
about influencing the computer test. The CR group listened through
headphones to the same relaxation exercise which the other groups had,
also in the reclining chair after session 2, and were asked to practise
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it at home. They obtained the simple visualization exercise which the
other groups had to practise at home after session 3. At the end of
session 4 control Ss were told about the main purpose of the experiment.
Additional Considerations
Table 6.3 shows a schematic plan of experiment 5. Each training
session took about an hour and half. A few pilot runs were conducted to
test the visual-imagery training procedure. These were done by E himself
in order to save time and E felt confident about the experimental set-up
after having executed experiment 4 when considerable experience was
gained on the procedure. All subjects (including CR) in the training
study were sent by mail the main findings from the experiment when it
was finished.
Towards controlling for experimenter effects. The experimenter was
not blind as to the four conditions in present study. The potential
influence of E was acknowledged and an effort was made to minimize the
possibility of such an influence (on experimenter effect, see e.g.,
Rosenthal, 1980; and recently Palmer, 1989). E made an attempt to treat
all Ss equally, with care and warmth. Furthermore, after each session
all Ss, including the CR, were given a questionnaire form on which they
were asked to rate any particular influence coming from E. Only one
subject felt as if E had influenced her. This subject was an elderly
lady, who though that this "influence" was quite nice. The question
asked on this questionnaire form was as follows:
Please rate if you felt that the experimenter influenced your
performance such that you did well in one version of the test
(the feedback or the nonfeedback version) and not as well in
the other version (the feedback or the nonfeedback version).
Session 1
1. - Felt no particular influence from the experimenter.
2. - Felt as if experimenter tried to make me do well in the
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feedback version but not as well in the nonfeedback
version.
3. - Felt as if experimenter tried to make me do well in the




Control KNG runs, (i) The experiment was run without Ss with a
program that simulated the trials and the sessions (see programs in
appendix D) . A total of 34 simulated experiments were run, none of which
yielded a significant deviation from chance (above or below). (ii) The
RNGs were also tested for large series of numbers, nine million overall,
resulting in chi-square =5.00 (p=.17, 2-T) (see exact results in
appendix C).
6.5 RESULTS
A total of 16,640 trials (208 sessions) comprised the data for the
four training sessions. There were 90 screening pretest sessions,
involving 7,200 trials.
Eight subjects did not complete the inspection time test. Various
reasons were to blame: Two elderly ladies were spared the effort on both
occasions. With two Ss the computer broke down more than three times in
a row on the 1st occasion and they were not given the inspection time
test the 2nd time. One S complained about sore and dry eyes after
finishing the PK task and did not do the inspection time test on the 2nd
occasion. Finally, E terminated the inspection time test with three Ss
as he noticed that they were becoming frustrated, angry or irritated. Of
those three Ss, the inspection time test was terminated for two on the
1st occasion and they were not given it the 2nd time around, and for the
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remaining S it was terminated on the 2nd occasion. To explore Ss'
inspection time was not a major issue of the project and E wanted Ss to
feel good when starting the first PK session that followed. Total PK
scores for each of the two Ss with whom the BBC broke down were slightly
below chance, whereas with the other six subjects total PK scores were
above chance.
One file got written over by mistake. Unfortunately the backup
cumulative file got too big at the same time so that the backup data
were not saved. Therefore that particular outfile was destroyed. Since
the main data were also written down by E in his lab-book as each S
completed his session, not all data were lost for this particular case.
The separate pseudo-RNGl and the pseudo-PNG2 PK scores and all the IT
measurements were lost. The scores of this person were not unusual in
any way as far as I could tell. (Missing values were issued for the
missing data.) By mistake one subject got the live PNG in both the
feedback and the nonfeedback conditions in the first session, and in the
second session she got the pseudo-RNG in both the feedback and the
nonfeedback conditions. (Missing values were issued for the relevant
missing pseudo-RNG scores in the first session and the relevant missing
live RNG scores in the second session.) Apart from these two instances,
everything went smoothly during the execution of the experiment.
All questionnaire data were double scored. Raw data and computer
data were double checked by C.W. and Eric Darley (E.D.), such that E
read each raw data point out loud followed by either C.W. or E.D.
reading the relevant computer entry out loud. All data except for the
single file that was destroyed are available from the author. (The mean
PK score for each session in experiment 5 can be found in appendix G.)
Three-way Analysis of Variance was not intended for experiment 5,
the datafiles were not structured for such analysis and the number of
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trials was not kept equal for all RNGs, i.e. 40 live FNG PK trials were
completed in the live PNG version of Synthia, whereas in the pseudo-PNG
version, 20 pseudo-FNGl and 20 pseudo-RNG2 PK trials were conducted.
None of my hypotheses dealt with interplay between many variables, and
rnultiway ANOVA in study 4 did not find any significant interactions.
Predicted Effects
No individual met the criteria for "natural talent", and therefore
all Ss are included in H1-H3.
Hypothesis 1. The Ss practising the GO strategy scored about the
same in both versions of the computer test (nonfeedback hits=527,
M3E=520; feedback hits=525, M3E=520). The difference was not
significant, Wilcoxon test: T (N=52) = 679.000 (z=.09, p=.44, 1-T), see
Fig. 6.1 and table 6.4.
Hypothesis 2. The Ss practising the PO strategy scored
nonsignificantly higher in the nonfeedback condition (hits=543, NCE=520)
than in the feedback condition (hits=525, M3E=520) which was in the
predicted direction. The difference between conditions was not
significant, Wilcoxon test: T (N=52) = 587.500 (z=.92, p=.18, 1-T), see
Fig. 6.1 and table 6.4.
Hypothesis 3. The Ss practising the EO strategy scored slightly
higher in the feedback version (hits=522, M3E=520) than in the
nonfeedback version (hits=519, MCE=520) which was the reverse direction
to that predicted. The difference was not significant, Wilcoxon test: T
(N=52) = 659.000 (z=.27, p=.39, 1-T), see Fig. 6.1 and table 6.4.
Hypothesis 4. There was a decline in PK scores between the first
half (sessions 1 and 2 combined) and second half (sessions 3 and 4
combined) of the four training sessions for PO, the difference being
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nonsignificant, Wilcoxon test: T (N=13) = 41.500 (z=.28, p=.77, 2-T).
This was in the reverse direction to that predicted, see table 6.5.
There was a decline in PK scores between the first half (sessions 1
and 2 combined) and second half (sessions 3 and 4 combined) of the four
training sessions for GO, the difference being nonsignificant, Wilcoxon
test: T (N=13) = 32.500 (z=.91, p=.37, 2-T). This was in the reverse
direction to that predicted, see table 6.5.
There was a decline in PK scores between the first half (sessions 1
and 2 combined) and second half (sessions 3 and 4 combined) of the four
training sessions for EO, the difference being nonsignificant, Wilcoxon
test: T (N=13) = 37.000 (z=.59, p=.56, 2-T). This was in the reverse
direction to that predicted, see table 6.5.
Hypothesis 5. This prediction applied to the 90 Ss participating in
the screening session irrespective of whether they passed the screening
criterion and continued to the training sessions, a) Higher feedback PK
scores did not correlate with lower WIQ scores. The relationship was
close to chance; Spearman R (87) = -.02 (z=.18, p=.42, 1-T). b) Higher
total PK scores did not correlate with higher sheep-goat scores (more
sheep-ish) and the relationship was at chance; Spearman R (89) = -.01
(z=.07, p=.45, 1-T). c) Higher total PK scores did not correlate with
higher I-E scale scores (external locus of control) and the relationship
was slightly in the reverse direction to that predicted; Spearman R (89)
= -.06 (z=.60, p=.28, 1-T).
Hypothesis 6. a) As predicted, Ss practising the PO visual-imagery
strategy spent a significantly longer time in the nonfeedback condition
than in the feedback condition, Wilcoxon test: T (N=52) = 461.000
(z=2.08, p=.036, 2-T), see table 6.6. b) As predicted, Ss practising GO
spent significantly more time in the feedback condition, than in the
nonfeedback condition, Wilcoxon test: T (N=52) = 302.000 (z=3.52,
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p=.0007, 2-T). c) Ss practising EO spent more time in the nonfeedback
condition than in the feedback condition. This effect was in the
predicted direction, although the difference was not significant,
Wilcoxon test: T (N=51) = 570.000 (z=.87, p=.39, 2-T).
Hypothesis 7. This prediction applied only to Ss practising the
three visual-imagery strategies. The Ss increasing (becoming slower) in
inspection time from the first measurement (done before visual-imagery
training sessions started) to the second measurement (done when the
training sessions finished) scored higher than Ss decreasing (becoming
faster) in inspection time. This was in the predicted direction but not
significant, Mann-Whitney Test: U = 39.000 (z=-.84, p=.41, 2-T). Six Ss
increased in inspection time and got mean PK scores of 84.17 (above
chance), whereas 17 Ss decreased in inspection time and got mean PK
scores of 79.47 (below chance), see Fig. 6.2.
Hypothesis 8. a) The Ss doing PO scored higher than the control
group in the nonfeedback version which was in accord with the
prediction, but the difference was not significant, Mann-Whitney Test: U
= 1206.000 (z=-.95, p=.17, 1-T), see table 6.4. b) The Ss practising GO
scored exactly the same as the control group in the feedback version,
see table 6.4.
General Post-hoc Analysis
Hidden trials. For each of the three strategies, the total observed
hits were slightly higher than the hidden hits, see table 6.7. For the
control group, total hidden hits were slightly higher than observed
hits. I do not think we need statistical tests in order to see that the
differences in table 6.7 are far from being significant.
Live RNG and pseudo-RNGs. Was there any particular set-up of the
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computer test that was overall more likely to be susceptible to psi
influence? Ss scored nonsignificantly below chance while doing the
trials on the live RNG (mean PK score = 9.91), but nonsignificantly
above chance while doing the trials on the pseudo-RNG (mean PK score =
10.26), see tables 6.8 and 6.9. The difference between overall PK scores
on the two RNGs came close to significance, Wilcoxon test: T (N=208) =
9299.000 (2=1.81, p=.067, 2-T). The Ss scored similarly on pseudo-RNGl
(mean PK scores = 5.10) and pseudo-RNG2 (mean PK score = 5.14), see
table 6.8. The difference between PK scores on pseudo-RNGl when S
initiated it (mean PK score = 5.20) and when E initiated it (mean PK
score = 5.00) was not significant, Mann-Whitney test: U = 5226.000
(z=-.30, p=.76, 2-T).
In the feedback version, pseudo-RNGl PK scores when E initiated the
test (mean PK scores = 5.06) and pseudo-RNG2 PK scores (mean PK scores =
5.08) were about the same. Thus the difference between pseudo-RNGl and.
pseudo-RNG2 that was observed in the feedback version in experiment 4
was not replicated.
The condition that most resembles prior studies is the live RNG
feedback condition for PO and GO (for reference see table 6.9). PK
scores in the PO live RNG condition were nonsignificantly higher in the
nonfeedback version (mean PK score = 5.94) than in the feedback version
(mean PK score = 4.48), Wilcoxon test: T (N=52) = 615.000 (z=.67, p=.51,
2-T). However, PK scores in the GO live RNG condition were also
nonsignificantly higher in the nonfeedback version (mean PK score =
5.31) than in the feedback version (mean PK score = 4.67), wilcoxon
test: T (N=52) = 642.000 (z=.43, p=.67, 2-T).
The inspection time test. Ss practising PO increased
nonsignificantly in inspection time (t=-1.22, p=.25) and Ss practising
GO and CR decreased nonsignificantly in inspection time between the
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first and last measurement (t=.95, p=.36 and t=1.36, p=.21,
respectively). EO decreased significantly in inspection time from the
first measurement to the second (t=2.83, p=.02). See table 6.10 for
details.
Test-retest reliability for the inspection time test was obtained
by doing Pearson Correlation on duration time on the first occasion and
duration time on the second occasion. As it turned out; r(42) = .46
(t=3.32, p=.0022, 2-T), which suggests consistency in responding on the
two occasions.
Home practice sessions. Fourteen of those doing the visual-imagery
strategies did not practise at home. If S did not bring his diary to the
last session E gave him an addressed envelope to put the diary in and
mail back. If that did not work E phoned S after Christmas and asked him
to turn in the diary. The matter was not pursued any further. The 25 Ss
who practised at home scored slightly higher (mean PK scores =81.28) in
combined total PK scores for the four sessions than the 14 Ss who did
not practise at home (mean PK scores = 80.64). The difference was not
significant on a Mann-Whitney test: U = 171.000 (z=-.12, p=.87, 2-T).
Vividness of the visual-imagery strategy as reported in the diaries
when practised at home did not get better with more practice. The method
developed in pilot experiment 4 to measure whether imagery gets better
over a period of time (for details see appendix E), showed a
nonsignificant correlation between the chronological time variable and
the vividness ratings; Spearman R(119) = -.09 (z=.96, p=.34, 2-T).
Post-Hoc Linear Relationships
To examine the various possible linear developments across sessions
the Spearman Rank correlation coefficient was employed to correlate PK
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scores with session number. One can question the use of correlation on
only four values. I reasoned that correlation could give a rough
indication of which relationships suggest linear connections, if any.
Furthermore, the relationships that would reach significance would be
the most robust ones and those were of most interest to me.
The four group. All three training groups showed nonsignificant
declines in the combined feedback and nonfeedback PK scores from session
1 to session 4, see Fig. 6.3. The decline for combined PK scores of the
three strategy groups was not significant; Spearman R(155) = -.08
(z=.94, p=.35, 2-T). The control group was the only group that showed a
close to significant incline in total PK scores; Spearman R(51) = .27
(z=1.95, p=u051, 2-T), see Fig. 6.4. This incline in total PK scores in
the control group was due to a highly significant incline in the
nonfeedback version; Spearman R(51) = .39 (z=2.80, p=.0053, 2-T), as can
be seen in table 6.11.
Live RNG and Pseudo-RNGs. Looking at table 6.12 the positive
marginal significant correlation between PK scores and session number
for the control group was mainly due to a significant correlation
between total pseudo-RNG PK scores and session number; Spearman R(51) =
.28 (z=1.98, p=.045, 2-T), and not total live RNG PK scores and session
number.
To be more exact it was total pseudo-RNGl PK scores that correlated
significantly with session number; Spearman R(51) = .43 (z=3.Q8,
p=.0025, 2-T), but not total pseudo-RNG2 PK scores and session number,
see table 6.12.
Tracing this effect even further can be done by comparing whether
it was due to E or S initiating the pseudo-RNGl, see table 6.13. Session
number correlated positively and significantly with total pseudo-RNGl PK
scores when E initiated the test; Spearman R(25) = .49 (z=2.45, p=.01,
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2-T). This correlation was not significant when S initiated the test;
Spearman R(25) = .08 (z=.39, p=.70, 2-T).
Predicting Training Post-Hoc
Was there any group of Ss that was more likely to show increase in
PK scores in visual-imagery training?
Sheep and goats in imagery groups. The following analyses were done
on the three visual-imagery groups, and not on the control group. The 27
sheep scored nonsignificantly higher (mean PK scores = 81.30) than the
12 goats (mean PK scores = 80.50), Mann-Whitney Test: U = 155.000
(z=-.21, p=.81, 2-T).
For an informal comparison, the 2 highest scoring sheep (scoring 6
on the sheep-goat scale) got higher PK scores (mean PK scores = 87.00)
than other sheep or goats, and scored above chance in three sessions out
of four. The difference between these two sheep and the 12 goats was not
significant, Mann-Whitney Test: U = 5.000 (z=-1.28, p=.20, 2-T).
The 27 sheep increased nonsignificantly in PK scores from first
half of the experiment (mean PK scores from sessions 1 and 2 combined =
40.30) to the second half (mean PK scores from sessions 3 and 4 combined
= 41.00), Wilcoxon test: T (N=27) = 171.000 (z=.43, p=.67, 2-T). The 12
goats decreased significantly in PK scores from first half (getting mean
PK scores = 43.00) to second half (mean PK scores = 37.50), Wilcoxon
test: T (N=12) = 5.500 (z=2.63, p=.009, 2-T).
I ran Mann-Whitney tests on the PK score increase between the first
and second half of the training sessions with sheep and the decrease in
PK scores between the two halves of the experiment with goats. This
analysis yielded a significant difference between sheep and goats,
Mann-Whitney test: U = 73.500 (z=-2.69, p=.007, 2-T).
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Sheep and goats in control group. The 11 sheep increased in PK
score from first half (mean PK scores = 39.00) to second half (mean PK
scores =40.64) of the experiment. The two goats also increased in PK
score from first half (mean PK scores =38.50) to second half (mean PK
scores = 41.00) of the experiment.
GGPO. This analysis applied only to those practising the three
visual-imagery strategies. Those scoring high on the GGPQ (split via the
median of 27.0) scored slightly lower on the computer test (combined PK
scores from the four sessions) than those scoring low on the GGPQ,
Mann-Whitney Test: U = 145.000 (z=-.23, p=.80, 2-T). This is
nonsignificantly in the reverse direction to that found post-hoc in
experiment 4. The 19 Ss scoring high on the GGPQ got mean PK scores of
80.26, whereas the 16 Ss scoring low on the GGPQ got mean PK scores of
80.56.
Gordon's test. This analysis was done only on the three
visual-imagery groups. When the Gordon's test is split via the median of
20 into high and low self-rated imagery controllers, both the high and
low self-rated imagery controllers decreased slightly in PK scores from
the first half of the experiment to the second. The 17 high controllers
decreased from a mean PK score of 42.35 down to 39.06 (MTE=40). The 17
low controllers decreased from mean PK score of 40.12 down to 40.06
(MCE=40) . (The 5 Ss who had an exact median of 20 were excluded from the
analyzes.)
Post-Hoc Analysis of the Screening Sessions
In addition to H5, the following four analyses were conducted on
the 90 session pretest screening material: a) The Gordon questionnaire
on imagery control did not correlate significantly with feedback PK
scores; Spearman R(89) = .15 (z=1.37, p=.17, 2-T). This was however in
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tiie expected direction, i.e., higher self-rated imagery control was
associated with higher PK scores, b) Scores on the Gordon questionnaire
correlated significantly with those on the WIQ and VMQ; Spearman R(87)
= -.46 (z=4.26, p=.0001, 2-T) and Spearman R(88) = -.27 (z=2.50, p=.01,
2-T), respectively, c) Scores on the WIQ correlated significantly with
those on the VAlQ; Spearman R(87) = .52 (z=4.82, p=.0000, 2-T). d)
Correlation between answers to question 15 on the GGPQ and the total PK
scores was close to significance; Spearman R(86) = .20 (z=1.88, p=.057,
2-T). These results are reported here for the record, but are not
discussed until in chapter 7.
6.6 DISCUSSION
No hypotheses related to psychokinesis were confirmed. Subjects
doing GO did not score higher in the feedback version than in the
nonfeedback version, and Ss doing EO did not score higher in the
nonfeedback version than in the feedback version. Ss practising PO
showed a nonsignificant trend towards doing better in the nonfeedback
version than in the feedback version, as predicted, and scored
nonsignificantly higher than the control group in the nonfeedback
version. The three visual-imagery groups demonstrated a nonsignificant
decline in PK scores across sessions. In contrast, the control group
inclined in PK scores across sessions to a degree close to significance,
thus showing a trend that implies "learning" (although it does not
necessarily mean learning effect). A multi-session set-up such as the
one employed in experiment 5 does therefore not provide any support for
the three visual-imagery strategies as tools to increase PK scores in
psi experimentation with random number generators.
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It should be noted that experiment 5 was not an exact replication
of prior studies conducted by Morris et al. (1982) and Levi (1979) but a
replication of the visual-imagery strategies they explored. A
multi-session set-up such as the one used in experiment 5 neither
brought out the difference between PO and GO that earlier studies have
found nor GO's effectiveness in producing extrachance results. The
condition that most resembles prior studies is the live PNG condition
for PO and GO. The live PNG condition for these two groups did, however,
neither produce evidence for PK nor did it differ in any obvious way
from the pseudo-ENG conditions (see table 6.9).
Post-Hoc Implications
A number of post-hoc analyses were conducted giving rise to some
findings that reached significance but whose importance, if any, could
only be ascertained by further research. I prefer to discuss the main
post-hoc findings from experiment 5 along with the relevant findings
from experiment 4 in this section (instead of discussing both
experiments together in the final discussion chapter). The reason is
that it is difficult to discuss and interpret the present findings
without referring to the relevant findings from the previous study since
I was trying to replicate the prior findings.
Sheep and goats. (1) One of the more interesting post-hoc findings
from the present study was that of sheep inclining nonsignificantly in
PK scores between the first and the second half of the experiment, while
the goats declined significantly (p=.009, 2-T). The difference between
the incline with sheep and the decline with goats was significant
(p=.007, 2-T). In experiment 4, goats declined more than sheep between
the two halves of the six sessions (for goats the decline yielded p=.10,
2-T, and for sheep p=.53, 2-T). There, were, however, only 3 goats in
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study 4. (2) Only two super-sheep (scoring 6 on the sheep-goat scale)
practised the visual-imagery strategies. They scored higher (mean PK
scores = 87.00) than other sheep and goats. It is important to stress
that N is quite small, which makes this observation nearly useless. The
three super-sheep in experiment 4 also scored higher than all other
sheep and goats in the visual-imagery training, and scored above chance
on five out of six occasions (mean PK scores = 125.00). In future
research into visual-imagery strategies for the facilitation of PK one
may want to screen for sheep, and perhaps in particular super-sheep.
Inspection time trends. The test-retest reliability of the
inspection time test turned out to be reasonable (r=.46, p=.002), and Ss
showed consistency in the number of trials they did on the two
occasions. The two inspection time measurements that were analyzed in
relation to PK scoring were not significant. Both of them, however, can
be considered as nonsignificant trends that were in accord with the
findings from experiment 4. Since neither was significant and 8 Ss did
not complete the inspection time test in experiment 5, no serious
interpretation will be offered. Further research must decide whether
these effects are real or not:
(1) PO was the only condition that demonstrated an increase in
inspection time after imagery training. This could indicate that when Ss
have practised PO, and turn immediately to the inspection time test, the
process type imagery gets in the way of, or interferes with the
processes that are responsible for inspection time. This interference
could relate to the effects of PO practice upon some strategies used in
solving the inspection time task. If future research shows this
observation to be valid, one may have some sort of an objective measure
of whether PO has effectively taken place with a subject or not. In
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other words, an increase in inspection time can be seen as measurable
effect of PO imagery. (2) Ss practising the visual-imagery strategies
that increased in inspection time from first measurement to second
scored nonsignificantly higher than Ss who decreased in inspection time.
If PO was the only strategy that increased in inspection time, then the
Ss increasing in inspection time and scoring higher than those who
decreased in inspection time may have been mainly the Ss who did well in
the PO group. This seems to be the case. Of those who increased in
inspection time (and scored higher than those who experienced a
decrease), in experiment 4, 3 out of 5 were doing PO (while 2 did EO),
and in experiment 5, 4 out of 6 were doing PO (while one did GO and one
did EO). In both experiments 4 and 5, Ss using PO scored higher than Ss
using either GO or EO.
Interaction Between Feedback and Imagery
The IT measurement in the present experiment confirmed the
observation from experiment 4. In experiment 5, Ss "willing" the blue
star to appear took more time on their task (987 sec.) than Ss "willing"
in their mind's eye an energy beam going into the target box pulling out
the blue star (727 sec.). Ss "willing" a final number of hits out of the
session spent less time (466 sec.) on their task than any of the other
groups. They even spent less time on their task than Ss who had not been
provided with any instructed strategy (596 sec.) . Duration of volition
was longer when Ss doing PO did not obtain feedback on their performance
(395 sec.), than when they received such feedback (331 sec.). Ss doing
GO spent more time on their task when they received feedback on their
performance (558 sec.), than in the absence of such feedback (428 sec.).
Although nonsignificant, Ss practising EO showed a trend towards
spending more time on their volition task in the absence of immediate
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feedback (240 sec.) than in the presence of such feedback (226 sec.).
The instructions required Ss to engage in one of three different
mental processes. If mental processes can be seen as analogous to
physical processes, we would expect Ss to take different times in
employing their strategy, depending upon what strategy they are using.
As it turned out Ss spent different times on their task depending upon
which strategy they were practising (see table 6.6). Kruskal-Wallis
test: H (3,N=207) = 16.313 (p=.0013) for the four conditions. This
suggests that Ss were, in fact, practising three (or four counting the
CR group) different strategies on the computer test. If they had not, we
would expect Ss to have spent roughly equal time on the task. However,
whether a strategy took a long or short time to perform was not
connected with its effectiveness according to the data.
Let us put PK aside. We still have to explain the different effects
of the presence and absence of immediate feedback on IT in PO and GO. As
a starting point, let us look at the cognitive effort idea presented by
Levi (1979) . In the present study, the cognitive effort required of Ss
in GO should have been less in the feedback condition than in the
nonfeedback condition, since the form of the feedback (the blue star)
was congruent with the imagery (of visualizing the blue star) in the
feedback condition. In contrast, the cognitive effort required of Ss in
PO should have been greater in the feedback condition, since the form of
the feedback was not congruent with the imagery (visualizing an energy
beam) .
In the last chapter we argued that the IT measurements did not
support the interpretation of the cognitive effort idea where more
cognitive effort should be reflected by higher IT, and less cognitive
effort by less IT. Another interpretation of the cognitive effort idea
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can be stated as follows:
Less cognitive effort (as a consequence of less conflict
between external feedback stimuli, or absence of stimuli, and
internal imagery) is reflected in more time spent on a task
because the imagery process is left undisturbed to take its
time. Less time spent on a task indicates more cognitive
effort, because the imagery activity that is going on is cut
off when it conflicts with external feedback.
This may seem counter-intuitive. Feedback (or no-feedback) which is
not congruent with the visualization will result in less time spent on a
task. Feedback (or no-feedback) congruent with visualization will result
in more time spent on the task. In this explanation no-feedback is
"active" and has an effect, for example, in GO where no-feedback is
considered not to be congruent with imagery and results in interference
between imagery and no-feedback.
Feedback on its own, or the absence of it, is seen as crucial in
the cognitive effort idea. We can look at the time that Ss take after
making a hit and after getting a miss in the feedback version for both
GO and PO:
(a) For GO in the feedback version: Since the criteria for less
cognitive effort is the production of feedback congruent with imagery we
can compare directly the IT after a hit and IT after a miss. No blue
star after a miss is not congruent with imagery of a blue star. We would
expect GO to take more IT after a hit than after a miss. The data shows
a significant difference between IT after a hit (mean IT = 11.45) and
after a miss (mean IT = 15.41), Wilcoxon test: H (N=52) = 460.000
(z=2.085, p=.03, 2-T). This indicates that Ss speed up after receiving a
hit. Thus this part of the cognitive effort idea as detailed above, is
not confirmed.
(b) For PO in the feedback version: Because the absence of feedback
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is congruent with PO imagery less cognitive effort occurs. We can
compare directly the IT after a hit and after a miss. A blue star after
a miss is not congruent with the image of an energy beam, whereas no
blue star is more congruent with the imagery. We would expect PO to take
more IT after a miss than after a hit. The data shows a significant
difference between IT after a hit (mean IT = 6.98) and after a miss
(mean IT = 9.02), Wilcoxon test: H (N=52) = 445.000 (z=2.22, p=.02,
2-T) . This indicates that Ss speed up after receiving a hit. This seems
to suggest a rise in cognitive effort immediately following feedback and
is apparently in accord with the cognitive effort idea as detailed
above. This, however, also suggests that Ss speed up after hits
regardless of which strategy they use, PO or GO. The same statistical
comparison for hits and misses has not yet been conducted on EO and CR,
or on the nonfeedback conditions where it would be interesting to see if
there is any tendency to respond in the same way, thus indicating that
at some level Ss may be aware that they got a hit.
Do we have to invoke the concept of cognitive effort that
represents interference or conflict between feedback and imagery? The
following is a "simple" explanation of what could be happening (although
there are probably other possible interpretations): Feedback is seen as
information, e.g. in the feedback version of Synthia, a miss is not
followed by any blue star, but still it provides feedback on
performance. Ss speed up after receiving a hit because they feel more
confident irrespective of what strategy they are practising. Or, since
feedback is also information of failure, when Ss obtain "negative"
feedback they loose confidence, slow down and spend some time getting
set for the next trial. The absence of feedback (as in the nonfeedback
version of Synthia) does not have any effect on imagery at all. When
imagery is performed without feedback, or information about performance,
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it is left undisturbed to take its time. When trial-by-trial feedback is
presented on performance (as in the feedback version), Ss practising GO
concentrate (or focus) more on their task than in the absence of such
information. Their attention is kept alert since they are constantly
reminded of their image resulting in more concentration. In the absence
of information on performance, Ss practising PO and EO concentrate more
easily on their task than in the presence of such information. For PO
and EO, Ss' concentration or attention is interrupted by any
trial-by-trial feedback.
A possible relationship between concentration / attention and IT in
feedback / nonfeedback conditions can be explored in future experiments
by administering some sort of concentration / attention questionnaire in
each session. One would probably need more elaborate apparatus to get at
this hypothesis but this could be a start.
The "Learning" Effect
The control group (CR) was the only group that showed a marginally
significant incline in PK scores across sessions. We traced this
significant incline effect to the pseudo-RNGl PK scores of CR. This
significant incline in pseudo-RNGl PK scores over sessions occurred when
E initiated the test (and thus a random sequence of 20 trials), and not
when S initiated the test. However, the pseudo-RNGl trials when S
initiated the test contributed to the overall significant correlation
between pseudo-RNGl PK scores and session number as can be seen in table
6.13 (rs = .28 for nonfeedback pseudo-RNGl PK scores and session number
when S initiated the random sequence) . To sum up, the significant
incline in PK scores over sessions for CR was mainly due to the random
numbers that were produced when E initiated a determined run of 20
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numbers, which then significantly matched the target order.
Possible reasons. Given the large number of analyses done, the
marginally significant incline observed in PK scores of the control
group could have been a chance result. Acknowledging the fact that this
finding could be a chance result, we may nevertheless want to speculate
on other interpretations. Following are three possible psi-based
explanations.
(1) Interest-related variables: Practising the same strategy time
after time may have been dull and repetitive. Ss may have got bored and
lost interest in the strategy they were using. This loss of interest may
have been reflected in the PK scores that declined over time and was
most prominent with the goats. Another psychological factor may have
been that Ss gradually tried harder and harder to "make" their strategy
work. High striving associated with visualization of desired outcome has
resulted in psi scores below chance (Debes & Morris, 1982; also relevant
is Morris & Morrell, 1985) . The third factor might have been that the
imagery groups had high expectations of the effectiveness of their
training. They became frustrated or "put off" somehow by the feedback
from poor results. In contrast, Ss in CR may not have lost interest
since they were free to play around with as many methods as they could
think of. Their expectations may not have been as high as with the
imagery groups and thus the CR Ss may have adopted a more relaxed
attitude towards the sessions. Their interest in the PK task may have
been more likely to grow as the sessions went on.
In these explanations, attentional factors and the novelty of a
strategy are considered more important than the actual production of the
strategy. Strategy instructions are more demanding and decrease
attentional factors, while less defined instructions make these
attentional factors high. Implicit in these explanations is that it is
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the not the strategies per se that would increase PK scoring, but some
sort of hypothetical variable(s), like "interest". I would like to make
three comments on these explanations: Firstly, if interest-related
variables were solely responsible for high PK scoring, we would have
observed high PK scoring in the first training session (where the
novelty level would have been high, compared to the remaining three
sessions). Indeed such was the case with the visual-imagery strategy
groups (see Figs. 5.1 and 6.4), but it was not of the same caliber of
what was obtained in the one or two session studies conducted by Morris
et al. (1982) and Levi (1979). Secondly, these explanations include so
many possible variables, that it is difficult to point out which ones
are more likely than others to be responsible. Thirdly, these
explanations may shed some light on the decline with the imagery groups,
and to some extent the incline with the CR group. However, they do not
explain why the incline in the CR group mainly occurred on pseudo-RNGl
when initiated by E.
(2) The quantum collapse model: Schmidt's model would probably
explain PK influence on the RNGs as generated by S affecting the outcome
when he observes it (at the end of the nonfeedback condition and after
each trial in the feedback condition). S is the "interested" party who
observes the results before anyone else. Assuming that S was influencing
the random numbers, then we would expect S's influence to be equal on
pseudo-RNG2 and pseudo-RNGl, both when S and E initiated it. This was
however not the case.
(3) The IDS model would predict that all results are obtained via
intuitive data sorting by precognition. It might explain the incline
with the CR group by saying that the only way for E to enter the data
via his own psi would be through pseudo-RNGl when he initiated the
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computer tests. The IDS model would say that the experimenter
intuitively started the test at the right moment to get this "learning"
effect. If this is the case we would expect psi scores to have increased
in both feedback and nonfeedback conditions when E initiated pseudo-RNGl
(Unless E was differentially "motivated"). Looking at table 6.13 this
expectation is marginally confirmed: Feedback psi scores when E
initiated pseudo-RNGl were close to being significant (rs=.37, z=1.87,
p=.06, 2-T). However, E predicted that the visual-imagery groups would
show an incline effect and not the CR group, and he knew the condition
for each subject. The CR group was expected to score at chance or to
show a slight decline in PK scores. In a sense, E wanted CR to show no
incline effect. So if we interpret this "learning" effect as possibly
produced by intuitive data sorting by E, then we have to argue that it
was psi-missing on behalf of E. (It is possible that there are multiple
influences, and that during execution of CR, E was less confounded by
complicated influences resulting from the imagery strategies, if any
influences resulted from them at all.)
Of the three psi based interpretations discussed, the one offered
by the IDS model can be presented as the most consistent with the
incline in the CR group. A significant difference between performance on
pseudo-RNGl (which was initiated by E) in comparison with other RNGs
(initiated by Ss) was also observed in experiment 4. There we noticed a
significant difference (p=.04, 2-T) between feedback PK scores on
pseudo-RNGl (above chance) and pseudo-RNG2 (below chance) . This was
however not replicated in experiment 5, which casts doubt on this
observation. Also, why should E's influence only be limited to the CR
group? Why do we not notice more of E's influence in the data if E's
precognition can play such a big role in forming the results? I do not
have any ready-made answers to these questions, and the fact remains,
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that these "one-occasion" significant findings may be due to chance,
given the number of statistical analyses conducted.
Imagery Practice
Two studies, both dealing with somewhat prolonged imagery practice,
came to my attention after the completion of the visual-imagery
experiments. Since they are related to the purpose of this thesis they
will be described here at length.
Morris and Hornaday (1981) conducted a two session study with 31
subjects. They used the same PK device that Morris et al. (1979) had
used (a display of 16 lights where a binary decision from a RNG
determined whether the illuminated light would step clockwise or
counterclockwise). Target direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) was
counterbalanced for Ss and assigned prior to the study. (Although it is
not clear in the report, it appears that the experimenter who treated
the subjects did not know the assignment.) The subject started the first
session by doing four runs of 16 trials each. He was then given written
instructions on mental practice and attempted to imagine for about 4
minutes being successful at influencing the lights. Following this, the
subject did four more runs of 16 trials each. Before the second session
which would take place in a week's time, the subject was required to
engage in the mental practice procedure once a day. In the second
session the subject was again tested on the PK test.
The overall results were above chance but not significantly so
(50.50%, z=.89). There was no significant difference between the first
and second sessions. There was a "general trend towards improvement from
first session through the first half of the second session, but the
second half showed negative scoring" (ibid., p.104). No meaningful
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correlations were found between PK performance and the number of home
practice sessions, average duration of session, vividness of experience
or prior experience with mental development techniques.
Braud (1983) reported a pilot investigation of prolonged
visualization / imagery training in facilitating PK. He examined PK
performance by having 7 Ss individually try to exert a PK effect on a
visual display attached to a thermal noise-based binary PNG. The display
provided red illumination feedback for hits, but no feedback for misses.
Each subject was tested twice on the PNG on each occasion doing five
100-trial runs, preceding (pre-test) and following the imagery training
program (post-test). On both occasions the subject's imagery was
assessed by Paivio's Individual Differences Questionnaire, Marks' WIQ
and Gordon's Test of Visual Imagery Control.
The training program had originally been developed by George
(George, Imagery Enhancement, unpublished). It enphasized various
visualization exercises. A tape recording of the exercises involved
predominantly guided visualization of color and colored objects. Early
exercises were simple and "static" while later exercises were more
complex'and "dynamic" (Braud, 1983, p.188). This training consisted of
weekly group meetings as well as daily home practice for a period of six
weeks. Before training, PK scoring did not differ significantly from
chance, but following training PK scores were significantly above chance
_ g
(p=3.66 x 10 , 2-T), using the z-test. As predicted, the PK score had
increased significantly from pre-test to post-test (Z^^-^2.84, p=.0044,
2-T). Furthermore, a significantly positive correlation between amount
of imagery practice and increase in PK scores across training was also
reported (r=+,84, p<.02, 2-T). Finally, all imagery scores on the
questionnaires changed in the expected direction across training, and on
the Gordon test to a significant degree (p=.026, 2-T), using the t-test.
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Braud concluded that his preliminary findings were consistent with the
idea that prolonged visualization training may facilitate PK performance
(ibid., p. 189) .
In both the Morris and Hornaday (1981) and Braud (1983) studies Ss
were apparently not instructed to use any particular visual-imagery
strategy while attempting to exert psychokinesis. In that respect these
two studies are not directly related to our purpose of exploring PO, GO
and EO. Both are, however, important to the discussion of the
hypothesized relationship between imagery and PK (George & Krippner,
1984) . Morris and Hornaday failed to find a significant improvement in
PK performance after a week of "mental practice" procedure.
Unfortunately they do not report whether imagery got significantly
better after one week's practice, or if they attempted to assess that at
all. Braud reported a significant increase in PK scores after imagery
training and he also reported a significant change in imagery in the
expected direction after training, as measured by the Gordon's test.
Thus, Braud's study seems to yield some confirmation of the hypothesized
relationship between imagery and PK, in that imagery training
significantly affected imagery and in turn PK performance Improved to a
significant degree. As I see it, it is unfortunate that Braud did not
have a control group. Therefore we do not know whether the tendency to
report better imagery control after prolonged practice was due to
practice or something else.
The data from experiments 4 and 5 indicate that our training
procedure did not significantly improve the vividness of the
visual-imagery strategies for those Ss who practised at home. In that
case the results of studies 4 and 5 may not be directly relevant to the
PK-imagery hypothesis. We should however acknowledge that in both
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experiments 4 and 5 Ss tended to report that imagery practice at home
improved slightly the vividness of the visual-imagery strategy they were
using (correlation between the chronological time variable and the
vividness ratings for experiment 4, rs=-.24, p=.06; and for experiment
5, rs=-.09, p=.34). Perhaps a better way to assess whether imagery
improves with practice is to do as Braud did and administer imagery
scales before and after imagery training. My reason for using the
diaries as a basis for imagery evaluation was that I wanted to measure
whether the vividness of a particular strategy that S was using
improved, and not the general imagery ability.
Follow-up Investigation
One subject, case 26, scored consistently above chance in the
feedback version of the PK computer test in experiment 4. He was
practising the PO strategy that had been expected to yield extrachance
PK scoring in the nonfeedback version. I decided to try to get case 26
again to the laboratory after experiment 5 for further experimentation.
He agreed to this and we decided to do five more sessions without any
instructed strategy. The five sessions were carried out between 21
January and 18 February 1989. Again, the PK task was the computer test
"Synthia", but this time it was the same version as was used in
experiment 5 (with both live and pseudo-RNGs generating the PK targets).
For the five sessions, case 26 obtained feedback PK scores of 46
(M3E=50, z=-.65), and nonfeedback PK scores of 46 (MGE=50, z=-.65). He
scored therefore below chance on this occasion. Unfortunately, the five
sessions coincided with a difficult period in his life. Shortly before
the five sessions started he had failed his exams in an evening school.
During the experimentation, he attempted to resit the exams, but failed
again, and finally quit his daytime job. For the last couple of sessions
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he was trying to decide what to do in the future. Be that as it may. For
overall feedback PK scores (one pretest session, six training sessions
and five additional sessions), case 26 obtained 140 hits (MGE=120,
2=2.11, p=.03, 2-T). Although case 26 did not live up to expectations in
the five additional sessions, his overall feedback scores are still
significant. The results in the follow-up tests, however, leave it
ambiguous as to whether he ever had any "natural" psi gift.
6.7 SUMMARY
It is acknowledged that the results from this study do not support
the three visual imagery strategies (GO, PO and EO) as a method of
increasing PK scores in a multi-session set-up with RNGs. Post-hoc
examination of the data suggests the possibility of sheep doing better
than goats in this type of imagery "training" research. The goats
declined significantly in PK scores, whereas sheep showed a slight
incline in PK scores. The difference between incline with sheep and
decline with goats was significant. The control group was the only
condition that implied any "learning" effect across sessions. Three
psi-based explanations were offered on the marginally significant
incline in PK scores of the CR group. The one most consistent with the
results was psi-missing precognition on behalf of the experimenter. Ss
practising PO spent a significantly longer time in the nonfeedback
version than in the feedback version. Ss practising GO spent a
significantly longer time in the feedback version than in the




Organization of the pretest screening sessions in experiment 5. PFNG:
pseudo-FNG.
si* s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 Si s8 s9
F N N F F N N F F N N F F N N F F N
L P L P P L P L L P L P P L P L L P
S S S S S S S S E E E E E E E E S S
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 etc
s: subject
F: feedback (40 trials)
N: nonfeedback (40 trials)
P: pseudo-FNG (40 trials)
L: live PNG (40 trials)
1: PRNG1 first (20 trials)
2: PRNG2 first (20 trials)
E: E initiates test (80 trials)
S: S initiates test (80 trials)
*A random selection decided if the
first S started with feedback or
nonfeedback version, if he did the
test with PRNG or live RNG first,
for the pseudo-FNG trials (whether
hidden or not) if pseudo-FNGl or
pseudo-FNG2 came first, and




Schema of the set-up of experiment 5. S1-S12 = subjects, N, F, 1, 2, P, L, E,
S = same as in table 6.1. After flips of a coin for the first S, the starting
point of "FPS1" was obtained.
PO Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4
SI = F N N F F N N F
P L L P P L P L
S S S S E E E E
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2
S2 = N F F N N F F N
P L L P P L L P
E E E E S S S S
2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1
S3 = F N N F F N N F
L P P L L P P L
S S S S E E E E
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2
S4 = N F F N N F F N
L P P L L P P L
E E E E S S S S
2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1
S13 = F N N F F N N F
P L L P P L L P
S S S S E E E E
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2
GO
SI N F F N N F etc..
L P P L L P
E E E E S S
2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1
S2 F N N F F N etc..
L P P L L P
S S S S E E
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2
S3 N F F N N F etc..
P L L P P L
E E E E S S
2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1
etc..
CR same as PO.
EO same as GO.
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TABLE 6.3
Rough plan of experiment 5.
Sessions Treatment of the four groups
Screening 1. E chats with S
session 2. S fills out WIQ, VAIQ, Gordon's test, GGPQ, I-E scale
3. S does the PK computer test
4. S fills out post-session questionnaire
5. E puts S into either one of the three imagery groups or
the control group
6. E gives S basic instructions.
First 1. S is greeted by senior laboratory members
session 2. S does the inspection time test
3. E gives S a pamphlet that includes instructions of how to do
the home practices, the diary etc.
4. S listens via headphones to pep-talk followed by the
visual-imagery strategy (the strategy groups)
5. S does the PK computer test.
6. S fills in free-response question sheet and
rates E's influence.
Second 1. E discusses home practices with S
session 2. S listens to pep-talk followed by strategy on tape
3. S does the PK computer test
4. S fills in free-response question sheet and
rates E's influence
5. S listens to 25 min. relaxation exercise in a reclining chair.
Possible 1. If S did not have time to learn the relaxation
extra exercise at the end of last session he returns to
session the laboratory to learn the relaxation exercise.
Third 1. Discussion
session 2. S listens to pep-talk followed by strategy on tape
3. S does the PK computer test
4. S fills in free-response question sheet and
rates E's influence
5. S learns a simple visualization exercise
6. S asked to bring diary in next session.
Fourth 1. Discussion
session 2. S listens to pep-talk followed by strategy on tape
3. S does the PK computer test
4. S fills in free-response question sheet and
rates E's influence
5. S does the inspection time test again
6. Discussion, diary returned, results provided, etc.
After 1. All Ss sent results of main findings of the
experiment experiment by mail.
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TABLE 6.4
Hits and t-test statistics for the three strategies and the control group in




PO Hits = 525 Hits = 543 Hits = 1068
n=52 Mean = 10.10 Mean = 10.44 Mean = 20.54
sd = 2.74 sd = 3.06 sd = 3.86
t = .253 t = 1.041 t = 1.007
GO Hits = 525 Hits = 527 Hits = 1052
n=52 Mean = 10.10 Mean = 10.14 Mean = 20.23
sd = 2.26 sd = 2.74 sd = 3.36
t = .307 t = .355 t = .495
EO Hits = 522 Hits =519 Hits = 1041
n=52 Mean = 10.04 Mean =9.98 Mean =20.02
sd = 2.94 sd = 2.59 sd = 3.95
t = .094 t = -.054 t = .035
CR Hits = 525 Hits = 510 Hits = 1035
n=52 Mean = 10.10 Mean 9.81 Mean = 19.90
sd = 2.29 sd = 2.74 sd = 3.59
t = .302 t = -.505 t = -.193
TABLE 6.5
Mean PK scores for first and second half of the four training sessions
(sessions 1-2 combined and 3-4 combined) for the four conditions. denotes
decline, and "+" denotes incline in PK score means bet-ween the two halves at
of the experiment.
FEEDBACK NONFEEDBACK COMBINED
First Second First Second First Second
half half half half half half
PO 21.31 19.08 - 20.08 21.69 + 41.39 40.77 -
GO 20.62 19.77 - 20.54 20.00 - 41.15 39.77 -
EO 20.08 20.08 = 20.77 19.15 - 40.85 39.23 -
CR 20.77 19.62 - 18.15 21.08 + 38.92 40.69 +
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TABLE 6.6
Mean time (in seconds) spent on practising the three imagery strategies.
Wilcoxon tests are reported as two-tailed.
Time in Time in Wilcoxon test
Feedback Nonfeedb. between feedback &
version version nonfeedback versions Total time
PO 331.20 395.47 T(52)=461.000 (z=2.08, p=.036) 726.67
GO 558.31 428.31 T(52)=302.000 (z=3.52, p=.0007) 986.62
EO 225.83 239.71 T(51)=570.000 (z=.87, p=.39) 465.54
CR 306.03 290.44 T(52)=624.000 (z=.59, p=.56) 596.46
TABLE 6.7
Mean hidden hits compared to mean observed hits for the four groups.
HIDDEN OBSERVED
Feedb. Nonfeed. Total Feedb. Nonfeed. Total
PO 9.90 10.12 20.02 10.10 10.44 20.54
GO 9.77 9.92 19.69 10.10 10.14 20.23
EO 9.61 9.92 19.57 10.04 9.98 20.02
CR 9.88 10.29 20.17 10.10 9.81 19.90
Total 9.79 10.06 19.87 10.08 10.09 20.17
TABLE 6.8
Mean PK scores (feedback and nonfeedback combined) broken down for live PNG
and pseudo-RNG, and pseudo-KNGl and pseudo-RNG2. S init.= subject started
pseudo-BNGl; E init.= experimenter started pseudo-ENGl.
Mean PK S init. E init.
scores mean PK mean PK
Live PNG 9.91
Pseudo-RNG 10.26
. Pseudo-RNG2 Feedback 5.08
Nonfeedback 5.20
Combined 5.14
Pseudo-RNGl Feedback 5.15 5.23 5.06
Nonfeedback 5.05 5.17 4.94
Combined 5.10 5.20 5.00
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TABLE 6.9
Mean PK scores broken down for live RNG and pseudo-RNG for both feedback and
nonfeedback conditions for all four groups.
FEEDBACK NONFEEDBACK COMBINED
Live Pseudo Live Pseudo Live Pseudo TOTALS
PO 4.48 5.62 5.94 4.50 10.42 10.12 20.54
GO 4.67 5.21 5.31 4.65 10.18 10.06 20.23
EO 4.33 5.42 5.40 4.58 9.73 10.29 20.02
CR 4.71 5.39 4.62 5.19 9.33 10.58 19.90
4.55 5.41 5.32 4.73 9.91 10.26 20.17
TABLE 6.10
Difference between the four conditions in inspection time measured in
milliseconds (duration) before and after experiment 5.
BEFORE AFTER COMBINED T-TEST
mean sd mean sd mean (corr., 2-T)
PO 33.55 24.36 54.75 45.93 44.15 t (10)=-1.22, p=.25
GO 33.69 37.66 31.25 33.46 32.47 t (11) = .95, p=.36
EO 42.00 26.37 27.00 23.89 34.50 t(11)=2.83, p=.016
CR 37.40 25.41 28.11 22.69 32.76 t(8) =1.36, p=.21
TABLE 6.11
Spearman Rho (rs) correlation between session number and PK scores for the
four groups. All p values are 2-T.
PO GO EO CR
Feedback rs == -.19 rs == -.09 rs =' .01 rs := -.00
version z = 1.37 z = .65 z = .05 z = .03
P = .17 P = .52 P = .91 P = .93
Nonfeedb. rs == .13 rs == .00 rs == -.04 rs := .39
version z = .94 z = .01 z = .25 z = 2.80
P = .35 P = .94 P = .79 P = .005*
Combined rs = 00oIII rs = 1 o kO rs =; -.07 rs := .27
versions z = .55 z - .61 z = .47 z - 1.95




Spearman Rho (rs) correlation between session number and PK scores (feedback
and nonfeedback combined) from pseudo-RNG (pseudo-FNGl and pseudo-RNG2) and
the live FNG.
Pseudo-RNGl Pseudo-RNG2 live RNG Pseudo-FNG
PO rs = .009 rs = .04
z = .06 z = .32
rs = -.001 rs = -.02
z = .006 z = .16








EO rs = .10 rs = -.14





CR rs = .43 * rs = .07
z = 3.08 z = .52
rs = .09
z = .67
rs = .28 *
z = 1.98
3 strat rs = .05
groups z = .56
All 4 rs = .15 *













p < .05, 2-T.
TABLE 6.13
Spearman Rho (rs) correlation between pseudo-RNGl PK scores and session
number for the control group when broken down according to whether S or E
initiated the random sequence. All p-values are 2-T.
Feedback Nonfeedback Combined
S initiated rs == -.30 rs == .28 rs == .08
pseudo-RNGl z = 1.48 z = 1.42 z = .39
(n=25) P = .14 P = .15 P = .70
E initiated rs == .37 rs == .48 rs == .49
pseudo-RNG2 z = 1.87 z = 2.39 z = 2.45
(n=25) P = .059 P = .016 P = .014
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FIGURE 6.2. Mean PK scores of those who had an increase (I) in inspection time and those who had




















FIGURE 6.3. Mean PK scores (feedback and nonfeedback conditions combined) of the three imagery












FIGURE 6.4. Mean PK scores of the three imagery strategy groups combined (ViS) and of the control













In this dissertation I reported 170 pretest sessions and 352
training sessions, totaling 522 sessions. Altogether 76 Ss participated
in the "training" sessions.
7.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON VISUAL-IMAGERY EXPERIMENTS
Two experiments (studies 4 and 5) were conducted that attempted to
increase PK scores of Ss. Ss practised one of three visual-imagery
strategies over a period of six sessions in study 4 and over a period of
four sessions in confirmatory study 5. The three strategies were
process-oriented imagery (PO), goal-oriented imagery (GO), and
end-oriented imagery (EO).
Summary of predicted effects. In both experiment 4 and 5, the three
visual-imagery strategies (PO, GO and EO) resulted neither in overall
extrachance PK scoring nor in an increase in PK scores over a period of
time. In experiment 4, Ss practising PO did not do significantly better
than Ss using GO and EO in the nonfeedback version of the PK computer
test. Ss practising GO and EO did not do significantly better than Ss
using PO in the feedback condition. In experiment 5, Ss practising GO
did not score higher in the feedback version and lower in the
nonfeedback version. Ss practising EO did not score higher in the
nonfeedback version and lower in the feedback version. PO showed a
nonsignificant trend towards doing better in the nonfeedback version
than in the feedback version as predicted.
In both experiments 4 and 5, Ss spent different times on their PK
task depending upon what strategy they had been instructed to use. Ss
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practising GO spent the longest time on the PK test while Ss using EO
spent the shortest time on the test. Furthermore, within strategies, Ss
doing GO spent a significantly longer time in the feedback version than
in the nonfeedback version. Ss practising PO used significantly more
time in the nonfeedback version than in the feedback version. Ss doing
EO spent nonsignificantly more time in the nonfeedback version than in
the feedback version. Whether Ss took more or less time to conduct their
strategy in either the feedback or the nonfeedback condition was not in
any way connected with actual performance on the PK test. At this stage
it makes most sense to me to interpret this time effect in terms of
different degrees of concentration.
Summary of post-hoc findings. Neither of the two following findings
were predicted. (1) Sheep and goats: In both experiments 4 and 5 goats
declined in PK scores between the first and second half of the
experiment. In experiment 4 both sheep and goats declined in total PK
scores across sessions. The sheep declined less than goats. There were
only three goats in study 4. In experiment 5 the goats declined
significantly, and sheep showed a nonsignificant incline. The difference
between incline with sheep and decline with goats was significant.
(2) The control group: The control group (CR) in experiment 5
increased marginally significantly in total PK scores across sessions,
whereas the three imagery groups decreased nonsignificantly. Whilst
acknowledging the fact that this observation could be a chance result,
three possible psi-based interpretations were speculated upon. Within
these three interpretations the one of the IDS model is most consistent
with the results: The experimenter psi-missed precognitively as to when
to initiate the test, since this incline was mainly due to pseudo-RNGl
PK scores when E initiated the test.
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Conclusion. Let us look back to the main objective, the empirical
goal of the thesis (see section 1.1) which was to attempt to increase PK
scoring with Ss through the practice of imagery strategies. Does my lack
of success in using the three visual-imagery strategies as a PK
"training" method imply that this approach at least can be crossed off
the list? I would not feel justified in recommending further "training"
work in this direction, at least not until some new considerations arise
that will alter the situation. Although having invested considerable
time and effort in this project I think I will have to conclude on the
basis of the data, that PO, GO and EO do not work as a "training" method
in a multi-session experimental setup with RNGs such as employed in
experiments 4 and 5.
7.2 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON "SYNTHIA" AND IT
The computer test "Svnthia". Let us look back to the second
objective of the dissertation (see section 1.1) which was to develop a
game/test to measure PK. Considerable time was spent on developing the
random event based microcomputer test Synthia. In general, Ss' comments
about it were positive, and they seemed to enjoy it. I set out to design
and build on my own a simple, yet challenging quasi-game-like PK test
with an automatic measurement of time spent between trials. At present,
I am fairly satisfied with the different random processes involved. As I
see it, the RNG set-ups in Synthia have possibly provided a novel way of
differentiating between psi effects by the experimenter and by the
subject (s), and between PK and precognition as presented in two
prominent models in parapsychology. In the future, one might want to try
out other types of immediate trial-by-trial feedback instead of the blue
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star. Or for the nonfeedback version, one may want to have no
information provided at all. (In the present nonfeedback version of
Synthia, Ss are informed about their performance at the end of the
40-trial run, and a counter provides information of how many trials they
have done as they go along.) The outfiles could do with more automatic
calculation procedures, such as an automatic count of separate total
pseudo-RNGl and pseudo-ENG2 PK scores. At present, I have had to do this
count manually with a calculator, and then my counting has had to be
double-checked by somebody else.
Interval Time (IT) as an indicator of volition. One trouble about
volition is that the mental act of "wishing" or "willing" is not
something that can easily be defined and isolated, much less controlled
(Eisenbud, 1964, p.98; see also recently on volition Morris, 1989/90).
Originally, I thought that the IT measurements might turn out to be an
opportunity for investigating volition objectively. "Willing" is
actually an inferred concept. In my experimentation, the instructions
provided were to psychokinetically influence the computer test. Thus, I
reasoned that because of the nature of the task Ss would engage in
mentally "willing" or "wishing" the target box to provide a hit. If time
spent on a task can be viewed as an analog of the ongoing mental
processes during the solution of the task, I thought that IT might
represent the act of volition in the present testing situation, and that
more time spent on a PK task might indicate "more" willing. The results
indicate however no connection between IT and PK scoring.
It may be possible to distinguish between two aspects of volition;
duration and intensity. Volitional duration would be the time used to
"will", since a person can "will" for long or short periods of time.
Volitional intensity could be described by the following quotation from
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William James who wrote on the concept of "will" (James, 1892, p.450) :
The essential achievement of the will, in short, when it is
most 'voluntary,' is to attend to a difficult object and hold
it fast before the mind. .. .Effort of attention is thus the
essential phenomenon of will.
Intensive volition does not necessarily have to take more time than less
intense volition. "Longer" duration of volition takes however,
obviously, longer time than "shorter" duration of volition. If we
distinguish between the duration and intensity aspects of volition we
may have measured its durational aspect but not its intensity which may
still be connected with actual PK performance.
7.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON PRETEST SESSION DATA
A Type I Error would occur if we were to claim that psi exists when
it does not. Doing very few analyses on the available data is one way to
avoid Type I Errors. When correcting for Type I Errors such as by
raising the accepted alpha level, we are trying to reduce the likelihood
that any significant finding can be due to chance. In the present
experimentation I have attempted to rule out chance to some extent by
doing replications. A record has been kept of a few relationships
throughout the pretest screening sessions (see table 7.1) . Two PK
relationships merit discussion:
Sheep-goat scale. Only in pilot experiment 2 was there a
significant relationship between the sheep-goat scale and total PK
scores (see table 7.1). Ss in pilot experiments 1-2 and the 20 recruits
in experiment 4 all went through the one session screening / pretest
procedure doing the PK computer test with pseudo-RNGl only (where on all
occasions E initiated the random sequence). The 90 Ss who went through
the screening session in experiment 5 did the computer test with a
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conplicated combination of BNGs. We may wonder whether there was any
special RNG condition that correlated higher with the sheep-goat scale
for the 90 screening Ss in experiment 5. As can be seen in table 7.2,
such is not the case. The pseudo-RNGl (when E initiated the computer
test) condition, which is the same RNG condition as in pilot studies 1-2
(+ the 20 recruits), correlated nonsignificantly and in a negative
direction with the sheep-goat scale; Spearman R(43) = -.10 (z=.40,
p=.69, 2-T).
To sum up, the sheep-goat relationship was not repeated with
success with first time PK scores, which indicates that the one odd
occasion in experiment 2 may have been a coincidence. On its own it does
not carry much weight. I would recommend for future research that an
unselected pool of subjects would be used to test the sheep-goat
classification, such that large number of goats could be obtained. There
were considerably more sheep than goats in the present studies. We
should note that although the sheep-goat scale did not correlate
repeatedly with first time PK scores, in training experiment 5 goats
declined significantly in PK scores between the first and second half of
the experiment while sheep showed a slight incline.
Question 15. The other PK relationship in table 7.1 that is worth
looking at further is that between question 15 (Q15) on the GGPQ
(whether people report having had a psychokinetic experience in everyday
life) and total PK scores. Shortly before the completion of this thesis,
I carried out a meta-analysis on the consistent trend between answers to
question 15 and total PK scores. The method is that of combining Z
scores weighted by some reasonable criterion related to the studies in
question. Following the method of Mosteller and Bush as described in
Rosenthal (1984, pp.72-74), I weighted Z = (W^Z^ + / scTr +
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2
W2 ). The meta-analysis was based upon the Z scores associated with a
given correlation as reported in table 7.1. For Q15-PK effect, each Z
was weighted by sample size. The outcome yielded Z = 3.03 (p=.001, 1-T).
Some commentators might question the use of a one-tailed test in
situations such as this. The point is probably subject to reasonable
debate. In any event, this effect across studies is certainly
significant with a two-tailed test. This is perhaps one of my most
promising findings.
Looking back over the work on which this experimental dissertation
is based, I must admit that somehow making formal predictions based on
Q15 and inquiring more about the purported PK experiences was never on
the agenda. (In a sense, positive responses to Q15 may imply low
"ownership resistance", see section 2.4.) No analysis has yet been
carried out to see whether responses to Q15 can predict how Ss will do
in a visual-imagery PK training.
Other psychometric tests. To sum up on the other self-report
inventories, better visualizers (in terms of both vividness and control)
did not do better than worse visualizers on the feedback version of the
computer test. External locus of control people did not do better than
internal locus of control people on the PK test. Scores on both the VAIQ
and Gordon's control of visual imagery questionnaire correlated highly
with the WIQ, thus suggesting that all three scales measure to some
extent the same faculty.
7.4 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Possible further analysis on the data. It is tempting to conduct
additional analyzes on the data. The following analyzes have not been
done since the time they require has not been available. What I have
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done up to date was what I could reasonably accomplish within three
years. (1) It would be interesting to do a Factor Analysis on the GGPQ
questionnaire database. Firstly, in order to see if the questions group
together in factors. Secondly, to see the relationship between these
factors and the PK scores. (2) Ss' reports in the screening sessions,
and those of the CR Ss, of what sort of strategies they used whilst
attempting to influence the PK computer test can be analyzed. Firstly,
to explore whether Ss come up with similar strategies, and if so, which
one is the most popular. Secondly, to see which cluster of strategies,
if any, is correlated with success on the PK task.
If I could do it all over again. What could have been done
differently? There are probably many other ways of designing and
conducting a visual-imagery strategy PK training experiment. I did what
I set out to do which was to explore whether it was possible to use the
visual-imagery strategies to "train" PK. My experiments became more
complicated than I originally had in mind because there was not a live
RNG available when I started my research. When I started the research I
had not planned to explore possible differences between a pseudo-RNG and
a live RNG, different set-ups of the pseudo-RNG, or investigate the
literature of pseudo-RNG research.
One could argue that in order to develop psi abilities intensive
and continuous "mental practice" over a long period of time (many
months) would be more effective. As noted however in section 6.1, I was
not able to consider the possibility of having the training period
longer than it was, because of limited time available.
I could have excluded those who after their sessions reported that
they did not use their visual-imagery strategy properly. One would
though have to be sure that these Ss were not biased by poor results,
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that is, if S obtained low PK scores and excused himself by saying he
did not use the imagery strategy he was supposed to use. Excluding Ss if
they do not follow instruction was done by Morris et al. (1982) and
Kosslyn, Ball and Reiser (1978, p.52) . Case 26 in experiment 4 revealed
to me while doing the five additional sessions, that he had not always
followed the PO instructions. The same thing was reported by case 12 in
experiment 5 when after the last session I inquired about how he went
about getting such high scores. He reported that after session two he
had decided not to use the PO strategy which he had been instructed to
do. These Ss were not excluded from the data analysis, since this was
not a preplanned option. S was kept blind as to other strategies than
his own. It should not create too much of a problem if S improvised a
bit on his own strategy. When analyzing the effect of particular
strategies, most bias would probably result when S changed from his
strategy to another being tested.
I could have used a more strict screening procedure, e.g. screen
only those who score significantly above chance and use them for the
training sessions. Or, I could simply have skipped the screening
procedure altogether, hence making the whole experimentation simpler.
Arguments can probably be put. forward for both these points. One way of
finding out more about Ss' training performance, as predicted by
individual differences in initial performance, would be to test those
who scored below chance in the screening sessions (and thus did not pass
on to the two training experiments), in order to see how they respond to
visual-imagery training.
Future research. Where do we go from here? As I see it, there are
three possible areas that can be seen as a direct continuation of the
present experimentation:
(1) Research in parapsychology: We could explore further the CR
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condition. If the incline in PK scores of the CR group was not due to E
psi missing precognitively, attentional variables may play a crucial
role to the "training" of PK. Future visual-imagery "training" research
could employ only sheep, or super-sheep (getting 6 on the sheep-goat
scale). However, the data does not unambiguously support such a
decision, since sheep did not increase significantly in PK scores. It
would be interesting if other researchers attempted to replicate the PK
score correlation with the question about Ss' prior experience of PK
(question 15 on the GGPQ). In future research, one could also follow
this question through by other questions in order to inquire more about
these PK experiences, and perhaps gradually build up an effective
self-report inventory in predicting PK performance.
(2) Imagery research: We may want to know more about the effect of
presence or absence of feedback on imagery. The Ss in GO spent more time
on their imagery when presented with feedback of the imagery, than in
the absence of such feedback. Is this because they found it easier to
concentrate or focus on the blue star when they got it on the screen
once in a while? If so, does more concentration result in a clearer
image of the blue star?
(3) Research into volition: If we can distinguish between duration
and intensity of volition, how do we measure intensity? We may want to
develop behavioral indices of volition, such as a self-report inventory
to approximate some measure on intensity of volition. If that could be
accomplished one could explore whether it is possible to "strengthen"
volition, compare intensity of volition between various groups of
people, and so forth.
Final remarks. I want to finish this experimental dissertation with
a quotation from John Beloff who wrote after unsuccessful attempts to
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replicate the "waiting" technique (Beloff, 1967, p.128):
However, the problem [replicability of psi results] is still
with us. On the one hand, we have as yet no firm experimental
evidence to support the claims of any of the methods that have
been suggested as a means of training or cultivating
paranormal abilities but, on the other hand, we still have an
urgent need for one. In the circumstances, what else can we do
but back our hunches and keep on trying?
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TABLE 7.1
Summary of Spearman Rho (rs) correlation coefficients between PK hits and
scores on scalar instruments. For WIQ Spearman R is correlated with
feedback (f) PK score. For the PK and sheep-goat (S/G) scale correlation, the
total sum of points was used (the range being 0-6). Question 15 (Q15) had
five possible answers (the range being 0-5). I/E refers to the I-E scale.
S/G-PK WIQ-PKf Q15-PK WIQ-VAIQ I/E-PK
Pilot 1 rs=.14 rs=-.003 rs=.37
n=10 z=.40 z=.009 z=.83
Pilot 2 rs=.57 rs=-.15 rs=.36 rs=.54 rs=.20
n=40 z=3.58** z=. 96 z=2.24* z=3.39** z=l.23
Pilot 3 rs=.37 rs=-.41 rs=.41 rs=.66
n=10 z=l.ll z=1.24 z=l.24 z=l.98*
Recruits rs=.01 rs=-.21 rs=.32 rs=.22 rs=.35
in expm. 4 z=.06 z=. 93 z=l.40 z=. 98 z=1.53
n=20
Screening rs=-.01 rs=-.02 rs=.20 rs=.52 rs=-.06






Spearman Rho (rs) correlations between the sheep-goat scale and PK scores
broken down into their various RNG components.
E initiated S initiated
live RNG pseudo-RNG pseudo-RNG2 pseudo-RNGl pseudo-RNGl pseudo-RNGl
Sheep rs=-.04 rs=.06 rs=.07 rs=.04 rs=-.10 rs=.17
-goat z=.40 z=.56 z=.64 z=.40 z=.66 z=l.ll
scale p=.69 p=.59 p=.53 p=.69 p=.52 p=.27
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APPENDIX A
The latest version of the computer test "Synthia" that
was used to measure PK in experiment 5. All versions of
the PK computer test are available from the author.
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GGPQ
Glssurarson'sGeneralPKQue tionnaire
Name: Psychokinesis(usuallyabbrevi t ds" K")imo ecommo lyknowna mindinflue cingatteroras"mindov ratt r".Iisofteco sidered tobedir ctinfluen eex rtedoaphysicalsyst m( nexte nalph ical process,condition,orabje t)bypers nwith utanyknow intermediatephysicalen rgyoinstrumentation.F rin ta c ,w uld becountedasPKifpersonw ldm veanobjectwithh s/h r"mind"and withoutanymuscularinteracti n. Thinkcarefullyabouttfollowingquestions.Ple sanswerllf thequestionsandmark"X"infro fonlyfthegiv possibilitiesteachque t on.Yourscoresnthiquestion airew llb heldstrictlyconfidential. 1.Doyouthinkatt eexist nceofpsychoki esisi : (1)Impossible,Rating :0 (2)(Jn1ikeIy, (3)Likely,2 (4)Certain.3 2.Doyouthinkt atsomepeoplm ybabletffectphysical conditions( rmoveobjectsrInflue eoth rpeople)withth ir "minds"? (1)Def niteIyes.3 (2)Yes,Ithinkso.2 (3)Probablynot.1 (4)No.0 3.Doyoubelievethatyouc ndemonstratetpsych k n 3i3eff c(i. . affectphysicalconditionsorm vobjectsrinfluenceothe swity u "mind")? (1)No,definitely.0 (2)No,Idon'tthinks .1 (3)Yes,perhaps.2 (4)Yes,definitely.3
4.Doyouexperienceourho eswish sab tthfutucomi grue? (1)Never,Ratings:0 (2)Seldom,1 (3)Nowandthen,2 (4)Often.3 5.Doy uconsidery urselflucky? (1)NotaI,0 (2)SIightly,1 (3)Fairly,2 (4)Very.3 6.Haveyoupre iouslyh dexp rienceofsomertminp w r training? (1)Never,0 (2)Once,1 (3)Twice,2 (4)Threetlm 3orore.3 7.Whichoft efollowinga ternativesdy uc ns dertbhe3t descriptionofyour1uckiness/un1uckiness? (1)Iamluckyinter sofgettingwhat-Iant.3 (2)Iamluckyinter sofre eivingunexpectedgifts.2 (3)Iamveryrarellucky.1 (4)Iamnotluckytl1.0 8.Wouldyoubesatisfiew thyour e f( rfeelcomf rtabl )Iywe personallyresponsibleforaPKevent(foinstance,y uw etbr k glasswithyour"mind")? (1)Notal1,0 (2)UnIike1y, (3)Likely,2 (4)Certain.3 9.Ifyougetthopport nitydthenwatchfilmsl k"Poltergeist" orreadarticlesbooksaboutpe pthath veext a rdinarilypow ful influence/effectponoth rswithth i"minds"? (1)Never,0 (2)Seldom.1 (3)Nowandthen,2 (4)Often.3 10.Doyoureadbo ksab tpsychicphenomena? (1)Often,2 (2)Seldom,1 (3)Never.0 11.Doy ureadbooksrarticleonmi dp wertraining? (1)Never,0 (2)SeIdom,1 (3)Nowandthen,2 (4)Often.3 12.Wouldyoubeafraifposs ssingps chokineticabiliti ? (1)Ye3, (2)Probablyye3, (3)Probablynot, (4)No.
13.Woulditbothery utdirectlywitnessaPKev nt(f rinstanc , tablelevitation)? CI)No,Ratings:2 (2)Perhaps,1 C3)Yes.0 14.Doyouthinkycouldeasilygetoverit(andn tbc n ernedabout Itnthefuture)? C1)No,0 C2)Un1keIy, <3)Likely.2 C4)ertain.3 15.Haveyouh dpsychok1neticexperience? (1)Never,0 <2)Rarely,I (3)Likely,2 <4)Nowandthen,3 C5)Often.4 16.HowsuccessfulIngeneraldy uco sidery urs lftbe? (1)Iamdefinitelynoverysuccessfulpers n.0 (2)Iamnotssuccessfulthother .1 C3)Ithinkamr thersuccessfulperso .2 (4)Iamdefinitelyverysucc ssfulperson.3 17.Whichoft efoll wingstatementsbestde crib syou? (1)Iamdefinitelystrong-willed.3 (2)Iammoderatelystrong-willed.2 <3)Iamfairlyweak-willed.1 (4)Iamveryweak-willed.0 18.Whichofthefollowingstatementsbe3tdescrib sh wyoufe lab ut theaskatyourbtop rticipatin? CI)IwiIdefinitelynotbeabletoinflu ncthtest.0 C2)Iwillprobablyn tbeabletoinfluenchtest.1 C3)IwiI1probablybeabletinfluencthtest.2 C4)Iwilldefinitelybeabletoinfluencthtest.3 19.Agameissetupinwhicheveryoneb ts2po nd .Halfthpl y s willin4poundsanh lfwilloset e rbet.Asinglrollftdic willdeterminetheoutcome.W uldyoube ? C1)Yes,2 C2)Dependsuponthsituatio ,1 C3)No.0
VAIQ
VividnessofAu itoryImag rQuestio naire







Usethfollowingive-pointscalefvividn ssraty urim gr
eachitemonthen xtpage. RatingDescription 1'Perfectlyclearand3vivisnormaision' 2'Clearandreasonablyvivid' 3'Moderatelycl randvivi ' 4'Vaguenddim' 5'Noimageatll.youon y"know"th trethinkingf object• Therear16Itemsont est.B foturningthe ,familiarize yourselfwiththediffe ntcat goriesnr tingscal .nd throughoutheest.ef rscalewh njudgi gvividnessf eachimage. Remembertogothr ughalleit sonn xtpag .
Foritems1-4,thinkfs merelativef iendwhomyoufr quently
see(butwhoinoithy uapr s nt)ndconsiderar fullyth picturethatcomesbefoy rmind'y . ITEM 1.Theexactcontourffac .h d,shouldersanb dy 2.Characteristicposesfead,attitu esb dy,etc. _3.Theprecisecarriage,lengthofst petc.iwalking. 4.Thediffer ntcoloursw rnins mefamiliarclothe . Visualizeris ngun.Con id rc refullythpictureatcom s beforey urmind'seye. ITEM 5.Thesunirisi gabovethorizonntazysky. 6.Theskyclearsandsurroundst uwithblu s . 7.Clouds.Astormblowsp,withflashesfligh ning. 8.Arainbowappears. Thinkoft efr tashopw ichyouft ngt .C ns der picturethatcomesbefoy rmindye. ITEM 9.Theoverallapp ar nceft shopfromt positide theroad. 10.Awindowdisplayincludingol urs,shapeandet ilsf individualitemsforsale: 11.Youarenearthent ance.Tcolour,sh pndd ilsft door. 12.Youenterthshopa dgcounte .Tcounterassistant servesyou.Mon ycha geshands. Finally,thinkofcountrysce ewhichinv lvestre sm untainsa d alake.Considerthpictureatcom sbefoy umind'y . ITEM 13.Thecontoursftlandscape. 14.Thecolourandshapefttrees. 15.Thecolourandshapeftlak . 16.Astrongwindblowsthetrealakecau ing waves.
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LocusfC ntrolScale byStephenNou cki,Jr., andB.Strickland
Wearetryingofindoutwhatmnd womenthinkaboutcertaiings.Wean
YES
HereathedirectionsDrs.Now ckind Stricklandincludewithheirscal :1.
2. 3. 4. 5.
youtanswerhefollo ingquestionswayfi* youfeel.Th rearnrightorw ongn-7 swers.Don'ttakeomuchianswering8. anyonequestion,bdtrynsw rhem9. all.10lO-
ll11.
Oneofyourconc rnsduri gthestmay122.
be,''WhatshouldIdifcanansweroth13. yesandnotoquestionV*If otu usual forthatohappen.Ifitd s,t inkabout whetheryouranswisju tlittlm ro eJ7' waythaneoth r.F rexample,ifyou'd]gj assignwe htingof51percentt"yes" nd19. assign49percentto"no,"markhanswer20.2 "yes."Trytopickonerhetherresponse forallquestionsndnotleaveybl nk. Markyourresponsesthequestiono24 theanswershe ti nextcolumn.W255. youarefinish d,turnhp gcoreour26. test.277.
28. 29. 30.
311. 322. 333. 344. 355. 366. 377. 38.
39. 40.14.
155. 166. 211. 222.
23.
1.Doy ubelievechatm sproblemswill solvethemselvesify ujustdon'tfo lwith them? 2.Doy ubelievechatanstopours lf fromcatchingold? 3.Arcsomepeoplejustbornl cky? 4.Mostftheimedyoufeciagetting goodgradesmeantreade lty u? 5.Arcyouoftenblam df rthingst atjus aren'tyourfault? 6.Doy ubelievethatifsomebodytudi s hardenougheorshecanp ssyub¬ ject? 7.Doy ufeelthatm soft eimeidoesn't paytoryha dbecausethingsneverturn outrightanyway? 8.Doy ufeelthatift ingsstarouwe ln themorningit'sg ibeaoodd yn matterwhatyoudo? 9.Doy ufeelthatm stoft eimparents listentowhath irchildrenhavsay?
10.Doy ubelievethatwishingcanm kg od thingshappen? 11.Whenyoug tpunisheddo sitsually seemit'sfornogo dr asonatll? 12.Mostfthetimedyoufindihar changeafriend'sopinion? 13.Doy uthinkatcheenngm renluc helpsateamowin? 14.Didyoufeelthatitw sn arlyimpossible changeyourparents'mindsboutany¬ thing? 15.Doy ubelievethatparentss ldall w childrentomakostoft eirwnde i¬ sions? 16.Doy ufeelthatwhendsomething wrongthe e'sveryli tlyoucandm ke itright? 17.Doy ubelievethatm stp plearjust borngoodatsports? 18.Arcmostoftheth rpe pleyouag strongerthany uare? 19.Doy ufeelthatonefbesways handlemostproblemsisjustttthink aboutthem? 20.Doy ufeelthathavelotfc icein decidingwhoyourfri n sarc? 21.Ifyoufindaour-leafcl ver,d believethatimightr ngyougoodluck?




A.Scoresfr mthpsychokin siscomputerte ,w erechancis10 hitsoutf40trials: Feedbackversion<40trials): Non-feedbackversion<40trials): Totalcomputertesr sul<80trials): 0.LocusfC ntrolScale<LCS)category: INTERPRETINGYOURLCSSC S LowSc rers- sfr mze oteightepr senthranfo aboutonethirdfepeopltakingttest.Alowsc r r,y u probablyseelifasgamofskillr therth nch nc .Y umost likelybeli vethatyouhavelotfcontrolverwh thappenst you,bothg odandb d.Withthatview,internallocusfcontr l peopletendtakeheinitiativev rythingfromjob-rel ed activitiestorelationshipsands x.Youreprobablydescri eby othersasvigilantingetti gthi gdon ,awarfwhat'sg ingo aroundy u,ndwilli gtspenen rgyiwo kingfospec ficgo ls. Youwouldpr bablyfindtquitefrust atingto3ibacka dle otherstakecarfyou,sincstress dothesty ulik tohavey urlifeiny urownha ds. Althoughtakingcontrolfy rlifeisse nsth"bwayo be,"psychologistscauti nthatith siownsetfd fficul ie . Someonewhoisresponsiblef rhiosucce sesial responsibleforfailure .Sifyousc dhighinthid re tionb preparedfothed wnsasw llt up .
AverageSco ers-incey u'veanswer ds mofthqu stionsi eachdirection,int rnalandextern lco trb li fsfy um y situationspecific.Youm ylo kaonesituati ,wor ,fexample, andbelievethatyourr w rdsrexternallydet rmine ,t tn matterwhatyoudcan'tgeahead.Inn thersitua ion,lov perhaps,youm ys eurfatesrestingentir lyi ourownh ds. Sometimspentthinkingaboutwhaitst ses tuatio st makesyoufeelasthoughcontroisn tiy urhandan helpyoubetterunderstandyour lf. HighScorers-inthisrangeepresentexte nalcontrol endofthescale.Asahighscor r,y u'ayingth tus elif generallymoreasamofch ceth n3onw erey uskillm k adlfference. Thereare,how v rmanydiffer treaso sfanyindividualt scoreintheexternalcontroldir c i .Fexample,psychologists havefoundthatpeopleinm nyinoritya ddisadv ntagedgroupste d toscoreintheexternaldir cti .O tsuggestionfou h scoresithatpe plenthesgrou sperceivt rl fsituations realistically.Ing neral,colouredp ple,w m na dlo er socioeconomic-classindividualsreal ydhavem rerestr cti nson theirownsuccesses-few rJ boptions,lo rpay,l sop ortu ity foradvancement-imanycas snoatt rwhattheyd ron't.A internallocusfcontrolbeliefisuchsituatio swouldq it unrealisticandinappropriate.Thuyourownhighextern lc nt ol scorecouldbearealisticp r eptionofyocu r ntlif circumstances. Ontheotherha d,your3coremayrepres ntstr ngb liefinluck orsuperstitionandc ncu entfeelingfhelpl ss e si controllingy urlife.Researchstudieshavsh wnr lationship betweenunrealisticext rnalcont olb li fa dpr bl mlik anxiety,depression,lowseIf-concept,a dpo rhysicalhe lth.Only youcandecidexactlyhowmuchfy urexternalb liefs stemi accuratendhowmuchfitsnappr priategivenyol f situation.
U) U1
GENERALINFORMATION
Surname: Firstname(s): Address: Postcode: Dateofbirth:Sex: Maritalstatus:Age: Te1ephone(s):
Couldyoupleasegiveash rtde criptionofh wylikedthgam /tes . Didyoufeelequa lycomf rtablewithbotc nditions(feedbackvs. non-feedback)fthcomputergame/t s ?In t.whichconditiondiy u feelmorecomf rtablewith,andhy? Didyouuseanypart cularstrateg(orri al)whiltryininfluence thecomputer?Ifyes.canogiv3odetailsonthprocedure.




Youhavejustcompletedquestionnairt atw s designedtomeasurehevividnessofdiffer tk ndf imagery.Inthispresentquestionnairesomadditi l aspectsofyourim g yrbeingstudied. Thequestionsarconc rn dwiththeaseithwhic youcanontrolomanipulatevisu limages.F rsome peoplethistaskirelativelye syndforot relativelyhard.Onep rsonwhcouldnmanip l tehis imageryeasilg vthiillustr tion.Hvisualizeda table,onfwhoselegsuddenlyb gatcollapse.He thenri dov sualizean thertablwifoursolid legs,butfounditimpossible.Thei a fthef r t tablewithitscollapsinglegpersi ted.Another individualreportedthatwhenhvisualizedatablh imagewasr therv guanddim.Hecoulvisu lizeit brieflyutitwasdifficultoretainyanyvolu tary effort.Inbothth seillustrationst epeoplehad difficultyincontrollingmanipulatingtheiv sual imagery.Itsperhapsi po t nttemphasizeh tth s experiencesarinowayabnormala drsoften reportedasthecontrollabletypofimag . Readachquestion,th ncloseyoureywhileytr tovisualizethescenedescr b d.Re ory ransw rb underlining'Yes','No''Unsure ,whicheveristhmost appropriate.Rememberthayouraccu atndhon sta swe tothesequestionsismostimportantfortvalid tyf thisstudy.Ifyouhavendoubtllregardingt e answertoquestion,und rline'Uns r '.Pleaseb certainthatyouanswereachofthtw lvequestions.
1)Canyouseec rst ndinginthroafrontfa house? YesNoUnsure 2)Canyouseeitncol ur? YesNoUnsure 3)Canyoun wseeitdiffer ntcolour? YesNoUnsure 4)Canyoun wseeths mec rlyingupsiddow ? YesNoUnsure 5)Canyoun wseeth .s mec rbackonifourwheels again? YesNoUnsure 6)Canyouseethc rrunningal gt ro d? YesNoUnsure 7)Canyouseeitclimbupv rys phill? YesNoUnsure 8)Canyouseeitclimboverthtop? YesNoUnsure 9)Canyouseeitg toufcontrola dr shthr ugh house? YesNoUnsure 10)Canyoun wseethmec rrunningalotro d withahandsomecouplinside? YesNoUnsure 11)Canyouseethc rcr ssbridgeandf llov rt sideintothestreambelow? YesNoUnsure 12)Canyouseethc ralloldndisma t edin Car-cemetery? YesNoUnsure
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APPENDIX C
Results of control random tests for each experiment. Those tests were
usually conducted before, during and after each experiment to check if
the RNG was working properly. Two types of control randomness tests were
done for each experiment. (1) The pseudo-RNG was tested for large series
of random numbers, 1/2 million digits for each run. (2) The pseudo-RNG
was incorporated in a program that simulated each experiment. It was run
a few times, thus indicating how results of that experiment should look
like without subjects.
1) Pilot experiment 2 355
2) Pilot experiment 3 355
3) Experiment 4: First imagery training study.. 356
3) Experiment 5: Second imagery training study 356


















































































*Significantdeviationsfromchance(2-T). Resultsofrandomt tshepseudo-RNGwh nt xperime tar nwit ut Ss.Bychanceweouldexpe t800hits(4achdoi gns sion,e involving80trials;thus32 0i ewholeexperiment,rexpected hitrateisp=l/4). Run123un45 Afterexperiment28217687619
























*Significantdeviationsfromchance(2-T). Resultsofrandomt thepseudo-RNGwh nexperimentanithout Ss.Bychanceweouldexp ct200hits(1doi gses ion,chinvolving8 trials;hus800t iinewholeexperiment,rctedhir ts p=l/4). Hit3from17simulatedexperiments Before experiment195202 During experiment2100219349681 After experiment20019215 Totalhits-3404 Meanhitra e=200.2
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Resultsofrandomt tshepseudo-RNGwh nxperime tasrunwith utS (includingbothversiofthepseudo-RNG,ansignrandomITbetw trialsforpseudo-RNG2).Bych nceweouldexp ct2880hits(24Sdo ng6 sessions,eachinvolving80trials;hu11520lwho eexp riment). Hitsfrom21simulatedexperiments Before experiment286391728022156 During experiment29278446829 5*783662 After2777*8652 24819015 experiment2898940 Totalhitrate=60.341 Meanhitrate=2873(ch nce80) *Significantdeviatiofromch nce(2-T)





























































































































Programs that simulate the second visual-imagery training experiment
(study 5) . All programs that simulated the various experiments are
available from the author.
1) "Finalj.bas" simulated the pseudo-RNG version
of Synthia in experiment 5 .... 358
2) "Finalk.bas" simulated the live RNG version
of Synthia in experiment 5 358
10REMnameofprogramisfinalj.bas 20OPEN"a:rndfilel.prn"FORAP ENDS£1 30L=0:TOTHITS=0 40DIMRGG(),E (IO) SOFORK=1T416 60GOSUB350 70HITS=0:BOX=0:TRIAL=0 80FORJ=lT4 85IFJ<=2THENGOSUB450 90IFJ>=3THENGOSUB350:4 100IFRESULT£<.25THENBOX=1:GOTO140 110IFRESULT£<.5THENBOX=2:GO O4 120IFRESULT£<.75THENBOX=3:QO O140 130IFRESULT£<THENBOX=4:G0TO14 140RGG(J)=BOX 150IFJOl.ANDRGG(J)=G(J-lTHENGOTO8 160FOR=T0 170IFJ>=3THENFORM 1RND»100:NEXT 175IFJ<=2THENGOSUB450 180IFJ>=3THENGOSUB350:Q4 190IFRESULT£<.25THENRIAL=1:GOTO230 200IFRESULT£<.5THENRIAL=2:GOTO230 210IFRESULT£<.75THENTRIA =3:GOTO230 220IFRESULTS<1THENLA =4:GOTO230 230REG(I)ATRIAL 240L=L+1:PRINT 250IFRGG(J)=REG(I)THENHITS=HITS+1 260NEXTI:J 270PRINT£1,"hits=HITS 280TOTHITS=T T IT+HI S 290NEXTK 300PRINT£1,DATES 310PRINT£ ,"tothits-TOTHITS 320CLOSE 330END 350REMsubroutinefasclockseeder**************************** 360RANDOMIZETIMER 370X£=RND:X£=X£*10000 380IX£=INT(X£)+1 390X£=RND:£=X£*10 00 400IY£=INT(X£)+1 410X£=RND:X£=X£*10 00 420IZ£=INT(X£)+1 430REMhavingsetupthe dsoffwgo.. 440RETURN 450REMsubroutinethacre tesrand mbinaryd gits************* 460IX£=171*(IX£-INT(IX£/177)*177)-2*<IX£/T77) 470IY£=172*<IY£-INT(I / 76)*1 6)-35*( 6 480IZ£=170*(I £-INT(IZ£/1 8)*178)~63*(I2 /1 8) 490IFX£<0THENL £=IX£+30269 500IFY£<0THENIY£=IY£+30307 510IFZ£<0THENIZ£=IZ£+30323 520FX£=IX£ 530FY£=IY£ 540FZ£=IZ£ 550X£=lFX£/30269!)+(FY£/30 7+(FZ£/30323!) 560RESULT£=X£-INT(X£/1!)*1! 570IFRESULTS>0THENGOTO600 580RESULT£=({EXS/30269!)+(IY£/30307!(IZ£/30323!))MOD1 590IFRESULTS>1THENRESULTS*.999999 600RETURN 610REM********************************************************




Information referred to in experiment 4.
1) Image-PK 360
2) Concentration exercise 361
3) Scoring key to the Image-PK 362
4) A method developed by the author and Eric Darley
to evaluate whether the vividness of the
visual-imagery strategies gets better with practice at home 363
5) Three positive thinking exercise. Subjects could choose which
one of the three to practice at home before the last session
in experiment 4. The first one emphasizes the possible use
of PK to help others to feel well, help things to flourish,
prosper and grow 364
The second one emphasizes the use of PK to reduce accidents,
malfunctions and illnesses for the benefit of others 365
The third one emphasizes the use of PK to be




Thisquestionnaire13designedtohelputunder ta db tterow peoplemayrogressinpracticingv1suI-imagerst t gytenh nc orstabllzetheirPKsco es. Psychokinesis(usuallyabbrev ted3" K")im rcommonlykn w asmindinfluencingmatterora"mindovertt ".Ii3fte consideredtbedirectinflu n eex rtedoaphysi alsyst m( externalphysic lprocess,condition,aobje )bpe son withoutanyknownintermediatephysic lenergoinstrumentati n.F instance,wouldbecounteasPKfpersonw uldm vobject withhis/her"mind"andwithoutymuscularinter cti n.T ereI evidencethatsuggestt ttherex 3ts chanbilitysPK. Beforeansweringthequestions,ryimaginfirstly,th tall peoplehavePKability.Im ginitspartofn u eandthum mind.Seco ly,visualizethePKta katyouh vb edo ng (thecomputertest).Thirdly,th nkofevisua1- mag ry techniquehatyoarepractisingtonhancestabllzy urPK scores. Thinkcarefullyabouttfollowingquestionsbeforeanswerith m. Pleasetryoanswerllofthequ stionsinamuchdetaily u thinkpossible.Takey urimandletmiflowr elyandb relaxed.Youmayp rh pshavcl ri agofPKeff cts,youm y seeyourPKasen rgy.Yourim geryaal30bs mbolic,uchsPK maylookikeaf g,wolfrcaretcinyoumind'sye.Ory maynotgeanimageofyourPKtall.Th tclsobev ryhelpful tous,andverylegitimatewretry gtso eunderstanding ofwhattypeimagery,feelings,thoug tandttituisc nnected withprogressinPKtrain ng,fy. Youmayfindithelpf ltmakedrawingsot enswershe ts-it maybeeasiesttodr wonpicturefh wy3 uPKabilityand thePKtaskinyourmi d'sey ,athenusequ tionsoexplai thepicture.Yocanusetba kofhep geswrianddr wyour answers.Trytobeshon tapossibly uransw rsmabe importantnunderstandingbetterhowPKoperat s.Y uransw thisquest onnairewillbheldstr ct yconfidential.
1.Trytodesc ibey urPKH wsee,f lorimaginey rK?




6.Howstrong(tough;dy uthinkecomputerteis?Howasy/ difficultisttobesucc ssfuloni ?Why?hen 7.Howd esy urPKw rkonthc mputerte3t?H wdyimagin yourPKgettinghitsonthcompu ertest? 8.Howdoyouthinky urv1sual-Imagerypracticesworktstrengthen /increaseyourPK? 9.Howwelld sy urvisual-Imagerypractic sworkt"beat"(get abovechancscore)thecomput rte t? 10.Haveyounoticedsomekindofre istanrinhib ti nt a preventsyourPKabilitytworkofuncti neffi iently?Iso,ho doy uexperiencethresistance/inhibition?Do stu nI practicingtheimag rytechniqueorisafeelingyoug t?H wdoes itlookikeny urmind'seye?H wstr ngdy uth kis?
Concentrationexercise(fors ssion4): Insteadofpracticingthrelaxationexercisefoab ufiv minutesbeforvisualizingyoImage ytechnique,replacitwitha simpleconcentrationexercise.Exercis ngconc ntrationcah lpy u tofocusy rattentionm resuc ssfullywhilevis al zingthe Imagerytechniqu .Ifyow nttk ephr laxat onexercise,th addtheconcentrationexercisebetw enr la ationandyou vl3ual-Imagerytechnique. Noticeyourwnbreathi gandme tallytallye c exhalation.Wh neveryouratte tionwand rs,ge ybu firmlyreturnyo ratt ntionthcounting.Iftc t islost,juststarag inwith"one"3incethego li keepthattentionfocu3s dr h rthke pancurat tally.
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8.Howthevisual-imagerypracticesarthoughtwo k: 12345 Sdoesunclearmoderatelys mi eacle rmag nothowtheyclearfhowt y practiceworktheywork 9.Effectivenessofthvisual-imagerypractices: 12345 notsomewhatm d ra elyquiteve y effectiveef ectiveeffectief ctivective 10.Resistanceofomertothe : 12345 verystrongquitemod ratelyquiteno andvivistrongweakeakre is ance General. 11.Howsymbolicareresponsesvs.howconcret : 123-45 veryfactualmoderatelyix dmoder telhighly concretefa tual,symbolisticsy olicm lic concrete/fa tual 12.Overallstrengthofimagerynre ponsess.w akn s : 12345 veryquitemod ratequiteve ysound weakstrongand 13.Inyouropinion,dythinkeindiv dualbeliev s thatheisgoingdw ll: 12345 nosubstantialmodera esometro g beliefdisbeliedisbelibeli ff
Anovelmethoddevelopbythaut ornEricDarley,r s archs stant,
toevaluatewhethervi idnessfhvisual-imagerystrat gigotbet r practiceahome.Thmethodinvolvesth est ps.Itfollowing hypotheticalexample,ane p rimentisconsideredwitht osubj tsAdB. STEPA Inthefirst3t p,numberofhomepracticsessionsarlisted{1,2,3,4 etc.)inachronologicalorderolumnBesith sc lmesan th column{onef reachsubject)whicincl d sther levantvividn srat gf visual-imagerystr te y(asratedonfipoi tc linthdiari sbye ch subjectwh nhepractiseditatome). Numberof homepractice sessionsVividnessofav sual-imagery strategyasratedinthdiari sby twoSshenh ypractiseditathom . session1subjectA:5j ctB 245 345 443 534 624 713 82 923 1012 113 122 13
SubjectAdid
10homepractice sessions,whereas subjectBdid 12homepractice sessions.
STEPB InstepB,thvividn ssrati gofb hsubjectsAandrdividinto5 cellsinordertmakeh midentical. Vividnessofavisual-imagery strategyasratedinthdiari aby twoSshenh ypractiseditathom . subjectA:5!subjectB:5 4!5 15 4:3 4:4 !4 3:3 2!2 1;3 2!2 2:3 1:2SubjectBpractised12tim sthom . Thus,itsnotpossibletdivide hisratingsin o5cell ,eachwit equalnumberofratings.Thiis solvedbylookingath wmanyextra homesessionsth rare.Incas ofsubjectBtherear2extrahom practicesessions.Sin etherare twoextrapractices,hefirst cellsareenlarged,achtom ke roomforneext ah mpractice session.<Intheca eofreextra homepracticesess ons,thfir t threecellsarenlarged,ndsoo .)
Ifthenumberofhomepracticsessionsile sth5f rsubj t,hn t includedthanalysis. [Toexcludeasubjectfromthisanalysisfdi r esmaybdebat l( experiment4,onsubjecthadtbexcluded).O rr asonfod i gsow st t itmadethewholanalysismoreeas .(Oc nalrguth tth riso littleinformationavailableisuchc sesrd rtdmeaningful correlation.)Thechoicef5ellswabas donsubject vedeci io :( )W figuredthatno derdameaningfulcorrelation,tminimumnumb rof cellswehadtoavaabout5.(b)Byhavinghminimumnumb rofcells,s fewcasesapos iblewerexcludedfromthanaly s.If6cellh dbe n chosenforexperime t4an th rcaswouldhavebeenx lud d.Sillw r chosenforexperim nt5,becauSspr cticedm rthoingene alith t experiment,incompar sontthSsi experiment4.] STEPC Themeansfromst pBarcalcul tedfoe chfthivcel sh subject.Thentc llmeansforsubjectAardd dtc llmeansf subjectB.Inthcaseof3Ss(A,B,C),t ecellmeansfor,a dCr addedtogeth r. A+B:! 9.5J 7.7 5.0 4.0 4.0 Onlythefigur si finalcolumnareused. Theyarcorrelatedwith numbersfro1-5which denotethechron logical timefromhbeginningf theexperimentond. Iftherear3ixcells,swast cainexp riment5,umberfro1-6ar usedtorepr senthchronologicaltimva iabl .SubjectA:t!SubjectB: 4.5+I5.0 4.0+!3.7 2.5+2.5 1.5+!2.5 1.5+!2.5
CT\ LkJ
Eogitivethinkingexercise1(forsession6): Replacethevisualisationexercis(t tyoudidb f repracti i g theimagerystrat gy!witht sexerci .Youho ldpr ise imagerystrat gforabout5min.fteryoh vpr ctisedth positivethinkingexerc se.Aga ,y umayw ntst rti he relaxationxercisebeforedoingthepositivhink nexerca d theimagerystrat gy.Toke panop ni d;aybeasi st approachthisexercise3nadv nturintsus endingnormalr al y. Ifyoufindtseemsinappropriateanwouldr thertpractisei that'sfine,butc nhardlyrogiveitry.T yim gin theworldasy uoulliktbe.Talkingo toudmayhelp. Icanimproveyabilitytodbestndthi kposit ve thoughts.Anythinggettimywayisone.Do btar removed.theywilln tarise.Myeffortsrsmooth rnd moreeffectiv .Myimageryisget ngcl ar r,o effective.Iamagertosmyr sultsgbetter. confidentthata yskillsIcquireodevelopw lbus d inhelpfulways,formyselfandthe s.Ilc mfortable withtheid aofPKasproductivecontributors ciety. Ifeelconfidentthatw llnotmisusePK.d serv success.Itigoodforpe pletdevelopanyfth ir abilitiesthatc nbem dhelpfulooth rs.Iw ll lucky,andthingswillgobetterforveryonearounm .If IgetbetteratPK,willh lppeoplefe , thingsgrow,flou ishprosperfuncti nefficentlya d effectively.<E c.improviseaccordingtyourown imagination.> Emphasis:Ic ndoybe tinring goutPK.h lp myselfandotherstfeelw l ,helpthingslouri h prosperandgrow. Thisexercisei3toh lpyoug tntoar active,optimisticnd confidentmood,f ryournexta di alPKsessiperhaps lifeinge eral.Itcaniveyouadditio al,th lpd yourbestandth lpout elg obeff rts.I '3n t
fakeconfidence-wknowtherillstbim sh ni gd n't workoutexactlyaseant.Bifrconfidencendm odsg , it'sboundthelpuverall,flifngenera!awhat verPK skillswemayhav . Trytohinkfp sitiveinkingasfr mmindatc perhapsbringouttheowerfyoumi dh lhingsg owa prosper.Trytimagineh tt erarnoboundariesbetwe n possibleandtheimpo sib .Trybehavty uel ady successfulPKag nt.Trytofe lh wgooditbblee p othersfeelw llandmakethingorkeffective y.Repetitionis essential.Youcanpracticethisep- alkanightb foreretiri g.B confidentthatyourunconsciousself/mi dw lrkobri gi ge necessaryPKabilitytoyouduringhight.Y urnc nsciousmi d willgoab utitntsownay.Ifyoliked ingth sexercise mayperh pstryointegr tethough sandma efy urself personwhincr asesha pinesllaroundimI tthflowfd ily life.Perhapsthosewhospreadhap inesa ounmvd exactlythat!
Ld Ch
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Eositivethinkingexercis2(fors ss on6): Replacethevisua isationxercise(youdidbef rpract ing theimagerystrate y;withth sexerci e.Yous o ldpract st imagerystr tegyforabout5mm.afteryouh vpr ctisedthe positivethink ngexerc se.Aga n,y umayw nttost rith relaxationexerciseb foredoingthp s tivthink nex rcisea d theimagerystrate y.Ttoke panopenmind;ibe siest approachthisexe cise3nadv ntureintsus e dingnormalre lity. Ifyoufindtseemsinappropriatewoulrathertpractise that'sfine,butitc nhardlyurtogivery.Tryimagin theworldasy uoulliktbe.Talkingoutloudmayhelp. Icanimproveyabilitytodobestandth kpositive thoughts.Do bareremoved,t eywillnotarise.My effortsaresmo therndm reffectiv .Myi age y gettingcl arer,andmoreeffectiv .Iamagetos y resultsgebett r.Iamconfidenthata yskillsa qu r ordevelopwi lbusedinhelpfuways,formy elfa d others.Ife lc mfortablewiththeidofPKas productivecontributortsociety.Ifeelconfid ntha willnotmisusePK.Itigo dforpe pletdevelopa yf theirabilitiest atc nhe pooth rsandthsoci ty.I willbelucky,andthingsilgobett rforevery nearoun me.Ifgetbett ratPK,mayabltoh lph s aroundme,swellmys lf.Iilhelptoreduc accidents,malfunctio sanredilln sses.<£t . improviseaccordingtyourowni ginatio .; Emphasis:Ic ndoybestinringi goutPK.canh lp myselfandotherstreducaccid nt ,m lfunctio san illnessesforthbenefitothers. Thisexerci eistoh lpy ug tintoareac ive,optimistica d confidentmood.fory urnextafi alPKsessi nandperh psfor lifeingen ral.Itcangiveyouaddi ionall f ,thelpyoud yourbestandth lpfe lgoodab ty urff rt .I sn t fakeconfid nce-wknowtherllstbtimeswh nthi gdo -t
workoutexac lyasewant.Buifocon ide eandmoodsg , it'sboundthelpuoverall,fl fingen la dwhat verPK skiI1swemayhav . Trytothinkofpositivethinkingafr mefmindt ac perhapsbringouttheowerfy rmindhelpireducingaccide ts andillnesses.Trytoim ginhatthereanobound ri sbetwee possibleandtheimp sible.Trybe aveaifyourlready becomingatterPKagent.Trytofe lhowg ditisbable successfullyhelpotherwithth iproblems.Re e ition13essent al. Youcanpracticethispep-talkanightbef rer t ing.Bconfident thatyourunc nsciousself/mi dwillorkobring ngsuc e styou duringthenight.Yourunconsciousm dwillgab titsow way.Ifyoulikedoingthisexercisey umperhaptrin eg at thoughtsandImagesfy rs lfpersonwhhelpthingg t betterIn othflowfdallylif .Perhapsth sewhoarblt reducemalfunctionsandp oblemsinlifh vdonex c lyt t!
Lw CTv VJ1
Positivethinkingexercise3(forsess on6): Replacethevisu lisationexer ise(th tyoudidb f rpra sing theimagerystrat gy}with3exercise.Yousho ldpra tiseth imagerystr t gforabout5m.ftyhavp ctisedth positivethinkingexercis .Aga ,youmayw ttst rthh relaxationxerciseb foredoingthep sitivt inki ge ercisend theimagerystr tegy.Toke panp ni d:i absi stt approachthisexercisenadve tureintosuspendingnormalr ality. Ifyoufindtseemsi appropriateandw uldr therpract that'sfine,buticanhardlyrtogivetry.T yimagine theworldasy uullikitbe.T lkingo tloumayhelp. Icanimproveyabilitytodbesndthi kpos tive thoughts.Iremovemydoubts,hewilln tarise.M effortsaresm otherndref ec iv .Myimage y13 gettingcl arer,moeffectiveandvivi .Imag toseemyresultsgebetter.Iamc nfidenthatnyski l Iacquireodevelopwi lbU3edinh lpfulaysfmyse f andothers.Icandomybest,wi1succeedido g bestbecauseIamlu kyndsucce sful super-optimistandIh vegoodim gi a ion.willb successfulinthextession.Myun onscio sl ,bri g megoodresultsinn xtse sion!Icaesucce sth computertescomingme.Ianf lsuccessc i. Iknowcandmybestec useamlu kyndsucces ful. <Etc.improviseaccordingty urownimagination^ Emphasis:Ic ndoybe tinringingouPK.e luckyandsuccessfulil t . Thisexerciseistoh lpy ug tintoareact v ,optim icnd confidentmood.f ry urnextai alPKsessionnp rhapsf liteingeneral.Itcaniveyouadditionallif ,th lpd yourbestandthelpufe lg odbo trff rts.It'n fakeconfid nce-wknowtherillstbtimesh ni gd n't workoutexactlyasewan .Bifrconfid ncendmoodisg o .





Information referred to in experiment 5.
1) Diagram of the parapsychology laboratory 368
2) The tape-recorded "pep-talk" instructions that
preceded the visual-imagery strategy instruction
on the tape which was played in the beginning
of each session (control subjects only got the pep-talk) 368
3) The tape-recorded autogenic relaxation exercise (that' all
four groups of subjects received after session 2 while
relaxing in a reclining chair) 369
4) Pamphlet given to subjects in the three imagery groups. For each
imagery group, the pamphlet included the relevant visual-imagery
strategy on a sheet of paper (omitted here). The control group
obtained the same pamphlet, except all information about the
visual-imagery strategies was eliminated (available from the
author). The pamphlet included:
a) summary of the design of the experiment
signed by the experimenter 371
b) general suggestions 371
c) notes on how to do the home practices 373
d) diary sheet of paper 373
e) abstract of the relaxation exercise 374
f) simple visualization exercise 374

















1.Tape-recorder. 2.BBCcomputer. 3.IBMcomputer. 4.Recliningchair.
5.Tables. 6.BooKshelf. 7.Chairs. 8.Headphones.
TapeRecord dInstructions:Pep-Talk Thisrecordingistoh lpyougetintarelaxedanetl r , optimisticandconfidentmoof ry ursession.Icagiv additionallifttohelpyoud rb stonhecompu etesand helpyoufeelg odabo tureff rts.Optimismisnake confidence-wknowthereillstbtim sh ni gsd n'trk outexactlyaswean .Bifrconfidencedmoosgt' boundthelpusverall,flifig nerala dfwhat verPK skillswemayhav . TobeginwithIanty utcl seryes.aked pr t , breatheinandoutslowlyd eplfewtim s.<L ngp use.> Breatheinandout,3lowlydeeply.<L ngpause.>Allowy ur lft relax.'<P u3e.>Emptyyourindofllw rri s.<P use.>L tgf allthoughtsboutwhayoh vebeend ingtoday.Imagint s thoughtsbelikalloon ,etgfft em.<Pa s ->Ju concentratethta3khead.<Pause.> Remembertokeepanop ni d:itaybeasi stappro chth experimentinwh chyouaparticipatingsnadvent reinto suspendingnormalreality.L tyourselfimp oveurpsychokin sis abilitybydoingyourbestndthinkinp si-tlvethough s.Conside positivethink ngasfr meofmindatc nperhapsbri gutt e powerofy umind.Imaginthaterrnobound riesbetweent possibleandtheimpos ible.<Paus .> Removeanyofyourd ubtssthaewillnarise.Y r effortswillb comesmo therandm reffect ve.Youreeag rts yourresultsgebett r.F lconfidentthaanyskillsym acquireodevelopwi lbus dinh lpf laysf ry urselfand others.Y ucandoyo rbest,andwillsucc edindoi gy ubest becauseyouw ntto.T llo runc nsciousse fbri gyg d resultsinthiss ssion!<Pau3e.>T ltagaiob ingysucces . <Pause.> Nowrepeataft rminy uind:Ife lcomfortablew hthe ideaofPKasproductivecontributorts cie y.<P us .>Ife l confidentthatIwi11notmisusePK.<Pause.>tgforpe pl developanyoftheirabilit esatc nh lpth rsandts c e y. <Pause.>Iwillbelucky,andthingsillgobett rforevery ne aroundme.<Pause.>Ifg tbett rtPK,ayabltoh lpth s aroundme,swellys lf.<Pau e.> Imagineachievingsucc ssinthcomputertest.<P use.>F l successcomingty u.Yarg ingetma yhits,ykn w candoyourbest.Visu lizeyourselfuccessfu .<Pause->Now.eh v asifyourelreadysucc ssfulwiththcomputer.Fe lh wg dt istogetmanyhits.<Pau e.>Repetitiov ryh lpful:k p repeatingthIdofsucc ssncomputeresy urs lf. <Pause.>Bconfidentth tyourunc n ciousmi dw llrkobri ging successtoy u.Y runconsciousmi dwillgabo tittsownay. Integratethoughtsandima esfyou selfsucce sfulaluckyi to theflowfyourdailylife.Perhapsh sewhoarsucce sfuland luckyinifehavedonthat.Perhapst swhorablreduc malfunctionsa dproblemsinlifh vedoexactlyth t!<Paus .>
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WORD-BY-WORDAUTOGENICPH ASESNDIMA PREPARATION Firstgeintoacomfortablep sition.Wh ley uaf dinggoodp s t , youwillalsoanttloosenyightclothi g.Be mecomfortablea possible. BREATHING-SMOOTHANDRHYTHMIC Takede pbr ath....B e theinsoth tt eirflowsintyoulu gnd feelsathoughit'sillingupyourst machare .N w,br theoutslowly.. Feelyourselffloatingd wn. Focusyo rattentioncompletelyndfullyy rbreathi g.Imagi ey ur breathingissautomatictheoceawaves,r llingin...ando t... . andout...Silentlysaytyo rself,"Bre thing,smoothanrhythmic....""My breathingiseffortlessandc lm....""Br thing,sm othrhythmic....""My breathingiseffortlessandc lm....""B thing,sm othrhythmic..." Asyoubreathe,imaginer laxationflow gveryoub dy,nwaveaft r another.Wi heachw veofr laxation,t yfe lheh avinessdw rmtin yourbody. LEGSANDF ET Yourmindisbecomingorepassivendtranquil,dyhavepl c ,r l x awarenessofthfeelingsfrelaxationthroughouty urbody.A lft e tensionsandworrieillsl pwayfromy u&afeew vesfrel xat o floodingveryou.Therisagrowineelingfwarmthndheavinessiny ur armsndlegspassiveawarenessofyour3t trel xation.Sil n lys y toyourself,"Iamrelaxed...."feelv yqui t,andmb dyisr l x d. ...""Mywholebodyisdeeprelaxed...." Thesefeelingsofrelaxation,pas ivitya dp acewilln wb c mm rando profoundasyconcentrateojusurtoes.F ully ratt ti ny toes.Sayyourself,"marehe vandwarm;armthisflo ingint y toes...."C ntinuesilentlyrep ayour elf,"raytoarhe vya dw rm; warmthisflo ingintomyt es...." Nextbringyouratte tiont rfendc lves.Sil tlysayoy urself,"r y feetandcalvesrh yw rm;armthisflo ingntomyeetandc lves, andtheyfe lpleasantlywarm...." Now,slo lymovey urconcentrationt rkne sa dhighs.Passivelyfocuo yourkneesandthighfeelingofheav nessa dw rmth."Mykn d thighsareheavyndwa m.Warmthisflo ingupfrmyc lvestokneesand thighs...."Remember,youdn twantryofo ceanyfh sthi s happen,justallowthemohap en.Th ywilloccurn turallyndge y. Continuerepeatingtoy urself,"mykn eandthighrheava dwarm...." Imaginethebloodwarmingyourlegs. Atthistime,carefullystudyfeelinginyo rl gs;toe ,f t,calv s kneesandthigh .Atteotfeelingofheavinessa dw rmt .Y umayus anythoughtsyoucareinrdermagiy urlegsb c mingw m.Yo imaginethateyrenwa mt rorth tsuibeatingdo nthem.
Continuerepeatingtyourself:"Mylegaheavyndwarm:thisflo ing intomylegs,andf elpleasantlywarm...." Canyoufeelthrelaxation?Dyourlegsaifw uldnh plift them?Maybeewar thremindsyouoft su eru .How v rydescribei fine,aslo gitspleasantf ryou.Justcontinuetfe lhh avi sd warmth,andfeeltherelaxation."W rmanpl santfeelingsrs kinginto everypartofmylegs,andfe t.""Myl rveimp." HIP,STCMACHANDMALLOFTHEBACK Now,Iwouldlikey uturnrattentionhipmuscl s.Concent ate thisareaofyourb dyndfocuallyourtte tionthere.Sil ntr p at:"My hipsareheavyandw m:rmthisflo ingntor yhips...."Thefeelingsf warmthmaybedeep nedyimagi ingthsushioyouhipmuscles.Continue sayingthesewordshilefocus ngony urhip :"Mareeavyndw rm; warmthisflo ingrommylegsthips. Slowlyturny urattentionhestomachmuscles.Silen lyrep t:"Mystomach musclesareheavyndwarm;mthisflo ingntoysto chmuscles...."And now,thelowerbackmuscles:"Ts allofybiheava dw rm;armthi flowingfr mmysto achintothesmallfyback...." Becomefullyawareofthefeelingsiny urstom cha dba kmuscl s.Bs rt keepoutalloth rthoughtssyc ntinuefoheavi e sa dw rmtin yourstomachandback.Ifo herthoughtsc minyourmi ,willfi dit possibletlethemgoaquicklyat yc me.Yourepass velyconc ntrating onheavinessdwarmth.Simplyl tt esnghapp n;allowtfeel sof heavinessdwarmthtoapp ny u. ARMSNDHA D Now,Iwanty utfocusourfinger ,assil ntlyaytyourself:"My fingersareheavyndw rm,armthisflo ingntor yfing rtips....""Allr y fingersareheavyndw rm,th yfeelvpleasant..." Bringyourattentionthands.Fe lthemg ti gwarm,syous yt yourself:"Myhandsaeavyandw m,armthisflo ingintrhands...." Moveyourattention3l wlyty urwrists.Sile tlyrep attoyourself,"r y wristsareheavyandarm,theyfe lw mple sant....""Warmthisflo i g intomywrists...." Justcontinuetfeelheheavinessdwarmth,f elthrelaxatio .Mo yourattentionthelow rrmmuscles,yosaytyourself:"Mylow rarm musclesareheavyndwarm,wa mthisflo ingntomylowearmuscles...." Passivelyfocusyourattentiont relb wsnduppearmsndhfeeli gf heavinessdwarmth:"Myelbowsanupp rrmbecomingh vdwa , warmthisflo ingntomyelbowsandupperrms...." Verygood.Y uarerelaxinglloversy rmsbecov ryh avandw r .As thewarmthflo sintoyourhands,ywilleeourlb dyrelaxing.Y arelettingeve ythinggo,llc resandwo riesf ,wa .Thisisyour timeothinko lyfpleasantre axationandt efeel ngsibring .Its betterforyouifthinkfnothingutewayy ub dfe ls.Lall otherthoug tsleaveyourmind.
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Onceagain,focusingonb thfyourrmsthinkyo elf:"Myrmshe vy andwarm.""W rmthisflo ingintoyhands....C ti uep ssiv lyt concentrateyourarmsbei gh avyndw rm.Bsu eyge tlp sho y otherth ughts.Inurmod ns ci ty,indi ftennusbei gq andrelaxed,ittendsowa der.Ifyoufinthishapp ning,d tbec me upsetordisappointed.J stbri gy urmckthehough :"Myrmsr heavyandwarm;rmthisflo ingintomyands.""Themusclesarmsnd handsarelettinggo,ndImbeco ingmoremorrelaxed." SHOULDERSANDNECK NowIwantyoutfocusonmusclesinheupp rpartfy ubackandthe shouldermusc es.Silentlyaytyo rs lf:"Hiemusclinthupperpartof mybackrewarmandhe vy.Thev rvy,pleasantlyw mndthoroughl relaxed....""Warmthisflowingintomyhould rmuscles."Mho lusc es arebecomingh avyndw .W r thisflo ingintmyshould ruscl s,an theyarecompletelyrelaxed...." Moveyourattentionsl wlyt rn ckmuscles.Fe lhemg ttingwarand heavy.Silentlysaytoy urself:"Mn ckmuscl sarwarmndh ,ya warm...."Beco eawareofy urneckmuscles."W rmandpleasantfee i gsre sinkingintoeverypartofmyshould rsa dneckmuscles.""Musc esfe l veryheavy,pleasantlyw rmandthoroughlre xe ...." Verygood.Takesometimn wwhily ukeepurle s,armsnckv ryh v andwarm,checkarouny rbodytseeiftherensionmuscle. Checkallround.Yorebec mingv ryrelaxed,andyf llooslimp- justlikeanoldragd ll.Anyoureallyrth trel xed,ac tinu practicerelaxation. FACEMUS L S NowIwantyoutconcentratey urfa emuscles.P ssivelyallthwarm h tospreadasyouilentlyayyou self:"Warmthispreadingfrmyneck musclestoyface."Feely urchingetti gwarmandh vy,st yourself:"Mychinfeelwa mandhe v ,armthisflo ingntomchin...." Letyourmo thdr popenf ramomentndvy urjawge tlyfrsidt side.Now,closey urmouthl lykeepingrt thslig tlapar .Asyour attentionisoyourlipsandjaw,repeatpas ivelyty ur elf,"myl d jawarewarmndhe vy....""Mjlipsf elv ywa mndhe , completelyrelaxed."Yourjawislo sndlack. Focusnyourcheeks,asypas ivelyllowthemgetw rmndhe vy.M yourattentiontn se.Rep atsil n lytyour elf:"Myoiwa mand heavy,warmthisflo ingintomnose...."Nex ,yoursarebecom g pleasantlyhe vyandwarm.Sil tls ytoyourself:"Mrsahe vnd warm...."Youreyesarlsondhe vy.Youreyelidg tlycl sed Saypassivelytoyour elf:"Mey saple santlyw mandhe vy.W rmthis flowingintomyeyes...."Bsurethm sclesiyourfacarrelax d. Relaxyourfor he d.Yourfore adisalittlc lethanstfy r body,utstillveryheavandth roughlyrel xe .G tsyo rse f,"My foreheadisrelaxed,te lh avyandrel xe ...." RETURNTOACTIVITY
Verygood.N wIwanty utfocusono rlungs.Foyattentio completelyandful yyourbreathing.T kdeepth....Br athins thateairflowsintoyourlu gsndfeelth ughisflowingydo intoyourst machare .Breatheveryde plowni youstomacharnd,s youbreatheout,saytyours lf,"Iamrelaxed...."Exp ndy rlung takingnicedeepbr ath.Fillyourlu gsw r.eethensioi lungs...Experiencethte s onandhslowlyexhaleF lt r lax tio returningastheirg ntlyrush sout.Repeattd pbreathing...." Associatedeepbr athingwithr laxedodyandc e rmi d. Nowaswec mpletethirelaxationpr c c ,taklasdeepbr thndsl ly letitou .Whenyoupeoury s,ywillbrelax dandlert.Asop n youreyes,willfindyourselfbackithplacwhery ustartedr relaxation.Hieenvironmentwills elow randcalm ,a dyouillbm re relaxedandp aceful.Slow yopeny urey s...Yawnndstr t hsdi themorningandshakey urhandsbri kly.
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PARAPSYCHOLOGYLABORATORY UniversityofEdi burgh DepartmentofPsychology 7GeorgeSquar EdinburghH89JZ
Participantname: Theexperimentinw ichyouarb ut conductedtexamintheeffectsofimag ry strategyonpossiblepsychok n t1abilities chance.T isproje twillinvolvy urcompl testinadditiontoplay ngourc mputeriz andpracticingvIsua1-imagerystrate y minutesonadailybasis.Wehopeywi1 challengingandiftytimyouwish yourrequestwillbhonour dimmediately.
toparticipateisbe ng techniquesastr i ing
onacomputerizedgamef etlngoneinspectiontime edt stonfourocca ions athomef rbout10-15
Ifindthise joyablean thdraw3implytellusand
Allpersonalinformationobtainedfry uwillbheldistrict confidencea dw llneverbmadpubl cianynerwhichco l identifyyou.Ifywish,youarefreetusps udonyminth test,alongweh vbothy urps udonymandy urrealnamefor ourconfidentialrecords. Whenthisproj ctiscompl ted,wexpecttgivy uabriefreport ontheoutcomeandyoth rinf rmatiw i hmightbeofinter stt you.Thisexperimentisn tdesignedtodetermiifagiv individualhaspsychicabil t esbutr thertolo kf rgeneraltrends inagroupofpeople.Atntimeh spreviousres a chindicatedt t anyh rmcanomefrot isypefexperime t. Experimenter:LoftuReimarGissurarson Date
GENERALSUGGESTIONS Inorderf ryoutdwellnthc mputerest,ymaywa readfollowingsuggestionsm rethanonce. Ifyouatnytimelosyoursheetwiththvi uaI-imagstr teg orwantfurtherexplanationsfeelr etcallhxperiment rith r atwork(6671011ext.4448)orh me(662518).Ifyoufe ldo n, tired,illornbadmoo ,p easec lthex erimenterarr nge anotherappointmentforyoursess n.Ifyw ttachieveg d resultsitImportantthaty rconc ntrationiscomple elyot taskahead. Feedback:Whenyour ceivethfe dbaft rachri lt yo beawareofitsmplication.N ticeanyparticula"st tofind", "sensation"."feeling"oran"id a"thaemspr cedeh t.U thefeedbackasinformation-tguidyou.D n'tbdiscouragedi thecomputerfall3selectthpr ferr dwindow. Negativethoughts:Ifyoucatchyourselfthinkingnega iv thoughts,alkpositivelyy urself.Eitherignu succes ful outcomesrthinkfthemasstept atwillhelpy ugrad a lyt improve.Dnottohinkffailure.Wheny uh vpressedth space-bar,relaxandwatchyourresultsithconfide . Tryingtoohard:Onesometimestrieshg tighsc re onthecomputertest.T omuchfforighthavreverseff co thatanticipated.T ebestsuggestionwcangivyoui ;d urbes onconcentratingthask,bself-confiden ,dn tthi kegative thoughtsbeoptimistict avisuaI-imagerystr tegw rkand developa3tronglongingtogethighscorewhilremaini gl xed aboutit.̂
H
Homepractice:Thehompracticesaimp rt ntfy uwant achievegoodresults.Practisyo rvlsu l-imagerystrategyonad y forabout10-15minutese chti e.F lfrspe dm retion practicingifyouw ntto. Dothehomeexercis sinaquitplacw eny uarnt red.Sit downinacomfortablechairw e ey uarfreointerruptions. Loosenyourc llaandsh esfeelc mf rtable.Thinkofth e practiceasImportantnstrengtheningyourvlsu 1-Im gerystrategy, andperhapsyourvisualisationab l tyIngener l,likstrengthening amusclewithexercise. Aftereachtimeyoupracti e,pl snote:daandytimof commencement;h wlongy upractised;degrefsuc esswitht e visua1-imagerystrate y(vividness;:aI30makeycommentthy u feelmaybr levant(e.g.ifyouhadgr atd yanfe lt ism y haveelpedtobringaboutg dpracticsession). Scalefor"ratedsucc ssfvlsuaI-Imag ystrategy" 1tern: 1=Icouldvisualizethevisual-imag rystr t ype fect clearlyandvividly. 2=Icouldvisualizethevi3uaI-Imagerystrat gyreason bly clearlyandvividly. 3=1couldvisualizetheIsuI-Imagerystr t gymoderat ly c1earIyandvividly. 4=1couldonlyvisualizethevisual-Imag rstr t gy vaguelyanddimly. 5=Icouldn tgeanyimagetll,on"knew"th t wasthinkingofevisual-imagerystrategy. Ifyoumissaday,or3pendlessth10minuteonpractisi g that'sfine,butpleasewrititdown30thathe eisacom lete recordofyourdevelopment.Wwanty utbringhdiarywithyouin thelastses ion.Yourdiarymahelpyandutund rstandbetter whatm ybei portantIne hanci gostabllzingPKscores. Weknowy uaresp ndingvaluable3p re-tlmwithus,a dtherefor




HOWTDHEHOMEPRACTICES Trytopractiselikeanthl tebefo edoi gspactivity; imagininghistaskhead,visual zinghperform nceandm t od,d seeinginhism d'seyasucc s fulachiev m ntofhigoal. PhaseOne-Exercis stoenh nchevisual-imag rystrategy. Thisp ases ouldbeIncludedthhompracticebeforses ions3 and4.Dorelaxationexercisebeforestartingthvisu1-imagery strategywhenpractisingahombefosession3.Whenpr ctisi g beforesession4,therelaxations ouldbfollowedimmediat lyya 3implevisualizationexerc se. PhaseTwo-evisua1-imagerystrategy,(a)De pbre thing: Closey ureyesandtaks ri sofd epbre thfr myourdiaphr gm. Slowlybreatheinandout(thro gy rm thifyprefer). Accordingtsp tsp y h logistsandmentalskillstrainer ,his typeofbreathing(calledcenterebreathing)se mstoinc ash feelingofinternalstab lityandenh ci gy urabilitytfocus.I iseasiertontery urv1su l-image ystrategyafterde pbre hing, (b)Thevisual-Imagerystrategy:Nows rtpractisingy u visuaI-imagerystrategy.Wh ledoingit,imaginethay uarett e lab.Visualizeyourselfinthesound-attenuatedro ma dseth computerdisplayinfrontfy ui ourm nd'seye.Itismportant thatyouvividlyimagineyourselffeelingwellandself-c nf de t, beingsuccessfulandgetti gmanyhitsothcomput rte3t. Whenyoucometthlabdyoursession,onlyh vetus deepbreathingfollowedyy urvisuaI-imagerystrat g .Bec usy r brainw lleorki gfullforcd ingthh mpract ces,itwilbe moreexperienc dandconfid ntdur ngtha tualsessio .
DIARY Date&d yjHourfiTimej ofh me|daywhenspento practiceiticedjpracti ing,
|I





Relaxatione ercise(fors ssion3): Thefollowingrelaxationexerciseisd ignedth lpyouind g thevisua1-imagerystrate y.Dothrelax tionexcerci3foabout0 minutesbefory upractiso rv1sua1-im ge ystrate y.Thdyo r visua1-imagerystrat gforabo t5inutes,suchtheti pen perdayisabout10to5minut s.Ify udth sexercise successfully,yoursho ldhavm recont olovery uvi a1-imag y strategy,inthsensth tieasierovi ualisefone relaxed.Practisingelaxatiobeforyourvis aI-image yst tegya homecanelpyoutr l xbetterintn xts ssiona dcoubring aboutbettervisualisation:thebodyicompl telyrel x danthuis notsendingsig alstohbraincompeteforatte tion.Fe lfr toadjusthirelaxationexercisetyourn e s: Ifyouaresitting,putyourhandsi rl pdclose youreyes.Ifarelyingdown,ifl tourback bed.Makesureveryp tofyouicomfortabl ,olegs notcrossedandy urhandsrestingc lmlyot ebed.F l thoroughlyandcompletelyrelaxealthroughy urbody. Takesomelowdeepbreathsands ytyours lf,rel x. Startbyrel xingyourto s.Feelth mge tingwarand heavy.Next,bringyouratt ntiontyourfeandc lves, andthenslowlymoveittyourkne sandthighs.Im ine thebloodwarmingy urlegs.Movy urattenti nthhip musclesandstomachmuscle3.Feelthgettingw rand heavy.Bringyourattentiontyourfing rs,hands,low armmuscles,thenelbowsandupperr .F ltmusclesin yourarmsgettingwarmandhe vy.Th nlalltensiflo outftheupperpartfy rback,thesh uld rmus esan neckmuscles.Fe lth mgettingwara dheavy.Fin lly relaxyourfacemuscl s;chin,lip ,j wche ksnose,e r andeyesndingwithyourforehea .F lple s ntlyw rm, heavyandt oroughlrelaxed. Finally,bringyourattentiont urlungs.Expa dyour lungsbytakingnicedeepbr atha dholdingi .Fillyour Iung3withair.Feelthens oniyourlungs.Exp rience thetensionandthenslowlyxhale.F ltrel xatio returningastheig ntlyrush sout.Rep atthde p breathing.Associated epbrewirelax dbodyand clearmind.






Mean PK scores for each training session in experiments 4 and 5.
1) Experiment 4 376
2) Experiment 5 376






































































































































Experiment5 MeanPKscoresofexp riment5foea hfthfoutrainingsessions.Chance scorefoeedbackandn nfeedba kv r ion=10.0,a dcha ces ofo combinedversions=20.0.Ssessionnumber;F=feedbackversion;M- nonfeedbackversion;0=scre n ngsessio ;1-4allfou"training" sessionscombined;1 t=firhalfothexperim nt(sessions1-2 combined);2nd=se ondhalfotheexp rime t(sessions3-4combin d). IProcess-orientedJGoal-orient dEnd-ori nted1Cont lgr upJ
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